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ABSTRACT
This project explores the zombie’s status and function as an artistic traumatic
grotesque within the 2000s. Coined as a grotesque “stream” by art historian Frances S.
Connelly, the traumatic grotesque interrupts established visual norms by presenting
contemporary social anxieties in monstrous form. Though a historically filmic monster,
the zombie made its formal and enduring appearance in visual art amid the nearcontinuous cultural traumas of the 2000s. My goal was a better understanding of how the
zombie, as expressed in art and film, embodies the traumatic imagery and psychology of
three specific tragedies. They are: Britain’s 2001 Foot and Mouth disease outbreak,
Damien Hirst and Jenny Saville, and Danny Boyle’s 28 Days Later (2002); 9/11, Dana
Schutz’s “Self Eaters” series (2003-2005), and George A. Romero’s Land of the Dead
(2005); and the 2008-2010 Great Recession, Jillian McDonald, and AMC’s The Walking
Dead Season Four (2013-2014).
The zombie’s iconographic crossover marks art history’s need for a detailed
history of both zombie symbolism and how the social contexts of past and present
iterations affect the monster’s function and reception. I used a combination of semiotics,
psychoanalysis and critical theory to begin that examination. First, a brief historiographic
analysis of grotesque theory establishes the artistic construct’s evolving “yes, and…”
semiotic functions. From within a socio-historical breakdown of zombie movies, the
monster uses its grotesque characteristics to critically challenge the viewer’s social
identity. During cultural trauma, sociological and psychoanalytic effects transform the
zombie into a traumatic grotesque. By invoking viewer identification and traumatic
memory, the zombie traumatic-grotesque engages individual viewers in self-realized
moments of either progressive or traditional cathartic trauma processing.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

“And if You Gaze Long into an Abyss, the Abyss Also Gazes into You.”
- Nietzsche, Beyond Good and Evil, 1886

Within its scant two decades, the second millennium of Western history became
an unceasing onslaught of traumatic events. The 9/11 terror attacks and the associated
Iraq and Afghanistan wars defined the opening years, followed by the Great Recession
global disaster. Crises continue with regular, near constant, pandemics. At the time of this
writing, the world is one year into the COVID-19 (2020-ongoing) global pandemic.1
Yet, COVID-19 is only the latest of a string of widespread postmillennial disease,
including: SARS (2002-2004), Bird flu (2004-2007), Swine flu (2009, 2013-2014), Zika
(2007, 2013-2018), Ebola (2013-2016), and measles (2019).2 That these traumatic events
mark the loss of over 2,474,030 lives - or over .03% of the world’s population – prove the
past two decades as eras of recurring social traumas.3 As defined by Arthur Neal in

1

This contemporary social trauma, with its ever-increasing death toll and associated psychological trauma,
would make the pandemic a potential case study for this study. While I do include further discussion of
COVID-19 in the conclusion, the outbreak occurred after my primary research on events and artworks from
2000-2013 was complete.
2
While traumatic outbreak is of disease are hardly a twenty first century problem, the rapid awareness of
disease outbreaks brought about through the news and social media posts remains unique to contemporary
times and will be further explored in this writing.
3
9/11: 2977, via “Commemoration” (National September 11 Memorial & Museum, New York City, NY,
accessed February 20, 2020), https://911memorial.org/connect/commemoration.; Iraq War: 110,600, via
“Report: 110,600 Iraqis Killed since Invasion,” NBC News, April 24, 2009,
http://www.nbcnews.com/id/30383144/ns/world_news-mideast_n_africa/t/report-iraqis-killed-invasion.;
Afghanistan War: 157,000, via “Report: 110,600 Iraqis Killed since Invasion,” NBC News, April 24, 2009,
http://www.nbcnews.com/id/30383144/ns/world_news-mideast_n_africa/t/report-iraqis-killed-invasion.;
Great Recession: 4884+, via Shu-Sen Chang et al., “Impact of 2008 Global Economic Crisis on Suicide:

1

National Trauma and Collective Memory (1998), social trauma is “individual and
collective reactions to a volcano-like event that shook the foundations of the social
world” that creates “disruption” and “radical change…within a short period of
time…Dismissing or ignoring the traumatic experience is not a reasonable option.”4
Aiding society in its undeniable and forced reception of social trauma in the 2000s was a
familiar pop cultural figure: the zombie.5

Time Trend Study in 54 Countries,” BMJ 347 (2013): https://doi.org/10.1136/bmj.f5239.; SARS: 774, via
“SARS (Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome)” (NHS, Leeds, England, 2019),
https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/sars/.; Bird flu: 455 via “Cumulative Number of Confirmed Human Cases
for Avian Influenza A(H5N1) Reported to WHO, 2003-2020,” (World Health Organization, Geneva,
Switzerland, 2020), https://www.who.int/influenza/human_animal_interface/2020_01_20_tableH5N1.pdf.;
Swine Flu: 284,000 in 2009 and 571 in the 2013-2014 flu season via Robert Roos, “CDC Estimate of
Global H1N1 Pandemic Deaths: 284,000,” last modified June 27, 2012, http://www.cidrap.umn.edu/newsperspective/2012/06/cdc-estimate-global-h1n1-pandemic-deaths-284000., and Carmen S. Arriola et al.,
“Update: Influenza Activity - United States, September 29, 2013-February 8, 2014” (Center for Disease
Control and Prevention, Atlanta, GA, February 21, 2014),
https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/preview/mmwrhtml/mm6307a3.htm.; Zika: 30, with the majority being
microcephalitic babies via “Governo Confirma Relação Entre Zika Vírus e Epidemia De Microcefalia,”
BBC News Brazil, November 28, 2015,
https://www.bbc.com/portuguese/noticias/2015/11/151127_confirma_zika_microcefalia_mdb.; Ebola:
11,310 via “Ebola Virus Disease,” (World Health Organization, Geneva, Switzerland, 2020),
https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/ebola-virus-disease.; measles: 140,000, via “More than
140,000 Die from Measles as Cases Surge Worldwide,” (World Health Organization, Geneva, Switzerland,
accessed February 27, 2020, https://www.who.int/news-room/detail/05-12-2019-more-than-140-000-diefrom-measles-as-cases-surge-worldwide.; Coronavirus: 1,761,429 as of 12/27/2020 via “COVID-19 Map,”
(Johns Hopkins Coronavirus Resource Center, Baltimore, MD., accessed December 27, 2020),
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html.; world population in 2020 is 7.8 billion via “2020 World Population
Data Sheet Shows Older Populations Growing, Total Fertility Rates Declining,” (Population Reference
Bureau, Washington, DC, 2020), https://www.prb.org/2020-world-population-data-sheet/.
4
As quoted in Jeffrey C. Alexander, Trauma: A Social Theory (Malden, MA: Polity Press, 2012), 8.
5
My use of the zombie as a traumatic grotesque operates solely upon the artistic interpretations of the
monster. I am not addressing the Haitian Vodou or the folkloric zombie here. Practitioners of Vodou have
varying levels of belief in the true resurrection of the body through the act of an evil bokor, or sorcerer.
Primarily, those who practice Vodou equate the idea of becoming a mindless enslaved zombie with a life of
endless drudgery. While the concept of enforced labor affects the early development of the Western pop
cultural zombie, it will be quickly discarded to favor American race relations instead. The folkloric
traditions behind the Vodou zombie, likewise, play a brief role in the monster’s early filmic development.
Stories ranging from the so-called “real” zombie Clairvius Narcisse to the rituals and concoction of zombie
powder by the bokor have little relevance to the discussion in this writing. For more, see Mikel J. Koven,
Film, Folklore and Urban Legends (Lanham, MD: Scarecrow Press, 2007).
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In this writing, I argue that the return of the undead in fine art and film during the
2000s is intrinsic to understanding the contemporary Western mindset: the zombie
functions as a traumatic grotesque. A longstanding artistic construct, the grotesque
embodies the disruption of a society chaotically turned upside down. In breaking down
the zombie-grotesque’s functional presence, I reveal the similarity between the
psychological effects of the figure with trauma therapy. The zombie becomes a traumatic
grotesque during moments of social crisis. Through gut-wrenching references to the
imagery and psychology of the crisis, the zombie traumatic-grotesque aids in the viewer’s
psychological processing of the contemporary trauma. By identifying (or not) with the
zombie’s dichotomous and socially critical nature, viewers choose either a progressive or
traditional cathartic path to trauma processing.
By aligning the unescapable cultural traumas of the aughts with the immediately
subsequent appearance of the zombie in art and film, I expose the monster’s semiotic
function, psychoanalytic capability and critical outlook. My case studies focus on
Western social crises in the 2000s, as they are the zombie revival’s major driving forces:
the U.K.’s Foot and Mouth disease outbreak in 2001, artwork exhibited by Damien Hirst
and Jenny Saville between 2002-2003, and Danny Boyle’s 28 Days Later (2002); the
9/11 terrorist attacks in 2001, Dana Schutz’s “Self Eaters” series and George A.
Romero’s Land of the Dead (2005); and the Great Recession (2008-2010), artwork by
Jillian McDonald, and AMC’s The Walking Dead, Season Four (2013-2014).

3

Zombie Art?

The zombie’s overwhelming cultural presence during the successive crises of the
2000s is now recognized as the monster’s Renaissance.6 The zombie appeared in 291
films in the aughts, averaging at roughly 29 films a year or 2.5 a month.7 Compared to the
number of zombie movies released between 1932-1998, the 2000s produced only two
fewer films than the previous sixty-six years of filmmaking. Zombies also invaded
television, headlining six American shows and a handful of Western European
productions.8 Within the art world, Jillian McDonald’s Horror Make-up (2006, Fig. 1)
marks the first postmillennial inclusion of the formal zombie in visual art.
By “formal zombie,” I mean an iconographic figure fully conforming to the
Hollywood horror monster model. However, I identify artworks made in the decade’s
first few years, before the Zombie Renaissance fully bloomed, as “referential zombies.”
Specifically, Damien Hirst and Jenny Saville exhibited referential zombies, as the figures
do not conform to the filmic zombie. Yet, their grotesques share the same traumatic
timeline, imagery, narrative, and ultimate interpretation as the zombie Infected in Danny

6

As declared by zombie theorist Kyle William Bishop in his seminal 2010 book, American Zombie Gothic:
The Rise and Fall (and Rise) of the Walking Dead in Popular Culture. The irony of this term will be further
discussed in Chapter Two.
7
According to Peter Dendle, only two hundred ninety-three zombie films date before 2000. Dendle himself
admits this may only be a partial catalogue as his research consisted of films of which he could obtain
access between the years 2009 and 2011. Dendle, The Zombie Movie Encyclopedia, Volume 2 2000-2010
(Jefferson, NC: McFarland, 2012), 1.
8
SyFy’s “Z Nation” (2014-2018), Starz’s “Ash vs Evil Dead” (2015-2018), CW’s “iZombie” (2015-2019),
Netflix’s “Santa Clarita Diet” (2017-2019), “AMC’s The Walking Dead” (2010-present) and the AMC
spinoff “Fear the Walking Dead” (2015-present). The BBC’s “In the Flesh” ceased production in 2014, and
the French production “Les Revenents” continues to be made, with the American remake “The Returned”
lasting one season in 2015.
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Figure. 1.

Jillian McDonald, Horror Make-Up, 2006, Performance. The artist.
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Boyle’s 28 Days Later (2002). Dana Schutz’s paintings hover between the categories, but
I argue that the “Self Eaters” are formal zombies.
However, neither Schutz nor McDonald are the first artists to feature the zombie.
The monster first appeared in the art world in 1988’s Democracy, a four-part installation
by the New York artist collective Group Material.9 Within their Cultural Participation
installation, Group Material continuously ran George A. Romero’s Dawn of the Dead
(1978, Fig. 2) to critique consumerism’s constructed biases.10 Dia Art Foundation later
published artist essays, theoretical writings and transcripts of roundtable discussions on
Democracy. The book’s only mention of Romero’s zombie film is within art historian
David Deitcher’s introductory essay. Notably, there is no reference to the “zombie”:
But an especially significant presence in “Cultural Presentation,” one
which indicated the pertinence of consumer culture to democracy and to
electoral politics, was a film that Group Material screened continuously
throughout the exhibition. That film was George Romero’s 1979 paean to
the suburban shopping mall and its implicit effects on people, Dawn of the
Dead.11
By focusing on the zombie itself, I intertwine the iconography, social context and
psychological effect present in fine art and film during traumatic events. My assertion of

9

At the time of the exhibition, the members of Group Material were Doug Ashford, Julie Ault and Félix
González-Torres. The overarching idea of the exhibition was to show four critical failures in the United
States through quickly successive installations. The other installations in the show critiqued education,
electoral politics, and the AIDS epidemic. Kirsten Mairead Gill, “Group Material, Democracy, 1988-89,”
Dia Art Foundation (blog), 2020, https://www.diaart.blog/home/groupmaterialdemocracy and Natalie
Musteata, “Natalie Musteata on Democracy by Group Material,” Mousse Magazine, January 2018,
http://moussemagazine.it/natalie-musteata-democracy-group-material-2017/.
10
Musteata.
11
David Deitcher, “Social Aesthetics,” in Democracy: A Project by Group Material, ed. Brian Wallis
(Seattle: Bay Press, 1990), 35-36.
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Figure 2.

Group Material, Democracy (Cultural Participation), 1988-1989,
Installation with Picnic Table, Snack Food Bags, and Dawn
of the Dead. DIA Art Foundation, New York.
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film and art’s equal standing adds to the long-standing art historical debate over whether
movies are an art form. I base my argument on modern art history’s recognition of film as
art within museum curatorial practice, essays on critical theory and artistic practice.
Historically, the American film industry’s “movies” became objects of modern art
with the 1935 establishment of the Museum of Modern Art’s Film Library (now the
curatorial Department of Film). MoMA’s forward-thinking first director, Alfred Barr,
established the Library by arguing that film was the “most important twentieth century
art.”12 The earliest acquisitions include both experimental artist films and Hollywood
films, following Barr’s insistence that the library demonstrate MoMA’s “influential
leadership” in curatorial practices.13 Upon his 1935 donation to the Film Library,
Hollywood film producer Samuel Goldwyn stated:
Apart from the purely entertainment side of motion pictures, they have
become for this century, as have books and paintings in the past, a living
picture of the world and as such should be guarded zealously as a
Gainsborough portrait or a Gutenberg Bible. They are an accurate
portrayal of contemporary times, presenting as they do not only the factual
evidence of modern existence, but presenting it in visual form…14
Noted art historian Erwin Panofsky served as one of the Film Library’s first
advisory committee members, maintaining his post until the 1950s. Panofsky argued for
film’s status as art, consolidating his theory in 1947’s “Style and Medium in the Motion
Pictures.”15 Panofsky emphasizes the “transformative potential of film’s ability to

12

As quoted in Thomas Y. Levin, “Iconology at the Movies: Panofsky’s Film Theory,” The Yale Journal of
Criticism 9, 1 (1996): 27.
13
As quoted in Haidee Wasson, “‘Some Kind of Racket’: The Museum of Modern Art’s Film Library,
Hollywood and the Problem of Film Art, 1935,” Canadian Journal of Film Studies 9, 1 (Spring 2000): 12.
14
Ibid., 22.
15
Granted, Panofsky’s essay is problematic today. His anti-modernist stance allows little room for
experimentation outside of his exclusive concentration on narrative cinema. Additionally, he bases part of
his argument on an audience unfamiliar with the new medium. Levin, 39-40.
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“construct space through or in time.”16 This argument equates film’s defining aesthetic to
Panofsky’s own theory on the historical shifts in art.17 Additionally, Panofsky compares
of the formal development of film to the evolution of line engraving. The history of
printmaking, then, further aligns film with the specificity of an art medium.18
Walter Benjamin also looked at medium specificity in his essay “The Work of Art
in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction” (1936), but from a socio-psychological stance.
For Benjamin, mechanical reproduction removes the aura of authenticity from fine art.
No longer autonomous, the representation of reality in art pales in comparison to the
“equipment-free aspect of reality” in film.19 As a result, film gains greater social
significance as the audience experiences both an uncritical response to conventions of the
medium and a critical eye to the new and unfamiliar. That openness opposes the public’s
knee-jerk critical rejection of avant garde art, so that: “the same public which responds in
a progressive manner toward a grotesque film is bound to respond in a reactionary
manner to surrealism.”20 Benjamin further points to the accessibility of film as the

16

Ibid., 31.
As expressed in his canonical “Perspective as Symbolic Form” (1924).
18
Levin, 31.
19
Walter Benjamin, “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction,” trans. Harry Zohn, in Art
in Theory 1900-2000, eds. Charles Harrison and Paul Wood (Malden, MA: Blackwell Publishing, 2003),
523.
20
Ibid., 524.
17
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modern form of communal experience and the sharing of ideas, taking the place of fine
art as it was used in cathedrals.21 MoMA’s early curatorial practices tried to counteract
modern art’s limited accessibility, but further proved Benjamin’s point by holding
circulating exhibitions within movie theater lobbies.22
In 1970, Ernst Gombrich reintroduced Aby Warburg’s iconology to art history.
By 1917, Warburg interpreted art history as a historical science “which would analyze the
constantly shifting functions of all images including those of ‘low,’ trivial and popular
culture.”23 As an “historian of the image,” he went beyond Panofsky’s iconographic
approach to examine the sociological issues influencing image making.24 While

21

In today’s world, accessibility issues relate to the online presence of art and film. Art museum
professionals responded to viewer concerns in a 2016 online debate. Responding to one comment on online
art’s lack of surface detail and true color, Belgian’s Royal Museum of Fine Arts Jennifer Beauloye
emphasized that technology like the Google Cultural Institute allows viewers to see details invisible to the
naked eye. Google Cultural Institute’s Pierre Caresse responded to a question on the atmosphere created by
the viewing experience. He promoted the access and excitement of seeing art online by contrasting it with
limited art events or performance tickets. Tallying all of the debate comments, nine agreed that online
viewing diminished experience, two also agreed but made concessions for access, seven did not agree and
seven were undecided, with money for museum and internet access being the most prominent issues. The
COVID-19 pandemic, in a strange twist, may help advance the online fine art experience. Zoom virtual
tours of art museums such as the Guggenheim, The Frick Collection and the Brooklyn Museum are now
available. However, the pandemic’s enforced use of the online meeting platform created a phenomenon
known as “Zoom fatigue.” While further research will be forthcoming, psychologist and President of the
Virtual Reality Medical Center Brenda K. Wiederhold attributes the tiring, dissatisfying flatness of the
Zoom platform to disrupted human communication methods. The delay of specific vocalizations and
microgestures interferes with the synchronicity of communication. Additionally, offset eye contact, lack of
nonverbal body cues, and enlarged faces can be confusing or even threatening, perceived by the brain as
intimidation. On the other hand, Netflix has over 200 million subscribers, Amazon Prime has over 150
million, and Disney+ has roughly 95 million. Despite the implementation of technologically-mediated
human interaction, film still provides a preferrable collective experience. “Does Viewing Art Online
Diminish the Experience?,” Debating Europe, started March 31, 2016,
https://www.debatingeurope.eu/2016/03/31/viewing-art-online-diminish-experience/#.YGPgimMpBrS;
Brenda K. Wiederhold, “Connecting through Technology During the Coronavirus Disease 2019 Pandemic:
Avoiding ‘Zoom Fatigue’,” Cyberpsychology, Behavior and Social Networking 23, 7 (2020): 437; Omri
Wallach, “Which Streaming Service Has the Most Subscribers?,” last modified March 3, 2021,
https://www.visualcapitalist.com/which-streaming-service-has-the-most-subscriptions/.
22
Reproductions from the museum’s collection went on display in New York’s Roxy Theater, Radio City
Music Hall, and St. Louis’ Fox Theater. Wasson, 10.
23
Levin, 41.
24
As quoted in Horst Bredekamp, “A Neglected Tradition? Art History as Bildwissenschaft,” Critical
Inquiry 29, 3 (2003): 423.
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Warburg’s writing does not address film specifically, he did pose the question of whether
Botticelli intended to express movement in Primavera (1470-1480) and The Birth of
Venus (circa 1480s). Within this concept of Renaissance dynamism, art historian
Philippe-Alain Michaud identifies the emergence of film from photography as the
continued drive to depict motion in art.25
Furthering the argument for film as art is the mutually influence it shares with fine
art in practice.26 Between 1913 and 1918, Regionalist painter Thomas Hart Benton
worked in the Edison and Vitagraph film studios, “later acknowled[ing] how large-scale
scene painting for silent movies influenced his subsequent mural designs.”27 Surrealist
painter Leonora Carrington applied her introspective psychoanalytic imagery to art
direction in film, specifically 1973’s The Mansion of Madness (La Mansión de la
Locura).28 In 1943, Hollywood director Albert Lewin commissioned Chicago artist Ivan
Albright to paint the final portrait in 1945’s The Picture of Dorian Gray [Fig. 3-4].
Recognized for his cadaverous imagery, Albright created a grotesque depiction of the
Faustian character. The painting appeared in the film in full Technicolor, contrasting with
the narrative’s black and white filmstock.29 A photograph of the work’s installation in the

25

Philippe-Alain Michaud, Aby Warburg et l’Image en Mouvement, (Paris: Macula, 1998).
The examples included here are admittedly an incomplete listing. However, they demonstrate how each
art form crosses into another.
27
As cited in Erika Doss, "Artists in Hollywood: Thomas Hart Benton and Nathanael West Picture
America's Dream Dump." The Space Between 7, 1 (2011): 9-32.
28
Lora Markova and Roger Shannon, “Leonora Carrington on and off Screen: Intertextual and Intermedial
Connections between the Artist’s Creative Practice and the Medium of Film,” Basel 8, 1 (2019).
29
Albright’s reputation for macabre imagery emerged after a 1931 exhibition at the Art Institute of Chicago.
Specifically, the painting Into the World There Came a Soul Called Ida (1929-1930) sparked Lewin’s
interest. A vanitas work showing the 19-year-old model as a decrepit older woman, Ida presents “beauty
and decay, youth and old age, in one composite portrait.” Additionally, the work shares the exaggerated
corporeal flaws of the Neue Sachlichkeit artists, specifically Otto Dix. Both artists served in World War I,
with Albright being a medical artist recording soldiers’ wounds. John P. Murphy, “Flesh: Ivan Albright and
the Aesthetics of Ugliness,” in Ivan Albright Paintings at the Art Institute of Chicago (The Art Institute of
Chicago, 2019), para 13, https://publications.artic.edu/albright/reader/paintings/section/85/85_anchor/p-8513.
26
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Art Institute shows the horrific effect the work produced in art (and, presumably, film)
audiences [Fig. 5]. The four viewers display both fear and fascination, as two women
cover their faces and two others gaze on to fully absorb the horror.

Figure 3.

Ivan Albright, Picture of Dorian Gray, 1943-1944, Oil on Canvas, 85” x
42.” Art Institute of Chicago.
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Figure 4.

Ivan Albright, Picture of Dorian Gray, Detail, 1943-1944.
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Figure 5.

Al Risser, “Picture of Dorian Gray Installed at the Fifty-Sixth Annual
American Exhibition, Art Institute of Chicago, 1945,” Photograph, 1945,
Chicago Sun-Times, Reproduced in Ivan Albright Paintingsat the Art
Institute of Chicago, 2019.

Film and art intertwine again with Pop art’s incorporation of imagery from
popular culture. In 1963, Andy Warhol produced The Kiss (Bela Lugosi) [Fig. 6]. In the
work, the artist conflates a film still from Tod Browning’s 1931 Dracula with the
continuous appearance of the kiss in art history.30 The screen print’s black and white
palette echoes that of the film while also following Warhol’s artistic interest in celebrity,

Figure. 6.

30

Andy Warhol, The Kiss (Bela Lugosi), 1963, Screen print on paper, 30”
x 40.” Art Institute of Chicago.

Klimt, Munch, Brancusi, and Rodin are a few examples of artists who focus works of art on the kiss.
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beauty and death.31 Additionally, Warhol’s experimental films include 1964’s unfinished
Batman Dracula [Fig. 7].32 Warhol film authority Callie Angell addressed the artist’s
combined literary villain/pop culture superhero:

Fig. 7.

Jack Smith performing “roof work,” Still from Andy Warhol, Batman
Dracula (unfinished), 1964, 16mm black & white and color. The Andy
Warhol Film Project, Whitney Museum of American Art.

31

The romance and allure of the image contrasts with the imminent death of Mina (Helen Chandler). Yet,
that quick pain will make her immortal, a topic similarly explored in the artist’s Marilyn Monroe and
Elizabeth Taylor screen prints. “Andy Warhol: The Kiss (Bela Lugosi),” Sotheby’s, 2015,
https://www.sothebys.com/en/auctions/ecatalogue/2015/contemporary-art-evening-auctionn09420/lot.45.html.
32
Notably, the 1973/74 films released theatrically as Andy Warhol’s Frankenstein (Flesh for Frankenstein)
and Andy Warhol’s Dracula (Blood for Dracula) had no artistic input from the artist. He only served as
producer.
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I now think that Dracula refers to the traditional vampire role, as
celebrated in history and cinema…Batman, on the other hand, might be
seen as the pop version of the undead monster, another cape-wearing,
batlike figure who leads a secret homelife, haunts the urban environment,
projects images at night, and is never seen without a sidekick – in other
words, the personification of Andy Warhol… On yet the other hand,
beginning around 1965, Warhol was often called Drella by his
colleagues…and that stood for a combination of Dracula and
Cinderella.”33
Fellow Pop artist and admitted horror fan Niki de Saint Phalle used Hollywood
monsters in her large assemblage piece, King Kong (1963) [Fig. 8].34 The work actually
features Godzilla, at right of center, but “by the early 1960s the name ‘King Kong’ also

Fig. 8.

Niki de Saint Phalle, King Kong, 1963, Paint, Plaster, and Various Objects
on Board, 108” x 240” x 19.” Moderna Museet, Stockholm

33

Callie Angell, “Batman and Dracula: The Collaborations of Jack Smith and Andy Warhol,” Criticism 56,
2 (2014): 169.
34
Ibid., 17.
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had explicit associations with atomic tests.”35 Beyond Saint Phalle’s use of movie
monsters to cite social concern with potential Cold War nuclear apocalypse, King Kong
deliberately references the medium of film through scale and color scheme. The
enormous proportions of the work, at 9’ by 20’, “adopts the proportions of cinemascope
[with] a ratio of 2.66:1 rather than the standard cinema ratio of the time, 1.37:1.”36 Like
Warhol’s The Kiss (Bela Lugosi), the assemblage’s palette matches that of both King
Kong (1933) and Godzilla, King of the Monsters! (1955). The abstract dispersions of
black patches on the white background emerges from Saint Phalle’s Tirs painting
method. Having constructed the work with packets of black paint underneath, she then
shot the work with a .22 rifle to add even more destructive force and make the
assemblage “bleed.” King Kong ultimately combines Saint Phalle’s painting method with
film’s thrilling cinematic appearance, using both art forms to prompt dialogue on atomic
destruction.
In the 1970s, Greek-born American artist Lucas Samaras began using
photography as a stage for emotion expressed through self-portraits.37 While research on
Samaras does not detail any specific zombie influence in his work, his 1973-1976 PhotoTransformations series correlates with the renewed publication of horror comics [Figs. 9-

35

Cécile Whitings, “Apocalypse in Paradise: Niki de Saint Phalle in Los Angeles,” Woman’s Art Journal
35, 1 (Spring/Summer 2014): 17.
36
Ibid., 18.
37
As explorations of the self, his work serves as a precursor to Cindy Sherman’s “Untitled Film Stills”
series, in which Sherman adopts the costuming and setting of film character types.
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10.]38 The Photo-Transformations are manipulated Polaroids that blur and exaggerate the
artist’s face so that it becomes “more phantasmagorical than a banquet of horror film.”39

Fig. 9.

Lucas Samaras, Photo-Transformation10/30/73, 1973, Instant Dye
Diffusion Transfer Print (Polaroid SX-70, manipulated), 3.2” x 3.” Craig
F.Starr Gallery, New York.

38

Horror comics were effectively banned by the Comic Code Authority, the industry’s self-regulatory body
regarding appropriate imagery and stories. The formation of the CCA followed 1954 Senate Committee
meetings on the connection between comic books and juvenile delinquency.
39
Philip Tsiaras, “The World According to Samaras,” last modified 2020,
https://www.pacegallery.com/journal/philip-tsiaras-lucas-samaras/.
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Fig. 10.

Vincente Segrelles (Cover), Creepy #44 (March 1972), Warren
Publishing.
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The artist’s admitted interest in “transformation, distortion . . . gruesomeness, the German
element [and] assault” appear in his 1983-1985 works depicting art critics and collectors
[Figs. 11-12].40 The grinning skeletal faces serve as metaphorical mirrors to return the

Figure 11.

Lucas Samaras, The Art Critics, 1985, Acrylic on Canvas, 36” x 120.”
Private Collection.

gaze of their art world counterparts., For Samaras, the works conveyed the true inner
being of the art world fixtures:
There are times that art critics write something beautiful and elegant. But
most of the time they are these horrible creatures. Monsters. Anybody who
judges you is a monster. Anybody who says you exist or don’t exist is a
monster.41

40

As quoted in Donald Kuspit, “Lucas Samaras: Pace Wildenstein,” ArtForum 35, 6 (Summer 2008): 81.
As quoted in Douglas C. McHill, “Samaras Puts Art ‘Types’ on Canvas,” New York Times (New York
City, NY), November 8, 1985.
41
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Figure 12.

Lucas Samaras, The Collectors (in 5 Parts), 1985, Oil on Canvas
Mounted on Board, 36” x 24” (each). Private Collection.

Like Warhol and Saint Phalle, Samaras’ black and white palette in The Art Critics
serves as an ironic homage to the newsprint used by critics. By contrast, The Collectors
(in 5 Parts) (1985) are half skeletonized, half rotted green flesh. The even split of facial
decay may explain why some of the figures have two mouths.42 If art critics are monsters,
then art collectors are two-faced and engage in doublespeak. That interpretation could
explain the artwork’s inclusion in Oliver Stone’s 1987 film Wall Street [Fig. 13]. In the
film, The Collectors serves as a visual marker of financial success by ruthless
stockbrokers engaging in insider trading.

42

Another interpretation may involve the physical process of decay. During decomposition, hydrogen
sulfide gas accumulates within the body and, upon reacting with the blood’s hemoglobin, turns the flesh
green. Collectors, then, would not be only two-faced and untruthful, but “full of hot air” as well. Maria
Cohurt, “What Happens to the Body After Death?,” last modified May 18, 2018,
https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/321792.
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Figure. 13.

Wall Street, still, directed by Oliver Stone, (1987, Los Angeles, CA: 20th
Century Fox), film.

As mutual art forms that listen to and learn from one another, film and art
continue their creative intersection. Currently, MoMA’s Department of Film holds over
30,000 movies. Their 1980 acquisition of Romero’s Night of the Living Dead (1968) led
to the museum spearheading the film’s 2016 restoration.43 In 2015, the museum also
added Bruce La Bruce’s L.A. Zombie (2010), a queer take on the genre, to its collection.
Additionally, MoMA’s Fall/Spring 2009-2010 calendar included the Tim Burton
exhibition. The filmmaker’s early Disney drawings, personal sketches and paintings
showed alongside movie props, animated shorts and three accompanying film

43

MoMA’s acquisition of the film predates the film’s inclusion in the National Film Registry at the Library
of Congress by 19 years. It was finally added in 1999. The restoration project included both The Film
Foundation and Romero himself. “Night of the Living Dead. 1968. Directed by George A. Romero”
(Museum of Modern Art, New York City, NY, 2019), https://www.moma.org/calendar/events/5846.
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exhibitions.44 Marking the truth of Alfred Barr’s trailblazing vision for the museum,
subsequent art museums held exhibitions throughout the 2010s that showcased the many
artistic talents of filmmakers.45

The Zombie in Art History Literature

The term “zombie formalism” recently appeared in Walter Robinson’s critique of
aesthetics within contemporary painting.46 Yet, the zombie’s presence in art has solely
been addressed by literature scholar Sarah Juliet Lauro. While her initial approach
involved grotesque theory, her recent scholarship on the “textual zombie” is a
refashioning of appropriation’s recontextualized artistic meaning.47 For art history, the
monster is better served by returning to literature on grotesque theory. It is important to
note that literary scholarship dominates over art historical contributions to grotesque
theory. While some literary texts are canonical in the development of modern and
contemporary grotesque theory, I do not address those that are more recent unless they
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address art directly. Currently, the discipline of literature utilizes methodological
approaches in manners far different from their application in art history.48
While art critic John Ruskin’s moralized Victorian truth does not translate well
into contemporary social norms, his discussion of the grotesque’s humor/horror
dichotomous imagery is a fundamental element of the artistic construct and can be found
in the “zomedies,” or zombie comedy films. Additionally, Ruskin further argues for the
viewer’s active participation in the grotesque, parsing out meaning from its imperfect
form.49 In the 1940s, Mikhail Bakhtin situates the grotesque’s imperfect form within
medieval carnival and its reinvigorating subversion of official culture. The grotesque
body undergoes degradation and bodily inversion through its concentration on the mouth
and eating.50 These traits follow the zombie’s bite, established by the Romero zombie and
present in Schutz’s “Self Eaters” series. Both artists also incorporate themes of new
communal existence in their monsters, following the carnivalesque’s function as a “fertile
womb, where death meets birth and a new life springs forth.”51
Bakhtin’s carnivalesque goes further, relating to the zombie’s appearance during
cultural trauma. The author purposely avoids mention of the grotesque’s revolutionary
spirit, responding to the traumatic social atmosphere within the Stalinist regime.
Wolfgang Kayser briefly alludes to trauma’s presence while highlighting Surrealism’s
grotesque play with the absurd. He specifically connects the airless quality of Giorgio de
Chirico’s paintings to the traumatic atmosphere of World War I and “the twilight of
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transitional moments” in culture.52 While not as atmospheric as De Chirico, the zombie’s
apocalyptic narrative correlates to its corporeal appearance. However, Kayser later
contradicts himself on trauma’s role in the grotesque by specifically excluding social
narratives as grotesque sources.53 Additionally, the literary critic’s focus on Surrealism
overlooks previous art movements to which his theory would also apply, specifically
German Expressionism.
Frances K. Barasch’s 1971 historiography focuses on grotesque artworks made
between 1500-1800. Acknowledging her limited scope as a problem in fully defining the
grotesque, she identifies “streams” of meaning in the construct: humor/satire, Gothic (or
the morbidly beautiful), and its modern incarnation as the absurd. This “streaming” leads
to the eventual parsing out of the traumatic grotesque from other representations. Barasch
also identifies the uncanny’s psychological role within the grotesque but does not go
further in exactly how that function manifests in the artistic construct.54
Philip Thomson’s grotesque theory highlights the construct’s abnormal nature,
one which creates “offensive… tasteless and gratuitous distortion or forced, meaningless
exaggeration.” All but the last abnormal characteristic recall critiques of Damien Hirst,
Jenny Saville and Dana Schutz.55 Thomson’s “meaningless exaggeration” of the
grotesque opposes the fundamentals of art history. Yet, he explains the construct’s
psychological effect through its humor/horror dichotomy, which “both liberates or
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disarms and creates anxiety” in the viewer.56 That dual psychological response conforms
to the zombie traumatic-grotesque through Jeffrey Alexander’s sociological theory of
trauma and the psychoanalytic interpretation of horror by many film theorists.
Finally, in 1977, art critic and curator Allen Douglas Coleman returns grotesque
theory to visual art, specifically photography. He divides the grotesque’s appearance
along three photographic methods. The identification of straight photography’s “real”
grotesques, including work by Weegee, Diane Arbus and Peter Hujar, is no longer a valid
theoretical avenue. It counters art history’s contemporary use of disability studies, queer
theory and grotesque theory.57 Coleman does identify the traumatic experience of World
War II in work by Eikoh Hosoe’s staged photographic works, phrasing it as a “cultural
identity crisis.”58 That particular term also features prominently in Alexander’s trauma
studies. Coleman ultimately locates the grotesque in the “unreality” of physically
manipulated photography, specifically photocollage, photograms, solarization, and the
1960s revival of combination printing, which correlates to contemporary explorations of
the grotesque in art history.59
Geoffrey Galt Harpham’s 1982 metaphorical interpretation of the grotesque lies in
its permanent status of “becoming,” an inherent trait in human-zombie transformation
and all of the artists included in this study.60 Mary Russo reframes Harpham’s
“becoming” as a question of identity within her 1994 feminist approach to the grotesque.
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She locates the grotesque within women’s transgression between cultural expectations
and actual experience, supporting the zombie’s return to art through contemporary
women artists.61 Russo also connects Julia Kristeva’s culturally abject maternal body and
the experience of actual motherhood to Bakhtin’s grotesque body. His life/death
dichotomy becomes the demarcation/dissolution of identity within the maternal body.
Carnival excess then becomes the hyperbolic female “hysteria” that Freud and Lacan
attempt to harness through their focus on the phallus.62 To refute female sexuality as
masquerade, Russo looks to film theorist Mary Anne Doane’s problematization of the
male gaze and women in the audience.63 The zombie traumatic-grotesque also uses film
theory to neutralize this issue. Through no fault of her own, Russo does not take her focus
on sexuality and pregnancy forward into the grotesque identities within motherhood. As
psychological studies on maternal child abuse began in the mid-1990s, she would not
have access to any information.
In 2003, grotesque studies return to art history in Frances S. Connelly’s edited
volume, Modern Art and the Grotesque. The volume is unique in artistic grotesque
history as it is the first to feature in-depth art historical analyses of modern artworks. Of
note are the chapters that address traumatic medical history. Nina AthanassoglouKallmyer combines the carnivalesque with social and medical history to contextualize
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Delacroix’s Portrait of Paganini (1831-1832) alongside the 1832 cholera epidemic.
Maria Makela aligns Hannah Höch’s photomontages with postwar plastic surgery,
referencing Weimar’s wartime trauma, disability studies, queer theory, and (indirectly)
Coleman and Russo’s grotesque theories.
Connelly’s own 2013 study on the artistic grotesque expands upon Barach’s
streaming definition by identifying the traumatic grotesque stream as a “representation of
the diseased and monstrous [that makes] visible true social anxieties of the day.”64 Her
examples of the traumatic grotesque begin with Otto Dix and move to the Surrealists but
she abbreviates the discussion of cultural trauma’s effect on those artists’ work. Robert
Storr’s 2004 curatorial essay on the grotesque focuses on reintroducing the grotesque to a
contemporary audience. While primarily historiographic, the essay recognizes cultural
conflict as the necessary breakdown of social norms that inspire grotesque paradox. Yet,
like Connelly, he does not directly associate grotesque artworks with particular social
tragedies. Storr also links grotesque function to Freudian dream interpretation,
particularly condensation’s introspective nature. Through the creature’s hybridity,
viewers recognize the absurdity of cultural norms.65 This psychoanalytic function plays a
large role in the traumatic grotesque.
Posthumanism enters grotesque theory through Fred Botting’s 2008 study on
Gothic horror and a 2013 theatrical analysis by Laura Bissell. While Botting does not
directly address the grotesque, his Gothic “monsters” breach the boundary between
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fantasy and reality.66 The zombie achieves this liminal state through contemporary
performance art. He finds particular fault within postmodernism’s recycled imagery and
narratives as it creates “normalized monstrosity.”67 In response, monsters change to more
humanized and sympathetic creatures by invoking the narratives of societal outcasts and
victims. While the repetitive appearance of the 2000s zombie could be argued as
postmodern reiteration, as Lauro does, its horrific/sympathetic dichotomy dates to the
monster’s first filmic incarnation in 1932. Botting uses posthumanism to argue that
human experience, as embodied in the monster, now permits human consciousness to
pass into technology. Bissell agrees, connecting the communal spirit of Bakhtin’s
grotesque body with the cyborg’s interconnective technological state, creating the
“cyborgian grotesque.”68 While zombie video artworks do not directly link to these
theories, gamers can play as zombies in the immensely popular video games Half-Life 2
(1998) and Left 4 Dead (2008), the latter being a multiplayer game that can connect
different players via the internet.
Literature scholar James Goodwin’s 2009 Modern American Grotesque:
Literature and Photography is problematic as both grotesque theory and its application to
art history. He begins by rejecting humor’s place in the grotesque, countering all previous
and subsequent grotesque scholarship.69 Redefining it as a sign of deviation from reality,
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Goodwin’s theory represents only one of the grotesque’s many characteristics.70 As a
result, his chapters on Weegee and Diane Arbus identify both artists’ cultural deviation as
it connects to cultural norms. Alternating from norms may be valid for Arbus (though not
through the grotesque), but Goodwin backs the point by citing the artists’ contemporary
art reviews and critics and dismissing current art historical scholarship.71 Some
arguments are incredibly problematic: that Weegee’s photographs of Harlem residents are
grotesque because of contemporary cultural racism, or that Arbus photographed
transgendered people as “grotesques” in reference to their sensationalized social
presentation in mass culture.72
Articles on the grotesque published in the last two years concentrate on the
construct’s presence in comics.73 While both Keith Friedlander and Jeannie Ludlow use
existing grotesque theorists in their arguments, their identification of grotesques in that
particular medium aligns with the zombie-grotesque’s translation from The Walking
Dead comic series to AMC’s The Walking Dead television series.
As grotesque theory continues to evolve, more contributions by art historians are
necessary to keep the artistic grotesque firmly within the bounds of our discipline. It is
the goal of this dissertation to further define Connelly’s traumatic grotesque, as
represented by the zombie, by thoroughly examining its presence in contemporary
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artworks and films in context with specific cultural traumas. Establishing how the
monster uses key grotesque characteristics within its filmic history aids in understanding
its evolution into a traumatic grotesque during times of tragedy. Examining the
postmillennial zombie traumatic-grotesque in the arts through contemporary trauma adds
further functionality to the grotesque, contextualizes the traumatic grotesque’s
appearance and presence, and establishes why the monster reappeared in visual art during
the 2000s.

Establishing the Zombie Traumatic-Grotesque

In Chapter Two, I determine thirteen continuous characteristics that the artistic
grotesque exhibits throughout its history. From a brief overview of grotesque
development from Ancient Rome to Baroque art, I go on to identify how the modern and
contemporary grotesque theory both uses and expands upon those characteristics.
Identifying these traits provides a historiographic base upon which to identify the
grotesque, while also attempting to avoid the notorious difficulty in “defining” the
construct.
At its most basic, a grotesque is an artistic construct. It operates as a critical visual
paradox by combining the expected figural norms of society with their opposing
qualities. In other words, it is a singular visual creature that combines elements that exist
as opposites within humanity’s coded reality. For example, Vitruvius decries Ancient
Roman human-vegetable grotesques as “things [that] neither are, nor can be, nor have
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been.”74 Because of their impossibility, grotesques live outside reality in an irrational
(i.e., fictional) realm.75 Yet, they also exist in the real world because they do not follow
completely irrational rules; as a dichotomous creature, the grotesque functions according
to familiar social rules despite the simultaneous existence of opposing states in a body.
Bernard of Clairvaux highlights this familiarity of the unfamiliar in his critique of the
grotesque’s easy contemplative nature. The grotesque moves through the subsequent
artistic movements, gathering more functional character.
To establish the grotesque’s contemporary developments, I look to
theories/definitions by modern scholars. Cultural theorists Mikhail Bakhtin and Peter
Sloterdijk establish the link between social trauma and the grotesque’s corporeal focus
and humorous social rebellion.76 Art historians Robert Storr and Frances F. Connelly
further recognize those characteristics in modern and contemporary art, adding that the
grotesque’s psychoanalytic function directly relates to contemporary trauma. From these
contributions to grotesque theory, I reveal the fundamental grotesque characteristics as:
paradox, illogic, humor, horror, an evolution from the elite viewer to all viewers,
contemplation, creativity, pedagogy, contemporary references, revolution,
psychoanalysis, and popular culture.
Delineating how these characteristics continue in grotesques across time aids in
both understanding their longstanding function in art and society and the grotesque’s
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ultimate function: social criticism. By combining typical expectations of contemporary,
day-to-day society with opposing notions of ideal Western culture, the grotesque
provides the viewer with a critical social lens. For example, a typical response to gunfire
is to run in the opposite direction, while the social ideal is to be heroic and run towards it;
the grotesque does both. To look at a grotesque, then, becomes an opportunity to truly see
society’s faulty adherence to the norm alongside its unachieved ideals and aspirations.
That critical standpoint is key to the function of the traumatic grotesque. As
delineated by Connelly, the traumatic grotesque highlights contemporary social anxieties
and emphasizes humanity’s helplessness in the face of the uncontrollable. While agreeing
with Connelly’s distinction, I add Storr’s assertion that: “there is nothing special in
saying that [the early 2000s] is a grotesque time, since all periods are lived by a series of
contradictions which, by their nature, foster their own characteristic grotesques.”77 As all
periods must have their traumatic grotesques, I formulate how specific grotesque
characteristics act upon and expand Connelly’s traumatic grotesque. More directly, I
connect the psychological nature of the traumatic grotesque to the viewer’s psychological
experience of processing contemporary trauma. Through functions identical to the
psychoanalytic phenomenon of traumatic memory, the traumatic grotesque presents two
possible critical responses to social trauma: a progressive absorption/integration of social
changes caused by the trauma and a traditionalist rejection of change to maintain
contemporary norms. The simultaneous presentation of opposing ideologies confirms the
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creature’s dichotomous nature and ultimately permits the viewer’s individual psychology
to determine meaning.
In Chapters Three and Four, I expose the filmic zombie as an artistic grotesque.
Applying grotesque theory to zombies is not completely outside of art historical thinking,
as the monster has already entered academic circles and this writing both cites from and
contributes to those studies. I draw on zombie scholarship within literature, film, media,
and art history to recognize the zombie’s function as a threatening double for their
audience. Through that doubling, the audience experiences the duality within several
social sectors: capitalistic desire, colonial and racial divides, sexism, and other nastily
unideal aspects of society. I then situate the monster’s historiography alongside my list of
grotesque characteristics and its contemporary societal culture.78
My chronological approach follows the historic categories of zombie movies set
by pioneering zombie scholar Peter Dendle. For Dendle, the zombie embodies “the
archetypal psyche of any society defining itself […] in the context of history and time.”79
His Marxist delineation of zombie films and the monster’s characteristics by decades
provides the framework by which other scholars, myself included, go on to connect a
particular era’s zombie with corresponding contemporary cultural anxieties.
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For example, Dendle identifies the zombie’s silent subjugation as definitive to the
monster’s earliest films, such as 1932’s White Zombie. Within that placement, scholars
such as Jennifer Fay, Kyle William Bishop and Alexander Nemerov go on to connect the
monster to the era’s labor-management power struggles, the rise of empowered women,
and pre-World War II racism, respectively. I align that previous scholarship with the
grotesque’s popular culture references, psychoanalytic connections, contemporary
references, accessibility issues and paradoxes. In doing so, I reveal the zombie-grotesque
as a creature of dichotomous combinations of self/Other, subjugation/power, fear/desire,
and norm/change, all of which address notions of social identity.
In Chapter Five, I connect the zombie-grotesque’s functionality directly to the
spectator’s psychological response to the monster during times of social crisis, resulting
in the zombie traumatic-grotesque. I unite several academic fields in a manner not
previously approached in art history: sociological trauma theory, psychoanalytic horror
scholarship, physiological and psychological studies on brain functionality, and
psychological methods of processing trauma. Beginning with Jeffrey C. Alexander’s
“trauma narrative,” society’s meaning makers give life to the zombie narrative to
specifically invoke a moment of social identity crisis. Through absorbing the narrative,
the zombie viewer experiences the threat to her and her society’s identity without
personally experiencing the traumatic event itself (if it even exists).80
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In describing the aesthetic approach to conveying trauma, Alexander makes
logical leaps: the embattled visual characters invoke audience identification through their
pain, providing either a socially progressive or traditional self-protective emotional
catharsis. Applying Alexander’s theory to film, I problematize film theorist Laura
Mulvey’s famous essay on the Gaze, where female/Other film characters invoke either a
pleasure or fear response from the (male) viewer. Neither of these approaches match
Alexander’s catharsis. However, Carol J. Clover’s “Final Girl” theory does match
Alexander’s identification-catharsis model.
The Final Girl is the heroine of slasher movies. Powerful yet pure of heart, she
stands alone to defeat the killer on the loose. The Final Girl allows (male) viewers to
identify with a gendered and pained female character to invoke a masochistic catharsis.
Applying Clover’s theory to the zombie, I demonstrate that viewer response can be either
that of masochistic/progressive or rejecting/conservative catharsis. That choice in
response depends upon the viewer’s own contemplative nature – a characteristic
consistently invoked by the grotesque. To break from Mulvey and Clover’s fixation on
the male viewer, I look to Barbara Creed’s theory of the monstrous feminine. I argue that
the zombie-grotesque blurs gender identity, allowing all viewers to identify with the
monster through its decayed appearance, voracious appetite/procreation through biting,
and desire for community.
The zombie traumatic-grotesque ultimately invokes a crisis of selfhood for
viewers. That self-questioning prompts critical contemplation on their own loss of
autonomy, enforced personal change, and ideas about community. Examples of the
zombie traumatic-grotesque include Big Daddy, in Romero’s 2005 Land of the Dead, and
37

Dana Schutz’s painting Face Eater (2004) [Figs. 14-15]. Both figures exhibit loss of
autonomy through their physical changes; Big Daddy transforms from an individual man
into a gross zombie, while Face Eater bloodily devours their own identifying facial

Figure 14.

Big Daddy (Eugene Clark) in Land of the Dead, directed by George
Romero, (2005, Los Angeles, CA: Universal Pictures), film.

features. Appetite and biting forces change, seen in Big Daddy’s unwilling zombification
and Face Eater’s altered visage. Community also comes through the bite, as Big Daddy
leads other zombies in a fight for their “lives” against humans and Face Eater’s new
appearance marks the post-9/11 changed face of America. Viewers who sympathetically
compare these grotesque dilemmas to their own traumatic experience follow Alexander’s
progressive emotional response, while rejection of the zombie traumatic-grotesque results
in conservative catharsis.
38

Figure 15.

Dana Schutz, Face Eater, 2004, Oil on Canvas, 23” x 18.” Private
Collection.
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The large-scale appearance of the postmillennial zombie allows repeated
viewership of the zombie traumatic-grotesque, creating a disproportionately large
potential for viewers to apprehend its criticism. I connect the monster’s popularity in the
chaotic 2000s to Freud’s theory of traumatic memory, in which a memory void created
following a moment of trauma is filled by reenactment and repetition until the trauma can
be merged with the conscious identity.81 Using Cathy Caruth’s interpretation of Freud, I
connect the conscious repeated viewing of the zombie traumatic-grotesque - whether in a
movie theater or an art gallery - to traumatic memory’s cyclical suppression and
awakening of the traumatic event.
From there, I examine how today’s behavioral therapy models address trauma’s
repetitive re-enactments, linking the effect that therapy has on a subject’s identity with
traits identical to those experienced by a traumatic-grotesque spectator. Noting the lack of
long-standing success in one therapy branch recognized for its rational approach
(Cognitive Behavior Therapy), I conclude by connecting psychotherapy’s irrational
approach to catharsis with the traumatic-grotesque’s inescapable irrationality. The
traumatic-grotesque, then, in zombie form, becomes a visual art form that prompts a
viewer’s psychological comprehension of trauma.
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Case Studies

Chapters Six through Eight consist of three case studies that demonstrate the
zombie traumatic-grotesque’s ability to address social trauma. Chapter Six looks into the
rise of the zombie as a postmillennial traumatic-grotesque with the 2001 Foot and Mouth
disease (FMD) outbreak in the United Kingdom, Danny Boyle’s film 28 Days Later
(2002), and artworks by Damien Hirst and Jenny Saville. Ultimately, this chapter adds to
art history studies, film studies and posthuman studies. In contextualizing works by Hirst
and Saville alongside FMD imagery and reported psychological trauma, I contribute a
new iconographic, psychoanalytic and sociological interpretation to art history. My
interpretation of 28 Days Later does the same for film studies. By interpreting the figures
in all three artists’ work as animal-human hybrids, I also add to posthumanism’s analysis
of art and film.
As of this writing, the 2001 British outbreak is the world’s worst recorded
incident of FMD, lasting for 32 weeks, affecting 2030 farms, and resulting in the
slaughter of between 6.5 and 10 million animals.82 From a detailed timeline of the
traumatic epidemic, I offer contextualized analyses of Hirst’s The Prodigal Son
(produced 1994, first exhibited 2002), Saville’s 2003 Migrants exhibition and 28 Days
Later alongside the extensive documentation of FMD’s psychological effects collected by
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crossdisciplinary British researchers. Together, the artworks present the traumaticgrotesque as an animal-human hybrid that invokes the cultural and mental shock that
FMD left in both farmers and time-honored British farming practices.
As 28 Days Later stands as the landmark film that launched the 2000s Zombie
Renaissance, I acknowledge that neither of the YBA artists’ work displays the traditional
zombie form. Their production dates are simply too early. Hirst created The Prodigal Son
in 1994, nearly a decade before the zombie resurgence, but its first public exhibition was
at a 2002 post-FMD show celebrating British farming. Similarly, the dates of Saville’s
Suspension, Reverse and Aperture (2002-2003) overlap the film’s release, also resulting
in the absence of the traditional zombie form. Yet, the corporeal violence shown to
animal and human bodies in Hirst and Saville’s work correlates with the film’s humananimal zombie dichotomy. More specifically, Hirst and Saville’s iterations can be
considered referential zombie traumatic-grotesques.
28 Days Later begins by establishing the source of the zombie apocalypse as a
zoonotic infection - that is, a disease passed from animal to human. The resulting humanmonsters repeatedly exhibit physical and historic correlations to FMD animals. Hirst’s
bisected calf and Saville’s bloody human figures and pig carcasses do the same. As
zombie traumatic-grotesques, the artworks express British psychological trauma by
repeating the visual imagery of: zoonotic fear; FMD animal symptomatology; carcass
disposal methods; inhumane culling practices (“culling” being the killing of infected
animals); distinctions between slaughter and culling; culling uninfected animals; and the
animalistic anger and abuse seen in front liners and farmers.
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Chapter Seven discusses how the chaotic period after 9/11 leads to the formal
zombie crossing artistic boundaries, appearing in Dana Schutz’s 2003-2005 “Self Eaters”
series and George A. Romero’s Land of the Dead (2005). In this chapter, my examination
of the zombie traumatic-grotesque contributes to contemporary art history and zombie
studies. Specifically, in declaring Schutz’s figures formal zombies, I add a new reading of
her grotesques to contemporary art history. I also add to zombie studies by introducing
her work alongside that of Romero as expressions of post-9/11 trauma.
The terrorist attacks on New York, Washington D.C., and hijacking of Flight 93
permanently altered the American public’s consciousness through an inescapable trauma
wherein the “view of the collapsing towers was an intrusion into their private world.”83 I
examine how the subsequent media censorship of imagery of the dead impaired
American trauma processing by denying national suffering. Manipulative governmental
rhetoric added to the controlled national narrative by continually emphasizing America’s
might and right. As a result, psychological studies show that the emotional responses of
post-9/11 Americans split into either anger or fear. Fallout from those reactions created
higher levels of both altruism and cultural intolerance but opposing attitudes of political
criticism. By using the zombie traumatic-grotesque to address these psychological
responses, Schutz and Romero use the monster’s destructive/constructive dichotomy to
invoke progressive traumatic catharsis in the viewer.
Schutz’s “Self Eaters” series offers repeated visual imagery of auto-cannibalism,
the broken body, and corporeal reconstruction. The artist’s series invokes the self/Other
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dichotomy as their broken bodies recall the censoring of 9/11’s deceased. In subjugating
themselves to disability through the social taboo of cannibalism, the “Self Eaters” invoke
the viewer’s progressive altruism or conservative intolerance. Schutz encourages a
benevolent approach by depicting figures reconstructing their (or another’s) bodies. In
these works, her zombie traumatic-grotesques allude to the transformative opportunities
within reconstructing a traumatized social body. She concludes the series outside of the
zombie, switching instead to political figures. While a somewhat awkward transition,
Party (2005) does serve as a socially critical capstone to the grotesque series.
On the other hand, Romero’s postmillennial return to the zombie in Land of the
Dead features blatant political commentary. The human survivors use contemporary
military tactics, invoke fallen soldiers, and obey a George W. Bush-styled leader. Their
struggle for survival in the aftermath of the zombie apocalypse emerges as critical
commentary on America’s morally-justified violence and intolerance. Humans become
the destructive elements in the film, killing zombies both for sport and for survival.
The casual violence invokes the (grotesquely ironic) wrathful vengeance of
sentient zombie Big Daddy. Under his leadership and guidance, the zombies organize for
self-preservation, remember their human skills, and learn new ones. In the process, they
become a new society constructed in the aftermath of a posttraumatic experience.
Viewers sympathetic to Romero’s zombie traumatic-grotesque can achieve progressive
catharsis by correlating the zombie’s unprompted victimization and positive social
formation to their own traumatic experience. At the same time, conservative catharsis
comes through rejection of not only the monster as an Other but also Big Daddy as an
African-American Other.
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Chapter Eight examines the 2008-2010 Great Recession and the formal zombie’s
full emergence in Jillian McDonald’s Field of the Dead and Undead and A Prairie
Horror (both 2011) and on television in AMC’s The Walking Dead (AMCTWD, 20102022). My analysis of these works concentrates on how their iterations of the zombie
traumatic-grotesque address parent-child psychological relationships during the crisis.
My contextualization of these works contributes to art history, media studies, cultural
history (specifically social media research), and zombie studies. My reading of
McDonald’s work alongside the Recession and its psychological effects is unique within
art history and zombie studies. Additionally, my examination of Lizzie in AMCTWD
contributes to media studies and zombie studies by analyzing an overlooked character
within the mental health issues of children in the Recession. Finally, my evaluation of
memes furthers cultural history’s iconographic approach to social media.
Prior to the COVID-19 recession, the Great Recession was one of the worst
financial crises in history. High home prices and poor lending practices created a wave of
foreclosures. As financial institutions collapsed, unemployment rose. By 2009, one in 45
households received a foreclosure notice and 10% of the population was unemployed. By
the Recession’s end, one in every 133 homes underwent foreclosure and 8.8 million jobs
were eliminated, resulting in an estimated $19.2 trillion loss in American household
wealth.84
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The resultant psychological effects of the crisis are staggering. Home foreclosures
created rises in depression, anxiety disorders, substance abuse and suicide.85 Between
16% - 24% of financially-stressed couples were at high risk of divorce.86 Intimate partner
controlling behavior rose dramatically and documented cases of child physical abuse and
neglect skyrocketed.87 Children also experienced psychological distress from their
parent’s stress, resulting in increased adolescent hospitalizations for depression.88
Jillian McDonald’s video artworks Field of the Dead and Undead and A Prairie
Horror (both 2011) use the zombie traumatic-grotesque to address this psychological
crisis. The aimless, wandering zombies of Field of the Dead and Undead reference the
nationwide foreclosures, allowing viewers to progressively transform their individual
trauma into reaffirming community support and hope for the future. Alternately, viewers
can reject the zombie and maintain a traditional, individualized traumatic psychology. A
Prairie Horror showcases a family’s desperate preoccupation with survival during a
zombie home invasion. A lone child remains, leaving parent-viewers to ponder how their
traumatic experience and outlook would affect the young survivor.
AMCTWD’s fourth season storyline between Carol and Lizzie features a child in
psychological distress after a traumatic social event and the resultant adult reaction. The
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advent of adolescence within a zombie apocalypse leads to a traumatic crisis of identity
formation for recurring child character Lizzie. Carol, her adult guardian, attempts to
control Lizzie’s trauma rather than address it, resulting in the girl’s rejection of Carol’s
pre-apocalyptic norms in favor of a post-apocalyptic identification with the zombie. Their
controversial showdown shocked the fanbase, prompting viewer response through social
media and memes. In analyzing those visual viewer declarations of which character was
right, I reveal the dominance of America’s disregard of childhood psychological trauma.

*****

In declaring the zombie a grotesque, or an artistic construct emerging from the
depths of art history, I intrinsically link the monster to the discipline of art history. With
this designation, the zombie-grotesque staggers into an area of academic study that has
long discussed its construct, but not its direct incarnation. To examine the art historical
methodology of the grotesque, then, is to identify the artistic characteristics of the
zombie. Placing the grotesque monster into the context of cultural trauma identifies the
psychoanalytic function of the traumatic-grotesque. Case studies of art and film made in
the traumatic 2000s fully reveal the zombie traumatic-grotesque’s encapsulation of the
social moment and its offer of catharsis.
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CHAPTER TWO
THE GROTESQUE: THEORY AND PRACTICE

“The Charms of Horror Intoxicate Only the Strong Individuals.”
- Baudelaire, Salon de 1859

The zombie and the grotesque have not started off on the right foot in art history
and both have pop culture to blame. Today’s colloquial use of “grotesque,” which
functions synonymously with “ugly,” traces back to the Beatles. In 1964’s musical
comedy A Hard Day’s Night, George Harrison finds himself in a commercial director’s
office. When asked his opinion on unfashionable shirts, the quiet Beatle unintentionally
changes the grotesque’s meaning to today’s colloquial use: “There was one piece of
dialogue where I say, 'Oh, I'm not wearing that - that's grotty!' [Scriptwriter] Alun Owen
made that up; I didn't. People have used that word for years now. It was a new
expression: grotty – grotesque.”89
Pre-Beatle Mania, one finds the cultural meaning of the grotesque in the Big
Webster’s New International Dictionary, Unabridged Second Edition (1960):
The grotesque is distinguished from the ugly in that it affords a positive
aesthetic satisfaction. The ugly is the opposite of the beautiful; the
grotesque is the complement of physical beauty representing in the
material world a distortion of aesthetic relations.90
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This definition correctly points out the grotesque’s necessary place alongside
beauty and its aesthetic function beyond the ugly. Yet, it is only a simple dictionary
definition and barely scratches the surface of the artistic construct. Put simply, the
grotesque is a visual construct existing in an irrational realm. Body imagery, as
acknowledged in the real world, is intertwined in paradoxical opposition. As its
characteristics develop, the artistic grotesque serves a primary function: it invokes viewer
identity crisis through social criticism. Yet even these statements are inadequate. As
noted by scholars, attempting to define the grotesque dogmatically is an exercise in
futility. Artists borrow and build from past incarnations, and scholars continually add
ideas, interpretations and nuances onto past theoretical frameworks. Because iterations
and comprehensions of the grotesque are specific to their eras and continually expand,
this writing is knowingly incomplete. Yet, the importance of the grotesque’s place in the
history of art should encourage efforts to continue its scholarly exploration.
In order to grapple with the grotesque, I begin with an abbreviated history of premodern grotesque theorists and noted artists. This overview lays out the grotesque’s
functionality not only in art history, but also in the construct’s continued use. From there,
I present a summation of the major modern and contemporary grotesque theorists. By
addressing each theorist in chronological order, I accomplish two goals. First, I tease out
thirteen semiotic traits of the grotesque. It is: paradoxical; illogical; humorous; horrific;
initially for elite viewership but changes to all viewers; contemplative; creative;
pedagogical; contemporary; revolutionary; psychoanalytic; and rooted in popular culture.
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Most of these characteristics apply to contemporary art [Fig. 16]. After thoroughly
establishing how the grotesque functions in art history, my subsequent chapter will
identify those functions within the zombie, making it an artistic grotesque.91

Figure 16.

Grotesque Theory Characteristics Chart, Progressively Organized by
Theorist and Attributes.
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Of the thirteen, I exclude elite viewership. While the more educated may find deeper meaning in the
grotesque, 3.9 billion global internet users can access grotesque artworks through websites like Google Arts
& Culture, digitized museum collections and online exhibitions. For more on the internet’s role in art
viewership, see Note 22. I do acknowledge the limitations of internet access in underdeveloped,
economically disadvantaged and rural populations. Yet, 51.2% of the world’s population is a more
inclusive audience than solely those able to attend a New York gallery exhibition. “Internet milestone
reached, as more than 50 per cent go online: UN telecoms agency,” UN News, December 7, 2018,
https://news.un.org/en/story/2018/12/1027991.
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Secondly, my examination of modern theorists demonstrates the increasing
recognition of the grotesque’s psychological relationship to viewers in times of social
trauma. From John Ruskin to Wolfgang Kayser, artistic Truth evolves into Surrealism’s
psychoanalytic traits. Mikhail Bakhtin and Peter Sloterdijk connect the grotesque’s rude
humor to a rebellious mindset against traumatic social norms. Robert Storr proclaims the
grotesque’s need of social trauma and uses Freud’s dream interpretation to break down
the construct’s paradoxes. These theories lead to Frances S. Connelly’s streams of
historic grotesque continuity, including the appearance of the traumatic grotesque during
cultural crisis. I expand upon Connelly’s term by introducing a socio-psychoanalytic
function to the traumatic grotesque’s appearance during cultural crisis. By firmly basing
my definition in the artistic grotesque’s historical functions and progressing beyond them,
my traumatic grotesque interpretation adds yet another layer to the enigmatic artistic
construct.

The Grotesque: A Brief History

History has a love/hate relationship with the grotesque in art. First century C.E.
Romans loved it, but Vitruvius hated it. Bernard of Clairvaux resented it yet Raphael
embraced it. Hieronymus Bosch is forever praised for it, while Diego Velázquez has
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apologists arguing whether or not he used it.92 Arcimboldo enjoyed success through it
and Charles Philipon served prison time for it. Despite the ups and downs of the
appearance of the grotesque, it reappears in nearly every art historical movement.
The grotesque’s earliest critic recognized its essential function as, primarily, an
expression of paradox (its first characteristic). In the 27 BCE treatise De Architectura,
Roman historian Marcus Vitruvius Pollio records his reaction to the grotesque within
Roman Third Style wall painting: “Slender stalks with heads of men and animals attached
to half the body: such things neither are, nor can be, nor have been. On these lines the
new fashions compel bad judges to condemn good craftsmanship for dullness.”93 In his
critique, Vitruvius immediately condemns the combination of unlike things as an attack
on logical construction. Plant/animal hybrids are anathema for Vitruvius, whose
architectural theory relies upon ideal and mathematical proportions of the human figure.
The grotesque’s dichotomous form and proportion leads to the structure’s second
characteristic: illogic.94
Horace remarks upon a third characteristic in Ars Poetica (19 BCE). Opening his
ode to writing poetry with a description of a combined creature, Horace ends with:
Asked to a viewing, could you stifle laughter, my friends?
Believe me, a book would be like such a picture,
Dear Pisos [poets], if its idle fancies were so conceived
That neither its head nor foot could be related
To a unified form.95
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Like Vitruvius, Horace acknowledges the grotesque’s lack of unified form but identifies
it as a trigger for frivolity. As Horace conceives poetry as a wholly comprehensible art,
the grotesque’s lack of cohesion demonstrates its inferiority and new, third characteristic:
humor.
Despite such disparaging ancient commentary, the grotesque reappears during the
Renaissance. The 1480 discovery of Nero’s Domus Aurea and its elaborately ornamental
wall paintings not only revived interest in the art construct but also permanently affected
grotesque etymology. Renaissance artists called the hybrid artwork style grottesche,
meaning “grotto” or cave.96 Rather than ancient sculpture’s excavation and dramatic
presentation in brilliant sunlight, artists could only see the fantastical frescos in situ by
spelunking into the dark and dangerous “caves” of the buried archaeological site.97
The many exploring artists included the Renaissance master Raphael and his lead
studio assistant, Giovanni da Udine. Artist-historian Giorgio Vasari describes the latter’s
reaction:
These grotesques…executed with so much design, with fantasies so varied
and so bizarre…with their little scenes so pleasing and beautiful, entered
so deeply into the heart and mind of Giovanni, that, having devoted
himself to the study of them, he was not content to draw and copy them
merely once or twice; and he succeeded in executing them with facility
and grace…98
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Vasari’s description aligns the grotesque with Renaissance disegno.99 As defined by
Vasari himself, disegno encompassed the unification of the arts with “the artistic idea,
igegno, (roughly the idea or genius), and its actualization on the sheet of paper.”100 The
grotesque’s connection to disegno realized a new, fourth function – creativity. Art
historian Nicole Dacos details the grotesque’s disegno elements in Raphael’s Vatican
Loggia fresco program [Fig. 17]. In the walkway, the Renaissance master and his lead
assistant present the grotesque within a carefully designed framework to creatively
invoke multiple meanings for the contemporary elite humanist audience.101
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Figure 17.

Raphael (with Guilio Romano, Giovanni da Udine, and collaborators),
Loggia di Raffello, North View, 1516-1519, Fresco, Vatican Palace.

As the Italian grottesche migrated into Northern Renaissance art, the grotesque
intermingled with prior Medieval opinion on paradoxical creatures.102 Twelfth-century
French abbot and theologian Bernard of Clairvaux famously proclaimed his horror
(another grotesque trait) at the grotesques in Cluny Abbey:
What excuse can there be for these ridiculous monstrosities in the cloisters
where the monks do their reading, extraordinary things at once beautiful
and ugly?…Here is one head with many bodies, there is one body with
many heads… All round there is such an amazing variety of shapes that
one could easily prefer to take one's reading from the walls instead of
from a book. One could spend the whole day gazing fascinated at these
things, one by one, instead of meditating on the law of God.103
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Countering Bernard’s grumbling on the monsters, art historian Thomas E. A. Dale
proposes a formalist framed meaning that places four new characteristics into the
grotesque’s historical development. The monks’ attraction to the grotesques resulted from
the construct’s use of contemporary ornamentation norms; secular influences, including
popular culture and humor; Freudian psychoanalytic theories of laughter to alleviate
anxiety (or trauma); xenophobic responses to foreign Others; and the capacity for
pedagogy.104 These grotesque characteristics leads Dale to state that the medieval
grotesque “served both moralizing and cathartic functions” for the Medieval viewer.
The grotesque’s moralizing nature, which I rephrase as its contemplative function,
emerges from the cultural traumas of the Medieval period. The Röttgen Pietà (circa 13001325, Fig. 18) would especially appeal to the faithful suffering chronic pain.105 Mary’s
horrified grief over the grotesque Christ - with his gaping bloody wounds, emaciated
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Figure 18.

Röttgen Pietà, circa 1300-1325, Painted Wood, 34.5” high. LVR
LandesMuseum, Bonn.
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body, illogically oversized head, and distorted neck – follows her saintly role as a
miraculous healer of pain.106
Northern Renaissance artist Hieronymus Bosch also utilizes the grotesque’s
characteristics in The Garden of Earthly Delights (1490-1500, Fig. 19). The triptych
format follows the contemporary artistic standard for religious contemplation. The Bird
Man at the lower right of the Hell panel [Fig. 20] emphasizes the artist’s use of

Figure 19.

Hieronymus Bosch, The Garden of Earthly Delights, 1490-1500, Oil on
Oak Panel, 73” x 151.5.” Museo del Prado.
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Recorded in “miracle books,” Mary’s miraculous healing of chronic pain, resulting from injuries,
accidents or illness, followed a strongly held cultural belief. The books also served as promotional material
for pilgrimage sites, ensuring that only tales that conformed to previous miracles and the author’s
judgements on the healed person’s alleviated pain were recorded. Bianca Frohne and Jenni Kuuliana, “The
Trauma of Pain in Later Medieval Miracle Accounts,” in Trauma in Medieval Society, eds. Wendy J.
Turner and Christine Lee (Leiden: Brill, 2008), 219-220, 225-231.
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Figure 20.

Bird Man, in Hieronymus Bosch, The Garden of Earthly Delights, Detail,
1490-1500.
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popular culture, paradox, psychoanalysis, illogic, and pedagogy in his grotesques.107
Despite its appearance as a devotional work, The Garden of Earthly Delights is regarded
by art historians as a private commission, first recorded in the Court of Nassau in 1527.108
Yet, it could still inspire a sense of religious catharsis, as expressed by Fra José de
Sigüenza, prior of the Spanish monastery El Escorial:
[Bosch’s paintings] prove that a soul [that] is supported by the grace of
God and elevated by His hand to a like way of life cannot at all be
dislodged or diverted from its goal even though…the devil depicts that
which can excite laughter or vain delight or anger or other inordinate
passions. He made variations on this theme so many times and with such
invention that it arouses admiration in me that he could find so much to
deal with, and how far I am from that perfection when I become upset and
lose my composure because of unimportant trifles, as when I lose my
solitude, my silence, my shelter, and even my patience… I feel the Lord is
just as ready to help me as [Saint Anthony], if only I would have the
courage to go out and do battle.109
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The popularity of Bosch’s grotesques created a high demand for similar imagery
from Reformation artists and printmakers.110 In Peter Brueghel the Elder’s Big Fish Eat
Little Fish (1557, Fig. 21), an enormous, beached fish expels other fish from both its
mouth and gullet. The cannibalistic imagery repeats across the picture plane; notably, a

Figure 21.

Pieter Bruegel the Elder, Big Fish Eat Little Fish, 1557, Engraving, 9” x
11.6.” Metropolitan Museum of Art.
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Although not without some questionable business practices, as Big Fish Eat Little Fish explicitly and
erroneously credits Bosch as the print’s designer. The “style recognition” of Bosch’s interpreted imagery
proved lucrative, as publisher Hieronymus Cock commissioned other designers to create Boschian imagery
immediately following 1556. Nadine M. Orenstein, “Images to Print: Pieter Bruegel’s Engagement with
Printmaking,” in Pieter Bruegel the Elder: Drawings and Prints (New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art,
2001), 48.
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grotesque fish with human legs walks away with a fresh catch in its mouth.111 Below the
imagery, the ancient proverb title of the work is first printed in Latin, then as its Flemish
equivalent: “Look son, I have long known that the big fish eat the small.”112
This inclusion of both scholarly and colloquial language allows Brueghel’s
grotesques to function pedagogically and cathartically for an audience of all classes, a
new grotesque characteristic. The print’s mass appeal was timely, as it appeared the same
year that Antwerp’s 500-year financial boom traumatically burst.113 While serving as
Marxist criticism before the crash’s full effect, Brueghel’s print was grotesquely funny in
the traumatic aftermath. His use of Flemish allowed the less-learned underclass to enjoy
the joke. In his 1604 history of painters in the Netherlands, Karel van Mander wrote:
[Brueghel] was called by many Pier den Drol [Pieter the joker] ....one sees
few pictures by [Brueghel] which a spectator can contemplate seriously
and without laughing, and however straightfaced and stately he may be, he
has at least to twitch his mouth or smile.114
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While the latter is an adaptation of Boschian devils, other references to the Netherlandish
artist’s creations are made. The “fish eating fish” is a consistent theme in (ironically) The
Temptation of St. Anthony (ca. 1501), the enormous knife opening the leviathan’s gullet replicates
the knife used in many of Bosch’s “hell” paintings, and the mussels seen encasing some fish are a
reference to the center panel of The Garden of Earthly Delights (c. 1490-1510).
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The Flemish consciously realized the instructive use of proverbs by the clerics and humanist writers.
Including the vernacular translation indicates the “slightly learned” audience’s expectation of this teaching
device from the “more learned.” Margaret Sullivan, “Bruegel’s Proverbs: Art and Audience in the Northern
Renaissance,” The Art Bulletin 73:3 (Sept. 1991): 433-435, 441.
113
From 1500-1557, Antwerp minted Spanish New World silver, dominated the cloth industry and was a
world trade center. Like today, financial success created distinct socio-economic disparity. The wealthy
merchants pushed the city’s legislature to pass laws against “beggars and vagabonds,” leading to the
creation of a “workfare program” that required the impoverished to work for the lowest possible wage.
Additionally, many of the poor and newly rich were immigrants without city citizenship. The wealthy
citizens of Antwerp created more legislative protections for themselves, creating further division. In 1557,
Spain went bankrupt and, in defaulting on debts, ruined many German banks and investors in Antwerp. The
silver industry closed, and the luxury goods industry moved elsewhere. Combined with a massive crop
failure in the early 1660s, the city’s economy tanked and brought more suffering to the underclass. Eric
Mielants, “Early Modern Antwerp: The First ‘World City?’,” Journal of Historical Sociology 30, 2 (2017):
271-272.
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As quoted in Manfred Sellink, “‘The Very Lively and Whimsical Pieter Bruegel’: Thoughts on His
Iconography and Context,” in Pieter Bruegel the Elder: Drawings and Prints, 59.
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Baroque caricature (caricare), composite portraits, and depictions of the disabled
body also used the comical aspects of the grotesque, though its expression in the latter
works is problematic for today’s audience.115 Caricare, as dubbed by Annibale and
Augustino in the 1590s, began as “pen drawings of distorted human heads…aim[ing] to
undermine accepted standards of beauty and proportion” [Fig. 22].116 The Carracci

Figure 22.

115
116

Annibale Carracci, Sheet of Studies of Caricatures of Famous Artists of
His Time, circa 1594, Pen and Ink on Paper, 72.8” x 51.” Private
Collection.

The grotesque also reappears in the decorative arts and in literature, but that is beyond this study.
Sellink, 4, 8-9.
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caricatures “were made as a kind of comic relief to mock the progressive theories [i.e.,
Vitruvian logic] the brothers were teaching.”117 While some aspects of the Carracci
caricares seem to align with the grotesque, the drawings do not include key grotesque
characteristics like contemplation, horror, and an all-inclusive audience.118
Giuseppe Arcimboldo experiences similar deficiencies in his “grotesque”
combined head portraits. In 1590’s Vertumnus (Emperor Rudolph II) [Fig. 23], the

Fig 23.

Arcimboldo, Vertumnus (Emperor Rudolf II), 1590, Oil on Wood, 27.7” x
22.6.” Sklokloster Palace, Sweden.
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Ibid., 4.
Specifically, the caricare invoke the grotesque’s creativity, pedagogy, and contemporary and
psychoanalytic aims. However, the artists’ intent to use the drawings only with their students as a counter
to their Baroque teachings eliminates the grotesque’s key characteristic of an all-inclusive social critique.
118
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artist’s precise depiction and logical arrangement of fruits and vegetables awakens the
viewer’s Aristotelian sense of pareidolia (the perception of a specific image within
unrelated patterns).119 While astute courtiers would marvel at the logical arrangement of
the inanimate into the animate, one which connects to the waning authority of the
Austrian Hapsburgs, Arcimboldo’s logical organization counters the illogical nature of
the grotesque.120
In Spain, Baroque caricature emerged as terata, or artistic depictions of the
disabled and little people. Psychoanalytically and pedagogically, the terata enforced elite
social norms as they “portrayed in portraits [the] imperfect foils to the fashionable
courtiers who sought aggrandizement through juxtaposition.”121 Sebastián Covarrubias, a
contemporary lexicographer and emblematist, described how aristocratic society viewed
little people as truly grotesque:
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Influenced by Leonardo’s works and followers in Lombardy, Arcimboldo follows the Renaissance
master’s emphasis on perfecting natural elements before combining those elements into the fantastic. In
both the Codex Urbinas and the Treatise on Painting, Leonardo specifically connects the mastery of
depicting natural elements to the creation of an animal finto, or fictive creature. According to Leonardo,
only by combining naturalistic elements in imaginative ways can an artist create an imaginary animal.
Nature also plays into his grotesque faces, as Gombrich argues that they serve as physiognomy studies. The
emphasis on logic within Leonardo’s creative process counters the grotesque’s irrationality, excluding
Leonardo’s work from that categorization. Thomas Dacosta Kaufmann, “Arcimboldo, The Lombard
Milieu, and the Leonardesque Legacy,” in Arcimboldo: Visual Jokes, Natural History and Still-Life
Painting (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2009), 31-32 and Massimo Cacciari, “Animarum
Venator,” in The Arcimboldo Effect, ed. Simonetta Rasponi and Ioana Rausch (Milan: Gruppo Editoriale
Fabbri, 1987), 287.
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Alfonso E. Perez Sanchez, “The Madrid-Prague Axis,” in The Arcimboldo Effect, 61-64, Thomas
Dacosta Kaufmann, “Introduction,” in Arcimboldo: Visual Jokes, Natural History and Still-Life Painting, 9
and R.J.W. Evans, “The Imperial Court in the Time of Arcimboldo,” in The Arcimboldo Effect, 51.
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Princess Mariana, for example, was once rebuked for laughing too hard at a little person and thus
breaking decorous restraint. Barry Wind, “A Foul and Pestilent Congregation” - Images of “Freaks” in
Baroque Art (Aldershot, England: Ashgate, 1998), 124.
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The dwarf has much that is monstrous. Therefore it is natural to wish to
make of it a plaything of mockery like other monsters. These monsters,
like all the others that are bred for curiosity, are for your pleasure: they are
in point of fact a nauseating thing and abominable to any man of
intelligence.122
Following this contemporary social outlook, Diego Velázquez’s The Court Jester
Don Sebastián de Morra (c. 1645, Fig. 24) emphasizes his “grotesque” subject’s
shortened, doll-like stature.123 By combining De Morra’s height difference with the

Figure 24.

Diego Velázquez, The Court Jester Don Sebastián de Morra, 1644, Oil on
Canvas, 41.7” x 31.9.” Museo del Prado.
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From his 1611 publication Tesoro de la Lengua Castellana, as quoted in Ibid., 71. However, it is telling
that art historians, after 1965, begin reading these paintings of dwarves and fools as sympathetic.
Psychologist and cultural historian Betty M. Adelson particularly interprets Velázquez’s dwarf portraits as
sympathetic to the subjects’ courtly ridicule. She ascribes De Morra, particularly, as possessing a defiant
gaze similar to the Gaze of the Modern period. However, as court painter, Velázquez would more likely
present his subjects within their contemporary courtly expectations. Particularly, the series of jester
paintings began as a decorative scene for Philip IV’s pleasure palace in Madrid, the Palacio del Buen
Retiro. Betty M. Adelson, The Lives of Dwarves: The Journey from Public Curiosity toward Social
Liberation (New Brunswick, N.J., Rutgers University Press, 2005), 148-149.
123
I specifically reference the image here and its contemporary context, not De Morra himself. As the
grotesque is an artistic construct, it does not apply to human disability or impairment.
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dwarf’s balled fists and powerful gaze, Velázquez parodies the “aggressive poses given
to military figures” with the contemporary comic idea of “the militant dwarf.”124 While
Velázquez’s little person paintings fulfill most of the grotesque’s categorizations for its
era, they are not grotesques in our contemporary age of disability studies.125 The
depiction of De Morra’s genetic condition as paradoxical, humorous and a pedagogical
lesson for its elite audience makes the work insensitive, incorrect, and no longer
demonstrative of embodied grotesque creativity.
Invocation of the grotesque continued in caricatures and satire of the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries. Charles Baudelaire’s “On the Essence of Laughter” (1855)
defines caricature through exaggeration, movement and humor. His example, Charles
Philipon’s Les Poires (The Pears, 1831, Figs. 25-26) dates to the artist’s 1831 trial for
caricatures insulting to newly crowned King Louis-Philippe I. The sketch was Philipon’s
(successful) argument that anything could look like the king. Silly at first glance, the
caricature is also serious criticism. A pear, according to French slang, was a fool or
simpleton - or, more literally translated, “fat-head.”126
Upon publishing this image of “bad leadership, ineffective government and basic
dishonesty,” Philipon was again arrested, issued fines and a six-month prison term. Yet,
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As seen in a c. 1515 print by Daniel Hopfer, where the “famous sixteenth-century German clown Kunz
von der Rosen adopts a bellicose stance.” Wind, 71, 85.
125
The terata were made directly for the aristocratic viewer, resulting in a limited audience. The works
proved less popular in Northern Europe, not for enlightened viewpoints on the status of little people, but for
its association with Spanish aristocracy. Examples that exist typically show the little person as a moral
figure. Ibid., 1.
126
Ainslie Armstrong McLees, “Baudelaire and Caricature: Argot Plastique,” Symposium (Syracuse) 38, 3
(1984): 221-222.
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Figure 25.

Charles Philipon, King Louis-Philippe Changes into a Pear, 1831, Ink on
Paper, 9.7” x 8.5.” Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.
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Figure 26.

Charles Philipon, Les Poires (The Pears),1831, Wood Engraving,
Published in Le Charivari, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.
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the psychoanalytic condensation of the image caught on; that is, the pear/visage interplay
operates like latent elements of the consciousness, intermingling with conscious visual
expression through dreams. Audience comprehension of the pear motif resulted in its
continued appearance in French caricature and graffiti.127
Like the Baroque works, Modern caricatures possess many features of the
grotesque, but are not grotesques. Les Poires lacks the horror of a grotesque in its humor,
and more horrific caricatures lack humor [Fig. 27]. Those that do balance both

Figure 27.

Robert Cruikshank, A Cholera Patient, 1832, Colored Etching, from the
series Random Shots, no. 2, Wellcome Institute and Library for the History
of Medicine.
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Anna Soo-Hoo, “Perilous Pears Pickled, Please: Philipon and Louis-Philippe I,” last modified
September 23, 2016, https://henripeyrefi.ws.gc.cuny.edu/2016/09/23/perilous-pears-pickled-pleasephilipon-and-louis-philippe-i-by-anna-soo-hoo/.
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characteristics, like Charles Ramelet’s print after Honoré Daumier’s drawing [Fig. 28],
are too literal to inspire contemplation. While the term “grotesque caricature” is
consistently bandied about in today’s society, the grotesque art construct and the art of
caricature are similar yet significantly different.

Figure 28.

Charles Ramelet after Honoré Daumier, Le Colique (The Colic), 1833,
Print, from the series L’Imagination, No. 6, published in Le Charivari.
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Modern Grotesque Theory: Ruskin

English art critic/theorist John Ruskin began the theoretical codification of the
artistic grotesque in Modern Painters (1848, third volume). Ruskin presents the first
modern artistic grotesque as a creature of “contemplative imagination,” where the artist’s
visual translation of truth beyond words is interpreted by the viewer.128 For Ruskin,
artistic imagination and embodied unreality come together in the grotesque as an
inseparable blend of virtue and enlightenment. The result is an insightful imagining of the
real, or “Truth,” in a virtuous, intellectually charged image that conveys effect rather than
just standing upon its own merit.129 By engaging the viewer’s contemplation and
imagination, the grotesque’s power falls in line with the Victorian belief in the elevating
and enlightening propensity within artwork.130 As Ruskin states, the grotesque:
…convey truths which nothing else could convey; and not only so, but
conveys them in minor cases with a delightfulness, - in the higher
instances with an awfulness, - which no mere utterance of the symbolized
truth would have possessed, but which belongs to the effort of the mind to
unweave the riddle, or to the sense it has of their being an infinite power
and meaning in the thing seen, beyond all that as apparent therein, giving
the highest sublimity even to the most trivial objects so presented and so
contemplated.131
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“In its mocking or playful moods [imagination] is apt to jest, sometimes bitterly, with undercurrent of
sternest pathos, sometimes waywardly, sometimes slightly and wickedly, with death and sin…A fine
grotesque is the expression, in a moment, by a series of symbols thrown together in a bold and fearless
connection, of truths which it would have taken a long time to express in any verbal way, and of which the
connection is left for the beholder to work out for himself; the gaps, left or overleaped by the haste of the
imagination, forming the grotesque character.” John Ruskin, Modern Painters, Volume III (New York:
John Wiley & Sons, 1882), 93-94.
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Henry Ladd, The Victorian Morality of Art: An Analysis of Ruskin’s Esthetic (New York: R. Long &
R.R. Smith, Inc., 1932), 65, 230.
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Ibid., 32.
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Ruskin, 95.
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Ruskin’s examples of “false” and “true,” or noble, grotesques are two sculpted
griffins [Fig. 29]. The former is from the frieze of the temple of Antonius and Faustina in
Rome, and the latter a Lombard-Gothic cathedral in Verona. The classical griffin is
extremely linear, with correct anatomical combinations and posed with a grace that belies
its fearsome nature. The logical beauty of the false grotesque undermines its role in
Truth; the ancient griffon’s intentional perfection conforms to viewer expectations rather
than challenging them through a new interpretation of fearsome form.132 The Gothic
sculpture shows the true nature of the imaginary beast through the ferocious and creative

Figure 29.
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John Ruskin, “True and False Griffins,” in The Stones of Venice. London:
Smith, Elder & Co., 1851-1853.

Ladd, 70.
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focus on claws, teeth, and predatory alertness. Instead of using idealized perfection, the
noble grotesque utilizes cultural expectations of an ideally balanced and aesthetically
ethical character as a foil that prompts the viewer to perceive “truth:”133
…it seems not only permissible, but even desirable, as the art by which the
grotesque is expressed should be more or less imperfect, and this seems a
most beneficial ordinance as respects the human race in general. For the
grotesque being not only a most forceful instrument of teaching, but a
most natural manner of expression, springing as it does at once from any
tendency to playfulness in minds highly comprehensive of truth; and being
also one of the readiest ways in which such satire or wit may be possessed
by men of any inferior rank of mind can be for perpetuity expressed…
[H]ence it is an infinite good to mankind when there is full acceptance of
the grotesque…134
While the grotesque’s truth can (even!) be conveyed to “inferior men,” only the
moral viewer can appropriately absorb truth. For Victorians, morality equals social status
so that sensibility, perception and imagination are inextricably linked to a person’s class:
A true peasant cannot see the beauty of cattle; but only qualities
expressive of their serviceableness…Landscape can only be enjoyed by
cultivated persons; and it is only by music, literature and painting, that
cultivation can be given, Also, the faculties that are thus received are
heredity; so the child of an educated race has an innate instinct for beauty,
derived from arts practised hundreds of years before his birth…The art of
any country is the exponent of its social and political virtues.135
Only an educated, monied and - consequently - elite heart could soulfully
contemplate the truth of the grotesque, resulting in a cathartic moral perfection that
conforms to the ideal social virtues of the era. Though tough to acknowledge, Ruskin’s
implied racism and expressed socio-economic requirement for noble grotesque
interpretation applies to today’s presentation of contemporary grotesque artwork in
133

“Only rare and cultivated minds,” says Ladd. Ibid., 77, 120.
Ruskin, 98-99.
135
Ladd, 121 and Ruskin, as quoted in Laurel Brake, “Degree of Darkness: Ruskin, Pater and Modernism,”
in Ruskin and Modernism, eds. Giovanni Cianci and Peter Nichols (Hampshire: Palgrave, 2001), 57.
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museums.136 Grotesque representations in film are more effective in reaching a broader
audience and potentially serve a pedagogical function for future museum goers.137
However, Ruskin’s connection of the grotesque to the viewer’s “morality” is outdated,
translating today as the viewer’s progressive or traditional cathartic response to the
traumatic grotesque.

The Modern Grotesque as Revolutionary

German literary critic Wolfgang Kayser’s seminal work, The Grotesque in Art
and Literature (1957), is an essential reference for post-World War II grotesque theory.
In it, the author presents a threefold qualified definition of the grotesque based upon an
etymological and historical exploration. Kayser’s grotesque is: 1) a figure from an
estranged world; 2) a play with the absurd; and 3) an attempt to invoke and subdue the
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For more, see Selwood, “Museums for the Many? Rhetorical Optimism and the Failure of Sustained
Political Will at Three London Government-Funded Museums – Then and Now,” Cultural Trends 27, 4
(2018): 270-295 and David G. Embrick, Simón Weffer and Silvia Dómínguez, “White Sanctuaries: Race
and Place in Art Museums,” International Journal of Sociology and Social Policy 39 (2019): 995-1009.
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In 2016, Movio conducted research to determine horror film’s target audience. The study spanned the
release of the underperforming Scouts Guide to the Zombie Apocalypse, the limited U.S. release of the
highly successful South Korean zombie film Train to Busan (Busanhaeng), and the more successful
releases of three other, non-zombie horror films (The Conjuring 2, Don’t Breathe and The Purge: Election
Year.) Movio determined that “[I]n comparison to the audience for an average film over this period, horror
audiences are significantly younger. Approximately 60% of the audience is made up of people between the
age of 15 and 30 (versus 40% for the average movie), and slightly more female than usual (49% versus
47% for the average movie) …Of the 24 (films released during the study), 17 were either the 1st or 2nd
ranked movie among both the 14-17 yo and 18-21 yo subgroups on their opening weekend and, in summer
2016, horror films accounted for 10% of cinema visits made by under 30 yo. These movies also capture a
33% larger minority audience, at 16% African-American and 24% Hispanic (versus respectively 12% and
18% for an average movie). Finally the audience contains a slightly higher than average percentage of avid
moviegoers, with an overall average movie-going frequency 4% greater than that of an average movie
audience.” Bryan Smith, “Movio Media Shows Horror Films Aren’t So Scary for Box Office,” last
modified October 28, 2016, https://movio.co/en/blog/movio-media-horror-film-box-office/.
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demonic aspects of the world.138 In Kayser’s view, viewer estrangement results from
encountering an Othered grotesque, whose absurdity prompts a combined reaction of
laughter and fear at the blending of culturally acknowledged opposites. As the grotesque
is only realized through its reception, Kayser argues that a knowledgeable - i.e., elite viewer is its appropriate audience. Like Ruskin, Kayser’s grotesque theory relies upon
viewer perception.
His grotesque also follows the paradoxical, exaggerated characteristics
established by previous scholars.139 Another shared Ruskinian characteristic is that
Kayser’s grotesque cannot exist in a world open to familiar references. It must exist
within a “realm apart” so a knowledgeable viewer can recognize how “the familiar and
apparently harmonious world is alienated under the impact of abysmal forces.”140
That alienating impact of the grotesque rejects the grotesque’s capacity for
Ruskinian truth. Instead, Kayser privileges the more emotive qualities of suddenness,
surprise and horror that arise in the viewer. 141 These emotions spawn an impetus to
action as a result of a “fear of life rather than fear of death,” wherein the viewer fears that
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Notably, Kayser produces his definition of the grotesque just as zombie movies were returning to
American theaters. While there was no foreign release of Invasion of the Body Snatchers (1956), Voodoo
Island (1957), and Plan 9 from Outer Space (1959), Kayser’s book was translated into English in 1963, the
same year that The Last Man on Earth was released (more on this film in Chapter Three). My speculation
on Kayser’s timely writing is that both nations recognized the negative effects of the Cold War. Kayser,
184, 187, 188.
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Specifically, he looks to eighteenth-century German poet Christoph Martin Wieland, who defines the
grotesque as “supernatural” and “absurd,” which contradicts the very laws which rule our familiar world.”
Kayser illustrates his point by examining the eighteenth century’s differentiation of and preference for
Brueghel the Elder to Bosch’s grotesques. Like Ruskin’s differentiation of the fantastic grotesque from the
true grotesque, former German scholarly interpretation of Bosch found the artist pulling ideas from
contemporary narratives (including religion, alchemy, heresy and psychoanalysis), whereas “Bruegel paints
in an increasingly estranged world of our daily life not with the intention of teaching, warning or arousing
our compassion but solely in order to portray the inexplicable, incomprehensible, ridiculous, and horrible.”
Ibid., 26, 31, 34-37.
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Ibid., 37.
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Ibid., 31.
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she is unable to survive in the grotesque world.142 However, horror has another
consequence, one that Kayser defines in his second characteristic: a play with the
absurd.143 He bases his argument for the absurd, or humor, in nineteenth century
scholarship that explores humor’s paradoxical connection to horror. The viewer’s
horrified fear blends with the grotesque’s laughter, resulting in a “faint smile” that
functions psychologically as an “involuntary and forced attempt to shake off fear” of the
estranged world.144
Perhaps unsurprisingly, then, Kayser identifies Surrealism as the blossoming of
the Modern grotesque.145 He points to the movement’s ideological underpinnings including Breton’s references to early Romantic philosophy and Freud’s theory of the
unconscious – to explain Surrealism’s:
…new view of the world or, more precisely, of the world of inanimate
objects . . . The familiar relationships between tangible things were to be
abolished in order to reveal their hidden ominousness. The alienation is
142

This fear for life is inherently different from a fear of death, as a fear of life implies “we feel that we
would be unable to live in this changed world.” Ibid., 185.
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Ibid., 187.
144
Novelist Jean Paul finds that laughter’s joviality contains a paradoxical destructive power
directed towards the finite realm of reality. Victor Hugo defined the grotesque’s horrific destruction
as the polar opposite of the sublime’s horrific totality. For Hugo, modern art’s purpose is
combining “the sublime with the grotesque, the terrible with the burlesque, and tragedy with
comedy.”Friedrich Schlegal’s inclusions in the foundational German Romantic literary magazine
Athenäum: “… grotesqueness is constituted by a clashing contrast between form and content, the
unstable mixture of heterogeneous elements, the explosive force of the paradoxical, which is both
ridiculous and terrifying…[T]he concept of cariacture and comic are subsequently brought into
play. “Caricature is a passive connection of the naive and the grotesque. The poet may use it either
comically or tragically” (fragment 396). By rearranging the equation we arrive at the formula: the
grotesque is cariacture without naïveté…[T]he grotesque now opens the view into a chaos that is
both horrible and ridiculous.” Ibid., 53-58, 186-187. Emphasis mine.
145
Kayser’s explanation for this particular modern movement over others is that: “no explanation is
required for the fact that in this context we do not deal with Futurism, Cubism, and the various styles of
nonobjective art…We shall also exclude German Expressionism – although it would be profitable to study
its influence on the grotesque…” He does include Hans Arp and Wassily Kandinsky in his discussion of
modern grotesque poetry, aligns Romantic painters like William Blake and Rodolphe Bresdin with the
Surrealists, and acknowledges James Ensor and Alfred Kubin as influences on Breton’s group. Kayser also
addresses Dali’s claimed inspiration from Arcimboldo. The author also states that Arcimboldo’s are not
grotesques due their lack of alienation. Ibid., 168-178.
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achieved through the blending of heterogenous elements, through sharp
focus (a super-clarity that makes the world doubly strange), and through
the distribution of objects on endless plains. At the same time the
chronological order is disturbed by the juxtaposition of ancient and
modern objects.146
Citing De Chirico specifically, Kayser notes the Italian artist’s ominous, airless
atmosphere, his mix of organic and mechanical elements, and his blending of the historic
with the modern function as the grotesque’s alienating play with the absurd.
More noteworthy for this writing, however, is Kayser’s aside mention that “[De]
Chirico…was certainly not the only artist active before World War I who drew his
inspiration from a crisis of historical consciousness.”147 Kayser makes no further mention
of cultural crisis resulting from warfare, or its influence on artists other than De
Chirico.148 He does, however, allude to the connection in a discussion of the graphic arts:
While the subsequently secularized Temptation of St. Anthony is a central
motif of the fantastic grotesque, the [grotesque] seems to choose social
satire and the “horrors of war” as its favorite topics. It is easy to see why
the need for a cyclical treatment of these themes arises.149
Here, Kayser directly links cultural trauma to the reappearance of the grotesque in
art, as “the belief of the preceding ages [in] a perfect and protective natural order ceased
to exist.”150 Laughter’s appearance in these traumatic transitional moments provides a
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cathartic “secret liberation” for the viewer, allowing for the identification of and
challenge put towards the darkness of the world-upside-down. In connecting cultural
tragedy, the grotesque and viewer catharsis, Kayser lays out the basic definition of the
traumatic grotesque.
Yet, his theory of the grotesque has a major flaw. Kayser rejects social narratives
as adequate artistic sources for grotesques because the construct must exist in a “realm
apart.” However, he places emphasis on how the viewer’s personal experience (i.e. social
knowledge) affects reception of the grotesque.151 Kayser overlooks the fact that the
viewer’s world is the artist’s world – their shared contemporary society. This renders his
final grotesque characteristic - “an attempt to invoke and subdue the demonic aspects of
the world” – into a paradox.152 Any interpretation of the “demonic” must have culturallyrecognized symbols incorporated by the artist for the viewer to read. In this writing, I
emphasize the importance of the cultural milieu and specific zombie attributes for both
the artist and viewer of a zombie traumatic-grotesque.
Russian literary theorist Mikhail Bakhtin makes the social realm an essential part
of his concept of the grotesque. In his 1965 book Rabelais and His World, Bakhtin
presents the grotesque as opposition to everyday bourgeoisie culture.153 He identifies the
structure as a manifestation of popular culture, particularly folk carnival humor.154 For
Bakhtin, folk carnival culture stands in contrast to the official seriousness of the elite
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Panofsky offers a similar explanation for the viewer’s ability to “read” the iconography of early film in
“Style and Medium in the Motion Pictures.”
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Kayser, 173.
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While the publication date here also overlaps American zombie film production, Bakhtin first included
his theory in his 1940 dissertation. More on that discrepancy below.
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Mikhail Bakhtin, Rabelais and His World, trans. Hélène Iswolsky (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University
Press, 1984), 3.
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medieval ecclesiastical and feudal culture. Within it, life, art and play dominate by
revealing a second, fuller life outside of official culture.155
The carnivalesque’s main attribute is that of a “world inside out,” a situation
similar to Kayser’s estranged world but more inclusive of the social through folk humor:
a festive, universal, and ambivalent humor in which all merrily laugh in both assertive
and remonstrative manners.156 This ambivalence marks folk humor’s difference from
Kayser’s humor/horror dichotomy. The latter is a psychological response to a perceived
threat and the former is a social response that “denies, but it revives and renews at the
same time.”157
Carnival’s translation into imagery results in grotesque realism, where folk
humor’s universality manifests itself in an exaggerated corporeal figure. The
exaggeration of that figure’s form allows it to express multiplicity (of ideas, people,
economic stations, etc.) in a single form. However, “the essential principle of grotesque
realism is degradation, that is, lowering of all that is high, spiritual, ideal, abstract.”158 It
is both symbolic and literal:
Degradation here means coming down to earth, the contact with the earth
as an element that swallows up and gives birth at the same time. To
degrade is to bury, to sow, and to kill simultaneously, in order to bring
forth something more and better. To degrade also means to concern
oneself with the lower stratum of the body, the life of the belly and the
reproductive organs…degradation digs a bodily grave for a new
birth…grotesque realism knows no other level; it is the fruitful earth and
the womb. It is always conceiving.159
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Through degradation, the grotesque is “a body in the act of becoming,” combining
wholeness with permeability to allow a continuous renewal of the body through
transgressing beyond it.160 For the zombie, degradation is part and parcel of its
decomposing physicality and status as a monstrous social Other. The walking dead’s
renewability comes through Bakhtin’s:
…most important of all human features for the grotesque…the mouth. It
dominates all else…Eating, drinking, defecation and other elimination (sweating,
blowing of the nose, sneezing) as well as copulation, pregnancy, dismemberment,
swallowing up by another body – all these acts are performed on the confines of
the body and the outer world, or on the confines of the old and new body. In all
these events the beginning and end of life are closely linked and interwoven…
Actually, if we consider the grotesque image in its extreme aspect, it never
presents an individual body; the image consists of orifices and convexities that
present another, newly conceived body. It is the point of transition in a life
eternally renewed, the inexhaustible vessel of death and conception.161
Introduced by Romero, the zombie’s bite does swallow up an exterior body as it kills or
maims its target. The bite also transforms the victim, giving him new “life” within the
horde, the opportunity to bite someone else, and end/begin that person’s life.
Within grotesque realism lies another form of being, a “deeply positive” new
form impregnated with possibility by the demise of the old world.162 In the process, the
Bakhtinian grotesque utilizes paradox, illogic, humor, an all-inclusive audience,
creativity and popular culture to express a newly realized fullness of life for
contemporary society.163 While one may argue that zombie life is not a fully realized
experience, being a rotting/eating/killing and senseless monster of the apocalypse, the
contemporary zombie does offer new life to the viewer through traumatic catharsis.
160
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While Bakhtin did not explicitly express his most innovative grotesque
characteristic, the book’s prologue author, Michael Holquist, does: “[T]he book is finally
about freedom, the courage needed to establish it, the cunning required to maintain it, and
– above all – the horrific ease with which it can be lost.”164 The hesitation on the part of
the author to openly declare a revolutionary characteristic can be interpreted through the
history of the manuscript itself. While first published in 1965 in Russian (subsequently in
English in 1968), the manuscript originates from Bakhtin’s 1940 dissertation submission
to the Gorky Institute of World Literature in Stalinist Moscow. The work’s break from
Marxist dogma caused the submission to sit for six years until it was defended in 1946,
with the committee subsequently split upon awarding the higher Doctor of Science
degree or the lower Candidate of Sciences degree. Bakhtin was awarded the latter.
Combined with his 1930 prison sentence of internal exile to Kazakhstan for multiple
charges (including “corrupting the young”), Bakhtin’s conscious omission of the
grotesque body’s “freedom” can be reasonably inferred as a response to the trauma of the
Stalinist regime.165 This historiographic tidbit offers yet another function that the zombie
invokes in offering an alternate manner of living to the viewer.
American literary theorist Geoffrey Galt Harpham draws from both Bakhtin and
Kayser in his definitive 1982 work, On the Grotesque: Strategies of Contradiction in Art
and Literature. Clearly identifying the influence of culture on the grotesque’s form,
Harpham defines the primary characteristic of the grotesque as a paradoxical
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consolidation of what does not belong.166 In joining unlike things, the grotesque reveals a
culture’s visual habits and conventions; that is, the grotesque exists as social
“representation [that is] simultaneously invoked and discredited.”167 This illogical text of
the grotesque provides the viewer a visual prompt upon which to question social
assumption of orderliness and meaning.168
By presenting a worldview in perpetual metamorphosis between cultural
identification and meaning, the grotesque embodies the “law of infinite metaphor, by
which everything is potentially identical with everything else.”169 As metaphor, the
grotesque permits the viewer to see the contemporary boundaries enforced by social
mores and recognize the accepted contradictions therein.170 Harpham also utilizes eternal
myth to show that the grotesque exists outside its own era. He links the grotesque’s
capacity for metaphor and myth to Freud’s dream theory, particularly dream
condensation. Within the grotesque, “logical laws do not apply…Contrary impulses exist
side by side, without cancelling each other out or finishing each other.”171 As an
intermediary of reality, the grotesque reveals another system of being through the process
of “becoming,” where socially accepted higher stages of being exchange place with lower
concepts.172 Like Bakhtin’s degraded grotesque body, the construct’s “becoming” fits
within the zombie’s dichotomous dead/alive nature.
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While Harpham’s examples are particularly useful in identifying the grotesque’s
appearance within specific historical moments, it is Harpham’s application of his theory
to art where the book falters. Beyond asserting the continuing affective social, religious,
and psychological nature of the Lascaux paintings and critiquing Gombrich’s discussion
of Leonardo’s grotesque heads, Harpham does not illustrate his theory through modern
art. However, cultural theorist Peter Sloterdijk does apply his theory of social
consciousness to modern visual grotesques.
Sloterdijk’s 1983 Critique of Cynical Reason addresses the postmodern social
mindset in terms of an innate cultural cynicism. Failed Marxist revolutionary ideas
disappointed the lower class hoping for social advancement. As a result, they are “no
longer prepared to believe that one first has to ‘learn something’ so that things will be
better later.” Now, they exist within an “enlightened false consciousness” wherein:
…they no longer understand their way of existing as something that has to
do with being evil, but as participation in a collective realistically attuned
way of seeing things…to act against better knowledge is today the global
situation in the superstructure; it knows itself to be without illusions and
yet to have been dragged down by the “power of things.” Thus what is
regarded in logic as a paradox and in literature as a joke appears in
reality as the actual state of affairs…173
In a post-truth cynical society, contemporary power structures function on
“violent, antirationalistic impulse…reacting to an intellectual state of affairs in which all
thinking has become strategy” to favor the status quo.174 However, that combative
dichotomy allows for kynicism, Sloterdijk’s term for cynicism’s natural opposing force.
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Kynicism’s defining characteristic is cheekiness, which opposes the hardened and
hypocritical society by living the truth of that society: “the [cheeky person] farts, shits,
pisses, masturbates on the street, before the eyes of the Athenian market.”175 Cheek exists
in multiple body parts and their corporeal relationships.176 When combined with its
plebeian/social outcast origin, kynicism is similar to Bakhtin’s carnivalesque grotesque
body.
Social impertinence inextricably links periods of cultural trauma to grotesque
paradox, as:
Only in the cynical, demoralized, and demoralizing climate of a postwar
society, in which the dead are not allowed to die (because from their
downfall political capital is to be made), can [one] observe existence
“existentially” and to place everydayness in opposition to “authentic,”
consciously decided existence as a “being unto death” …In this period, for
the first time attention is drawn in a radical way to inner socialization.
This period senses that reality is dominated by spooks, imitators, remotecontrolled ego machines. Each person could be a double (Wiederganger)
instead of itself. But how can one recognize this? In whom can one still
see whether it is “it-self” or only Anyone?177
To identify oneself within the Wiederganger, for Sloterdijk, lies within Heidegger’s
definition of the authentic as “being unto death,” or the existential realization that “I
die.”178
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Sloterdijk approaches George Grosz’s 1916-17 The Faith Healers or the KV
Machines, also known as Fit for Active Service [Fig. 30], in context with the traumatic
effects of World War I. For Sloterdijk, the medical profession embraces a cynical denial
of death, encouraging the patient’s will to live and alleviation of pain.179 In Grosz’s work,
the doctor denies the soldier’s death, checking the intestines of a skeletal, dehumanized

Figure 30.

George Grosz, Fit for Active Service, 1916-1917, Pen, Brush and India
Ink, 20” x 14.4.” Museum of Modern Art.

power.” Together, these kynical observations lead to “a continuum of being conscious in our existence” in
which an amoral presence, or a “consciousness conscious,” creates a new, alternative political Left that
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corpse and cynically pronouncing “KV,” short for kriegsdienst-verwendungsfähig, or “fit
for active service.” This cheeky unmasking of the indifference of military doctors to
soldier health in the final years of the war also reveals the armed forces’ own cynical
disregard for the lives of its “heroes.” Accompanying the doctor in the conscription office
are five army officers, a guard and medical assistant, all exhibiting good health and a
well-fed appearance. The officers have little regard for the medical review before them;
the two officers in the foreground are smiling and laughing, the others are bored and
distracted.180
Ultimately, the soldier in Fit for Active Service is a Wiederganger/double for the
viewer. If one adopts a soldierly viewpoint, the corpse embodies the viewer as driven to
depersonalization and death by the military; if the viewer is a military official (implied in
the work by the viewer’s placement behind - and thus among - military officials), the
corpse is not merely death personified but a result of the cynical machinations of existing
society. The viewer thus finds his cynical mask pulled back, seeing himself as a fraud to
the dictates of traditional social narrative. Grosz, and Dada in general, rebelliously
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reveals the absurd unvarnished truth of social reality that celebrates playfulness and
reality alongside contempt and disappointment.181
There is little to argue against in Sloterdijk’s theory. One only need look at recent
American politics and the rise of internet conspiracy theories, such as QAnon, to see it in
action. Kynicism also works well for the 2000s zombie traumatic-grotesque. In my case
studies, the “dead not allowed to die” are the psychologically affected people emerging
from the cultural crisis. “Everyday” reality hit them through the trauma and revealed
powerful social agencies as inept, manipulative, or uncaring.182 Amid the unreal and
vulnerable aftermath of upended social norms, the zombie emerges as the Wiederganger
for the viewer, merging previous norms with the potential for new social patterns.
Of note for this study, the term Wiederganger can translate as “double,” but its
origin in Germanic folklore likens it to the zombie. Wiederganger refers to the bodily
return of the deceased to avenge an unnatural death, such as suicide, execution or murder.
A common response against a Wiederganger was mutilation of a corpse upon interment,
an action equivalent to the characteristic zombie headshot.183 Viewers gain catharsis
either by identifying with the double’s impudent “living death” and ideas of alternate
culture or rejecting identification and sliding back into the cynicism of cultural norms.
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Robert Storr’s curated exhibition for SITE Santa Fe’s 2004 biennial, Disparities and
Deformations: Our Grotesque, overlaps with the Zombie Renaissance and furthers the
moving image’s status as art. The leading image of both the catalogue and Storr’s essay
on the grotesque is Annie Leibovitz’s 2004 photograph for Season 5 of the HBO series
The Sopranos [Fig. 31]. At the time, the photograph was an unavoidable advertisment for
the return of the pop cultural touchstone to the small screen. The image’s art historical
references - including Jeff Wall, Eugène Delacroix and Theodore Géricault - delineate
humanity’s fascination with the damned and the dead and, for Storr, identify the present
era as that of the grotesque.184

Figure 31.

Annie Leibovitz, Hell Hath No Fury Like the Family, The Sopranos Fifth
Season Promotional Poster, 2004, Commissioned by HBO.
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It is no surprise, then, that Storr is noted for reviving true “grotesque” studies,
both in the new millenium and for contemporary art, as opposed to:
other names representing one of [the grotesque’s] many aspects or
sources: the formless, the abject, the Gothic, the uncanny, the macabre, the
carnivalesque, the scatalogical, the pornographic, etc…The problem is the
concept [i.e., the grotesque] that might hold [those theories] together is, by
its nature or rather by its propensity to denature, vast, detailed, and yet
somehow amorphous.185
I agree with Storr. These theories represent a deeper dive into aspects of the grotesque
and are useful for grotesque scholarship, but they address only one part of a whole. For
Storr, the grotesque’s characteristic illogic, humor/horror dichotomy, open viewer
accessibility, creativity, pedagogy, and reference to the contemporary are part of its
amorphous quality. But it is the construct’s “astonishingly protean artificiality and its
capacity for inspiring genuine delight as well as provoking disquiet” that accounts for its
continual reappearance in art history, acting as a countertradition to idealization.186
Storr also establishes cultural conflict as necessary for grotesque paradox and
viewer contemplation: the artistic construct appears at “the breakdown of a previously
established order,” responding to humanity’s self-reflexivity during those periods to
inspire “a provisional new order.”187 In the process, the grotesque affects the viewer’s
mind through the psychoanalytic use of the illogical. Like Harpham, Storr looks to
Freud’s dream condensation. Its estranged yet familiar world becomes a powerful visual
construct for introspection into “visions of the self as other, or the self reflected in a trick
mirror of others,” as:
185
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A composite figure [formed through condensation] may look like A
perhaps, but may be dressed like B, may be something we remember C
doing, and at the same time we may know he is D. This composite
structure is of course emphasizing something that the four people have in
common…moreover, there are jokes of which the technique is based on a
condensation like this…188
If the idea of the grotesque is the self, or A, then its invocation of socially
unacceptable evils (or B) alongside culturally lauded social aspirations (or C) conflates
the viewer’s high/low social expectations. Experiencing this intermingling of
expectations within laughter’s contradictory nature, the viewer (or D) recognizes the
absurdity of cultural norms from within his own culture. As self-conflict and identity
construction stand as humanity’s common experiences, viewers can accept themselves as
the Other or reject identifications that oppose “the desired model, [as]…few are ready to
wake up, Gregor Samsa-style... warp[ed] into what one loathes.”189
Because of this split in viewer response, Storr’s essay concentrates on “defining”
the grotesque, overviewing its historiography, and contextualizing the arguments against
it. The curator does not explicitly include interpretations of the artworks within
Disparities and Deformations: Our Grotesque, despite its standing as contemporary art’s
first all-grotesque exhibition. Art historian Frances S. Connelly makes up for this lack in
her edited book Modern Art and the Grotesque (2003). Thirteen collected essays examine
many of the era’s canonical works through grotesque theory.190 In the introduction,
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Connelly correctly states that the construct has “surprisingly few studies…a failure that
reveals a blind spot in art historical theory and practice.”191
She agrees with the intangibility of a complete definition of the grotesque while
also defining three key traits: “[combining] unlike things in order to challenge established
realities or construct new ones; those that deform or decompose things; and those that are
metamorphic.”192 As with Storr, Connelly’s traits align with those of previous scholars;
however, she offers these characterizations as not merely traits, but categorizations of
grotesques.193 The author acknowledges that her grotesque categories are problematic in
their attempt to label the grotesque, effectively limiting it to certain eras.194 However, she
refines her theory in 2012’s follow-up study, The Grotesque in Western Art and Culture:
The Image at Play.
In her book, Connelly invokes Barasch by identifying “strands” or “streams” of
the grotesque, so that “rather than thinking of [the grotesque] as fixed categories or
closed boxes…separate streams will converge.”195 She identifies the streams as: the
ornamental/improvisational, identified with the arabesque; the carnivalesque, linked with
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caricature; and the traumatic grotesque. It is Connelly’s traumatic grotesque stream that
this study both draws from and adds to through a close exploration of its functions and
examples.
For Connelly, the traumatic grotesques breach cultural norms through “their
representation as diseased and monstrous [making] visible true social anxieties of the
day.”196 Going further, she identifies the traumatic grotesque with cultural experience by
discussing the viewer’s experience of encountering the monstrous or ugly through
Freud’s uncanny. As “that which reveals, that which warns,” the uncanny manifests
physically in the grotesque. Its resultant threatening nature is balanced with a familiarity
that “turns our laughter against us…where we are the ones mocked: by the gods, by fate,
by our own weakness.”197
Connelly’s examples of the traumatic grotesque are primarily confined to the
sixteenth through nineteeth centuries. Her lineup of modern grotesque artists is short but
solid. However, she does not address or include any examples of their work to further her
definition of the traumatic grotesque.198 Nor does she fully explore the “social anxieties”
of the era.199 Not that this lack is a bad thing. As demonstrated here, the historiography of
grotesque theory is one that continually explores the multiple functions and manners by
which these curious artistic creations attract our attention. Connelly’s new term helps to
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organize the grotesque’s function in modern and contemporary art. The traumatic
grotesque, then, simply needs more clarification and textual examples.

The Traumatic Grotesque: Cultural Crisis and Memory

To further define the function of the traumatic grotesque, I refer to the historic
characteristics that it, as a grotesque, must follow. As my historiography demonstrates,
some elements are continual and others emerge through the construct’s social adaptation,
characterizing its development as an additive process. This can easily be seen in
diagrammatical form [Fig. 16]. While I acknowledge that the characteristics included in
the diagram are reductive and incomplete, that is the nature of this unruly beast. The
grotesque was and remains an undefinable paradoxical figure with a multitude of
functions.
That characteristic paradox of the grotesque springs from its blending of
opposites, whether it be body parts or ideological notions. Alberto Giacometti’s Nose
(1949/1964, Fig. 32), for example, is paradoxically grotesque in its combination of
human and handgun profiles. The illogical nature of the grotesque combines with its
humor, horror and pop culture references in Stewart Uoo’s No Sex, No City: Carrie
(2013, Figs. 33-34). Uoo’s sculpture illogically interprets Carrie (Sarah Jessica Parker),
the lead character in HBO’s 1998-2004 series Sex and the City. The mannekin not only
lacks feet - Carrie was obsessed with shoes - but its heavily weathered clothing and
dreadlocks are antithetical and hilarious in context of the character’s fashion icon status.
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Figure 32.

Alberto Giacometti, The Nose (Le Nez), 1949/1964, Bronze, Wire, Rope
and Steel, 31.8” x 28.2” x 15.5.” The Guggenheim.
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Fig 33.

Stewart Uoo, No Sex, No City: Carrie, 2013, Polyurethane Resin, Epoxy,
Ink, Pigment, Paint, Wires, Cables, Clothing, Accessories, Ferrofluid,
Razor Wire, Steel, Feathers, Hair, Make-Up, Glitter, Eyelashes, Maggot
Cocoons, Flies, and Dust, 84” x 30” x 30.” Rubell Museum.
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Figure 34.

Stewart Uoo, No Sex, No City: Carrie, Detail, 2013.
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Closer inspection reveals the grotesque’s horror. Wires hang out of the bust like
intestines, accented by the creative incorporation of maggot cocoons and preserved flies.
When received by an audience, the contemplative function of the grotesque
emerges, pedagogically directed at elite and non-elite viewers alike. In Otto Dix’s The
War (1932, Fig. 35), viewers of all socio-economic backgrounds are schooled on the
brutal realities of war through a triptych, a layout that directly invokes previous
contemplative artworks. The artistic construct also references contemporary society,
functioning psychoanalytically to promote a revolutionary spirit. Edward Kienholz’s The

Figure 35.

Otto Dix, The War (Der Krieg), 1929-1932, Tempera on Wood, 80.3” x
80.3” (Central Panel), 80.3” x 40.2” (Lateral Panels). Galerie Neue
Meister, Dresden.
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Figure 36.

Edward Kienholz, The State Hospital, 1964-66, Plaster Casts, Fiberglass,
Hospital Beds, Bedpan, Hospital Table, Goldfish Bowls, Live Black Fish,
Neon tubing, Steel Hardware, Wood, Paint, 96” x 144” x 120.” Moderna
Museet, Stockholm.
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Figure 37.

Kienholz, The State Hospital, Exterior, 1964-66.

State Hospital (1964-66, Fig. 36-37) refers to the contemporary deinstitualization of
American psychiatric hospitals. To see the work, viewers must look through the barred
window and confront the traumatic violation of human rights that they, as society and
individuals, denied and ignored until recent reforms.
The audience’s observation of these grotesque works creates a unique atmosphere
where the recognizable but unreal world prompts a combined reaction of fear and
amusement. When viewing a grotesque during a period of social trauma, a more fearful
viewer reacts with a traditional cynicism, allowing the continuation of the social status
quo. However, if the viewer recognizes the humor and/or pedagogical nature of the
Othered traumatic grotesque, he can adopt a progressive critical response to existing
culture. Neither of these reactions are influenced by the viewer’s elite or non-elite status.
Instead, it depends upon whether the individual willingly accepts the traumatic
grotesque’s psychoanalytic ability to help process trauma through actions similar to
processing traumatic memory. A psychological disorder first explored by Freud,
100

traumatic memory is the process by which the memory of a traumatic event becomes
fragmented or suppressed due to the fear response. The subject fills that memory void
through reenactment and repetition (through dreams, repeated actions, etc.) until the
trauma can be merged with the conscious identity.200
Re-enacting the familiar yet denied trauma again and again without processing the
memory falls in line with the reinforcement of social norms by the traditional viewer.
Although repeatedly exposed to grotesque imagery during a time of cultural trauma, the
traditional viewer will not consciously address her identity’s vulnerability to reality.
Instead, she represses the threatening trauma in favor of the pre-existing social modality.
As a result, the traumatic grotesque viewer experiences a psychological response similar
to traumatic memory’s early unprocessed state.
However, should the viewer psychologically engage with the traumatic grotesque
in the aftermath of social trauma, she can a move beyond traumatic memory’s fearful
repetition into full conscious recognition and processing of the trauma. The progressive
viewer could then embrace a new socio-critical response to both her identity and the
contemporary status quo, overcoming the repeated trauma of the past through repeated
cathartic encounters with the traumatic grotesque. In the following chapter, I explore how
the cultural narrative of the zombie confirms the monster as a grotesque, fully capable of
transforming into and functioning as a traumatic grotesque.
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Freud explored traumatic memory in Beyond the Pleasure Principle (1920) and it is a primary point of
focus in today’s PTSD treatment studies. This history is further explored in Chapter Four.
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CHAPTER THREE
THE ZOMBIE-GROTESQUE AND CULTURE: THE BEGINNING

“Unusual Times Demand Unusual Pictures.”
- White Zombie Pressbook, 1932

While grotesques stretch across the history of art, the subject of zombies in
academia is a relatively recent phenomenon, unofficially dating to 2000. However, its
strong presence in English, Folklore, Religion, and Film departments indicates the
unfurling comprehension of the monster. Because of the monster’s origins in film (in
1932, inspired by a dubious travelogue of Haiti), zombie scholarship primarily
concentrates upon either zombie movies or Haitian folklore. My goal in this chapter is to
comprehensively explore the early evolution of the filmic zombie as an artistic grotesque.
Using semiotics and critical theory, I identify the grotesque characteristics and functions
of the zombie that will cross over into fine art. This is a significant contribution to both
zombie and art historical studies as, of this writing, only postcolonial literature scholar
Sarah Juliet Lauro addresses visual art’s connection to the zombie.201
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Lauro concentrates her zombie art studies around her theory of “textual zombies,” or “pieces that replay
or reanimate former texts while specifically drawing on the imagery of the zombie.” Essentially, her
interest lies in appropriation art’s recontextualization of an image; however, she relies on a non-specialist
combination of stylistic and semiotic approaches. For example, in George Pfau’s Zombies Ascending an
Escalator (2012), the artist combines Duchamp’s Nude Descending a Staircase with a zombie in Romero’s
Dawn of the Dead. Lauro interprets the work’s intermingled images as the zombie film’s critique of
capitalism rendered as a critique of postmodernism’s “propensity to repeat, restage, remake.” In the artist’s
later works, in which he utilizes an Impressionistic painting technique to recreate zombie movie scenes, she
connects the loose painting style to the breakdown of the zombie body. While both of these interpretations
are valid, an art historian could more clearly lay out an argument, take the interpretation much deeper and
apply the work’s imagery to contemporary culture. Sarah Juliet Lauro, The Transatlantic Zombie: Slavery,
Rebellion and Living Death (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 2015), 153-157.
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As stated in Chapter One, the zombie did not emerge in fine art until Group
Material’s installation, Democracy (1988). Even then, the monster was represented
through a Hollywood film. The zombie’s growing characterization in American pop
culture accounts for the fifty-six-year delay in the zombie’s crossover into art. Unlike the
Pop artists who referenced monsters with well-established cultural interpretations - like
Dracula’s lethal sensuality or King Kong/Godzilla’s atomic commentary - the 1960s
zombie was just digging itself out of its 1940s-1950s absence in film.202 While the Bmovies renewed popular interest in the monster, it was George A. Romero who
transformed the zombie into a cultural touchstone. His Night of the Living Dead (1968)
and Dawn of the Dead (1978) set the major characteristics of the contemporary zombie.
As a result, it was Romero’s zombie who first staggered into fine art. To contextualize
the function and appearance of the zombie-grotesque in the art of the 2000s, I examine
the filmic roots of the zombie’s evolving appearance and its era-specific function.
Using the chronological and interpretative framework set by noted zombie scholar
Peter Dendle, this chapter looks at the evolution of the voodoo zombies of the 1930s to
the atomic zombies of the early 1960s. Within each era’s zombie, I identify grotesque
dichotomies of self/Other, subjugation/empowerment, and social fear/desire. As a result,
the zombie-grotesque’s overarching critical outlook embraces a wide swath of socially
critical methodologies, including: postcolonial studies, feminism, religion, post-Fordist
consumer behavior, psychoanalysis, and posthumanism. Despite that ability to lurch in
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While the early 1940s featured humorous films featuring the zombie, like 1941’s incredibly racist King
of the Zombies, the horror genre in general fell out of favor during World War II and re-emerged in the
1950s with the atomic-inspired monsters.
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many narrative directions and physical variations, the zombie-grotesque consistently
directs its audience in a single destination: recognition of contemporary struggles within
social identity.
To begin this dissection, I look to Dendle’s definition of the zombie. As “a
revived corpse with diminished mental faculties,” the filmic zombie’s specific character
differs from other monsters.203 According to Dendle, resurrected bodies that contain a full
personality, or a full personality that is bodiless – a ghost, for example – cannot be a
zombie. Mummies could be zombies, but the elaborate trappings of ancient Egyptian
mummies - which include their support of Egyptian gods, religious practices and
acknowledgement of their former identities – eliminate that identification. Demonic
possession is also not zombiehood, “since they exhibit enhanced rather than impaired
mental faculties” and demons are autonomous beings not confined to the body they
inhabit.204 The enhanced function and organic lack of robots and androids also excludes
them from zombie status. While these comparisons helpfully define the zombie’s
uniqueness, Dendle’s definition ultimately falls short. Like other scholarly attempts to
define the grotesque, his zombie formula simply cannot contain all of the monster’s
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Peter Dendle, The Zombie Movie Encyclopedia, Jefferson, NC: McFarland, 2009, 13.
Ibid., 14.
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paradoxes.205 Yet, his attempt reveals how the zombie’s evolution from its origins in
folklore relies upon Hollywood’s development of its grotesque characteristics.206
The zombie first attracted American attention through the U.S. invasion of Haiti
(1915-1934), with returning soldiers bringing stories of Vodou practices to the U.S.
mainland.207 Spawned in part by the soldiers’ tales, travelogue writer William Seabrook
visited the island and published an account of his adventures, The Magic Island (1929).208
The book focuses on his interactions with Vodou rituals and marks the first concrete
descriptions of zombies in the chapter “…Dead Men Working in the Cane Fields:”
It seemed …that while the zombie came from the grave, it was
neither a ghost, nor yet a person who had been raised like Lazarus
from the dead. The zombie, they say, is a soulless human corpse,
still dead, but taken from the grave and endowed by sorcery with a
mechanical semblance of life – it is a dead body which is made to
walk and act and move as if it were alive. People who have the
power to do this go to a fresh grave, dig up the body before it has
had time to rot, galvanize it into movement, and then make of it a
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Dendle eventually goes against it himself in his work. For example, a 2011 writing delves into the
zombie’s embodied horror of old age as seen by Millennials. Dendle bases this interpretation on age-related
deterioration of the brain and its effects on multi-tasking. In the contemporary fast-paced world,
Millennials equate the zombie’s deterioration as both the specter of old age and the psychological pain of
anticipated mortality. In addition, he connects the 2000s “fast zombie” and its predictable violence to the
Information Age’s instant media access and the rise of terroristic acts and school shootings. While I agree
with the latter statement, I find the former interpretation somewhat ageist, especially considering the age
ranges of zombie horror fans. Peter Dendle, “Zombie Movies and the ‘Millennial Generation’,” in Better
Off Dead: The Evolution of the Zombie as Post-Human, eds. Deborah Christie and Sarah Juliet Lauro (New
York: Fordham University Press, 2011), 175-186.
206
A notable break from this definition is the inclusion of 1985’s Re-Animator. The film does follow the
notion of diminished consciousness of a corpse the longer it goes without revival, and its most infamous
scene involves the fully sentient zombie head of Dr. Hill sexually assaulting heroine Megan.
207
Possibly originating from African etymology, the term “zombi” historically links to Vodou belief and
Haitian folklore from the early 1700s. A further note on etymology: while “Vodou” is the correct term for
the magico-religious practice of Haiti, the term “voodoo” will be used in this writing to denote the
interpretation and appropriation of the religion by Western popular culture. For a deeper discussion, see
Kate Ramsey’s The Spirits and the Law: Vodou and Power in Haiti.
208
Kyle William Bishop, American Zombie Gothic (Jefferson, North Carolina: McFarland, 2010), 37.
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servant or slave, occasionally for the commission of some crime,
more often simply as a drudge around the habitation or the farm,
setting it dull heavy tasks, and beating it like a dumb beast if it
slackens.209
Further curious about the appearance of the zombie, Seabrook views several at
work in the fields. As the first Western description of the zombie, Seabrook writes of his
horrific first-hand observations:
The eyes were the worst. It was not my imagination. They were in
truth like the eyes of a dead man, not blind, but staring, unfocused,
unseeing. The whole face…was vacant, as if there was nothing
behind it. It seemed not only expressionless, but incapable of
expression. I had seen so much previously in Haiti that was outside
ordinary normal experience that for a flash of a second I had a
sickening, almost panicky lapse in which I truly thought, or rather
felt, “Great God, maybe this stuff is really true, and if it is true, it
is rather awful, for it upsets everything.” By “everything” I meant
the natural fixed laws and processes on which all modern human
thought and actions are based. Then suddenly I remembered…the
face of a dog I had once seen in the histological laboratory at
Columbia. Its entire front brain had been removed in an
experimental operation weeks before; it moved about, it was alive,
but its eyes were like the eyes I now saw staring. I recovered from
my mental panic. I reached out and grasped one of the dangling
hands. It was calloused, solid, human. Holding it, I said,
“Bonjour, compere.” The zombie stared without responding. The
black wench, Lamercie, who was their keeper…pushed me away –
“Z’affai neg pas z’affai blanc” (Negroes’ affairs are not for
whites.) But I had seen enough.210
Within this description, the Western reader receives its first glimpse of a zombie,
one that corresponds to the grotesque. By prompting Seabrook to horrifically question
natural laws, the zombie operates in an illogical space outside accepted norms. Its undead
state confounds the boundaries between nature’s ordained categories of life and death,
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William Seabrook, The Magic Island (New York: Literary Guild of America, 1929), 93.
Emphasis mine. Ibid., 101-102.
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making the creature a paradox that firmly establishes a self/Other dichotomy for the
reader. That paradox can only be accomplished through grotesque creativity, as natural
death is interrupted by the supernatural will of the zombie’s master.
That creative will of the voodoo sorcerer creates another zombie dichotomy:
subjugation/empowerment. Seabrook’s correlation of the zombie with the eyes of a
laboratory animal transfers the subjugation, powerlessness and (assumed) mindlessness
of animals onto the zombie. As the author neglects to identify the zombie’s true master,
that position is psychologically taken up by the empowered reader.211 Adding to that
powerplay of personal freedom/slavery is Seabrook’s attempted communication with the
zombie. As the zombie is powerless to respond to Seabrook with a will of his own, the
keeper reminds both the writer and the reader of not only the dividing lines between the
living dead and the human, but also those between the elite white American author and
the non-elite Black Haitian worker.
This grotesque stew of horrific, illogical, paradoxical, creative, and
psychoanalytic functionality cumulates in the zombie-grotesque’s primary corporeal sign
- the “staring, unfocused, unseeing” eyes within the “vacant [face]…incapable of
expression.” That key visual element is clearly established within The Magic Island’s
expressionistic illustrations [Fig. 38]. 212 While artist Alexander King makes use of
grotesque exaggeration in both his human and zombie figures, it is only within the
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I say assumed mindlessness here, as another expression of the minds of animals will be explored
Chapter Five.
212
While Seabrook included photographs in The Magic Island, none are of the zombies he encountered.
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Figure 38.

Alexander King, illustrations for William Seabrook’s The Magic Island.
New York: Harcourt, Brace & Co., 1929.
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depiction of zombies that the eyes are devoid of pupils.213 The eyes distinguish the
zombie’s subjugated Otheredness from humanity and are critical when examining the
monster’s leap into popular Western consciousness.
Unlike other classic Hollywood monsters, zombies are “the only creature to pass
directly from folklore to screen.”214 That is, the zombie does not have the fictional or
amendable legacy of the Old World’s more established monsters.215 For example, if one
were to envision a “vampire” today, the monster would be more informed by its popular
culture evolution than its Eastern European folkloric roots. Characteristics like
fashionable dress and wealth first appeared in Stoker’s 1897 novel Dracula [Fig. 39].

Figure 39.

Dracula (Gary Oldman), in Bram Stoker’s Dracula, directed by Francis
Ford Coppola (1992; San Francisco, CA: American Zoetrope), film.

213

Specifically, oversized facial features racialize both the humans and zombies as black. Exaggerated
elongations of the skull and body, thickly corded necks and deep facial hollows impart an un-deathly
appearance that divides the zombie from the living.
214
This is not to say that the zombi does not have religious or social roots; the specific study of the zombie
film that Dendle undertakes separates his analysis from religious practices.
215
Such as Frankenstein’s monster, vampires, werewolves and even witches.
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Baring fangs to drink from fair maidens in the night dates to the 1845-1847 penny
dreadful Varney the Vampire [Fig. 40]. An exotic accent traces to actor Bela Lugosi [Fig.
6], who played Dracula in the 1927 Broadway play and 1931 film.

Figure 40.

Illustration from J.M. Ryner or T.P. Prest’s Varney the Vampire, or The
Feast of Blood, London: E. Lloyd, circa 1845-1847.

In contrast, the zombie does not have a layered literary trajectory into Western
pop culture. Seabrook’s book was the sole direct source for 1932’s White Zombie. The
resulting formal appearance of the filmic zombie, then, takes its cues from Haitian
folklore (albeit through an American’s quasi-anthropological study) but develops further
through the grotesque signs and symbolism of American culture. To follow that
development and examine cultural influence on the filmic zombie’s appearance, function,
110

and narrative tropes, I utilize Dendle’s chronological waves: the 1930s-1940s and 1950s1960s. In the following chapter, I examine the more popularly known 1968-1983 (or the
Golden Age) wave and the 1980s spoof cycle.
The 1930s-1940s Voodoo Zombie-Grotesque
The first two major zombie films - Victor Halperin’s White Zombie and Val
Lewton’s production of I Walked with a Zombie (1943) – introduced the monster by
playing upon the viewer’s fear of becoming a voodoo zombie.216 While that horror at
“becoming” establishes the monster’s illogical and metaphorically creative
grotesqueness, the voodoo zombie also invokes all of the other grotesque characteristics
except humor.217
Through a self/Other dichotomy, the viewer anticipates zombiehood by both
separating himself from and identifying himself with the monster. The audience can
occupy those dual roles because of the monster’s formal characteristics, socio-economic
status and societal privilege via gender and race. Formally, a voodoo zombie
demonstrates that any viewer - whether white or Black, man or woman, tourist or local –
can become a zombie. Whether or not their film equivalent actually zombifies, the
Depression-era working class viewer could still identify with the monster through
grotesque contemplation. Because of the contemporary economic crisis, the viewer can
psychologically recognize a shared socio-economic vulnerability with the monster. At the
same time, the voodoo zombie contains opposing messages on racial politics. For white
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The film distributor actively encouraged theaters the host a Dendle, The Zombie Movie Encyclopedia, 3.
As listed in Figure 16.
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American viewers, the monster’s pedagogical function prompts their rejection of it as a
threat to existing white privilege. For Black Americans, the same filmic incarnation
aligns with the unrest of a rising civil rights movement. Ultimately, the 1930s-1940s
zombie-grotesque calls viewers to critique the roles that capitalistic power, sex and race
play in their society.
The first zombie film, 1932’s White Zombie, explicitly takes place in Haiti and
follows the travails of a young white American couple, Madeleine and Neil (Madge
Bellany and John Harron). Beautiful Madeleine attracts the romantic attentions of both a
white plantation owner, Charles Burmont (Robert Frazer), and a native voodoo master,
Murder Legendre (Bela Lugosi).218 Both Legendre’s plantation and sugar factory are
populated by zombies. Charles engages Legendre to use both a voodoo potion and the
hypnotic power of his eyes [Fig. 41] to zombify Madeleine. Neil discovers her plight and
races to rescue her. Charles, meanwhile, misses Madeleine’s personality and orders
Legendre to reverse the spell. Instead, the witch doctor zombifies Charles and takes
Madeleine himself.219 Neil arrives at the plantation where - in the ensuing battle - the
zombies, Legendre, and Charles topple from a cliff into the sea. Madeleine awakens from
the spell and the couple are reunited.
The film follows Seabrook’s horrific description of a zombie: “the living dead –
corpses taken from their grave then made to work at sugar mill or fields at night.”220
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Noticeably acting in blackface, Bela Lugosi was typecast as the villain after his role in 1931’s Dracula.
Notably, Legendre taunts Charles during his zombification, specifically referencing Charles’ failing
eyesight, again enforcing the importance of the eyes as a zombie’s key characteristic.
220
White Zombie, written by Garnett Weston (1932; Los Angeles, CA: Halperin Productions, 1999), DVD.
219
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Figure 41.

Fox Criterion Theater, "White Zombie," Advertisement, Los Angeles
Examiner, November 16, 1932.

Madeleine is the titular “white” zombie and, like the others, moves slowly, does not
speak, and remains expressionless, staring into the camera lens with large, unblinking
eyes [Fig. 42]. The concentration upon the eyes of both the zombie and voodoo master
further references the monster’s folkloric paradoxes. However, the film’s overt colonialist
white-Black racial tensions are different than those of the Vodou folkloric zombie. Black
and blackface actors portray the majority of the film’s creatures and exist in clearly
divided castes. Zombie workers, dressed in ragged peasant clothing, operate Legendre’s
sugar mill; his servants, consisting of the island’s higher classes, act as zombified
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Figure 42.

Madeleine’s (Madge Bellamy) zombie stare. White Zombie, Lobby Card,
1938, Commissioned by United Artists.

personal attendants. While an allegory for the history of slavery in Haiti, the White
Zombie monster serves as a grotesque analogy to the contemporary social travails of
America’s Great Depression.
White Zombie premiered at the height of the Great Depression on July 28, twenty
days after the Dow Jones Industrial Average hit its lowest point.221 As film historian
Jennifer Fay points out, the film’s storyline of alienated zombie labor conforms to
contemporary labor-management fears. Specifically, Fay links the scene in Legendre’s
sugar mill to the Marxist alienation of non-elite labor within elite imperialism. The mill,
modeled after Seabrook’s description of a real Haitian HASCO mill, is low tech and
eerily silent [Fig. 43]. Shuffling Black and blackface zombies and the creaking, human-
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“Dow Jones – 1929 Crash and Bear Market,” Macrotrends, 2010,
https://www.macrotrends.net/2484/dow-jones-crash-1929-bear-market.
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Figure 43.

Legendre’s zombie mill worker, in White Zombie, directed by Victor
Halperin (1932, Los Angeles, CA: Victor & Edward Halperin), film.

powered mill underscore the subjugation of the voiceless monsters.222 Their alienated
status is further emphasized as one zombie-worker falls into the mill. Pulverized
alongside the sugarcane, the lack of screams combines with the unearthly hush to
“[conflate] deadening, low-wage, factory work with work performed by zombies.”223
For the 1932 American laborer, connecting zombies to low-wage work would be
an easy association to make. In a special census taken the year prior, and two years prior
to the New Deal relief programs, the average rate of unemployment in ten prominent US
cities was 33.9%.224 A contemplative non-elite viewer, “consciously aware of their
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The first horror film with sound was 1931’s Dracula, also starring Bela Lugosi.
Jennifer Fay, “Dead Subjectivity: White Zombie, Black Baghdad,” The New Centennial Review 8, 1
(2008): 86.
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William A. Sundstrom, "Last Hired, First Fired? Unemployment and Urban Black Workers During the
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vulnerable subjectivity to capitalism,” could question his economic identity as compared
to the zombie. Even before seeing the film, the viewer faced its advertising campaign,
which encouraged that exchange of identity: “Look around you, do your friends act
strangely? They may be zombies – living, breathing, walking under the spell of the
Master of the Living Dead.”225 For the American proletariat, the film’s clear divide
between the hapless working class (zombies) and the powerful upper class (plantation
owners) imparts immediate identification with the monster.
Recognizing this correlation between American joblessness and work done by
lower- and middle-class zombies would have been revolutionary for 1930s white
America. While the hiring of skilled labor allowed racist attitudes to favor white workers,
unskilled workers of both races faced high unemployment rates.226 The portrayal of the
powerless worker in the film as a single ethnicity shows that “globalization of the
division of labor reduces workers everywhere to the lowest common denominator.”227 In
other words, all workers are reduced to the lowest social status through labor despite
assumed racial privilege. In viewing White Zombie, white Americans no longer stood as
the empowered elites observing the subjugated Other. Instead, through psychoanalytic
condensation, they could realize their equal status with “non-elite” (i.e., Black) comrades
in the height of Depression-era employment struggles.
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Faye, 83, 94, 96.
This is not to imply that the races faced equal unskilled employment rates. As black Americans
consisted of the majority of unskilled laborers in parts of the US, they faced a higher unemployment rate.
Statistically however, that rate was more equivalent with unskilled white workers than the skilled worker
numbers. Sundstrom, 427-428.
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Jean and John Comaroff, as quoted in Faye, 94.
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The audience’s ability to identify with the zombie-grotesque also extends to
Madeleine. However, the use of racism in her narrative is not quite as progressive.
English studies scholar Kyle William Bishop identifies elements of postcolonial social
stratification in White Zombie. Utilizing Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak’s class hierarchy, he
ascribes Madeleine, Neil and Charles to the elite world of the white plantation owner.228
Madeleine’s zombification marks a demotion from her high, white American status to
that of the lowest class: the sub-subaltern.229 Bishop reaches that determination by the
monster’s characteristic lack of a voice:
[Spivak’s subalternized woman] is generally ignored and marginalized by
not only the dominant foreign (i.e., white) class but also their own
indigenous (i.e., native) populace…[they] can find a voice once they
have an audience that is willing to listen; ethnographers can interview
them, document their opinions and ideas, and re-present them to the
Western world. Zombies, however, have no such audience and no such
ability.230
Madeleine’s reduction to the lowest social class marks Legendre’s overreach of
social status. The native voodoo priest “violates the boundaries established not only
between woman and man, white and Black, but also between upper-class and workingclass, imperialist and native.”231 For Bishop, this challenge to colonial society structure,
invoked by the subservience of a white woman, “arouses a tangible and marked
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As quoted in Bishop, 77.
This category derives from Gayatri Spivak’s five hierarchical levels of colonial social status. Ranking
from highest to lowest, the categories are: dominant foreign groups, dominant indigenous groups, dominant
regional/local indigenous, the “people” and subaltern, women and (living) slaves, then - for Bishop – the
sub-subaltern zombies. Ibid.
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paranoia…[for] a contemporary, 1930s audience, living in the midst of a still imperialist
period…”232
While I agree with Bishop’s ultimate conclusion, there is a more contextual
argument to be had. To begin, his invocation of the “sub-subaltern” class simply cannot
apply to filmic zombies. As grotesques, they must have an audience to interpret their
paradoxical nature - and they do: the filmgoers. Both the native zombies and zombieMadeleine address their viewers’ sympathies and the latter “speaks” to the two highest
socially ranked characters of the film, Charles and Neil. Charles “hears” her as he
eventually regrets transforming her into a mindless sexual shell of her former self.
Newlywed husband Neil also “hears” her in his effort to rescue her. Both plot points
come at the recognition of Madeleine’s elite status, undiminished in her zombification.233
Instead, the film provides a more obvious postcolonial reason that the damsel in distress
threatens social structure: the grotesque paradox of fear and desire of a white American
woman submitting her body to a “black” man.234
In discovering the truth of his bride’s zombification, Neil utters the telling lines:
“Surely you don’t think she’s alive – in the hands of natives? Better dead than that!”235
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Ibid., 80.
In addition, zombie-Madeleine’s singular ability to “awaken” from zombification after Legendre’s
defeat highlights her higher status as a zombie. The film’s divide between the “recovery” of the white
zombie and the “final death” of the black zombies definitively eliminates the possibility of their shared
“sub-subaltern” subjugation.
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I use quotations to denote race here for two reasons. First, the audience remains aware that Lugosi,
through his enduring fame, is Caucasian. While suspension of disbelief may cause a shiver of miscegenic
horror in the audience, the film does not depict either embraces or affection between races like 1967’s
Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner, which featured film’s first interracial kiss. Second, the character of
Legendre is most likely mulatto, a racial classification used in Haiti to indicate both biracial and bourgeoise
status. This would alter his racial identity, in 1930s America, to the racist classification of quadroon or
octoroon.
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White Zombie.
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While miscegenation laws in the United States were in force from the 1660s to the 1970s,
the 1930s saw interracial “rape [as] a political issue for the first time in US history.”236
Two high profile interracial rape cases occurred the year prior to White Zombie’s release:
the Scottsboro case (Alabama, 1931) and the Ala Moana case (Hawaii, 1931). Both cases
mark the deeply held social connection between sexuality, racial identity, and the threat
to white male power brought on by the Great Depression.
Rather than representing justice for sexual assault victims, the cases became a
referendum on “how the postulated ‘violation’ of white womanhood…affected privileges
of white male citizenship.”237 Zombie-Madeleine’s (sexual) subservience to Legendre, in
accordance with a contemporary social “truth” regarding white male power, demanded
both heroic rescue and cognitive recovery by virtue of her white ethnicity.238 As a result,
zombie-Madeleine functions pedagogically, reinforcing the white supremacy social
narrative, and acts as a foil to potential identification with the non-white zombie.
That simultaneous paradox of racialized zombie acceptance/rejection continues in
Val Lewton’s 1943 film I Walked with a Zombie. The film sees Canadian nurse Betsey
(Frances Dee) hired to care for the zombified wife of Paul (Tom Conway), a Caribbean
sugar plantation owner. Caught in a family narrative of deceit and betrayal, Betsey
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discovers that the family matriarch used voodoo to curse Jessica (Christine Gordon) for
attempting to run off with Paul’s brother, Wesley (James Ellison). As Betsey attempts to
cure Jessica, the zombie comes under control of a Black voodoo priest. He directs
zombie-Jessica and her trailing lover to the water’s edge. Wesley, grieving over his
mindless lover, kills her and drowns himself. All the while, the pair are watched by the
film’s only other zombie, the eerily silent Black male zombie Carre-Four (Darby Jones,
Fig. 44).

Figure 44.

Carre Four (Darby Jones) guarding the hounfour, in I Walked with a
Zombie, Lobby Card, 1943, Commissioned by RKO Pictures.
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Both zombies appear in the famous scene of walking to the voodoo temple,
suggesting that either character could be the titular character of the film. Zombie-Jessica,
however, serves more as the McGuffin of the film.239 As a result, she can be dismissed in
favor of Carre-Four as the primary zombie. Betsey’s description, given as she walks the
beach with him at the film’s beginning, cements his grotesque status:
I walked with a zombie. It does seem an odd thing to say. Had anyone said
that to me a year ago...I'm not at all sure I would have known what a
zombie was. I might have had some notion...that they were strange and
frightening...even a little funny. It all began in such an ordinary way.240
While citing the horror-humor dichotomy of the grotesque, Betsey’s description
initially seems off as Carre-Four does nothing explicitly funny in the film. However, art
historian Alexander Nemerov points out that the casting of actor Darby Jones created an
expectation of humor for the contemporary viewer. The towering character actor’s prior
energetic and acrobatic film roles fall into the black minstrel stereotype, comically
mocking the African American experience. Jones’ initial appearance in this film motionless in a cane field – stands in stark contrast.241 For Nemerov, Carre-Four’s
“stillness” operates as a metaphor for the 1940s African American struggle against
cultural racism.242 As the grotesque is a creature of metaphor, I extend Nemerov’s
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analysis to say that Carrie-Four functions pedagogically. He creates visual and textual
associations to the horrors and triumphs of contemporary African Americans to activate a
contemplative viewer response.
African American rights were a cultural talking point in 1943. The National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People, prompted by the successful
campaign against the glorified vigilantism of Birth of a Nation (1915), dedicated the
interwar years to an antilynching movement. Part of that action included the 1935
exhibition, “An Art Commentary on Lynching,” featuring artworks to which CarreFour’s static nature and physical appearance bears similarity. In Julius Bloch’s The
Lynching (1932) [Fig. 45], Nemerov notes that the shadowy, elongated Black man
assuming a Christlike martyred position matches Carre-Four’s long, slender build and the
Christian references in the film.243 Other similarities link Carre-Four’s appearance to the
artwork, specifically his bug-eyed and unblinking stare. While Jones’ exaggerated
expression follows the voodoo zombie tradition, it also corresponds with the lynched
man’s wordless appeal for relief.244 For the contemplative viewer, these visual
equivalencies between the zombie-grotesque and the lynching victim provoke a
sympathetic response to the monster. In the same way Americans condemned the
lynching of Black men, they could condemn the selfish zombification/subjugation of
Carre-Four and Jessica.
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Figure 45.

Julius Bloch, The Lynching, 1932, Ink and Wash on Paper, 12.9” × 9.”
Carnegie Museum of Art, Pittsburgh.

At the same time, however, Carre-Four’s semi-nudity also provokes viewer
response through challenging the white fear/desire dichotomy within miscegenation.245
Rather than White Zombie’s perceived rape, I Walked with a Zombie uses the zombie’s
role as guardian of the voodoo temple, or hounfour, to stand in as a threat to white male
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power. The hounfour, for Nemerov, stands in for the Harlem nightclub. Dubbed “unAmerican” by 1940s conservative white America, the popular clubs displayed Black
racial pride, cultural celebration and a movement toward integration. Carre-Four’s “job”
as guardian analogizes to the doorman/bouncer, a role inferior to yet empowered over
club patrons. Adding to that, his overlooking of Betsey’s loss of her “voodoo badge,” or
mark of accepted passage to the hounfour, references a doorman’s ability to exert
subjective access to patrons.246 In allowing unaccompanied white women to enter a space
occupied by Black men (and women), Carre-Four silently acquiesces to integrated social
and sexual activity - but for women only. For white men, Carre-Four’s lack of movement
creates a grotesquely psychological, tension-filled threat to racial privilege. Like the
Harlem bouncer, Carre-Four potentially stands to refuse entry to white men, leaving them
impotent in both their position of assumed social dominance and unchallenged access to
Black spaces and bodies.
Carre-Four’s grotesque iconography extends beyond the social power of white
America. He also addresses the growing political power of 1940s African American
protesters. Reluctant to participate in the war effort of a discriminatory nation, Black
inaction became synonymous with social revolution. The sit-in gained attention following
the successful May 1942 protest at Chicago’s Jack Spratt Coffee Shop. Highlighting the
unspoken segregation policy of the restaurant, civil rights activist James L. Farmer and
27 fellow protesters claimed seats at every table. They remained in place until, as Farmer
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said later, “they were served, or thrown out, or the place closed – whichever came
first.”247 Their success at using inactivity to integrate the restaurant relates to CarreFour’s silent ability to access both white and Black spaces. For the protesting Black
American viewer, the zombie’s powerful inaction captured the paradoxical combination
of social norms and change. His stillness is both the continuous “gravity and dignity of
Black people,” who persevere without a perceived end to discrimination, and the
immobility of civil right protesters.248

*****

By relating to contemporary social issues, the 1930s-1940s voodoo zombie
reveals its grotesque status. In addition, the monster’s use of paradox, illogicality, horror,
accessible viewership, contemplation, creativity, revolutionary spirit, psychoanalytic
appeal, and newly established place in pop culture further connects the zombie to the
1930s-1940s American working class.249 Hollywood’s erasure of the folkloric Haitian
monster’s clear imperialist hierarchy invokes a conscious self/Other paradox for
contemporary American viewers.
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By viewing the zombification of indiscriminate victims, the audience could reevaluate their ideas about economic status, sexual powerplay and societal racism. A
contemplative viewer experiencing role reversal may question race’s ties to elite/non-elite
status and socio-economic empowerment/subjugation. He could also choose to either
trust or act against anti-miscegenation laws and the dichotomy of social norms/change.
Through its undead status and dramatic eyes, the filmic voodoo zombie-grotesque invited
its viewer to share in a monstrous critique of American society.

The 1950s-1960s Midcentury Zombie-Grotesque

The immediate aftermath of World War II saw a drop in horror film production,
but the changing social norms of the Cold War era eventually produced a new audience
for the zombie. In typical grotesque fashion, the zombie changed to suit them.
Hollywood’s grotesque creativity gave midcentury zombies new physical characteristics
and storylines, making them full-fledged B-movie stars. Now an iconic Hollywood
monster, the zombie fully fulfills its grotesque pop cultural relevance.250 Despite its
newfound fame, the midcentury zombie did not abandon its roots.
The grotesque elements of the older voodoo zombie remain, as does the monster’s
own dichotomous characteristics. In The Last Man on Earth (1964), the zombie’s
dichotomy of social fear/desire moves from miscegenation to the power of independent
thought. Audience identification through self/Other changes from issues of economic
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status to morality, and the rising second wave of feminism updates notions of
subjugation/empowerment. Ultimately, the midcentury zombie-grotesque’s evolution
simply allows its continued trajectory of contemporary social critique.
The Last Man on Earth follows microbiologist Robert Morgan (Vincent Price)
both before and after an apocalyptic pandemic.251 As the titular “last man on earth,” he
lives surrounded by the Infected, or mindless bacterial victims of the plague. He spends
his days hunting the nocturnal creatures and his nights defending his home against
recurring onslaughts led by his former coworker, Ben (Giacomo Rossi Stuart).
Flashbacks reveal Morgan’s scientific fight against the rising disease, the death of his
daughter and the return of his undead wife. In the present, Morgan comes across another
(supposed) survivor, Ruth (Franca Bettoia). In reality, she is an Infected who, along with
a community of survivors, keeps the disease under control by injection. Morgan suggests
that he join their new society, but Ruth explains that he is a monster to them as he
inadvertently kills their members. Ruth then weakly passes out and Morgan injects her
with his serum, permanently curing her. In the aftermath, Ben’s monstrous group and the
survivor community both begin their attacks. Morgan retreats to a church, where
survivors shoot and stab him. Dying, he denounces them as “freaks” and declares himself
“the last man.”252
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Morgan describes his zombie enemy as “weak, mentally incompetent, like
animals after a long famine.”253 While the first two characteristics conform to the
voodoo-zombie, the Infected exhibit vampiric tendencies, particularly a physical need for
some type of biological material.254 For film scholar Gregory A. Waller, this seeming
blend of Hollywood monsters actually aids in differentiating the specific evolving
features of the zombie.255 Unlike vampires, zombies cannot transform into animals, have
no inhuman strength, do not need an invitation to enter a home, and are not solitary or
reclusive creatures. Rather than the seductive villainy of the male vampire, zombies are
remarkably human despite their lack of language, physical decay and indelicate desire for
flesh.256 As an “inept, stumbling mutant[ion]” of a recognizable individual, the zombie
paradoxically highlights “the strength and the weaknesses of the living in the context of
the undead, who may appear… in some fashion the double of man.”257
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As the viewer’s double, the midcentury zombie addresses the psychological fears
and desires of contemporary Cold War America, or “[our] worst fear: invasion from
within,” through issues of:
individuality, the privacy of human consciousness, and the potential for
depersonalization...[M]iddle-class American households suddenly turned
on themselves, as intruders from other worlds have occupied the human
bodies, annihilated their personalities, and modeled their outward
behaviors on alien ideologies of homogeny (ideologies that are, not
coincidentally, reminiscent of popular caricatures of communism.) 258
Though not a zombie film, Invasion of the Body Snatchers (1956) channels America’s
second Red Scare through multiple “neighbor next door” monsters. Additionally, the
film’s mob of pod people leads to the midcentury zombie’s horde development.259 Waller
interprets the zombie’s populous threat by comparing it to the idea of “rabble” as defined
in the nineteenth century:
The multiple threat is at once animalistic, maniacal, primitive, and satanic
[that] endangers us physically, psychologically, culturally and
spiritually… [It operates like] ‘microbes which hasten the dissolution of
enfeebled or dead bodies’ [with] an all-embracing ‘suggestibility’ that
eventually turns them into ‘automatons.’260
I agree with these political and social influences on the zombie’s horde development.
Yet, there is another timely and decidedly American concern at play: the argument over
the lawful extension of free speech and the power of the mob.
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In the 1920s, Americans realized that vigilante groups could, and did, provoke the
“irrationality, irresponsibility and gullibility” of typically lawful citizens into unlawful
mass action. 261 In response, traditionalist politicians curtailed free speech’s connection to
mob violence by enmeshing “the concept of ‘liberty’…[with] the requirement of
order.”262 As the manipulation of those laws infringed on progressive labor organizers
and political objectors, elite urban reformists pushed for an innovative, intellectual and
highbrow value system to govern speech.263 However, in relying on those unspoken but
accepted beliefs, the democratic system could fail under the “reactionary potential of the
masses…[who] were not congenitally evil, just infinitely malleable.”264 The rise of
European fascism confirmed that flaw. By the 1950s, the administration firmly squashed
any view challenging America’s view of “good society,” even if it “constitut[ed] no
proximate danger to the state.”265
This historic push-pull between the social fear of popular mobs and desire for
voicing independent though, naturally, becomes fodder for grotesque contradiction. In
Invisible Invaders (1959), invisible aliens inhabit and reanimate corpses to demand the
world’s surrender. The alien-zombies are, at once, model suburban Americans and
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malleable and dangerous masses.266 As contemporary “good society,” the monsters are
“dressed impeccably in suits and ties [and] look very conservative…These respectablecitizen Eisenhower zombies are, ironically, the perfect embodiments of the…‘50s
America the protagonists are struggling to protect.”267 For the viewer, the appearance of
the alien-zombie operates within the social desire for a “homogenous, family-centered
society [wherein conformity] was also proof that they were not a member of the
Communist party.”268
The alien-zombie’s middle-class allegiance, however, stands in contrast to his
behavior. As the brainless mob, the undead become a “danger to the state” by attacking
fellow citizens and, eventually, a military bunker. 269 Rather than solely an “invader from
within” storyline, Invisible Invaders invites the 1950s audience to critically contemplate
issues of independent human thought. Combining fuddy-duddy neighbors next door with
the mindless multitude, the alien-zombie asks the viewer: do you truly desire the
conservative, yet uniform, American mindset or is the fearsome, yet expressive, act of
group dissension appealing? As humanity’s double, the zombie addresses both answers
through its self/Other dichotomy.
Generational rifts defined the split opinions on American norms, specifically
along morality.270 For the Greatest Generation, their ethical acceptance of the atomic
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bomb created a connection to Morgan’s fight against the Infected. In 1954, Air Force
Brigadier General Dale O. Smith justified future use of the Bomb as fatherly defense:
“when an enemy is dedicated to destroy us by any means, it seems perfectly moral to
utilize any conceivable weapon against him in self defense. To do less would be
immoral.”271 Furthering that moralized argument, Brigadier General Haywood Hansell
wrote:
Now philanthropists may easily imagine that there is a skillful method of
disarming and overcoming an enemy without causing great bloodshed, and
that this is the proper tendency of the Art of War. However plausible this
may appear, still it is an error which must be extirpated, for in such
dangerous things as War, the errors which proceed from a spirit of
benevolence are the worst. He who uses force unsparingly, without
reference to the bloodshed involved, must obtain a superiority if his
adversary uses less vigor in his application. . . 272
In The Last Man on Earth, Morgan follows this dictum of moralized destruction.
The audience sees Morgan’s viciousness in his assassin’s search for Ben, his former
laboratory partner, friend and now leader of the Infected mob. 273 Morgan’s hatred for and
intent to stake Ben “just like all the others” lack any trace of the humanity that
characterizes the pair’s lighthearted friendly banter as seen in a flashback.274
Additionally, Morgan’s violence towards the zombie contrasts with his earlier
dispatchment of dead family members. He valiantly battles the military troops
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confiscating, then burning, his daughter’s body. Later, he sneaks the corpse of Virg
(Emma Danieli), his wife, out of the home for burial, only to have her return to their
home, whispering “let me in” and turning the doorknob [Fig. 46].275 Implied though not
shown onscreen, Morgan dispatches his undead wife and mercifully entombs her in a
mausoleum. For an older audience member, Morgan’s increasing violence follows the
moral dictums of the benevolent father (in dignifying Virg) and patriarchal defense by
annihilating Ben.

Figure 46.

Zombie-Virg (Emma Danieli) at the door, in Last Man on Earth, directed
by Ubaldo Ragona and Sidney Salkow (1964; Los Angeles, CA: American
International Pictures), film.

Yet, that moral standing is in vain. The midcentury zombie-grotesque’s ultimate
characteristic is its ensured victory and the impossibility of human survival. 276 Morgan’s
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daily hunt cannot eliminate the overwhelming threat, only deaden his own heroic role as
the bulwark against evil into mere “butcher’s work.” 277 Paradoxically, that ignoble
slaughter makes the human more monstrous than the surviving Infected, who recognize
Morgan as the “boogeyman.” Within their desire for and defense of a safe community,
the survivor-zombies “embody and enact [humanity’s] ‘hidden fears and desires’” and
belie their “evil” status. Following their own survival instinct when faced with a
threatening enemy makes these zombie-grotesques more human than the Last Man.278
That grotesquely illogical flip opens viewer identification with the zombie to young
America.
For the Baby Boomers, it is Ruth and her survivor-zombie community who
address the self/Other dichotomy. Young America recognized the futility of moral
platitudes in the Atomic Age. Raised during national nuclear panic, they associated
atomic warfare with imminent destruction and doom.279 The paradox of adult
expectations - victorious preemptive atomic attack and the likely apocalyptic result –
could, for young viewers, create sympathy for the survivor-zombie’s ability to endure
beyond a global apocalypse. As Todd Gitlin wrote in his memoir:
The Bomb actually disrupted our daily lives. We grew up taking cover in
school drills – the first American generation compelled from infancy to
fear not only war but the end of days…we could never quite take for
granted that the world we had been born into was destined to endure.280
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In addition, Boomers could link their own imminent peril to survivor-zombies falling
victim to Morgan’s self-righteous violence. Teenagers could identify their own mortal
fears of adult justification of violence with the survivor-zombies’ response to Morgan’s
last words:
Morgan: You’re freaks. I am a man. The last man…They were afraid of
me. They didn't know.
Ruth runs to his side.
Ruth: They didn’t know.
Ruth walks down church’s aisle to a crying child.
Ruth: Don't cry. There's nothing to cry about. We're all safe now. All
safe.281
Despite their reassurances, Ruth’s final words are incorrect. Just as Morgan was
the Last Man, so is Ruth now the Last Woman. Fully human again after Morgan’s “cure,”
she now poses a threat. That changing status – as well as Virg’s – prove that being a
zombie-grotesque in a doomed human world is a safer, more powerful mode of existence.
Both Ruth and Virg, as humans, play entirely passive roles - to their own detriment. As
zombies, they gain autonomy and exercise their own will. Their dichotomy of
subjugation/empowerment would appeal to all women audience members as it follows
contemporary discussion within second-wave feminism.
In the immediate aftermath of World War II, women were reluctant to abandon
their wartime jobs and newfound freedoms to return to the domestic sphere. In response,
books like Generation of Vipers (1942) and Modern Woman: The Lost Sex (1947)
espoused theories of social and psychological problems within critically thinking,
independent women. As a result, the 1950s woman submitted to traditionalist cultural
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standards, centering her life around husband, children and home. As the classically
perfect 1950s housewife, Virg moves effortlessly from worrying about her hair and
makeup, to asking Morgan about the rising pandemic, to cutting her child’s birthday cake
in minutes. Her first act of independence results in disaster: disobeying Morgan’s
instruction to not call the doctor for her sick child results in the doctor reporting the body
for military disposal. Though subsequently chastised by Morgan, Virg, through her child,
becomes infected herself.282
Unable to break her domestic mindset even in death, zombie-Virg returns to her
home. However, she now possesses an aggressive independence and attacks her husband.
Again, it ends in disaster as she rebels in the place where he holds superior cultural
power. Her chastisement for this assault on patriarchal order is final death. For the
women and girls watching, zombie-Virg’s demise becomes a pedagogical act: accepting
the role of traditional subjugation makes survival unlikely. If only she had read that
book…
Betty Friedan’s The Feminine Mystique, published the year before Last Man’s
release, was a bestseller by 1964. Rejecting the traditionalist paradigm that women were
fully fulfilled in the domestic sphere, Friedan advocated the healthy female desire for
self-actualization:
A woman today who has no goal, no purpose, no ambition patterning her
days into the future, making her stretch and grow beyond that small score
of years in which her body can fill its biological function, is committing a
kind of suicide.283
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Ruth, as an Infected, has a goal for the future: the survival of her community. She
has ambition, seen in the web of lies she spins to gain Morgan’s trust: a dead husband, a
sensitive stomach, and a human life on the run. Her purpose of spying on and detaining
the human, though, goes sideways as she commits Virg’s same fatal mistake: entering the
domestic space. Her first escape attempt follows Morgan’s suspicious questions, but he
physically restrains her. As she lies unconscious, he then subjects her to his “cure.”284
Now human, Ruth reverts back to traditional domestic subjugation. Restrained - yet again
- by Morgan, she cannot complete her purpose and report the cure to the survivors. Her
feeble effort to save him also fails, resulting in her comforting the dying man. Her former
community realizes her threatening changed existence as Ruth moves to reassure the
crying child. Their heads turn, following the dangerous servility of “women who 'adjust'
as housewives, who grow up wanting to be 'just a housewife,' [who] are suffering a slow
death of mind and spirit.”285
Ruth’s final status as the monster of good society perfectly caps the midcentury
zombie-grotesque’s Cold War evolution. Grotesque creativity and illogicality combined
to craft a renewed monster. Invoking differing cultural opinions on conformity and
independent thought, morality, and the power of women, the zombie conveyed its
criticism across generations and genders. Now a horror movie icon, all the zombiegrotesque needs is that certain star vehicle to give it undying contemporary appeal.
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CHAPTER FOUR
THE ZOMBIE-GROTESQUE AND CULTURE: THE MODERN MONSTER

“Did You Hear About the Curious Zombie? He’d Like to Pick Your Brain.”
– Amazon’s Alexa, 2020

While the popularity of the midcentury zombie primed the American audience for
the monster’s future flicks, they had little time to consider the horror that awaited them.
On October 1, 1968, Night of the Living Dead changed everything. The gore, violence
and cannibalism in the film emphasized the zombie-grotesque’s fearsomeness and its
innovative zombie characteristics became canons. More importantly, the bleak ending
still results in audience gasps.286 The demoralizing narrative of the film inspires scholarly
interpretation through the many traumatic social changes of late 1960s America: the
Vietnam War, the Civil Rights Movement, the failure of hippie counterculture, citizen
political detachment, second-wave feminism, agri-industrialization, the Chicago riot and
student protests, and political assassinations, particularly Martin Luther King, Jr., and
more.
Of course, these differing translations of the zombie demonstrate the multiplicity
of the grotesque. The particularly affective nature of the Golden Age zombie-grotesque
emerges from its revolutionary and psychoanalytic character. In depicting cultural
destruction and transformation, the zombie addresses the viewer’s fear of cultural change
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Having screened the film in two undergraduate classes in 2011 and 2012, I was surprised both that the
majority of students had not seen the film in its entirety and in the collective verbal shock at Ben’s death.
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and independent antisocial desires through the 1960s, 1970s and early 1980s. Its
dichotomies - self/Other, subjugation/empowerment and social fear/desire - critique and
challenge the status quo, attracting a youthful audience who recognized their own efforts
to redefine American culture within the monster. The credit for the Golden Age zombie
and its progression from matinee monster to pop culture icon belongs to one man: George
A. Romero.

The 1968-1985 Golden Age and the Romero Zombie-Grotesque

Romero’s Golden Age zombie trilogy occurs in the aftermath of a single
apocalyptic event where, for an unknown reason, “the unburied dead are returning back
to life…[and] are seeking human victims” to devour their flesh.287 Night occurs the
afternoon, evening, and next morning of the initial event. Dawn of the Dead (1978) takes
place as the apocalypse is gaining steam, and Day of the Dead (1985) is well into the
globalized aftermath. Over the course of the films, the Romero zombie-grotesque
addresses timely crises that lie at the very heart of American identity: changing family
values in Night; the costs of consumerism in Dawn; and deliberately indifferent scientific
research in Day.288 As the films are sequential in production time and in the development
of the Golden Age zombie, I will address them in order.
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Night of the Living Dead, directed by George A. Romero (1968; Pittsburgh, PA: Image 10, 2002), DVD.
These are, of course, not the only issues the Romero zombie addresses. But, for brevity, these are the
specific interpretations I will address here.
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Night of the Living Dead begins with Johnny (Russell Streiner) defending his
sister, Barbra (Judith O’Dea), from a zombie attack. She flees, taking refuge in a
farmhouse. Soon after, Ben (Duane Jones) arrives, and the pair think they are alone until
Harry Cooper (Karl Hardman) and Tom (Keith Wayne) emerge the home’s cellar.
Remaining below are Tom’s girlfriend Judy (Judith Ridley), Harry’s wife Helen (Marilyn
Eastman), and daughter Karen (Kyra Schon), who was bitten in a zombie attack. A
belligerent argument over the relative safety of the house or cellar ends when the zombies
attack. After a televised news bulletin mentions a rescue station nearby, Ben organizes a
group plan: refuel the only vehicle and escape. Cooperation holds until the car explodes,
killing Tom and Judy, and Harry’s panicked refusal to let Ben back in results in a
physical fight.
Ben begins another plan - but the zombies return. Defending the house, Ben loses
control over a shotgun to Harry, who promptly threatens Ben. Another fight ends with
Harry, now shot, staggering to the basement. Helen runs after him, only to see her undead
daughter eating a lump of her father’s flesh. Helen backs away in horrified shock,
helpless as her daughter bludgeons her with a garden trowel. Upstairs, Barbra’s
zombified brother Johnny pulls her out the breached door and, with the horde now inside,
Ben retreats to the cellar. He delivers the final death blows to the Coopers and waits until
dawn to move back upstairs. As the sheriff’s posse approaches, a deputy spots him in the
house. Mistaken for a zombie, Ben is shot dead.
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A landmark in horror filmmaking, Night of the Living Dead launched the first
dedicated writings on the zombie.289 Alex Ben Block and Sam Nicotero both recognize
the new, but only remaining grotesque trait within the monster: humor. In his interview
with Nicotero, Romero calls the overt use of humor in the film “a kind of nervous
laughter,” which makes the film carnivalesque.290 One zombie shambles around in the
nude. The viewer only sees her from the rear, making her as an example of grotesque
body inversion [Fig. 47]. The grotesque humor extends to the human characters as
well.291 In the opening scene, Johnny invokes the voice of Boris Karloff to mock his
sister Barbra’s childhood fear of the cemetery: “They’re coming to get you, Barbra!”292
The grotesque humor-horror paradigm sets in immediately afterwards as the zombie
caretaker is, in fact, coming to get her.293
Beyond the humor, the Romero zombie permanently changes the appearance of
the monster into a horrific rotting corpse. Initially, the sunken eyes and everyday
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For example, Block repeats Newsday’s claim that Night is the “best horror movie ever made,” marking
the zombie-grotesque’s permanent place in the annals of horror movie monsters. Alex B. Block, “Filming
Night of the Living Dead, an interview with George Romero by Alex B Block,” Filmmakers Newsletter 19
(January 1972): 20.
290
Sam Nicotero, “An Interview with the Director of Night of the Living Dead (1973),” republished in
George A. Romero: Interviews, ed. Tony Williams (Jackson, MS: University Press of Mississippi, 2011),
20.
291
The capacity for humor within the characters is taken to the postmodern limits in James Riffel’s Night of
the Day of the Dawn of the Son of the Bride of the Return of the Revenge of the Terror of the Attack of the
Evil, Mutant, Alien, Flesh Eating, Hellbound, Zombified Living Dead Part 2: In Shocking 2-D, also known
as NOTDOT (1992). Riffel replaced both the dialogue and soundtrack of the film with his own comedic
dialogue, transforming Ben’s planning session into an argument over delivery pizza toppings and the
zombies eating Tom and Judy into a summer barbeque.
292
Night of the Living Dead.
293
The director explicitly stated his conscious inclusion of humor by saying “I left some of the things in
purely for the chuckle. I don’t think that’s counterproductive at all.” Nicotero, 20.
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Figure 47.

The grotesque body and hollow-eyed, freshly dead, low budget zombies,
in Night of the Living Dead, directed by George A. Romero (1968;
Pittsburgh, PA: Image10), film.

costuming of the zombies in Night remain similar to the uncivilized Infected in Last Man
[Figs. 47-48].294 It is through the Romero zombie’s combination of the
familiar/unfamiliar and embodied renewal that the self/Other dichotomy emerges.295 Over
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The primal fear of the known dead emerges from identifying others as self over flesh, a recognition
which the ritual nature of funerals helps to break. Denied that realization, the viewer perceives the Romero
zombie as an example of Freud’s unheimlich, or something that “belongs to the realm of the frightening
[yet] is in some ways a species of the familiar.” R.H. W. Dillard, “Night of the Living Dead: It’s Not Like
Just a Wind that’s Passing Through,” in American Horrors: Essays on the Modern American Horror Film,
ed. Gregory Waller (Urbana, IL: University of Illinois Press, 1987), 15-16, Deborah Christie, “A Dead New
World: Richard Matheson and the Modern Zombie,” in Better Off Dead: The Evolution of the Zombie as
Post-Human, eds. Deborah Christie and Sarah Juliet Lauro (New York: Fordham University Press, 2011),
78, and Sigmund Freud, The Uncanny, trans. David Mclintock (London: Penguin Books, 2003), 123, 134.
295
The continued concentration on eyes in the zombie makes it a permanent zombie-grotesque
characteristic as well.
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Figure 48.

Zombie-Ben (Giacomo Rossi Stuart) at Morgan’s door, in Last Man on
Earth, directed by Ubaldo Ragona and Sidney Salkow (1964; Los
Angeles, CA: American International Pictures), film.

time, though, the Romero zombie decomposes further into blue lividity in Dawn of the
Dead [Fig. 49] and the visible rot and decay in Day of the Dead [Fig. 50].296 The
progressive deterioration follows the degradation and death/life paradigm of Bakhtin’s
grotesque body. For English scholar R.W.H. Dillard, the Romero zombie’s decay invokes
the uncanny “fear of the dead and particularly of the known dead.”297
Using Johnny and Ben as examples of the self/Other paradox, viewers initially
identify with them, but it becomes more complicated as the narrative plays out. Johnny’s
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Actors Marilyn Eastman (Helen) and Karl Hardman (Harry) created Night’s makeup after Romero’s first
choice, effects artist Tom Savini, was drafted into the Vietnam War. Savini returned to create the effects for
Dawn of the Dead and remained involved for the duration of Romero’s series. Andrew Whalen, “What
Was it Like Being a Zombie in Night of the Living Dead?,” last modified Oct. 2, 2018,
https://www.newsweek.com/night-living-dead-50th-anniversary-zombies-eating-makeup-characteristics1149909.
297
Dillard, 15-16.
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Figure 49.

Professionally made-up zombies displaying postmortem’s bluish-purple
livor mortis. Dawn of the Dead, directed by George A. Romero (1978; Los
Angeles, CA: United Film Distribution Company), film.

Figure 50.

Further zombie decay, Day of the Dead, directed by George A. Romero
(1985; Los Angeles, CA: United Film Distribution Company), film.
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self-sacrifice to save Barbra at the cemetery initiates positive audience selfidentification.298 His death also immediately makes the zombie an Other. Ben also
inspires viewer identification as he and Barbra exchange their stories. His tale of being
surrounded by the undead at a diner would resonate with viewer memories of the 1968
post-MLK assassination race protests and the later Democratic National Convention
protest in Chicago [Figs. 51-52]. In the film’s credits, viewers see Ben’s body in grainy

Figure 51.
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1968 Chicago Race Riots, Photograph, April 6, 1968, Chicago Tribune.

It also offsets his earlier antagonistic teasing.
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Figure 52.

Barton Silverman, “Protesters Clashed with National Guard Members
Outside the Conrad Hilton Hotel in Chicago in August 1968,” Photograph,
August 28, 1968, The New York Times.

images that echo newspaper images of protester arrests during the 1960s [Figs. 53-54].299
Ben’s final death creates a quandary for the viewer. If he identified with Ben as the hero
expected to make it out alive, those hopes are dashed yet enlightened. The character’s
death reveals viewer expectations of Hollywood monster movies and, like the voodoo
zombie, allows white viewer identification with Black or student protesters. White
America’s identification with Ben would be an example of progressive catharsis, as 57%
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Ben’s death may respond to those of Civil Rights protesters but does not allude to the assassination of
Martin Luther King, Jr. in any way. Not only was the film complete by the time of the leader’s death, but
its release was postponed so as not be associated with the tragedy. Additionally, Romero repeatedly stated
that the casting of Duane Jones had nothing to do with his race.
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Figure 53.

Law enforcement carrying Ben to the bonfire, in Night of the Living Dead,
directed by George A. Romero (1968; Pittsburgh, PA: Image 10), film.

Figure 54.

Woman arrested and carried to police van, Dixmoor, IL, Photograph,
August 17, 1964, AP Images.
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of Americans polled on the Convention protest either agreed with or wanted to see more
police violence.300 If viewers do not identify with Ben, perhaps due to his race, they face
a choice between the remaining characters: the sheriff’s posse or zombie-Johnny and his
cohorts. Viewers who choose the humans align with the posse’s doltish nature and their
“shoot to kill” approach. That phrase is the exact police order that Chicago Mayor
Richard J. Daley issued for the Democratic Convention protests.301 Considering the poll’s
percentages, conservative viewers would be nonplussed with that shared identity.
As for zombie-Johnny, his transformation into and reappearance as a zombie-grotesque
would invoke the viewer’s sense of the uncanny [Fig. 55]. Barbra’s reaction serves as a
narrative substitute for the viewer. Initially, she responds to the familiar appearance of
her “brother” with stunned silence, then with cries for help as he pulls her out of the
farmhouse. Zombie-Johnny’s use of paradox, in both saving/eating his sister, becomes
audience contemplation as they wonder what they would do faced with a monstrous
familiar face. At the same time, the zombie-grotesque could invoke viewer identification
by visualizing the viewer’s own social fears and desires. As the creature carelessly
reverses social norms, its psychoanalytic effect on viewers liberates their own secret
antisocial desires and sets them free.
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The breakdown of the national poll only saw 19% of respondents stating there was too much force,
while 24% either did not know about it or did not know where they stood. Statistics on the respondents
reveal unsurprising results regarding potential Night viewers who would identify with the dimwitted, good
ol’ boy posse. Police violence received support from nearly 100% of George Wallace supporters; 90-80%
from voters over 70, white and rural residents, anti-protesters and pro-war respondents, high school or less
education, and Republican supporters; and 70-50% by Democratic and Republican supporters,
undergraduate or higher education, and under age 30 Democrats. John P. Robinson, “Public Reaction to
Political Protest: Chicago 1968,” Public Opinion Quarterly 34, 1 (1970): 2-3.
301
Maggie Astor, “’The Whole World is Watching’: The 1968 Democratic Convention, 50 Years Later,”
New York Times (New York City, NY), August 28, 2018.
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Figure 55.

Zombie-Johnny (Russell Streiner) is “coming to get you, Barbra!,” in
Night of the Living Dead, directed by George A. Romero (1968;
Pittsburgh, PA: Image 10), film.

Film scholar Robin Wood defines an audience’s relation to social norms as
“specific to a particular culture…whereby people are [psychologically] conditioned from
earliest infancy to take on predetermined roles within the culture.”302 A sociallyconditioned viewer represses, or pushes away, any natural thought or desire that stands
outside the conscious mind’s conditioned norms.303 As a result, the repressed is typically
inaccessible “except through analysis or, if one can penetrate their disguises, dreams.”304
Movies allow access to repressed thoughts because “popular films…[are] the personal
dreams of their makers and the collective dreams of their audience, the fusion made
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Robin Wood, "Return of the Repressed," Film Comment 14 (July-Aug. 1978): 31.
Freud’s return of the repressed is not the same as repressed traumatic memory. That distinction will
become clear in Chapter Five.
304
Wood, 25.
303
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possible by the shared structures of a common ideology.”305 One of the shared ideologies
between Night’s director and audience is the taboo against cannibalism. Romero
consciously modeled his zombie’s hunger for flesh after the pre-Islamic Arabic ghoul.306
In doing so, he adds a signature bodily horror to the zombie, activates the zombie’s
subjugation/empowerment dichotomy and awakens an era-specific repressed desire in the
audience: liberation from the oppressive family unit.307
The seemingly illogical connections between cannibalism, power dynamics and
family are the zombie-grotesque’s embodied translation of changing American family
values.308 While government and cultural officials “claimed that the institution of the
family was under unprecedented strain” in the late 1960s, it was those same figures who
fueled the assumed fire.309 Vietnam’s military and political failure was blamed on young
men’s unwillingness to fight. Because “women [were] no longer willing to mother,” the
women’s movement was also at fault.310 At the same time, American families - especially
POW families - were victims of the aggressive Vietnamese and POWs were victims of
brainwashing [Fig. 56]. The manipulative social atmosphere, along with other cultural
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Ibid., 31.
The director wanted to fully break with the melodrama of the voodoo-zombie. In addition to the ghoul,
Romero was also inspired by The Last Man on Earth and 1950s horror comic books. Block, 14.
307
As Wood writes: “It is no accident that [Night of the Living Dead] centered on cannibalism, and on the
specific notion of present and future (the younger generation) being devoured by the past…The implication
is that “liberation” and “permissiveness,” as defined within our culture, are at once inadequate and too late
– too feeble, too unaware, too undirected to withstand the legacy of long repression…The family, after all,
only carries to its logical conclusion the basic (though unstated) tenet… that people have the right to live
off each other…” Wood, 29, 32.
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In the mid-1960s, the television shows The Addams Family and The Munsters used the monstrous to
subtly invoke transgressive desires within the American family directly to viewers situated in own home.
For more, see Laura Morowitz, “The Monsters Within: The Munsters, The Addams Family and the
American Family in the 1960s,” 2007.
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Figure 56.

Lee Lockwood, “Prisoner of War Navy Lieutenant Commander Richard
A. Stratton Bowing to North Vietnamese Officer,” Photograph, April 7,
1967, Life Magazine.

issues, led to American youth rejecting “the cultural logic of postwar America and
[challenging] the domestic ideal” through counterculture’s sense of liberation.311
In Night, the Cooper family embodies the American family’s
subjugation/empowerment dichotomy and little zombie-Karen becomes the viewer’s
repressed desire for freedom. In the film, Helen is argumentative and sarcastic but
submits to Harry’s dominant position. She also gently cares for Karen who, at the bottom
of the family food chain, is unable to control anything. Injured by a zombie bite and left
in the cellar, the child has only one line in the film: “I hurt.” When she dies, though,
zombie-Karen inverts the family power structure by eating her father [Fig. 57]. The act is
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Ibid., 9.
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Figure 57.

Zombie-Karen (Kyra Schon) and her act of freedom, in Night of the Living
Dead, directed by George A. Romero (1968; Pittsburgh, PA: Image 10),
film.

metaphorically grotesque; she could be enacting the Oedipal complex’s defeat of the
father or profaning the Catholic eucharist, but either way she rejects her youthful
subjugation. Helen is next, both in traditional family power dynamics and on zombieKaren’s dinner menu. For her part, Helen is helplessly blinded by her uncanny daughter/
monster. To save herself, Helen would have to break the fundamentals of her social
conditioning and commit infanticide. However, nurturing her child with one last hot meal
is much more in tune with Helen’s social norms.
Through its macabre humor and visceral horror, the Romero zombie questions
identity, awakens repressed thought and inspires revolutionary thinking for an audience
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already undergoing change.312 The late 1960s saw Americans actively breaking down and
rethinking society - whether on issues of race, gender, age, etc. In his zombie-grotesque,
Romero offers “a parallel between what people are becoming and the idea that people are
operating on many levels of insanity that are only clear to themselves.”313 As it moves
into the next decade, the Romero zombie changes alongside the “becoming” nature of
society, but it remains a critical lens for audience psychoanalytic insight.

*****

Romero’s 1978 follow-up film, Dawn of the Dead, opens as a SWAT team
violently invades a housing project refusing to surrender its undead. In the aftermath, two
cops - Roger and Peter – and lovers Fran and Stephen escape the city in a news
helicopter. As they spot a rural Pennsylvanian mall, the men decide to secure it as a
permanent refuge. Pregnant Fran wants to load supplies and leave but is overruled. While
securing the building’s exterior, Roger’s recklessness earns him a zombie bite. Despite
his injury, the group comes together to kill the remaining zombies inside and converts the
mall offices into a hidden living space. Finally able to fully indulge in the mall, they
“rob” the bank, shop for gourmet foods, and play in the arcade.
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“If we see the evolution of the horror film in terms of an inexorable “return of the repressed,” we will
not be surprised by this final emergence of the genre’s real significance. Taken together with a sense that
horror is currently the most important of all American genres and perhaps the most progressive, even in its
overt nihilism, the zombie’s appearance during a period of extreme cultural crisis and disintegration offers
the possibility of radical change and rebuilding.” Wood, 28.
313
Emphasis mine. Ibid.
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Roger’s condition deteriorates and he asks Peter to kill him should he become a
zombie. Peter complies, and the remaining trio settle into a deadened existence. The mall
eventually attracts a marauding biker gang. In the resulting battle, Stephen dies in a
zombie attack. Fran and Peter retreat to the hidden apartment and zombie-Stephen heads
there as well. As the monster enters, Peter guns him down in front of a horrified Fran.
The duo then fly off to an unknown future, leaving the mall again overrun with zombies.
In Dawn, the Romero-zombie abandons Night’s critique of family power
dynamics and, instead, stumbles into American consumerism. The film’s repeated use of
the term “stuff” to describe commodities and the continuous character faceoffs to obtain
them does little to hide its capitalist criticism.314 Nor does it hide the grotesque references
to the economic stressors of the 1970s. Ultimately, viewers needed to decide if they
already were or would be happy being zombie consumers.
Because the mall was marketed as a community center, many contemporary
audiences actually saw the film within a mall theater. For some, the meta viewing
experience immediately invoked the zombie’s self/Other paradox:
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Before entering the mall, Peter talks of “stuff” they can use and Roger calls it a “goldmine” while, after
entering, Stephen gushes to Fran about the “great stuff” he sees. Their nonspecific materialism so deeply
activates every viewer’s consumerist desires that, even after the mall’s mid-2000s national decline, the
shopping center remains a recurring reference in zombie media. One of my favorite mall references is
written from the zombie’s perspective: “I don’t wanna nitpick, Tom, but is this really your plan? Spend
your whole life locked inside a mall? Maybe that’s ok for now but someday you’ll be out of food and guns.
Then you’ll have to make the call.” Jonathan Coulton, "Re: Your Brains," track 13 on Thing-a-Week Two,
Creative Commons, 2006, mp3.
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[A] fan of the film relates how he overheard a woman commenting to her
friend in a New York City mall: “Oh, my god! Look! It’s just like Dawn of
the Dead! All of these shoppers look like zombies walking around the
place!” “She seemed shocked,” commented the fan. “It was as if a light
had just been turned on, illuminating an aspect of her life never
considered.”315
This reaction, of course, is the aim of the zombie-grotesque’s self/Other dichotomy.
Equating the shoppers with the unheimlich of Dawn’s zombie-Hare Krishna [Fig. 58] and
bejeweled zombie-woman shows that they are all “normal” characters in the

Figure 58.

Hare Krishna hero zombie (Mike Christopher), in Dawn of the Dead,
directed by George A. Romero (1978; Los Angeles, CA: United Film
Distribution Company), film.
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Stephen Harper, “Zombies, Malls, and the Consumerist Debate: George Romero’s Dawn of the Dead,”
Americana: The Journal of Popular Culture 1:2 (Fall 2002),
https://www.americanpopularculture.com/journal/articles/fall_2002/harper.htm.
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mall. For example, the Hare Krishnas became notorious for their presence in malls and
airports for their aggressive requests for donations [Fig. 59].316 The Bejeweled zombie is
the wealthy shopper, embodying consumer aspirations of overconsumption
during the decade’s economic recession and oil crisis. Dawn’s human refugees also
recognize the zombie horde’s not-so-Othered consumer status:
Fran: [The zombies are] still here.
Stephen: They're after us. They know we're still in here.
Peter: They're after the place. They don't know why, they just remember.
Remember that they want to be in here.
Fran: What the hell are they?
Peter: They're us, that's all […]317

Figure 59.

Erin Heffernan, “An Oft-Repeated Encounter at Lambert-St. Louis: A
Hare Krishna Solicitor Offers a Book,” Photograph, September 1979, St.
Louis Post-Dispatch.
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Wayne King, “Religious Panhandlers are Provoking Anger at Airports,” New York Times (New York
City, NY), December 22, 1976.
317
Dawn of the Dead, directed by George A. Romero (1978; Los Angeles, CA: United Film Distribution
Company, 2001), DVD.
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While the humans recognize their own desire for the mall’s “stuff” in the zombie,
they ignore the monster’s pedagogical warning on the irresistible lure of commodity
culture. Following their socialized consumerist impulses but not quite able to fulfill them,
the zombies meander about the mall even in (un)death. The human survivors, by gaining
power over both the mall and its goods, pay in the end with the sacrifice of half their
number.
At first, the group’s shopping sprees go beyond mere acquisitiveness to reference
issues of socioeconomic subjugation/empowerment. As only the men are shown raiding
the stores, their choices reference contemporary racial and sexist wage discrepancies.318
Between 1974 and 1980, white men experienced a 0.63% growth in wages over Black
men, while Black women’s wages grew 2.52% over those of white women.319 AfricanAmerican Peter demonstrates how the zombie broke capitalism’s barriers as he and
Stephen compare loaves of bread – Peter’s is larger - and “buy” today’s equivalent of
$189 of coffee [Figs. 60-61]. Opposing Peter’s empowered (i.e., equal) economic
standing in the post apocalypse, Roger and Stephen are reduced to zombie status through
their covetous need for commodities.320 Their fate ultimately
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Fran appears in the montage, but she walks around the empty ice-skating rink and cuts Stephen’s hair.
She shows up later in a fur coat, but all of the characters are wearing the coats.
319
This period also included a recession. American stagflation (or stagnation and inflation) combined with
the OPEC oil embargo, government-imposed price and wage freezes (the Nixon Shock) and quadrupled oil
prices. Ultimately, the oil embargo recession (1973-1975) increased unemployment by 4%. Patrick L.
Mason, “Moments of Disparate Peaks: Race-Gender Wage Gaps Among Mature Persons, 1965-2007,” The
Review of the Black Economy 38, 1 (2011): 17-20 and Tom Huddleston, Jr., “How Many Recessions
You’ve Actually Lived Through and What Happened in Every One,” last modified April 9, 2020,
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/04/09/what-happened-in-every-us-recession-since-the-great-depression.html.
320
Roger’s final words to Peter are about taking over the mall - “We whipped ‘em and got it all! We got it
all!” - while Stephen angrily watches the marauders rob the bank and mutters: “It’s ours – we took it. It’s
ours.”
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Figure 60.

Peter (Ken Foree) chooses the bigger loaf of bread, in Dawn of the Dead,
directed by George A. Romero (1978; Los Angeles, CA: United Film
Distribution Company), film.

Figure 61.

Peter “buys” $189 worth of coffee (adjusted for inflation), in Dawn of the
Dead, directed by George A. Romero (1978; Los Angeles, CA: United
Film Distribution Company), film.
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directs the audience into a far more critical assessment of the self/Other within a
consumerist society.
The zombie’s social fear/desire dichotomy appears with the marauders, who
represent the contemporary surge in crime. After a large and steady rise through the
1960s, crime in the 1970s increased a further 64%.321 Criminal studies shifted from a
focus on environmental elements to the psychology of the criminal. In 1977, Hans
Eysenck’s theory of personality identified criminals as having lower levels of social
conditioning due to a greater extroverted (narcissistic) personality. Translated into
behavior, the criminal does not fear the consequences of his actions because he lacks the
social conditioning to fear those consequences. Additionally, his extroverted personality
is drawn to excitement and giving into temptation.322
The marauders fit this description. Their lust for “stuff” results in a reckless
invasion of the mall, one that also admits the zombie horde. Viewing the monsters as
easy targets, the invaders rob the Bejeweled zombie [Fig. 62], take another’s wallet,
breaking bottles over their heads, spray them with seltzer, and mock them with a pie fight
[Fig. 63]. The gang’s disregard for the zombie’s fearful nature leaves them ignorant of
the monsters’ increasing numbers, and the danger they pose, until it is too late [Fig. 64].
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“United States Index Crime Rate” (Justice Research and Statistics Association, Washington, DC, 2000),
https://www.jrsa.org/projects/Historical.pdf.
322
H.J. Eysenck, Crime and Personality (London: Routledge, 1977), 130-133.
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Figure 62.

Marauders rob the Bejeweled Zombie (uncredited), in Dawn of the Dead,
directed by George A. Romero (1978; Los Angeles, CA: United Film
Distribution Company), film.

Figure 63.

Marauder pieing a zombie, in Dawn of the Dead, directed by George A.
Romero (1978; Los Angeles, CA: United Film Distribution Company),
film.
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Figure 64.

Marauder getting his just deserts, in Dawn of the Dead, directed by
George A. Romero (1978; Los Angeles, CA: United Film Distribution
Company), film.

The Romero zombie’s delivery of sweet and just punishment to the marauders
furthers the narrative’s point that neither the human characters nor the zombies can be
judged by their presence in the mall. Like the audience themselves, both are drawn there
by consumer culture’s socially ingrained desires and fears. Neither population overcomes
subjugation/empowerment issues, either. In the end, Fran rejects consumerist desire to
escape with her life and Peter accompanies her, though his willingness to abandon the
mall is ambiguous.323
Stephen and Roger, on the other hand, were straightforward in their consumerist
desire. Their resultant zombification would probably have made them relatively content
monsters. Their final deaths ask viewers to contemplate why they participate in a system
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Initially Peter intends to stay at the mall, then contemplates suicide, then makes a last-minute run for the
chopper.
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that leaves them wanting more. They have a choice in whether they join the zombie
horde’s reoccupation of the mall or ask themselves whether they actually yearn for what
society says they should desire. To achieve such a strong sense of self as one walks out of
the theater into the mall, however, is not easy. Sears is having a sale…

****
In Day of the Dead (1985), the zombie apocalypse is now nationwide. Isolated in
a subterranean bunker, a combined military and scientific operation struggles with
exhaustion, ever-shortening supplies and fear. The military, led by Captain Rhodes, uses
increasingly violent racist and sexist threats to exert control. The scientists, ostensibly
helmed by Dr. Logan, i.e., “Frankenstein,” cannot agree on a research focus. Logan
dismisses Sarah’s attempt to find a cure, reasoning that humanity is now outnumbered
and zombie behavioral conditioning is the only practical solution. He makes progress
with Bub, a specimen zombie who shows both object and social memory by awkwardly
speaking into a phone, saluting Captain Rhodes, and firing an empty gun.
To reward Bub, Logan feeds him the remains of soldiers. Rhodes catches him in
the act and guns him down. In the ensuing chaos, zombies breach the bunker and Bub
frees himself. Discovering Logan’s body, Bub pitifully wails in grief before arming
himself. He finds Rhodes alone in the hallway and shoots the captain repeatedly. Rhodes
scrambles away only to find himself trapped between Bub and a roomful of zombies.
Before the man is torn apart by the horde, Bub again honors the man with a salute.
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The audience would recognize Bub’s grotesque allusion to the rise of animal
rights activism. By 1985, landmark animal cruelty lawsuits against scientific researchers
received heavy media coverage in America, particularly the Silver Springs Monkey
lawsuits (1981, Fig. 65) and the investigations into the University of Pennsylvania’s Head
Injury Clinic’s baboons (1984).324 Day’s audience, then, would understand the plight of
research animals and recognize both the subtext within Logan’s use of zombie

Figure 65.

Silver Springs Monkey, This Is Vivisection!, Poster, 1982, Commissioned
by People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals.

324

The Silver Springs Monkey case marked the first governmental raid of a scientific research facility due
to allegations of cruelty to animals. The facility conducted neurological experiments, removing clusters of
nerves from macaque monkeys to propose new rehabilitation techniques for human stroke victims.
Research Edward Taub was charged with 17 counts of animal cruelty and failure to provide adequate
veterinary care. Lawsuits against him personally stretched over a year while lawsuits associated with the
case continued for a decade. The co-founder of the People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals was
directly involved in the Silver Springs case and, in 1984, PETA distributed Unnecessary Fuss directly to
media and Congress. Composed of stolen footage from Penn’s head trauma research facility, the film
showed “extraordinarily serious violations of the Guide for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.”
Broadcast of parts of the film on CNN and NBC created public outrage. Following an investigation by the
Department of Health and Human Services and research regulating bodies, the university’s $1 million
governmental grant was suspended, the clinic closed, the chief veterinarian was fired, and the university
underwent quarterly inspections. Lisa Sideris et al., “Roots of Concern with Nonhuman Animals in
Biomedical Ethics,” ILAR Journal 40:1 (1999): 3-14.
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“specimens” in his research and the tongue in cheek reference in Rhodes’ declaration that
“I’m running this monkey farm now, Frankenstein.”325
Part of the animal rights movement was, and is, the term “speciesism.” Coined by
Australian philosopher and current Princeton professor Peter Singer in Animal
Liberation (1975), speciesism is “an attitude of bias against a being because of the
species to which it belongs.”326 Speciesist discrimination centers around the idea of
denied equitable status for nonhumans because “many people act unthinkingly on the
basis of their emotional impulses, without reflecting on the ethics of what they are
doing.”327
In Day, speciesism encompasses all of the zombie-grotesque’s dichotomies. It is
the basis of the zombie’s self/Other dichotomy as the only point upon which the human
characters seem to agree is the importance of human survival. The monster’s subjugation/
empowerment dichotomy also lies in speciesist discrimination, and social fear/desire
emerges as the characters attempt to retain their superior human status over the walking
dead. However, the only character who actually shows any humanity is Bub. The vile
inhumanity of the survivors ultimately allows viewer identification to easily land on the
zombie-grotesque.
Rhodes and the military men consistently refer to the monsters as “dumb fucks” that they
want to “blow the piss out of.”328 But, by taking care to avoid becoming the undead, the
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Day of the Dead, directed by George A. Romero (1985; Los Angeles, CA: United Film Distribution
Company, 2001), DVD.
326
As defined by Singer in George Yancy and Peter Singer, “Peter Singer: On Racism, Animal Rights and
Human Rights,” New York Times (New York City, NY), May 27, 2015.
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Ibid.
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Day of the Dead.
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military characters fearfully acknowledge Day’s zombie subjectivity.329 One example of
how Rhodes views the zombies a threat is his attempt to subjugate Bub by refusing to
return the zombie’s salute [Fig. 66]. However, military salutes go beyond simple
interpersonal greetings to function as a sign of respect to military rank, uniform, and
service branch.330 By remaining in the lab and forcing Bub to continue the salute, it is
Rhodes who actually abuses the honorific action. Bub recognizes this disrespect and fires
an empty gun at the Captain. Visibly shaken, Rhodes interprets Bub’s response to

Figure 66.

Bub (Sherman Howard) salutes Captain Rhodes (Joseph Pilato) in Logan’s
lab, in Day of the Dead, directed by George A. Romero (1985;
Hollywood: Laurel Entertainment), film.
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One solider, Steele, obliges a bitten comrade who “doesn’t want to be one of them” with a headshot, and
the compound’s carefully tended graveyard shows the same courtesy extended to others.
330
There is established protocol within the exchange of American military salutes: enlisted members must
salute officers and officers must salute those of higher rank. In all cases, the junior rank must initiate the
salute and hold it. The salute should only be dropped once the higher-ranking officer either returns and
drops the salute or the officer walks away without returning it. If not returned, it is customary that the
interaction remains brief to specifically avoid a dilemma like Bub’s and an insult like the Captain’s. Dave
Lindquist, conversation with the author, February 2021.
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military dishonor as that of another human. Consequently, Rhodes is the real Other
whose subjugated status would be recognized by any military viewer (including my Air
Force veteran father) as a carnivalesque “asshole.”331 In the duo’s final showdown,
Rhodes acknowledges Bub’s empowerment by modifying his typical epithet to “you
fuck” instead of “dumb fuck.”332
The scientists, on the other hand, are full-fledged speciesists. They only see the
zombie-grotesque in terms how his lowly Othered status is useful to human survival.
Logan gives voice to this outlook as he discusses a dissected specimen [Fig. 67] with
Sarah:

Figure 67.

331
332

Dr. Logan (Richard Liberty) and Zombie-Cooper, in Day of the Dead,
directed by George A. Romero (1985; Hollywood: Laurel Entertainment),
film.

Lindquist.
Day of the Dead.
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This creature would be benign even if it had its eyesight and other
senses…It still has motor function, probably still has powers of
deliberation. It can be domesticated…it can be conditioned to behave the
way we want it to behave.333
His experiment, human-centric aims, and filthy laboratory are remarkably similar to those
of psychologist Edward Taub, the lead researcher of the Silver Springs monkey
experiments:
Taub's research involved cutting the sensory nerves of monkeys' arms to
see how well the monkeys could learn to use the numb limbs. [The intent
was to discover physical therapy techniques for paralyzed stroke patients.]
Many of the animals mutilated their deadened limbs. The laboratory was
grossly unsanitary, and there was a total absence of veterinary care.334
Like Taub and Logan, Sarah has no issue with depriving a conscious, thinking being of
primary senses for humanity’s benefit. It is only after she recognizes this “specimen” as
former military commander Major Cooper does she react with horror.335
Set opposite zombie-Cooper’s brutal use as an object is Logan’s research with
Bub. As Bub increasingly responds to books and music, Logan rewards him with flesh
stripped from a living soldier.336 While the type of reward is understandable, the doctor
does not clearly explain his reasoning because Rhodes quickly kills the scientist.
However, by placing Logan’s actions in terms of speciesism, the viewer may recognize
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Of course, Day’s scientific experimentation hearkens back to Seabrook’s 1929 association of the Vodou
zombie with a laboratory dog experiment.
334
Neal D. Barnard et al., “NIH Research Protocol for Silver Spring Monkeys: A Case of Scientific
Misconduct,” in Perspectives on Medical Research, Volume II, ed. Stephen R. Kaufman, Kathryn Hahner,
and Joan Dunayer (Shaker Heights, OH: Medical Research Modernization Committee, 1990),
https://www.curedisease.net/reports/Perspectives/vol_2_1990/SilverSprings1.html.
335
While part of scientific research includes dissection, proper contemporary procedure calls for imparting
a painless death to nonhuman research subjects. For example, I know of a doctoral candidate in Temple
University’s neuroscience department whose research mice are sedated and decapitated before dissection.
The suggestion of leaving a subject conscious in any fashion horrified her.
336
Logan’s harvesting of Bub’s “reward” is offscreen. However, as zombies only eat the flesh of the living,
it becomes obvious that Logan is torturing a fellow human survivor.
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that the military’s grotesque inhumanity lowered their ability to aid human survival. As a
result, Logan views them with the same disposable usability as contemporary researchers
view lab animals. If the soldiers were repugnant to the viewer, the scientists are even
worse.
For his part, Bub breaks through the viewer’s sense of self/Other and social
fear/desire as it is nearly impossible for the viewer to fear him. Bub is never seen
attempting to bite or harm a human other than Rhodes. He acknowledges human
subjectivity as he grieves over Logan’s death. He attempts speech, interacts with others,
enjoys music – all desirable qualities compared to those of the human survivors. Bub’s
humanity also serves as a landmark in the evolution of the Romero zombie-grotesque.
Even in taking revenge against Rhodes, Bub serves as an aspirational figure for viewer
identification. Following the man through the hallways, Bub’s rambling gait is
reminiscent of John Wayne. After delivering a final shot at the cornered Rhodes, Bub
holds no grudge and once again salutes the man as a fare-thee-well [Fig. 68] before the
other zombies eat him. Bub’s ultimate fate is left unknown. The identifying viewer can
envision the personable, comforting hero walking off into the sunset, an ending that is a
far cry from the eventual euthanasia of the Silver Springs monkeys.
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Figure 68.

Bub’s final salute to Rhodes, in Day of the Dead, directed by George A.
Romero (1985; Hollywood: Laurel Entertainment), film.
The 1980s Spoof Zombie-Grotesque

George Romero cemented the zombie-grotesque’s revolutionary criticality, but
only for a limited (i.e., elite) audience. Sadly, not everyone is a horror fan, and knowing
of the zombie is quite different from actually watching Night of the Living Dead. The
1980s spoof zombie, however, breaks through horror’s taste barrier to fulfill the
monster’s final grotesque characteristic: mass viewership. While often stylistically
dismissed in zombie scholarship, Michael Jackson’s Thriller (1983) debuted the monster
to international audiences. The 14-minute short film was unprecedented in its popularity.
Its “creepy-comical” zombies follow Romero’s iteration, favoring grotesque humor and
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horror.337 However, Jackson’s commercial success with the zombie irked the subculture
who had already claimed the monster as their own: punks.338
The spoof zombie appealed to a teen audience already savvy to the monster’s
metanarrative.339 As a result, the zombie in Return of the Living Dead (1985) goes to
eleven: fragmented monsters now disinter themselves from graves, organize in fleetfooted mobs and munch exclusively on brains. Their increased physical and mental
acuities re-emphasize the zombie self/Other dichotomy while also ramping up the energy
and attitude for the monster’s new fan base: punks.340 Addressing the subversive
subculture that adopted it into their iconography, the zombie-grotesque uses its
dichotomies to reveal punk’s hypocrisies.
Return of the Living Dead opens with a title card stating that all events, people
and organizations in the film are real. Medical warehouse manager Frank luridly tells
new hire Freddy that Night of the Living Dead was real, the army bungled the cover up
and the body vats are downstairs. Accidentally opening one, the duo releases a toxic gas
that, unknowingly, kills and zombifies them both and revives a stock cadaver. Frank calls
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Jackson originally wanted to be a werewolf, inspired by An American Werewolf in London. After
director John Landis and makeup artist Rick Baker expressed concerns about dancing while transformed,
Jackson suggested the zombie instead. The video garnered “audience ratings ten times the usual” on MTV
and sold a million VHS copies, making it the biggest-selling home release for its time. However, it was
nearly scrubbed because of Jackson’s religious objection to the macabre elements. The short’s disclaimer,
proposed by Landis, kept Jackson from physically destroying the edited film. John Landis, “John Landis on
the Making of Michael Jackson’s Thriller: ‘I was Adamant He Couldn’t Look too Hideous,’” Guardian
(London), August 31, 2017 and Nancy Griffin, “The Thriller Diaries,” Vanity Fair, June 24, 2010,
https://www.vanityfair.com/culture/2010/07/michael-jackson-thriller-201007.
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Kevin Mattson, We’re Not Here to Entertain: Punk Rock, Ronald Reagan and the Real Culture War of
1980s America (New York: Oxford University Press, 2020), 140-141.
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the boss, Burt, for help. Recalling Night’s “headshot” method of zombie dispatchment,
the men first plant a pickax through the cadaver’s head and then try decapitation, but the
zombie continues to flail and scream [Fig. 69].341 Taking the body to the funeral home
next door, the trio talk mortician Ernie into using his cremation chamber. The zombie’s
ashes, expelled through the chimney, caustically mix in the atmosphere to fall as acid
rain. Meanwhile, Freddy’s friends are partying in Resurrection Cemetery: Tina, Chuck
and Casey are New Wave punks, Suicide is straight edge, Trash is horror punk, and
Spider and Scuz are street punk [Fig. 70].

Figure 69.

The decapitated living dead cadaver, in Return of the Living Dead,
directed by Dan O’Bannon (1985; Los Angeles, CA: Hemdale, 2002),
film. Image courtesy of Fandango Movieclips.
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The headless corpse running blindly through the warehouse is classic slapstick, a pleasurably disordered
comedic style associated with the carnivalesque but never previously exhibited by the zombie.
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Figure 70.

Freddy’s punk friends, from bottom left: Suicide, Tina, Trash, Chuck,
Casey, Spider and Scuz, in Return of the Living Dead, directed by Dan
O’Bannon (1985; Los Angeles, CA: Hemdale, 2002), film.

Tina walks to the warehouse as her boyfriend’s quitting time nears, while the
others stay to watch Trash dance nude atop a tomb. Fleeing the acid rain, they enter the
warehouse and hear Tina screaming for help downstairs. Suicide arrives first and dies
from a bite to the skull by Tarman, the released Night of the Living Dead zombie. It
eagerly turns to rest of the group, exclaiming: “Brains! More brains!”342 Freaking out, the
punks return to the cemetery and see zombies rising from their graves. The group panics,
splits apart, and Trash becomes the second zombie casualty.
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Tarman is a unique zombie in the monster’s film history. His wet, black flesh hangs down like tar and he
is the first zombie to clearly state a desire for brains. Because his particular zombie iconography is not
repeated, even in the film’s other zombies, I will not be discussing him here. Return of the Living Dead,
directed by Dan O’Bannon (1985; Los Angeles, CA: Hemdale), 2002, DVD.
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At the funeral home, paramedics examining Frank and Freddy try to make sense
of the lack of vital signs in the “living” men. They leave for more equipment just as
Spider, Scuz and Tina arrive and explain the situation. Zombies attack the paramedics
and Ernie instructs the men inside to board up windows. Responding to radioed requests
by the zombies, more cops and paramedics arrive and die. A reanimated rotted torso kills
Scuz, afterwards revealing that brains - not flesh - soothe the pain of decomposition.
With that knowledge, the men decide to quarantine Frank and Freddy. Tina joins
them in isolation, trying to comfort Freddy through agonizing rigor mortis. Freddy
attacks her and the men return to fight him off. Spider and Burt attempt to escape but the
exponentially increasing zombie horde - now including a reanimated Trash - route the
escapees back to the warehouse. Burt finally calls the military. Learning the location of
their lost cargo, the military nukes twenty blocks of the city and ignores reports of acid
rainfall. As the film closes, more zombies rise to the song “Partytime” by horror punk
band 45 Grave.
Scholars admit that defining “punk” is as impossible as defining the grotesque.
There are too many variants, too many political stances, too many geographic
locations.343 The subculture emerged in the late 1960s as a rejection of rock & roll’s
status quo. As it developed across the 1970s, punk spurned popular culture as sanitized
rebellion and corporate culture as irrelevant to real life.344 In the 1980s, punk reacted to
the cultural isolation and consumerist-driven suburbs by squatting or hanging out in
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A key characteristic of punk is that it “focuses on the ways in which people occupy, construct, and
negotiate the social, political, and economic context of their immediate surroundings.” Kevin C. Dunn,
Global Punk: Resistance and Rebellion in Everyday Life (New York: Bloomsbury Academic, 2016), 19.
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Ibid., 10-12.
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abandoned places – like Return’s cemetery.345 The election of President Ronald Reagan the embodiment of commodification, corporations, Hollywood and increased military
spending - was met with a combination of anxiety and anger. The warming Cold War and
the potential of nuclear annihilation, a horror that Return grotesquely turns into humor,
pushed the subculture’s anti-authoritarianism.346 They embraced cultural power
inequalities like the feminist and animal rights movements, the avant garde philosophies
of the Frankford School and Dada, and DIY anarchy through “communal
producerism.”347 Ultimately, punk was a choice of identity rather than one received
through social conditioning. That being said, “the criticism of punk being an exclusive
club guarded by obnoxious gate-keepers is not without merit.”348
Punk incorporated the zombie into its iconography by at least 1981. The
subculture adopted signs and symbols from mainstream culture and, through bricolage,
subverted their meaning “as a means of waging war on society [in] a quest for
authenticity and independence.”349 Appearing in punk music lyrics, poster art, and comics
[Fig. 71-72], the zombie served as punk’s self/Other doppelgänger through its DIY-ish
“no budget or low-budget” apocalyptic narrative. However, in glorious grotesque irony,
the subculture’s “subverted” application of the zombie is the monster’s actual cultural
function. As a result, punk’s adoption of the zombie only means that the monster’s use in
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Figure 71.

Punk music’s zombie bricolage in The 3-D Invisibles: Fri. Jan. 9 Reruns,
Poster, 1987.
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Figure 72.

Gary Panter, Invasion of the Elvis Zombies, 1984, RAW Books, One-Shot
Edition.

Return of the Living Dead reveals the subculture’s norms as inauthentic to their
practice.350 While punks acknowledged their inconsistences, their established selfidentification with the monster gives it the ultimate punk gate-keeper identity. From this
insider position, Return’s zombies exposed punk’s professed objections to mainstream
society as that of hypocritical posers.
The subculture’s fear/desire dichotomy lies in its insistence on individual identity
over the mandates of mainstream culture. Suicide aggressively asserts his independence
through his appearance, saying to Trash: “You think this is a fucking costume? This is a
way of life!”351 His black leather outfit, complete with chains and white Xs, identifies
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Hebdige, 92-99.
While the punks in the audience would recognize the coded clothing, there is also a joke about film
wardrobe in this statement. Additionaly, the dialogue may reference a 1982 episode of the Phil Donahue
Show. Punks appeared with their conservative parents for talk show conflict. One audience member
suggested the kids were on drugs. After they responded that they did not do drugs, another audience
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him as a member of punk’s straight edge [Fig. 73]. Straight edge (sXe) emerged as a
rejection of the tired cultural trope of “sex, drugs and rock & roll.”352 sXe’s selfawareness eschewed the scene’s excesses by swearing an oath against smoking and
promiscuous sex, among other things.353 Breaking the rules resulted in the loss of sXe
identify and branded a traitor or sellout.354

Figure 73.

Suicide (Mark Venturini) displaying white X and X haircut, in Return of
the Living Dead, directed by Dan O’Bannon (1985; Los Angeles, CA:
Hemdale), film.

member shouted “I’d rather see them on drugs than looking like that!” Return of the Living Dead and
Mattson, 81.
352
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Suicide’s self-assurance in his clothing, though, is the character comforting
himself on his punk identity. He is actually a poser, an outsider who adopts the identity of
a group but not the beliefs, and he is distinctly aware of his outsider status. His first
appearance finds him complaining that the group never calls him unless they need a ride,
all the while smoking…something [Fig. 74]. It is impossible to tell what exactly Suicide
has in his hand but, whether tobacco or marijuana, it is against sXe code. He further
proves his lack of true punk identity in his interaction with Trash.

Figure 74.

Suicide smoking, in Return of the Living Dead, directed by Dan O’Bannon
(1985; Los Angeles, CA: Hemdale), film.
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In the cemetery, Chuck hints at a casual sex relationship between Suicide and
Trash. While that relationship is another mark of Suicide’s posing, as sXe views
promiscuous sex as cultural acceptance of oversexed young men, Suicide’s conversation
with Trash further exposes his sellout status. As a nude Trash tries to entice him, Suicide
aggressively shoves her away saying, “What’s wrong with you, man? Show some fucking
respect for the dead, will ya?”355
Punk’s feminist stance provides the zombie’s subjugation/empowerment
dichotomy. According to criminology studies professor Julia Downes, the subculture’s
rejection of conservative social norms offered “women permission to explore gender
boundaries, to investigate their own power, anger, aggression – even nastiness.”356 Yet,
“women’s gender and sexual transgressions were effectively policed” through traditional
elements of misogyny.357 Suicide’s spiteful rejection exposes not only his hypocrisy, but
the flaws within the subculture itself as Trash attempts to claim her own empowered punk
identity.
To proclaim her precarious horror punk status, Trash openly displays her
sexuality alongside continuous references to death. Her hilarious deadpan delivery of the
line “I like death” later gives way to a prescient conversation with Spider:
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Trash: Do you ever wonder about all the different ways of dying? You
know, like violently? And ever wonder about what would be the
most horrible way to die?
Spider: I try not to think about dying too much.
Trash: Mmm. Well, for me, the worst way would be for a bunch of old
men to get around me and start biting and start eating me alive.
Spider. I see.
Trash: First, they would tear off my clothes.
Trash rips her shirt open, revealing her bare breasts.
Chuck: Somebody get a light over here – Trash is taking off her clothes
again!358
Meant as an empowering act opposing both mainstream and punk society’s control over
women’s bodies, Trash’s striptease in the graveyard instead serves as the film’s
sexploitation act [Fig. 75]. Her subjugation to the empowered gaze of the male punks,

Figure 75.

358

Trash (Linnea Quigley) dancing on a tomb, in Return of the Living Dead,
directed by Dan O’Bannon (1985; Los Angeles, CA: Hemdale), film.

Return of the Living Dead.
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both in the cemetery and in the audience, results in ridicule and rejection by other
characters. Not only Suicide, but Casey and Tina have little patience for Trash’s
“nastiness.” But, in being “good” girls who follow society’s sexual rules, neither Casey
nor Tina experiences the true freedom that Trash finds in zombiehood.
Between the friends who die via zombie bite - Suicide, Scuz and Trash - only
Trash arises as the undead. Scuz essentially disappears from the film after his death and
Burt steps over Suicide’s body when calling the military. That inclusion is important: as a
poser, Suicide cannot return as a living dead. Essentially, he is booted out of the punk
club. However, zombie-Trash is like Last Man’s Ruth, possessing full power over her
sexuality that human existence would not allow. Clad solely in legwarmers, blue makeup
and a prosthetic vulva [Fig. 76], she now has no need to propagate sex and death for

Figure 76.

Zombie-Trash (Linnea Quigley) approaching a homeless man, in Return of
the Living Dead, directed by Dan O’Bannon (1985; Los Angeles, CA:
Hemdale), film.
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rebellion’s sake. Instead, her sexuality becomes her exclusive, empowered attack
“strategy” among her fellow zombies. It allows her to exert control and death over
anyone, from the homeless man she eats first to the police captain she has later [Fig. 77].
With no men able to control her, Zombie-Trash is now authentically powerful in her punk
zombie-grotesque body.
For the audience, the life and death (and living death) adventures of the teen
characters in Return of the Living Dead create questions and criticisms of their
contemporary values. While the end of the film results in every being’s destruction, the
zombie un-lives on to follow through with its grotesque character. The monster exists as

Figure 77.

Zombie-Trash looks horrific while eating the police captain, in Return of
the Living Dead, directed by Dan O’Bannon (1985; Los Angeles, CA:
Hemdale), film.
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a paradoxical figure within contemporary society. Its voodoo incarnation critiqued social
issues of capitalism, gender and race through contemplative, pedagogical, psychological
and revolutionary appeals to its audience. The midcentury zombie addressed its
politically divergent audience through its creativity and illogicality, achieving pop culture
status. Under Romero, humor mixed with gory horror to create a psychological
revolutionary figure for an elite audience. Finally, the spoof zombie attracted its own
self-identifying audience only to turn the tables on the punk subculture.
As scholars continue to tease out interpretative strands of zombie evolution
through innumerable methodologies, the dichotomous characteristics that I define here
will continue to play a part in its ongoing reinvention. The zombie-grotesque has and will
continue to: embody a cultural Other while simultaneously invoking the cultural norm;
offer a figure of both subjugation to and power over its reality; serve as a simultaneous
sign of humanity’s fears and desires; and be subject to the norms of behavior while also
striving for change.
As it stumbles and staggers into postmillennial iterations, the zombie will use the
biting criticism of these functions to address contemporary concerns. In the following
chapter, I explore how these dichotomies intersect with the zombie’s psychological role
during moments of social crisis. In their multiplicity, these monsters function not only as
commentary on social identity but as psychological triggers for a viewer’s personal
traumatic awakening. In the process, I amend Dendle’s definition of the zombie - a
“revived corpse with diminished mental faculties” – by adding in the grotesque’s reliance
on an audience.
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To that end, a zombie is the viewer experience of a grotesque revived corpse with
diminished mental faculties. More expansively, the zombie-grotesque is the contemplated
meaning produced by its contemporary, all-inclusive audience. My emphasis on audience
response departs from contemporary art historical grotesque studies to adapt the affective
nature of Ruskin’s noble grotesque.359 The zombie-grotesque does not produce the noble
grotesque’s moral epiphany but employs psychoanalysis to encourage the viewer
interpretation. It is this psychoanalytic appeal to viewers that ultimately defines the
function of the zombie-grotesque during moments of cultural crisis.
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While Connelly acknowledges the revelatory nature of Ruskin’s noble grotesque, her 2012 study
focuses on grotesque play. That is, she concentrates on the grotesque’s ability to open boundaries and
collapse norms. Her semiotic approach does incorporate contemporary viewer response, but her sources are
strictly elite viewers like Baudelaire or Victor Hugo. Her approach adds to Storr’s contextual essay on the
grotesque as a transgressive artistic figure.
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CHAPTER FIVE
THE ZOMBIE TRAUMATIC GROTESQUE

“Zombies, Man – They Creep Me Out.”
- Paul Kaufman (Dennis Hopper), in Land of the Dead (2005)

The previous chapter establishes the zombie as a functional grotesque through its
contemporary cultural relevance and critique of social norms. Returning to Connelly’s
definition of a traumatic grotesque as the monstrous appearance of social anxieties, my
contextual placement of the monster fits that function. Left unanswered is how the
zombie-grotesque psychologically conveys and alleviates anxiety and trauma to its
viewers. This nuance to Connelly’s definition follows the grotesque’s effect upon its
(necessary) audience; the grotesque does not merely “appear” but acts upon the viewer’s
psyche.
Using sociologist Jeffrey C. Alexander’s definition of a cultural crisis, I compare
the zombie-grotesque’s ability to convey self-critique to the questions of social identity
spawned by a traumatic narrative. In looking to scholarship in horror film, I compare the
zombie’s psychoanalytic effect to viewer identification and cathartic response caused by
cultural trauma’s narrative.360 In doing so, I establish how the presence of the zombie
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My use of psychanalytic film theorists in this chapter, rather than psychoanalytic art historians, is to
establish how the zombie-grotesque evolved into a traumatic grotesque before its importation into visual
art. Considering that the monster first appeared in visual art through a Romero film, the filmic zombie had
a psychological impact recognized by artists.
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traumatic-grotesque in art and film addresses the viewer’s psychological fears of personal
identity, change to that identity, and the formation of new community.
The repetition of these fears during cultural trauma acts in a similar manner to the
psychological phenomenon of traumatic memory. To compare the traumatic grotesque’s
path to catharsis with the treatment of traumatic memory, I first examine neuroscientific
studies on how the brain processes both grotesque human forms and traumatic memory.
As both continually shock normal neural processes, the traumatic grotesque’s
psychological approaches are then compared to psychotherapeutic treatments of
traumatic memory. Through that comparison, the traumatic grotesque’s critical selfexamination does prove capable of operating as self-guided treatment of traumatic
memory.361 Ultimately, the zombie traumatic-grotesque serves not only as an
embodiment of anxiety, but a figure that can aid in processing psychological troubles
during cultural trauma.
For this study, social trauma aligns with “cultural trauma” as defined by
sociologist Jeffrey C. Alexander: “when members of a collectivity feel they have been
subjected to a horrendous event that leaves indelible marks upon their group
consciousness, marking their memories forever and changing their future identity in
fundamental and irrevocable ways.”362 Whether a historic event occurs, is manufactured
or even non-existent, it is the culturally-constructed narrative of that trauma and not the
actual event that passes through the individual’s consciousness.363 This narrative marks

361

The conditional nature of the traumatic grotesque’s psychological function depends, like all
psychological treatments, on the viewer’s willingness to recognize and work through the trauma.
362
Emphasis mine. Alexander, 6.
363
Culturally-constructed traumatic narratives also affect those who experience an actual traumatic event.
As will be discussed both below and in context with 9/11 in Chapter Seven, traumatic events are too
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the difference between individual trauma, such as interpersonal violence, and cultural
trauma’s challenge to group identity through emotions.364
That transfer of the emotional narrative to the population occurs through what
Alexander terms “trauma process.” Society’s meaning makers, termed carrier groups,
“[seize] upon an inchoate experience from life, and [form] it, through association,
condensation, and aesthetic creation, into some specific shape.”365 In other words, an
ordinary life activity changes definition through metaphor and unusual combinations of
socially recognized symbols and ideologies. This process, if one changes “life activity” to
figure, mirrors the creation of a grotesque. Through the creative process, the carrier
groups form those redefined shapes into a socially disruptive narrative. Intended to
inspire vulnerability and fear, the narrative persuades society to accept that they have
been traumatized by invoking an identity crisis.
The threatened stability of collective identity inspired by the traumatic narrative
translated into the aesthetic realm through imaginative identification and emotional
catharsis.366 Imaginative identification creates identity crisis as the viewer either
connects with or rejects an Othered character. The cathartic outcome is the viewer’s
decision, conscious or not, on how to address that identification. For Alexander, catharsis
contains the “potential to trigger horrific group conflict but…also become[s] the platform
for amelioration and reconciliation.”367 In other words, viewer catharsis to threatened

shocking to be correctly processed in the memory, resulting in a memory “blank” that is repeated filled by
reenactments or, for this writing, referential visual imagery.
364
“Trauma is not the result of a group experiencing pain. It is the result of this acute discomfort entering
into the core of the collectivity’s sense of its own identity.” Alexander, 14-15.
365
Ibid., 14.
366
Emphasis mine. Ibid., 16, 20.
367
Ibid., 4.
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identity can manifest as traditional self-protection or progressive resolution. Either
cathartic method causes psychological pain: traditionalism leads to defensive social stasis
while progression creates discomfort through change.
As practical examples, a traditional cathartic response to the traumatic grotesque
may realize its desirable qualities but cannot reconcile its inherent absurdities with
contemporary social identity.368 Or, it may ignite fantasies of the “zombie survival plan,”
or what to do if the zombie apocalypse were to happen. Dedicated survivalist stores [Fig.
78] and even the Center for Disease Control’s Office of Public Preparedness and

Figure 78.

Zombie Apocalypse survival store, Las Vegas, NV, “Six New Things at the
Zombie Apocalypse Store,” VitalVegas.com, August 16, 2013,
https://vitalvegas.com/six-new-things-at-the-zombie-apocalypse-store/.

368

Implementation of the traditional emotional response can be seen in political commentary. Virginia
Kruta, Associate Editor for the news and opinion website The Daily Caller, demonstrates the steadfast
traditional adherence to social norms in describing her reaction to a 2018 democratic socialist rally: “But
then Ocasio-Cortez spoke, followed by [Democratic congressional candidate Cori] Bush, and I saw
something truly terrifying. I saw just how easy it would be, were I less involved and less certain of our
nation’s founding and its history, to fall for the populist lines they were shouting from that stage. I saw how
easy it would be, as a parent, to accept the idea that my children deserve healthcare and education. I saw
how easy it would be, as someone who has struggled to make ends meet, to accept the idea that a ‘living
wage’ was a human right. Above all, I saw how easy it would be to accept the notion that it was the
government’s job to make sure that those things were provided…I left the rally with a photo — in part to
remind myself of that time I crashed a rally headlined by a socialist, but also in part to remind myself that
there, but for the grace of God, go I.” Virginia Kruta, “I’m a Conservative, and I Went to an Alexandria
Ocasio-Cortez Rally,” last modified July 23, 2018, http://dailycaller.com/2018/07/23/conservativealexandria-ocasio-cortez-rally/.
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Response [Fig. 79] reference the zombie plan as proposed emergency survival.369 By
imagining (or realizing) a strategy to obtain supplies, food, shelter and trusted or skilled
cohorts, the zombie survivalist imagines a plan that goes beyond mere cultural upheaval;
he is actively defending existing cultural standards and norms.

Figure 79.

Preparedness 101: Zombie Apocalypse, Promotional Poster, 2011,
Commissioned by the Center for Disease Control and Prevention.

369

“Zombie Preparedness” (Center for Disease Control and Preparedness, Atlanta, GA, 2011),
https://www.cdc.gov/phpr/zombie/index.htm.
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Progressive catharsis emerges as the viewer recognizes society’s ills within
zombie identification and chooses to embrace the threat for its positive social traits and
potential for change. Examples of progressive catharsis are found in the popular zombie
walks, wherein participants dress as zombies and parade together en masse. The appeal of
“dress up” aside, many zombie walkers include political commentary in their appearance,
with a stirring example being the 1000 Gestalten collective’s Welcome to Hell
performative art protest at the G20 summit [Fig. 80].370

Figure 80.

1000 Gestalten, Untitled (G20 Zombie Walk), July 5, 2017, Performance
(Clay on Volunteers). Hamburg, Germany.

370

The walk’s intent was criticism of political apathy. Lauren Said-Moorhouse, “‘Zombies Descend on
Hamburg for G20 Protest,” last modified July 6, 2017, https://www.cnn.com/2017/07/06/europe/g20zombies-protest/index.html.
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For horror film scholar Carol J. Clover, invoking either of these cathartic
responses is exactly what the horror film audience wants:
[P]eople who make [horror] movies sense the iterative ‘my-turn-iscoming-soon’ quality of [viewer] victimization fantasies [and] they
consciously exploit the proved willingness of the viewer (proved because
he keeps paying for it) to imagine himself as a ‘next victim;’ and that the
screen functions as a kind of anticipatory mirror.371
When trauma narratives bombard the viewer during a social crisis, the socially invoked
identity crisis aligns with the zombie’s cultural presence in the 2000s to become the
psychological phenomenon of repetition compulsion, or Wiederholungszwang:
Defined as an ‘ungovernable process originating in the unconscious’
whereby a person ‘deliberately places himself in distressing situations,
thereby repeating an old (but unremembered) experience,’ repetition
compulsion thus has its roots in unpleasure… (It is conspicuously driven,
however, by the wish to ‘get it right,’ one of the oft-noted dynamics of
horror films.) What is clear is that where there is Wiederholungszwang
there is historical suffering…372
To understand how the zombie narrative conveys cultural trauma’s crisis of
identity to viewers who desire repeated victimhood and illuminating insight, I turn to
horror’s psychoanalytic effects.

Identification with the Zombie?

Laura Mulvey’s landmark 1975 article “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema” is
often considered as one of the earliest examples of psychoanalysis in film scholarship.
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Carol J. Clover, Men, Women and Chainsaws: Gender in the Modern Horror Film (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1992), 221.
372
Ibid., 212-213.
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Though it suffers in its modern application due to its gendered divisions, it is useful as a
starting point for overall audience psychology. Mulvey connects viewer identification to
film’s scopophilic nature, in which the pleasure of the audience is derived from the act of
looking. The audience “demands identification of the ego with the object on the screen
through the spectator’s fascination with and recognition of his like.”373 Male viewers
identify with the male character’s idealism while female character identification become
problematic. The inability to identify with women results in her transformation into either
a fetishistic item of pure pleasure or devaluing her as a manifestation of Freudian
anxiety.374 Mulvey specifies that, in a patriarchal society, the male viewer can only hold
one of these fantasy viewpoints; he cannot recognize both pleasure and fear
simultaneously.
As an example, one can look at Return of the Living Dead’s zombie-Trash. An
anxious male viewer would perceive himself as a potential victim and experience
373

The gendered his in reference to the viewer is purposely used, as “in a world ordered by sexual
imbalance, pleasure in looking has been split between active/male and passive/female.” As an aside: that
young male horror fans are horror’s prime demographic is universally agreed upon by film scholars and
marketing firms, yet contemporary audience statistics for films are notoriously tricky to declare in
absolutes. In 2016, movie marketing firm Movio conducted research to determine horror’s connection to its
target audience. The study spanned the release of Scouts Guide to the Zombie Apocalypse (2015), the
limited U.S. release of the South Korean zombie film Train to Busan (Busanhaeng) (2016), and the nonzombie horror films The Conjuring 2 (2016), Don’t Breathe (2016) and The Purge: Election Year (2016).
Ultimately, Movio determined that young people between 15 and 30 years of age patronized horror films at
a 1:6 ratio of theater visits. Further, the audience was statistically more racially mixed than other films
(33% versus 30%) and, at 49%, saw a slightly larger proportion of female audience members. Laura
Mulvey, “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema,” in Film Theory and Criticism: Introductory Readings,
eds. Leo Braudy and Marshall Cohen (New York: Oxford UP, 1999), 837 and
Bryan Smith, “Movio Media Shows Horror Films Aren’t So Scary for Box Office,” last modified October
28, 2016, https://movio.co/en/blog/movio-media-horror-film-box-office/.
374
Mulvey, 840. Voyeur status links to castration anxiety, a Freudian moment of trauma established in the
male’s childhood experience of sexual differentiation. Briefly, castration anxiety emerges when the child
sees his nude mother and her lack of a phallus. Confronted with the erroneous assumption that all humans
are modeled as male like himself, the child assumes a fearful response, deciding that his mother has
intentionally removed her phallus. In response, the child becomes anxious that she could also remove his
organ. The resultant anxiety over potential castration, if it becomes the male viewer’s cathartic lens,
embraces sadistic punishing, guilting or devaluing of the woman actor in order to alleviate his anxious fear.
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traditional catharsis by recognizing his living strength over her decomposing corpse.
However, the overwhelming male viewer interpretation of zombie-Trash is as a fetishistic
object. After her breakout role in Return, Linnea Quigley became a hyper-feminine
“scream queen,” resulting in fans nicknaming her the sexy “Queen of the B’s.” Quigley’s
recollection of her first fan appearance further marks the viewers’ pleasurable response to
the actor:
The first time I went to the Fangoria convention I had to hide in the
bathroom for a while because I was terrified. All these people were
coming up to me wanting my autograph and I just didn’t understand it. I
was scared going there. I’m like, “Oh my god, no one’s going to want my
autograph, I’m going to be embarrassed, and I’ll have to sit there and it’s
going to be really embarrassing.” Then I got there and that happened, and
I was like, what’s happening? So I ran into the bathroom just to go, “I
gotta breathe, I gotta breathe. How am I going to do this?” That was a
complete surprise to me.375
For the male zombie, the viewer’s scopophilic identification with the hero
determines the potential for identification with the monster. Using Day of the Dead as an
example, the viewer may reject imaginative identification with Bub in favor of the human
characters. As those humans express socially malignant characteristics, the viewer’s
traditionalist cathartic choice indicates the desire to retain his privileged (human) status in
the existing, but flawed, social system. If the viewer recognizes himself in Bub, his
progressive catharsis lies in sharing the painful Otherness of the character.
Further connecting gender, pain and viewer identification is fellow film scholar
Carol J. Clover and her Final Girl theory. In Men, Women and Chainsaws: Gender in
Modern Horror Film (1992), she injects a gender neutrality into both the male killers and

375

Alex McLevy, “What’s it Like to be a Horror Movie Scream Queen?,” last modified September 24,
2015, https://film.avclub.com/what-s-it-like-to-be-a-horror-movie-scream-queen-1798284693.
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female heroines of the slasher subgenre. The Final Girl, as the main character/sole
survivor, exhibits both traditionally feminine and culturally masculine traits.376 In fact,
the Final Girl’s heroic triumph over the slasher depends on reversing the male-to-female
direction of the gaze so that male viewers identify, “if only temporarily…with a woman
in fear and pain.”377 As a result, viewing a horror film becomes “a ‘feminine’ experience
[so that] the real investment of the genre is the reactive or introspective position, figured
as both painful and feminine.”378
Clover recognizes a singular cathartic emotion within the identifying male viewer:
masochism, or the obtainment of pleasure from one’s own pain or humiliation.379 When
embraced progressively, masochism allows the male viewer to enthusiastically
undermine his own privileged status within the social patriarchy by identifying with the
female character. On the other hand, a male viewer’s traditional catharsis to a Final Girl
in a zombie film, like Dawn’s Fran or Sarah in Day, lies in the knowledge that the
character has no safe place to go and will eventually die.380
While Clover does not credit zombies as examples of Final Girls, Trash (in Return of the
Living Dead) fulfills the Final Girl theory. She is both traditionally feminine and
assertively masculine in both human and zombie form. While subtle, her living
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Masculine traits include “smartness, gravity, competence in mechanical and other practical matters,”
while the feminine traits are “goodness…vulnerability, helplessness, a situation of powerlessness…”
Clover, 26-27, 40, 221.
377
Ibid., 60.
378
Emphasis mine. Ibid., 210, 212.
379
Sadism is not a possible emotional response for a viewer identifying with the Final Girl. A sadistic
outlook would be dissatisfied with the Final Girl’s triumph over the slasher – at least until the sequel comes
out.
380
Kim Paffenroth proposes this cathartic reaction to the ending of Day. He suggests that the idyllic ending
where Sarah is on a beach is actually representative of heaven and that she never made it out of the bunker
alive. Paffenroth, Gospel of the Living Dead: George Romero’s Visions of Hell on Earth (Waco, TX:
Baylor University Press, 2006), 85-86.
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femininity appears in her death [Fig. 81]. Her fearful reaction to the zombies and calls to
her friends for help exist alongside her previously exhibited aggressive sexuality. In
zombie form, she combines her sexuality with her vicious feeding instinct. While her
“survival” as a zombie only exists until the nuclear blast, Trash invokes both conservative
and progressive viewer responses. The masochistic viewer positively identifying with the

Figure 81.

Trash’s “scream queen” femininity in Return of the Living Dead, directed
by Dan O’Bannon (1985; Los Angeles, CA: Hemdale), film.
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character accepts an Othered existence through Trash’s zombification.381 Should he
conservatively reject Trash, the viewer’s masochism would emphasize traditional social
norms of women’s behavior.
So far, a viewer’s imaginative identification with a zombie falls into degrees of
gendered acceptance. Progressive catharsis emerges from recognizing the humanity
within the threatening Other, while traditional catharsis favors humanity’s existing social
structures. In the zombie narrative’s terms, one could correlate the differing responses as
self-identification as a progressive zombie or a conservative human survivor. However,
delving deeper into the psychoanalytic features of the zombie itself reveals that this type
of viewer identification only touches the surface of the monster’s true function:
embracing fearful change.

Psychoanalytic Identification with the Zombie: The Tough Questions

Unsurprisingly, the Romero zombie is the most brilliantly crafted traumatic
grotesque in zombie film history as it continues to influence contemporary iterations of
the monster. When aligned with film scholar Barbara Creed’s theory of the monstrousfeminine, Romero’s three unique characteristics - gore, hunger, and sentience – create a
genderless monster that rejects fetishization and masochism. Instead, identifying with the
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An example of viewer positive catharsis to Trash can be seen in a YouTube reaction video to her death
scene. As Trash attempts to escape the zombies, she falls into the same large puddle of water that Spider
and Scuz returned to in order to help Tina. As Trash comes under attack, a male viewer remarks “I
would’ve come to save her.” This response goes beyond a response to Trash’s sexuality to recognize her
current “damsel in distress” situation. Agustin Corral, “The death of Trash ROTLD,” YouTube, October
19, 2017, video, 0:44, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WMOMa5dR5Z4.
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zombie traumatic-grotesque forces viewers to personally confront their identity within a
culture in upheaval. The audience confronts the question of independence, the frustration
of forced personal change, and the divisive desire for a new community.
In her seminal 1986 essay “Horror and the Monstrous-Feminine: An Imaginary
Abjection,” Creed defines the monstrous-feminine as a universal conception “of what it is
about woman that is shocking, terrifying, horrific, abject.”382 Creed relates the viewer’s
identity struggle when confronted by grotesque monsters – whether male, female, alien,
etc. - to the concept of mother-child differentiation. Differentiation is the psychological
process of separation-individuation that a child undergoes against its caregiver, resulting
in the child’s independence and recognition of the self’s individuality from Others.383
Like the invocation of identity crisis within the cultural trauma narrative, a mother’s
sense of loss interferes with the child’s subjectivity. In response, the child resorts to
“universal practices of rituals of defilement to the mother.”384 These rituals include “the
corpse, whole and mutilated, followed by an array of bodily wastes such as blood, vomit,
saliva, sweat, tears, and putrefying flesh.”385
The zombie’s horrific appearance during the disrupted identity caused by cultural crises
conforms to the defilement of the mother. Romero incorporates a direct reference to the
child’s act of independence in zombie-Karen’s bludgeoning of Helen in Night [Fig. 82].
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This theory aligns with Russo’s later feminist approach to the grotesque. Barbara Creed, “Horror and the
Monstrous-Feminine: An Imaginary Abjection,” Screen 27, 1 (Jan/Feb 1986): 44.
383
For more, see M.S. Mahler, F. Pine, and A. Bergman, The Psychological Birth of the Human Infant:
Symbiosis and Individuation (London: Karnac Books, 1985).
384
Creed does not use “grotesque” in her writing, but I use it here as the abject falls into grotesque theory.
The two categories of lower stratus that Creed cites are the excremental and menstrual. From Kristeva, as
quoted by Creed, 45-46, 49.
385
Ibid.
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For an audience member facing a cultural narrative’s threat to independent identity, the
Othered zombie’s horrific act of separation from (mother’s) controlling social traditions
inspires viewer contemplation. Rejecting identification with the zombie traumaticgrotesque seems to be the easier path. It reaffirms the safety of existing identity, even in
the presence of a threat. Recognizing the self within zombie-Karen, though, permits the
viewer to ponder an independence from social norms. The caveat, however, is that the
violence on the screen echoes the psychological pain of declaring a new lifestyle.
The monstrous-feminine complicates that question of independence through the
zombie’s ubiquitous bite.386 Creed establishes humanity’s fear of the mouth as “the

Figure 82.

Defilement of the mother, in Night of the Living Dead, directed by George
A. Romero (1968; Pittsburgh, PA: Image 10), film.

386

It must be noted that neither Helen nor Harry’s death occurred because zombie-Karen bit them. She
achieved independence by eating a dead Harry and killing her mother first.
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voracious maw, the mysterious black hole which signifies female genitalia as a
monstrous sign which threatens to give birth to equally horrific offspring as well as
threatening to incorporate everything in its path.”387 In biting, the Romero zombie
conveys an individual’s death and also zombie reanimation.388 The zombie traumaticgrotesque’s asexual deliverance of death/life combines with the child’s fight for
independence against the mother to address issues of forced personal change and desires
for new community after a traumatic crisis.
In Dawn, Roger is the audience’s first fully witnessed zombie bite-to-reanimation
victim.389 In his resulting death/rebirth, Roger must relinquish the individuality fought for
in childhood and be (re)absorbed into the defiled mother/zombie horde. Roger voices this
fear of lost independence as he dies:
Roger: You'll take care of me when I go, won't you, Peter?
Peter: Rest, man. Save your strength.
Roger: I don't want to be walkin' around... like THAT!... Peter...
Peter turns away, not ready to cope with the death of his friend

387

Creed, 63.
Notably, this procreative aspect is the director’s unique addition to zombies. While the Arabian ghoul
devours the living, it is a demon that takes the form of its last victim and is not technically a reanimated
corpse. The voodoo zombie also must eat as it is a working undead body but cannot eat salt as that breaks
the voodoo spell. Neither monster exhibit reproductive qualities related to eating. The ghoul’s bite from a
‘dead body’ does kill its victim but does not make that victim into a ghoul, while the voodoo zombie is
always subject to the voodoo master, who alone possesses the power to make more zombies. Oral
procreation in horror films also aligns with the childish idea of pregnancy resulting from eating and a fetus
developing in mom’s “stomach,” so it is unsurprising that the tradition of child zombies begins in Night
with pubescent Karen receiving an off-screen bite to the arm. Additionally, Additionally, the cis-gendered
male zombie furthers its Othered status through the bite’s reproductive capability. This ungendered
reproductive capability follows Bakhtin’s interweaving of life and death within the grotesque body and
Russo’s demarcation/dissolution of identity in the grotesque maternal body. Ibid., 63.
389
To note: Roger is bitten only by male zombies, not female.
388
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Roger: PETER?
Peter: I'm here, man!
Roger: Don't do it until you are sure I am coming back! I'm gonna try -not
to - I'm gonna try - not to - come back. I'm gonna try -not to...390
Upon reanimation, zombie-Roger’s furrowed brow, downturned mouth and
darting wide eyes silently convey a bewilderment that can be read in two ways: 1) the
horrified realization of his loss of adult autonomy and reabsorption by the defiled mother,
or 2) the confusion of a (re)born baby [Fig. 83]. Whatever he is thinking – and as a
Romero zombie he is thinking – is denied to the viewer. Yet, zombie-Roger’s comically
befuddled expression reinforces how his independent denial of reanimation played little
part in his reality. His enforced personal change matches the involuntary changes that

Figure 83.

390

Roger (Scott H. Reiniger) and his uncertain expression upon reanimation
in Dawn of the Dead, directed by George A. Romero (1978; Los Angeles,
CA: United Film Distribution Company), film.

Dawn of the Dead.
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cultural trauma inflicts upon society.391 As a result, the audience can identify with the
newly zombified Roger through both his previous status as a heroic member of the group
and his changed identity. Viewer catharsis, for traditionalists, could reject zombieRoger’s new existence two ways, both of which result in the zombie’s death. Identifying
zombie-Roger as a threat to existing human/social identity, the viewer could cheer Peter
for eliminating it. On the other hand, a viewer could interpret zombie-Roger’s death as
honoring the independent identity Roger held before his traumatic transformation.
Progressive viewer identification with a zombified film character is more
difficult, as accepting a change in identity is frightening. Yet, the spoof zombie film
Shaun of the Dead (2004) shows that accepting lost independence and personal change
can be done. Ed, the bumbling best friend of lead character Shaun, sacrifices himself to
zombies so that Shaun can defeat the monster outbreak. As life returns to normal, Shaun
heads out back to the shed for some male bonding. Inside, the viewer sees zombie-Ed
chained to a wall and playing video games [Fig. 84]. While zombie-Ed does attempt one
bite at his friend, he soon settles down into the pair’s familiar friendly pastime. While
viewer identification with this zombie lies in Ed’s original slothful manner and zombieEd’s continued gameplay, it indicates that a postmillennial viewer could be open to the
zombie traumatic-grotesque’s path to progressive catharsis over issues of personal
change.
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As a recent example, the media (a carrier group) has discontinued discussion of a return to normalcy
after the Covid-19 outbreak, instead referring to “a new normal” and “a new future.” World Health
Organization, “From the ‘New Normal’ to a ‘New Future’: A Sustainable Response to Covid-19” (World
Health Organization, Geneva, Switzerland, October 13, 2020),
https://www.who.int/westernpacific/news/commentaries/detail-hq/from-the-new-normal-to-a-new-future-asustainable-response-to-covid-19.
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Figure 84.

Shaun (Simon Pegg) and Zombie-Ed (Nick Frost), in Shaun of the Dead,
directed by Edgar Wright (2004, Paris, France and London, England:
Studio Canal, WT2 Productions, Big Talk Productions), film.

Going along with Shaun and zombie-Ed’s friendly relationship is zombieStephen’s decision to shuffle his way back to the survivors’ secret suite of rooms in
Dawn’s mall. While he picks up a trail of fellow zombies, zombie-Stephen exhibits a new
behavior: he shuts the door to the suite behind him [Fig. 85]. This action marks zombieStephen’s use of his new procreative instinct (and zombie memory) to protect Fran, the
mother of his future child. In shutting the other monsters out, the zombie accepts
reintegration with the monstrous-feminine as a communal desire and the creative use of
the bite over its destructive capability. In fact, Stephen does not attack any humans at all
in his march to Fran.
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Figure 85.

Zombie-Stephen (David Emge) closes door to suite, in Dawn of the Dead,
directed by George A. Romero (1978; Los Angeles, CA: United Film
Distribution Company), film.

The Romero zombie’s prioritized community response over the feeding instinct
matures across its filmography. In Day, Bub eschews feeding on Rhodes after executing
him either for disrespecting the wider military community or murdering the (falsely)
paternal Logan. Big Daddy, in Land of the Dead (2005), is not seen feeding at all;
instead, he saves the “lives” of his fellow zombies and founds his own zombie society.
Identifying with the zombie traumatic-grotesque’s effort at community building offers the
progressive viewer hope that threatened social identity may result in a changed social
model. Conversely, the traditional viewer could identify, but dismiss, the suggestion of
social change.
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By fulfilling Alexander’s cathartic response to cultural trauma’s narrative, the
traumatic grotesque confirms its monstrous incarnation of cultural anxiety by its
addressment of threatened social identity and norms. As a grotesque, though, it fulfills its
psychoanalytic function as a visual tool aimed at the viewer’s self-confrontation in
cultural trauma’s aftermath, when identity is at its most vulnerable for reframing. That
therapeutic appeal aligns the zombie with the psychological treatment of traumatic
memory. Ultimately, the traumatic grotesque reveals itself as a layman’s version of
psychoanalytic treatment, mimicking talk therapy’s self-guided identity critique to inspire
insightful cognition and, potentially, behavioral change.

The Traumatic Grotesque as Trauma Therapy

First observed by Sigmund Freud, traumatic memory is now psychiatrically
defined as:
[R]ich multimodal mental images of highly detailed impressions of the
traumatic event including sights, sounds, feelings and bodily
sensations…In contrast to when a trauma survivor thinks back to an event
deliberately, intrusive trauma memories come into consciousness
unbidden. Often, people feel powerless against them…Intrusive trauma
memories may vary from mildly distressing images to full-blown
flashbacks where the trauma survivor is completely absorbed in the
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memory and temporarily loses touch with the here-and-now...These
memories are cue-activated automatically which can make intrusion
relatively frequent.392
As past traumatic visuals unconsciously appear during fearful moments in the
person’s immediate experience, their paralyzing and anxious effect attacks the person’s
sense of self and social identity.393 To further explore how the appearance of the
traumatic grotesque in art and film functions as that fearful trigger for traumatic
memories, I follow through with art history’s increasing use of neuroscientific studies.394
Using contemporary research in cognitive neuroscience, memory studies, and
psychological treatment methods, I discuss the biological and psychological perception of
a traumatic image. Arguing that the traumatic grotesque could follow traumatic
memory’s biological processing, I then align the psychotherapeutic treatment of
traumatic memory to the zombie’s focus on independent identity, personal change and
communal relations.395 Ultimately, the zombie as traumatic grotesque aids in processing
cultural trauma’s narrative and prompts viewer cognitive change.
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Italics mine. Julie Krans et al., “Intrusive Trauma Memory: A Review and Functional Analysis,”
Applied Cognitive Psychology 23 (2009): 1077.
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Ibid. and Muriel A. Hagenaars et al., “Intrusive Images and Intrusive Thoughts as Different Phenomena:
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Connecting visual art to traumatic memory is not a theoretical stretch. Art’s
mythologized beginning directly associates with human memory. Pliny the Elder, writing
in his Natural History (77-79 CE), established the connection: “All agree that [painting]
began with tracing an outline around a man’s shadow...” to create the likeness of a
traveling loved one.396 However, the traumatic grotesque is a unique artistic construct. It
is referential to our remembered experiences but distorts them into the unfamiliar. To
determine how the grotesques in Francis Bacon’s work continue to horrify viewers,
neurobiologist Samir Zeki and experimental psychologist Tomohiro Ishizu look to how
the brain processes distorted faces and bodies.
Neuroscience accepts that the human brain is born with certain cognitive skills
and others are created through experience. Facial recognition is a born, or “inherited,”
concept.397 The reason that viewers are continuously horrified by Bacon’s artwork results
from the artist’s subversion of those inherited facial concepts. This is unsurprising, as
grotesque theorists have continuously identified the construct’s psychological function,
horrific effect, illogical construction and invocation of the uncanny. However, the method
that the brain follows to process the grotesque is key to its repeated emotional effect and
its relationship to traumatic memory.
Upon encountering a grotesque face, especially one that creates viewer fear or
disgust, the brain processes it faster than a normal visage. The speed reflects the potential
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threat that the unusual face and unsettling expression may pose to the viewer.398
Additionally, violated facial norms trigger a conscious and unconscious emotional
response. Fear is felt consciously, while the unconscious response triggers the brain’s
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC).399 This portion of the brain is responsible for our
“working self,” or our immediately conscious self. It processes emotions, holds short
term memory, shuttles off long-term memories, and addresses novel experiences.400
Novel experience, like viewing a grotesque, increases activity in the DLPFC.
While the repetition of unusual experiences - for example, skydiving - makes the
experience familiar and lowers the DLPFC’s activity, repeated viewership of the
monstrous increases activity.401 Over a month-long experiment that repeatedly exposed
subjects to distorted faces, neuroscientists discovered that the DLPFC ran at higher neural
levels the entire month, indicating that the brain does not become accustomed to
grotesques.402 That continuous affective nature of the grotesque becomes even more
interesting when placed alongside traumatic memory’s disruption of the DLPFC’s
memory processes.
Contemporary cognitive research identifies two models through which the
DLPFC processes memory: Dual Representation Theory (DRT) and Self-MemorySystem (SMS).403 In sum, DRT and SMS explain traumatic memory as image-based,
398
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While both memory systems function for typical memories, psychological studies find that extreme stress
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highly detailed memories that are erroneously processed by the brain.404 DRT postulates
that extreme stress eliminates the brain’s ability to process traumatic memory through the
regular systems. Filed into “situational memory,” traumatic memory can re-emerge as the
person experiences situations of horror and anxiety that are similar to that memory. The
grotesque’s constant triggering of the brain’s fear response creates the ideal conditions
for traumatic memory’s reappearance. Even more noteworthy is SMS theory, where the
extreme threat that traumatic memory poses to self-identification is avoided by simply
not filing the memory. Traumatic memory does not disappear but remains in the DLPFC
– the same section of the brain that the grotesque continually shocks.405
According to either memory theory, if a person experiences a tragedy that
produces traumatic memory, viewing a grotesque that resembles that trauma will awaken
that memory. For a culture undergoing social trauma, a traumatic grotesque’s

suppresses the VAM and encodes traumatic memories primarily in the SAM, making traumatic memories
far more visual in their nature. Further studies in SAM indicate that limitations on the individual, such as
restricted movement, can provoke higher levels of encoded invasive images. In addition, emotions play a
large part in encoding. Particularly, anxiety and horror are not only reactions to intrusive traumatic memory
but act as triggers to reactivate those memories in later life. A traumatized viewer watching a zombie film
in a traditional movie theater setting, experiencing anxiety through connections with the characters, would
find herself in the perfect triggering situation for image-based memory intrusion. While DRT would
activate traumatic images for the viewer in response to anxious emotions, the Self-Memory-System (SMS)
theorizes memory in terms of both self and social identity. SMS states that memory is an autobiographical
structure centered around a “conceptual self.” Memories are initially logged as episodes that are kept highly
detailed and accessible to consciousness as long as there are similar circumstances or a goal that makes
them relevant to the individual. As relevancy wains, that episodic memory coalesces into abstract, lessdetailed autobiographical information that forms the conceptual-self. The conceptual-self “contains
schemas, scripts, beliefs, and values about the self, others, the world, and the relations between them;” in
other words, it is memory’s encoding of personal identity and social knowledge. The conceptual-self
permits episodic memories to make gradual shifts to these beliefs but is “resistant to extreme goal
change…in order to protect self-coherence.” When a person experiences a traumatic event, the memory of
which would necessitate extreme change to these static beliefs, the memory of the event cannot be
processed into abstract autobiography. Krans et al., 1079-1080, and Muriel A. Hagenaars et al., “Intrusive
Images and Intrusive Thoughts as Different Phenomena: Two Experimental Studies,” Memory 18, 1
(2010): 82-83.
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contemporary and pop cultural references will bring imagery of that trauma to mind.
Repeated confrontations with the zombie, as seen during the 2000s Renaissance, would
only continue triggering that memory. For the zombie traumatic-grotesque to help
ameliorate that unwanted mental imagery, it must function in a manner akin to
psychological treatment methods.
Psychoanalysis is the oldest and arguably the better-known method by which to
address traumatic memory.406 First coined by Freud in 1896, psychoanalysis is a set of
theories and psychotherapeutic techniques that “aims at structural changes and
modifications of a person's personality… [through] awareness of unconscious,
maladaptive and habitually recurrent patterns of emotion and behavior, allowing
previously unconscious aspects of the self to become integrated and promoting optimal
functioning, healing and creative expression.”407 Freud specifically addresses the
recurrent pattern of traumatic memory as “traumatic neurosis” in Beyond the Pleasure
Principle (1920):
The wound of the mind - the breach in the mind’s experience of time, self,
and the world [is not] a simple and healable event, but rather…
experienced too soon, too unexpectedly, to be fully known and is therefore
not available to consciousness until it imposes itself again, repeatedly, in
the nightmares and repetitive actions [like encountering the zombie] of the
survivor… This truth, in its delayed appearance and its belated address,
cannot be linked only to what is known, but also to what remains unknown
in our very actions and our language.408
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Freud’s theory of traumatic memory is remarkably similar to the current cognitive
models. The traumatized subject does not react to the actual traumatic event but to the
misplaced memory, or “the missing of this experience.”409 In the case of cultural trauma,
that lack of memory is the result of the cultural narrative of social threat. In order to fill
the “memory gap” created by the missed experience, the person relives the trauma
through referential forms or figures, producing a “fright” that catches consciousness offguard. That fright, like the shock of the grotesque, triggers the brain to return the
traumatic, unknowable threat to unprocessed memory “storage,” where it is reexperienced through triggering forms, produces a fright, and so on…
To counter the argument that dreams are uncontrollable while the traumatic
grotesque is often sought by the viewer’s conscious self, I look to trauma scholar Cathy
Caruth’s statement that traumatic memory exists in both states of consciousness.
Dreaming of the unassimilable memory transitions into a conscious experience of trauma
by the subject’s awakening fear.410 Recalling Robin Wood’s description of the audience’s
experience of the monstrous as dreamlike, the viewer who relives trauma through the
zombie’s metaphorical condensation takes that unconscious experience out of the gallery
or theater. In times of crisis, the viewer’s “awakening” to real life outside the dreamlike
space produces a psychological fright. In response, he can either follow the cathartic path
of zombie identification or push the frightening thought back into the unconscious.
Choosing that latter response would be difficult in the midst of the cultural
traumas of the aughts. The era’s zombie Renaissance saw the monster’s continuous
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cultural presence in art, films, television, news media, advertising, internet posts, etc.411
The resultant pings to traumatic memory could eventually inspire the viewer to address
the mental unhealth caused by cultural trauma.
Naturally, professional psychological treatment is best. For various reasons,
including social stigmatization, lack of family support, gendered and racial norms,
economic standing, and emotional responses like fear and anxiety, people will resist
seeking help.412 If they do look to professional help, there are two recognized
psychotherapeutic methods in use today: Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) or
psychoanalysis. Until recently, the preferred treatment for trauma survivors is CBT.413
The therapy method uses comfortingly familiar social structures to encourage the person
“to start to question the logical basis on which [his] beliefs…are held.”414 TF-CBT’s brief
three phase process rapidly strengthens the person’s sense of identity and rationality over
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the effects of trauma.415 Those phases and their results correspond to the traumatic
grotesque’s three critiques: personal identity, fear of change and desire for community.
Phase I identifies the subject’s distorted worldview as created by the trauma to aid
the person’s understanding of how repetition compulsion repeats the trauma
symbolically.416 The person’s symbolic attempts to address the trauma through
unconscious condensation mirrors the construction of the traumatic grotesque. A viewer
who recognizes the zombie as the distorted personification of cultural trauma fulfills this
psychological step. In Phase II, the therapist differentiates the subject’s individual
identity and subjectivity from the trauma as an event that happened to the subject rather
than because of him.417 Phase II, then, is similar to the viewer encountering the Othered
traumatic grotesque, prompting an evaluation of the viewer’s identity within the
traumatic narrative’s threat to that identity. In Phase III, the subject completes
assignments that activate behavioral changes, demonstrating independence from the
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traumatic experience through empowered self-identification.418 Phase III, then, correlates
with traumatic grotesque viewer’s new approach to community and overall definition of
the self.
While profoundly similar to the traumatic grotesque’s psychological approach,
CBT lacks the dual avenues of conservative or progressive catharsis that that paradoxical
grotesque provides. The therapy model does not take a critical stance on contemporary
cultural norms, resulting in the subject’s self-identity emerging within existing culture’s
sense of “identity” and “responsibility.”419 As a result, CBT correlates with traumatic
grotesque’s traditional cathartic response that embraces social norms when facing a
threatened identity.
Psychoanalysis, on the other hand, follows a more culturally unfamiliar path,
where the irrational paradoxes of the unconscious mind are free of conscious, socially
imposed barriers.420 During patient-led, free association “talk therapy” sessions, the
analyst maintains a purposeful neutrality to permit the subject to project all internal
conflicts, both rational and irrational, onto her. Through this transference of emotional
conflict, the subject unconsciously engages in imaginative identification with the analyst
as the source of his trauma. Over time, the subject’s curiosity into his changing feelings
towards the analyst leads to a self-realized moment of identity. The patient has “to face
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and mourn his own situation, internal and external, and experience his rage, guilt,
sadness, and ultimately his own considerable strength.”421
The irrational nature of the zombie traumatic-grotesque naturally aligns with
irrational identification with the Othered psychiatrist. Following the progression of
psychoanalysis, the viewer may initially reject the zombie but then come to identify with
its dichotomies and questions of identity. Catharsis then emerges as “a mode of existence
determined by the impossible structure of the response [to living beyond trauma],”
i.e., considering personal and social change.422
In the following chapters, I will examine how the zombie-traumatic grotesque
references and functions in specific instances of cultural trauma. I begin with Britain’s
2001 outbreak of Foot and Mouth disease, a crisis that influenced the rise of the zombie
Renaissance through the film 28 Days Later. On the heels of that film’s popularity came
the terror attacks of 9/11, which prompted both artistic and filmic interpretations of
zombies as rebuilders of society. I close the decade with the Great Recession, a
worldwide crisis spawned by the American housing crisis and resulted in zombies
centered around family security. In correlating the appearance of the zombie, in both
visual art and film, to repeated imagery of the historic event, I demonstrate the monster’s
potential for cathartic effect on the populace. Whether received as traditional or
progressive action, the zombie helps to redefine identity after tragedy.
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CHAPTER SIX
28 HOURS LATER: FMD AND THE TRAUMATIC GROTESQUE
As stated in the last chapter, a traumatic grotesque responds to a cultural traumatic
narrative. The United Kingdom’s 2001 outbreak of Foot and Mouth disease (FMD) was
that disease’s worst epidemic in recorded history. The contagion lasted for 32 weeks,
affected 2030 farms across Great Britain, and saw the slaughter of between 6.5 and 10
million animals.423 Imagery of the disaster, conveyed through mass media carrier groups,
familiarized a national audience with a rural landscape overwhelmed by dead and
decomposing pigs, sheep and cattle. Less than a year after outbreak, Danny Boyle’s
major zombie film and two art exhibitions featuring Damien Hirst and Jenny Saville each
responded to the cultural trauma through the zombie traumatic-grotesque.
The FMD outbreak is particularly relevant to the zombie as it influenced the
making of Danny Boyle’s 28 Days Later (2002, Fig, 86). The film, recognized by
scholars as the launch of the 2000s Zombie Renaissance, changed the zombie’s cultural
presence. Artworks created around that time, though, were unlikely to directly use the
monster’s iconography. They were simply too early to be affected by the Renaissance
and, had the monster appeared in the works, would have a stronger link to video
games.424
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Figure 86.

The fast zombie chasing Jim (Cillian Murphy), in 28 Days Later, directed
by Danny Boyle (2002; Los Angeles, CA: 20th Century Fox), film.

the player to survive an outbreak of a zombie virus through puzzle solving and shoot-em-up play. With the
release of Resident Evil 3: Nemesis in 1999, the franchise’s total unit sales reached nearly 24 million units
and grossed over $838 million. Zombie filmmakers George Romero, Alex Garland (28 Days Later writer),
and Edgar Wright and Simon Pegg (co-writers of 2004’s Shaun of the Dead) all attribute the success of
Resident Evil to the popular rise of zombies in the 2000s. Romero also shot a commercial for Resident Evil
2. By coincidence, the release of Resident Evil 3: Nemesis in 1999 coincided with the publication of Ars
Electronica’s academic anthology of on digital media’s effect on culture, including the arts. “Resident Evil:
Games,” Fandom Games, 2020, https://vgsales.fandom.com/wiki/Resident_Evil#cite_note-capcom200019, Paul Weedon, “George Romero Interview,” last modified July 17, 2017,
http://paulweedon.co.uk/george-romero-transcript/, Zaki Hasan, “Interview: Director Alex Garland on Ex
Machina,” Huffington Post (New York City, NY), December 6, 2007, and Matthew Jackson, “12 Killer
Facts about Shaun of the Dead,” last modified January 23, 2016,
https://www.mentalfloss.com/article/74230/12-killer-facts-about-shaun-dead and see Ars Electronica:
Facing the Future: A Survey of Two Decades, ed. Timothy Druckery and Ars Electronica (Cambridge, MA:
MIT Press, 1999).
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In this chapter, I identify one work by Damien Hirst and two by Jenny Saville as
referential zombies because of their shared depictions of the violence FMD inflicted on
human-animal relationships.425 Each artist’s incarnation of the broken human/animal
beings triggers the viewer’s traumatic memories of FMD’s isolation, violent frustration,
and forced redefinition of rural British communities. The artworks’ equivocation of
animals and humans through embodied death and life beyond death correlates with the
FMD formal zombies of 28 Days Later.
Hirst’s The Prodigal Son (1994, Fig. 87) provoked the shock of the traumatic
grotesque at its first public showing, a 2002 exhibition in FMD-ravaged Cumbria,
England. The bisected calf shook farmer-viewers in its addressment of livestock-human
relations and life cycles, both of which had been completely inverted during FMD. 28
Days Later incorporates media references, contemporary zoonotic fears and potential
viewer identification with FMD animals into the new “fast zombie.” Jenny Saville’s 2003
Migrants exhibition featured Suspension and Reverse (both 2002-2003, Figs. 88-89)
presenting bloodied and beautiful images of an animal and humans to a New York
audience. In doing so, she invokes the outbreak’s psychological trauma to critically
engage the viewer’s self-identity.
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The exploration of human-animal relationships has a long history in the arts. Examples include Hermann
Nitsch’s Orgien Mysterien Theater performances and related works (1957-present), Jannis Kounellis,
Horses (1969), Joseph Beuys, I Like American and America Likes Me (1974) , Marco Evaristti’s Helena,
(2000), Banksy’s painted elephant at Barely Legal (2006), and Guillermo Vargas, Exposition No. 1 (2008)
For more, see Roni Grén’s The Concept of the Animal and Modern Theories of Art (2018), Jennifer Keri
Cronin’s Art for Animals: Visual Culture and Animal Advocacy, 1870-1914 (2018), Claus Carstensen et al.,
Becoming Animal (2018), and Giovanni Aloi’s Art and Animals (2011).
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Figure 87.

Damien Hirst, The Prodigal Son, 1994, Glass, painted steel, silicone,
acrylic, plastic cable ties, stainless steel, calf and formaldehyde solution,
39” x 59” x 19.” The artist.
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Figure 88.

Jenny Saville, Suspension, 2002-2003, Oil on Canvas, 115” x 178.”
Gagosian Gallery.

Figure 89.

Jenny Saville, Reverse, 2002-2003, Oil on Canvas, 84” x 93.” Gagosian
Gallery.
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The 2001 FMD Traumatic Narrative
FMD is a non-fatal viral infection that affects cloven hoofed animals such as
cattle, pigs and sheep. Highly contagious, FMD spreads by fomites (non-living methods
of transmission, such as infected clothing), aerosol transmission, and close contact.426
Last seen in Britain in 1967, the 2001 outbreak began in February at an Essex
slaughterhouse. Before either the virus or the farm was identified, infected animals
attended several livestock auction markets, notably the Longtown auction mart.427 The
largest sheep market in England, Longtown mart saw 25,000 livestock in attendance in
2001. Held at a small village of 3000 people, Cumbrian slaughterman George Studholme
recalled that “the shit hit the fan” as word spread of the FMD animals’ presence.428
Studholme’s colorful response reflects the seriousness of the virus. Infection
statistics demonstrate FMD’s incredibly contagious nature: from the initial 9 animals in
Essex, two weeks later saw 106 animals infected on farms across Scotland, Northern
Ireland and England [Fig. 90].429 That speed, combined with the disease’s painfully
debilitating effects to the infected animal, creates only one humane response: euthanasia.
To deter the spread of the virus, a multitude of British government agencies immediately
issued varying policies on culling (selective animal slaughter).
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Figure 90.

Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (UK), “Total
Number of FMD Infected Premises,” cited by Jessica Sellick,
“FMD and the Impact of the Recession in the Countryside,” 2003, Royal
Geographic Society, http://www.rgs.org/OurWork/ Schools/
Geography+in+the+News/Ask+the+experts/Foot +and+
Mouth+Disease+(FMD).
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Initially, farms designated as “infected premises” required 3-kilometer cull zones,
where all animals (showing signs of infection or not) were to be slaughtered. When that
policy failed, government mandates changed to a mandatory 24-hour slaughter on
infected farms and a 48-hour pre-emptive cull for adjoining farms. As a result, 70% of
farms in the heavily affected county of Cumbria experienced full to partial livestock
culls.430 Nationwide, the mass slaughter resulted in “up to 100,000 animals…slaughtered
and disposed of each day,” creating direct losses of $3.5 billion.431 This violent change to
rural culture would become fodder for the zombie traumatic-grotesque’s development.
Not only did governmental policies fail to stop the destruction, but they created logistical
nightmares in terms of manpower and carcass disposal [Fig. 91].

Figure 91.

“The 2001 Foot-and-Mouth Outbreak in the UK Caused a Mass Cattle
Cull and Ravaged British Agriculture and Tourism,” Photograph, circa
2001, BBC News, http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/17818367.
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Within a month of official confirmation of the disease, the British army had to move in to
aid in both the slaughtering of exposed livestock and disposal of the backlog of 85,000
animals left rotting in the fields [Fig. 92].432 Celebrated by the farmers as an organized
and much needed aid, the military’s success only made government action look worse,
especially in their suspension of community life through governmental quarantine
restrictions.433 Imposed to prevent viral transmission from infected clothing or shoes, the
mandated field and farm closures both restricted human movement and isolated
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Government Called in the Army to Organise the Cull in March 2001,”
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communities. Both the culling and the restrictions created an eerie solitude in rural
communities. At the epidemic’s highest point of destruction, movement restrictions in
rural fields saw more than 75% of the countryside forbidden to human activity [Fig. 93].

Figure 93.

Simon J. Evans, “Foot and Mouth 2001: Rights of Way Closed,
Shropshire,” Photograph, circa 2001, http://www.simonevans.co.uk/
shropshire/a23900.htm.

While farmers who lost livestock were compensated by the British government
(to £1.34 billion), issues emerged over the amounts that individual farmers received.434
Controversy over the “FMD millionaire” aggravated issues within recovery payments to
other rural businesses. Whereas “previously, it was widely assumed that farming was the
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mainstay of the rural economy…it soon became clear that the damage done to tourism
and other rural businesses in 2001 far outweighed the economic damage to the farming
industry.” 435 Lost rural tourism revenue ranged between £2 to £3 billion ($4-5 billion),
with reduced bookings affecting 80% of the rural hospitality industry and a 10%
nationwide dip in foreign visitors.436 The Business Recovery Fund, responsible for those
recompenses, allocated only £39 million for non-farming business losses.437 Additionally,
the governmental creation of the Department of Rural Affairs, quickly led to a “sprawling
ministry” of bureaucratic red tape.
The financial pressures and traumatic community changes only exacerbated rural
mental health issues. Prior to the outbreak, the British mental health community
recognized a crisis in rural communities. However, campaigners excused rural mental
problems as self-inflicted: farmers’ “emphasis on individual resilience, reliance on
informal networks, and self help [were treatments methods seen as] outdated if not
ridiculous.”438 Urban practitioners claimed “that farmers did not know what was in their
best interest.”439 As a result, efforts to treat FMD trauma included propagandistic media
reports stating that children called mental help hotlines and police seized guns from
suicidal farmers.440 By insisting on a “pre-given emotional script” and not recognizing
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the actual signs of trauma displayed in communities, mental health organizations
effectively marginalized those they attempted to help.441 This action effectively
“consolidat[ed] a mood of vulnerability and of disorientation” in rural communities,
amplifying FMD’s destructive mental effects.442 Between the enforced isolation, forced
identity change, and disrupted community caused by FMD, the appearance of the
traumatic grotesque in the arts is not surprising.

After FMD: The Traumatic Grotesque Appears in Art

The traumatic effects to the idyllic British country community forced many
farmers into a less-than-welcomed decision: either diversify to survive or abandon their
occupation, some of which some were held in families for generations.443 For those that
remained in their FMD-ravaged communities, the forced changes that accompanied
farming diversification quickly came to include the arts. In 2003, the LITTORAL Arts
Trust drafted the New Rural Arts report. Summarizing the effects and examples of the
arts’ regenerative role in FMD-affected rural areas between 2002-2003, the report cited
several programs that highlighted the economic, environmental, and social benefits of
partnering agriculture with art.444
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Though not cited in the study, the Tullie House Museum and Art Gallery’s 2002
exhibition Love, Labour and Loss: 300 Years of British Livestock Farming in Art is the
first chronological example of the traumatic grotesque’s response to FMD and effect on
traumatized farmers.445 Celebrating Britain’s pastoral traditions through 120 works by
artists such as Turner and Gainsborough, the exhibit’s intent to inspire pride in the
English countryside attracted the patronage of Prince Charles.446 The inclusion of Damien
Hirst and the previously unexhibited The Prodigal Son (1994, Fig. 87), though, provoked
traumatic memory responses in its Cumbrian viewers.
Prior to the outbreak, farmers expressed a sense of understanding camaraderie
with the controversial artist, who makes his home on a Devon farm. Following Hirst’s
1995 Turner win, one farmer stated, “He’s clever, there’s no denying that. And he’s a
shrewd judge of a sheep. Anything that raises the profile of British lambs in times like
these has to be good. Every little helps [sic], you know.”447 That regional popularity led
to Hirst’s inclusion in Love, Labour and Loss, as the gallery stated that both farmers and
the public expressed an interest in seeing an original work in the exhibition.448
The Prodigal Son, as part of Hirst’s Natural History series, consists of a bisected
Holstein-Friesian calf encased in two large glass and steel specimen cases filled with
formaldehyde. The two halves of the animal are attached (via plastic zip ties) to clear
Barn project. “Investing in Rural Creativity: New Rural Art Strategies,” LITTORAL ARTS Trust, October
2003, https://static.a-n.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/4175577.pdf.
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The exhibition ran from July 20 – September 15, 2002 – less than a year after FMD’s unofficial end in
November 2001. Love, Labour and Loss: 300 Years of British Livestock Farming in Art (Carlisle, Cumbria:
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acrylic boards. This mounted display creates two perspectives for the viewer: a flattened
presentation of the sectioned and greyed interior anatomy and an outward appearance of
the piebald calf floating within the vitrine. Like others in the Natural History series, The
Prodigal Son remarks upon the intersections of science, art and religion.449 However, it is
the work’s commentary on the immutability of death that triggered the memories of FMD
survivors.
Will Cockbain, county chairman of the National Farmers’ Union, was the first to
warn that “some aspects [of the exhibition], such as the Damien Hirst calf, may prove to
be in bad taste in view of the amount of culling that we had to endure last year.”450 While
curation “taste” is more of a philosophical debate, one young Cumbrian farmer explicitly
describes how The Prodigal Son activated her traumatic memory:
Went to see art exhibition at Tullie House re livestock. Good exhibition
except the calf! Very inappropriate to bring it to Carlisle after FMD.
Reminded me of the calves we used to see in their mother’s bodies when
their abdomens split open on the pyre.451
Her pyre references the early months of the outbreak, when attempts to dispose of
the large number of carcasses consisted of massive bonfires [Fig. 94]. The burning of
thousands of animals proved inherently cinematic and prompted a frenzy of media
coverage. For the urban population, the pyre images served as triggers for other traumatic
images: “Witnesses (of the pyres) told of the sky being darkened and likened the sight of
the flames and heavy black smoke to the burning oil wells following the Iraqi invasion of
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For more, see Elizabeth Manchester, “Damien Hirst: Mother and Child Divided,” last modified
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Figure 94.

“The Pyre Containing Livestock Continues to Burn During the 2001 Foot
and Mouth Outbreak,” Photograph, 2001, Birmingham Mail,
http://www.birminghammail.co.uk/news/local-news/
special-report-the-true-cost-of-mad-178452.

Kuwait and the first Gulf War.”452 The reality of the pyres for the farmers was far
more traumatic, as one Longtown resident recalled:
Well, there were five pyres all burning at the same [time]…I got up one
morning and the smell in the house was terrible…I opened the back door
thinking to let the smell out and it was worse. It was smoke swirling
around the houses…And it was stinking, it was horrible and we had that
for three or four weeks, because they used the wrong coal on the
pyres…They weren’t burning properly and some of them pyres burned for
six or seven weeks…453

452

Ibid. 43.
The horrific disposal method quickly resulted in public outcry for a respectful and humane end to FMD
animals. In Longtown, a public meeting on April 12 cancelled plans for a large pyre that would have
burned “all summer.” Ibid., 75-76.
453
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Directly addressing the artwork’s repetition of her remembered traumatic
imagery, the farmer enacted the first step of trauma therapy in her response to The
Prodigal Son. The artwork intermingles with her unbearable memory of witnessing the
pyres, reinforcing the trauma’s change to her identity. She remains psychologically
caught here, as the next step in trauma processing would be to realize the separate nature
of the animals’ narratives. That process would involve separating the unknowable trauma
of FMD animal death and this particular calf’s participation in the normal machinations
of animal husbandry.
Like his previous work, Mother and Child Divided (1993) [Fig. 95], Hirst reveals
the interior anatomy shared by humans and animals alike in The Prodigal Son, though

Figure 95.

Damien Hirst, Mother and Child (Divided), 2007/1993, Glass, stainless
steel, Perspex, acrylic paint, cow, calf and formaldehyde solution, Mother
Two Parts: 821” x 1269.5” x 429.9” and Child Two Parts: 447.2” x 664.9”
x 244.8.” Tate Museum.
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here it becomes a tragic reminder of both FMD animal and human physical and internal
(mental) suffering. The work’s Biblical title references the calf’s return to Cumbria
where, instead of having nothing to offer, there is no one to welcome him. Hirst’s animal,
sourced years before from a Cumbrian knacker’s yard, follows a trajectory familiar to
livestock farmers: animals committed to the slaughterhouse undergo processing that
transforms their bodies into usable byproducts for a myriad of ordinary household
products.454
In debuting at a Cumbrian art gallery, The Prodigal Son returns home as a new –
albeit atypical – product: an artwork. The farmer’s unprocessed trauma bypasses this
knowledge of slaughter machinations to only think of the lost FMD animals. Her
traumatic memory is too raw, too untouched by treatment, and so she conservatively
retreats into horror at the resurfaced memory caused by the work’s presentation. That
retreat into unprocessed trauma contrasts with her self-identified role as advocate and
participant in the farming community.
For the urban perspective, British critic Martin Gayford recorded how recent
history affected his response to the newly exhibited work:
[T]here is a darker side to our relationship with the beasts of the field. We
keep them, partly at least, to kill and eat...In recent years, farm animals
have come to be associated with sinister disease, genetic experiment and
biological disaster: BSE, foot and mouth, Dolly the sheep...Over the years,
I have toyed with all manner of possible interpretations of Hirst's pickled
animal pieces, but it never occurred to me to connect them with the
English pastoral tradition…[The Prodigal Son is] instilled not only with a
sense of mortality but also with a feeling that something has gone wrong
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A knacker’s yard can be either an independent business or section of a slaughterhouse to which
livestock carcasses deemed unfit for human consumption are processed into byproducts. For cattle, those
products encompass numerous household goods like gelatin, animal feed, glues, etc.
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with our relationship with the natural world, especially farming. Instead of
safely grazing, farm animals have become laboratory specimens.455
Like the farmer, the critic’s absorption of FMD’s traumatic social narrative leads
to associating Hirst’s referential zombie with the millions of cattle lost to FMD. Critically
engaging with the work through pastoral artistic tradition allows Gayford to see the
grotesque paradox in the established social order: the rational social threat of diseased
livestock exists alongside the irrational paradox of a culture that holds both idyllic and
nurturing attitudes towards animals alongside abusive and unnatural husbandry methods.
That thought process follows trauma therapy: traumatic memory leads to recognizing the
narrative as affecting society, ultimately leading to progressive understanding and the
potential for change. His review voices the broken relationship between humans and
animals and concludes with the knowledge of his altered mindset: “It is one of those
shows that make you think about the subject - in this case, quite large swathes of British
art - in a slightly different way.”456

28 Days Later: FMD as the Zombie-Grotesque

While Hirst’s The Prodigal Son can be identified as an embodied traumatic
grotesque based on recorded audience response, my argument for the zombie traumaticgrotesques in 28 Days Later relies on a visual and narrative comparison with FMD. As
this is the first study comparing the film to the 2001 outbreak, I rely on contemporary
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Martin Gayford, “Clouds over the Rural Idyll,” Daily Telegraph (London), August 14, 2002.
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diary entries by farmers to argue for the zombie’s potential to serve as a traumatic
grotesque.457 Ultimately, I intend to demonstrate that the film’s monsters provide a
separate yet similar traumatic narrative that a FMD traumatized person could relate to.
However, the film’s happy ending does not allow for full traumatic recovery.
In 28 Days Later, hero Jim (Cillian Murphy) awakens from a coma, only to find
England overrun with the Infected (the film’s term for zombies.) He meets fellow
survivors Selena (Naomie Harris) and father-daughter Frank and Hannah (Brenden
Gleason and Megan Burns), and the group decide to follow a radio message promising
safety at an army encampment.
Upon arrival, an accident infects Frank, and he is immediately shot by the
military. Major West (Christopher Eccleston), the lead officer, explains to Jim that his
men are going to continue society at a manor house, and they set up the radio message to
attract women. Panicked, Jim tries to gather up Selena and Hannah in order to leave, but
the military catches them. Forcing Selena and Hannah upstairs, the military then escorts
Jim to a killing field. He escapes and releases Mailer (Marvin Campbell), an Infected
soldier kept by West for study. Together, Jim and Mailer violently raid the manor, kill the
soldiers and Major West, and Jim rescues Selena and Hannah. Twenty-eight days later,
the trio are in the countryside and attract the attention of a surveillance plane, signaling
their rescue and the world’s survival.
The film intersperses references to FMD throughout the narrative and within the
Infected, beginning with the film’s title. While FMD does not affect humans, the virus
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does survive within the human nasal passage for a period of 28 hours, allowing for
(unknowing) transmission from farmer to animal.458 Whether coincidence or not, the
animal-zombie connection is cemented in the film’s opening inciting incident, where an
animal rights activist frees a scientific research chimpanzee infected with viral rage.459 It
attacks her immediately and her transformation into an Infected is near instantaneous.
Identifying zombification as zoonotic, or transmissible from animal to human, follows
British fears that FMD could spawn a zoonotic variant.460 That fear creates a new
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Although the virus can survive that long, the human body operates as a fomitic method of transmission
for only 3.5 hours. “Foot-and-Mouth Disease Operating Procedures,” (USDA Washington, DC, accessed
May 13, 2017), https://www.aphis.usda.gov/animal_health/emergency_management/
downloads/sop/sop_fmd_e-e.pdf.
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The activists infiltrate the (semi-fictional) Cambridge Primate Research Centre, referencing the real
Cambridge University’s scandalous past in animal research. While the university did not play a role in the
FMD crisis, its controversial role in British animal testing and animal rights laws spilled over into later
criticism of the outbreak’s governmental policies. In 2001 and early 2002, both Cambridge and the nearby
Huntingdon Life Sciences (HLS) facilities were under public and governmental scrutiny after the release of
undercover animal abuse exposes. Following the Channel 4 public broadcast of It’s a Dog’s Life, public
outcry over the abuse to research beagles resulted in three firings at HLS and animal cruelty convictions for
two lab technicians, a first for animal researchers. While the notoriety eventually prompted Cambridge to
scrap its plans for the £24 million expansion of its marmoset research building – a building which would
have shared the fictional lab’s name - HLS fared far worse. In 2001, protests against the documented abuse
turned violent as members of the Stop Huntingdon Animal Cruelty (SHAC) actively encouraged violence
against HLS staff. The resulting media coverage of “what one judge called a ‘ruthless sustained campaign’
making false allegations of child abuse, sending hoax bombs and delivering sanitary towels allegedly
contaminated with the AIDS virus [sic] to try to traumatize staff” created active public discussion on the
relationship between eco-terrorism and animal research oversight. While 28 Days Later does not explicitly
identify its animal liberation squad by name, the co-opting of the Cambridge project’s title references the
violent social entangling of animal and human rights present in contemporary social memory. “Foot-andMouth Disease: Fact Sheet.”; “Cambridge Monkey Experiments Inquiry,” BBC Online, May 24, 2002,
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/science/nature/2006643.stm.; Zoe Broughton, “It’s a Dog’s Life,” iContact
Video Network, Accessed September 12, http://www.icontactvideo.org/archive/itsadogslife.; Paul Peachey,
“Animal Rights Group Ends 15-year Campaign against Experiments at Huntingdon,” Independent
(London), Aug. 24 2014.; Jenny McCartney, “Hue and Cry Dogs Huntingdon Laboratory Staff,” Daily
Telegraph (London), Jan. 21, 2001.
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In its attempt to calm public fear of zoonosis, the media frequently repeated the phrase “Foot and Mouth
disease does not cause a problem in humans.” FMD does not affect humans and cannot be acquired through
contaminated meat supply as it is destroyed within the human digestive system. It is notably different from
the human disease hand-foot-and-mouth disease (HFMD). The latter is a relatively mild short-term
infection most often seen in children as they develop a healthy immune system. “Hand, Foot and Mouth
Disease” (CDC, Atlanta, GA, accessed 2017.) https://www.cdc.gov/features/handfootmouthdisease/
index.html.
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identification for the 28 Days Later zombies as more animal than human in their
monstrous Otherness.
Furthering the zombie-animal correlation, the Infected display physical symptoms
of FMD. In the film, the bitten activist immediately exhibits infection characteristics,
including red eyes [Fig. 96]. Her speed of transformation translates into the film’s iconic
“fast zombies.” As the zombie hordes chase down and infect their victims, their
overwhelming numbers echo the FMD infections overtaking governmental culling
rules.461

Figure 96.

Zombie-Mailer (Marvin Campbell), in 28 Days Later, directed by
Danny Boyle (2002; Los Angeles, CA: 20th Century Fox), film.

Further symptomatology shared between the Infected and FMD animals include
blistering and sores on the face, as seen in an Infected child and FMD documentary

461

While the fast zombie exists in the 1980s spoof zombies, the fearful nature of the Infected chasing after
the film’s heroes left a more lasting impression on its audience.
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photographs [Figs. 97-98].462 FMD blistering creates secondary symptoms: excessive
salivation, anorexia due to discomfort in eating, and infections such as gangrene, causing
the animal to rot while still alive. Towards the end of the film, the viewer sees bloody
saliva emerging from a starving Infected’s mouth [Figs. 99].463 The similarities between
the zombie grotesque and FMD functions as psychological condensation, conflating the
recent zoonotic fear with the fear of forced physical change during zombification.

Figure 97.

DEFRA, “Two day old ruptured blister on tongue, lower gum and lower
lip of a steer,” Fact Sheet 1: How to Spot Foot and Mouth Disease,
London: DEFRA Publications, 2007.
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FMD, while highly contagious, first appears in infected animals following a 2-14 day incubation period.
“Foot-and-Mouth Disease: Fact Sheet.”
463
The Infected’s lack of hunger appears at first glance to contradict the signature Romero zombie trait. As
the film goes on, however, the viewer sees that the Infected do bite; they simply do not devour their
victims. This adaptation of zombie hunger is not duplicated in future uses of the postmillennial zombie.
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Figure 98.

Blistered and bloody Infected child (Justin Hackney), in 28 Days Later,
directed by Danny Boyle (2002; Los Angeles, CA: 20th Century Fox),
film.

Screenwriter Alex Garland does admit that the FMD crisis affected the film’s
plot, though not the virus.464 As a result, the film’s narrative of human survival within the
zombie-grotesque’s violent world features other visual and textual references to FMD –
from body disposal methods, the use of terminology, and the human emotional and social
responses. These uncanny scenes trigger the viewer’s traumatic memory, leading to a
reflective critical and cathartic response to the national crisis.

464

Filming for 28 Days Later began September 1, 2001, while the unofficial end of FMD lies in November
of that year. Yet, director Danny Boyle and screenwriter Alex Garland argue that FMD had minimal
influence on the film’s imagery as the sources for rage symptomatology were Ebola and rabies. However,
filming for 28 Days Later began September 1, 2001, while the unofficial end of FMD lies in November of
that year. Cecilia Sayad, “Review: 28 Days Later,” last modified April 2003,
https://www.filmcomment.com/article/review-28-days-later-danny-boyle/ and Kim Newman, “The
Diseased World,” last modified Summer 2003, https://filmmakermagazine.com/archives/issues/
summer2003/features/diseased_world.php.
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Figure 99.

Bloody salivation and starvation in an Infected (uncredited), in 28
Days Later, directed by Danny Boyle (2002; Los Angeles, CA: 20th
Century Fox), film.

After the introductory sequence, Jim awakens alone in a hospital bed. As the
character wanders out into London’s empty streets [Fig. 100], director Boyle could not
have anticipated that the sequence would become iconic for immediately invoking the
disquieting aftermath of the fall of the World Trade Center [Fig. 101].465 Jim’s repeated
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The scene becomes doubly traumatic as it echoes not only the emptiness of Britain’s farmlands but also
the impending trauma in New York City. Shooting in London began on September 1, 2001 - only days
away from the 9/11 terror attacks in the United States. Both Boyle and Garland later stated that media
images from other human tragedies served as the traumatic basis of these and other scenes: a similar wall of
the missing appeared in the aftermath of an earthquake in China, a church full of the dead references the
1994 Nyarubuye church massacre in Rwanda, and the execution ground was inspired by a photograph from
the Bosnian War. Sayad and Tom Charity, “All the Rage,” in Danny Boyle: Interviews, ed. Brent Dunham
(Jackson, MS: University of Mississippi Press, 2010), 86 and Newman.
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Figure 100.

Jim by wall of missing in an empty London, in 28 Days Later, directed by
Danny Boyle (2002; Los Angeles, CA: 20th Century Fox), film.

Figure 101.

Beth Keiser, Untitled (Wall of the Missing), Photograph, 2001, AP Images.
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cries for someone to appear in the empty city also echo the farmers’ isolation. As one
anonymous FMD affected farmer said, “I just don’t like it…When you go in the (cow)
sheds, it’s all spooky.”466
However, Jim attracts the attention of the Infected. As he runs from the Infected,
Selena and Mark - two fellow survivors - rescue him. Heaving Molotov cocktails at the
zombie-grotesques, Mark incinerates them near a gas station [Fig. 102], citing the FMD
pyres and reinforcing the viewer’s traumatic memory of the burning carcasses [Fig. 103].
After the trio take refuge in a gated underground kiosk, Selena explains to Jim what has
happened:

Figure 102.

466

Exploding gas station resembles FMD pyre, in 28 Days Later, directed by
Danny Boyle (2002; Los Angeles, CA: 20th Century Fox), film.

Convery et al., 79.
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Figure 103.

FMD Pyre, Photograph, 2001, The Independent,
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/long_reads/foot-and-mouth-diseaseoutbreak-2001-eu-exports-banned-a8806301.html

It started as rioting and right from the beginning you knew this was
different cause it was happening in small villages, market towns. And then
it wasn’t on the TV anymore, it was in the street outside, it was coming
through the windows. It was a virus, an infection. You didn’t need a
doctor to tell you that. It was in the blood. Something in the blood. By the
time they tried to evacuate the cities it was already too late. The infection
was everywhere. The army blockades were overrun. And that’s when the
exodus started. The day before the TV and radio stopped broadcasting
there were reports of infection in Paris and New York. You didn’t hear
anything more after that.467
Though referencing the classic “invasion from within” midcentury zombie trope,
Selena’s speech unequivocally references FMD with the origin of the virus in “small
villages, market town” standing in for Longtown and other rural villages. The

467

Emphasis mine. 28 Days Later, written by Alex Garland, (2002; Los Angeles, CA: 20th Century Fox,
2003), DVD.
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overwhelming nature and military response to the film’s virus would also trigger
traumatic memory.
During a subsequent zombie attack, Mark becomes infected and is immediately
“taken out” by Selena. That particular phrase was FMD terminology for a farm culled of
all livestock.468 To punctuate her quick response time, Selena turns to Jim:
If someone gets infected, you got between 10 and 20 seconds to kill them.
It might be your brother or your sister or your oldest friend. It makes no
difference. And just so you know where you stand, if it happens to you,
I’ll do it in a heartbeat.469
Her hardness marks the traumatic grotesque’s enforcement of personal change and
recreates reports of moral compromise on the FMD frontlines. As one field officer
reported:
You were doing something, it was just a job, you just had to get on with it.
If you started bursting into tears, breaking down in the farm you’d have
been no use to anyone, you just had to keep going.470
Selena’s traumatized shell begins to crack as the duo meet father-daughter
survivors Frank and Hannah. While social groups and peer support promote traumatic
healing, a multi-year study of 54 Cumbrian residents found that FMD changed social
relationships. “Barbara” recalled the effects of FMD on relationships with her
neighbors:471
People were coming in, and they were coming into work, and you saw
such strained faces, and they would say ‘I’ve come to pick things up for so
and so.’ They’d barricaded themselves in, they weren’t coming out…as I
say, it was isolation…And I mean I was terrified after that, I mean I was in
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Garland and Convery et al., 79.
Garland.
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Convery et al., 124.
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The choice of the Cumbrian farmer wife’s pseudonym only coincidentally aligns with the Night of the
Living Dead’s traumatized character but cannot be overlooked in this study.
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contact with farmers all day, and really frightened of bringing [FMD] in,
and then of course was the day we had it.
The trauma research team found that similar community interactions in the FMD
“recovery” period remained affected rather than returning to pre-FMD norms.472
But movies mean to entertain fantasies. After hearing a military radio message
promising survival, the group overnights at Waverly Abbey, located in Surrey. In the
idyllic country landscape – a definite fantasy in 2002 – the group develops family
bonds.473 However, as the characters meet the soldiers, their first interaction involves
gunning down newly Infected-Frank [Fig. 104].474

Figure 104.

Gunning down Frank, in 28 Days Later, directed by Danny Boyle (2002;
Los Angeles, CA: 20th Century Fox), film.

472

Bailey et al., 47.
Perhaps unironically, Surrey is also home to the Pirbright Institute, the sole licensed research
organization permitted to work with the FMD virus and the likely source of a smaller 2007 outbreak of the
disease. Andrew Andersen et al., “Foot and Mouth Lab Failure Causes Outbreak,” Daily Telegraph
(London), August 5, 2007.
474
Prior to the military’s appearance, Jim and Selena relied on their respective baseball bat and machete, as
British gun laws favor hunting weapons. British gun laws limit private gun ownership to long-barreled
weapons designed for hunting or sport. As those types of weapons are more suited to and prevalent in a
rural setting, the Londoners made do with what they had. But the military’s use of them recalls Romero’s
characteristic head shot method of zombie destruction. “Humane Killing of Livestock using Firearms”
(Humane Slaughter Association, Wheathampstead, England, accessed April 7, 2017),
https://www.hsa.org.uk/downloads/publications/hsa-humane-killing-of-livestock-using-firearms.pdf.
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The military’s use of guns conveys Infected-Frank’s animal status by comparing
his death to the major scandal of FMD culling. At the pandemic’s start, official
governmental policy dictated humane euthanasia through the traditional method of
captive bolt gun/pithing.475 As the number of animals began to outpace the availability of
guns, policy changed to include firearms. Humane firearm culling was legally set as a
distance of at most 25 centimeters from the animal’s forehead – a quasi-zombie
headshot.476 On April 14, public protest broke out as video stills of a Hazmat-clad Welsh
slaughterman made national news [Fig. 105]. Recorded by a farmer, the un-identified

Figure 105.

Leslie Smith, Unknown FMD Slaughterman Gunning Down Sheep at an
Illegal Distance, Amateur Video Still, 2002, BBC News,
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/wales/2299747.stm.
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Captive bolt guns followed by pithing was the official culling technique authorized by the British
government after the 1968 FMD outbreak. A captive bolt gun is a device that uses either a heavy rod or
blank bullet that, once placed against the animal’s forehead, stuns the animal into either unconsciousness or
partial brain death. Pithing would immediately follow; a needle or rod is fully inserted into the brain
through the captive bolt wound, thus ensuring the animal’s humane death. Martin Appelt and Jennifer
Sherry, “Stunning and Killing Cattle Humanely and Reliably in Emergency Situations: A Comparison
between a Stunning-Only and a Stunning and Pithing Protocol,” The Canadian Veterinary Journal 48, 5
(May 2007): 529-534.
476
“Humane Killing of Livestock using Firearms.”
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man shot sheep and lambs at a distance of 30 meters. Described as being “willy-nilly, like
a shooting gallery,” the man reportedly shot one sheep three times before its death.477
Halted only by the cries of horrified onlookers, the slaughterman’s actions correlate with
the soldiers firing roughly ten bullets into Frank as Hannah and Selena scream.
The abrupt and callous manner of Frank’s culling reveals the military’s speciesist
approach to the Infected from within their own compromised societal norms. During a
tour of the military-occupied manor house by military commander Major West, Jim
“meets” Mailer, an Infected soldier [see Fig. 96]. West reveals his plan to use the chained
private as a starvation research subject, again relating the Infected to animal status by
referencing FMD’s anorexia. West later discusses the psychological effects he sees in his
men:
Eight days ago I found Jones with his gun in his mouth. He said he was
going to kill himself because there was no future. What could I say to
him? We kill all the Infected or wait until they starve to death. And then
what? What do nine men do except wait to die themselves?478
Due to the mismanaged British mental health resources, the ultimate number of FMDinduced incidents of depression is unknown. One craft trader, experiencing the culling of
farms around him, said:
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In addition, the date of the video stills’ news release is only two days after the Longtown public meeting
banning pyres, further exhibiting public interest in humane treatment of FMD animals. The gunman was
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You almost hit a point where you’re almost delirious and nothing matters.
You don’t care, nothing matters in the world and that was a comfort. You
just switched off. And to a point I am still fairly well switched off…When
I’m lying in bed I get palpitations. You’re thinking the thoughts of the day,
thoughts for tomorrow, what’s going to happen next…and then the panic
attack sets in.479
West, however, details his plan for increased morale: “I moved us from the
blockade, I set up the radio broadcasting, and I promised them women. Because women
mean a future.” His morally abhorrent justification of sexual assault follows the
characteristic coarsening of humanity present in zombie narratives. While soldiers escort
Selena and Hannah upstairs, others take Jim and Sergeant Farrell (a dissenting soldier)
out to an execution field. As soldier Mitchell attaches a bayonet to his gun, Farrell
exclaims: “You’re gonna stick me are you? Like a fucking dog.” Farrell’s words and
Mitchell’s intent are telling: both Farrell and Jim are now reduced to non-human status.
Jim escapes and his enforced animal status manifests into a new identity: an unInfected
zombie.
Without biological contact from an Infected, Jim’s actions and personal
appearance duplicate the film’s animalistic zombie-grotesque defilement: a lack of
speech, bloodied face, quick movement, partial nudity and murderous rage [Fig. 106].480
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Figure 106.

Jim as the unInfected zombie, in 28 Days Later, directed by Danny Boyle
(2002; Los Angeles, CA: 20th Century Fox), film.

He frees zombie-Mailer, as the former soldier is another sympathetic animal/victim.481
For his part, zombie-Mailer recognizes Jim’s Infected status, though in a completely
novel fashion: facial expression. Immediately after breaking the chain, Jim smiles a wide,
open-mouthed grin at the freed hostage. In his slack-jawed gaze back, Mailer exchanges
the open-mouthed display similar to a primate’s expression of social bonding.482
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The chains also raise the specter of African enslavement as characteristic of zombiehood, as Mailer is
the sole black soldier.
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Both violently invade the manor house and exact their raging, bloody revenge
upon the soldiers.483 Farmers and frontline workers reported animalistic rage and violent
impulses in the aftermath of FMD. As one field officer stated:
I vividly remember, the last farm I was on…I was penning up cattle and I
would have been quite happy to have seen (politicians) getting penned up
and popped in the head…which I don’t think was a very healthy state of
mind to be in, but…that’s how I felt at the time.484
After Jim rescues Selena and Hannah, their escape to another countryside locale switches
Jim’s rage back to community concern.
Following another “28 days later” title card, the three survivors are in a country
cottage but, as a plane flies over, they rush out to place the last part of a large textile sign
down for the pilot to see. The message “HELLO” appears, but, notably, in the initial
montage seen from the plane, the sign initially reads “HELL” [Figs. 107-108]. While the

Figure 107.

HELLO message, in 28 Days Later, directed by Danny Boyle (2002; Los
Angeles, CA: 20th Century Fox), film.
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In doing so, Jim echoes Day of the Dead’s Bub, who frees himself from Frankenstein’s lab to avenge his
progenitor’s death.
484
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Figure 108.

HELL message, in 28 Days Later, directed by Danny Boyle (2002; Los
Angeles, CA: 20th Century Fox), film.

latter indicates the countryside’s real-life apocalyptic environment, the former message
offers another explanation: the filmmakers’ (unrealistic) optimism for the recovery of
FMD communities.

Referential FMD Zombies in New York

As with all artists, Scottish painter Jenny Saville’s subject matter has evolved
over her career.485 More recent work concentrates on brightly colored faces and
prominent art historical references. However, she is best known for her early focus on
corpulent female flesh presented in the immediate foreground of overlarge paintings.
Those works show the influence of Francis Bacon, Willem de Kooning and Lucian Freud
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Her latest exhibition, Elpis (2020), featured brightly colored, overlarge paintings of naturalistic and
abstract faces.
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while also incorporating the artist’s own interest in images from medical texts and
contemporary disasters. As a result, both art critics and scholars repeatedly use the terms
“abject” and “grotesque” to describe her paintings.
In her second solo exhibition, Migrants (2003), Saville invoked the grotesque
through images of bloodied, beaten or dead humans and animals.486 I propose that two
paintings included in the exhibition, Suspension (2002-2003, Fig. 88) and Reverse (20022003, Fig. 89) combine into a diptych that forms a referential zombie traumaticgrotesque. To marry the image of a bloated, dead pig with a bloodied human face, I first
examine the artist’s past invocation of the grotesque body and her use of the triptych and
diptych format. In that context, my proposed Suspension-Reverse diptych not only fits in
the artist’s oeuvre but also potentially functions as a traumatic animal-human FMD
zombie.
Saville spent a graduate semester in Cincinnati, Ohio where she was inspired by
obese women in American malls (not an uncommon place for the zombie-grotesque). The
resultant figural paintings take their form through composite photographs. Her method
fuses her own visage onto bodies taken from her own photographs, observations taken
while shadowing a New York plastic surgeon, those “from old medical journals of
bruises, scars, and images of deformities and disease,” and media images of
contemporary traumas.487 The resultant works, then, are not portraits of the artist but
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embrace the idea that one is “wearing these artificial bodies but they’re very real at the
same time so it gives you…strange contradictory emotions.”488
Migrants, held at New York’s Gagosian Gallery, followed her official entry into
the art world in the Saatchi Gallery’s Young British Artists III (1994). She first came to
Charles Saatchi’s attention during her postgraduate days, resulting in his purchase of her
entire senior show. He subsequently offered the artist an 18-month stipend, with Plan
(1994, Fig. 109) being one of the works created during that period.489

Figure 109.

Jenny Saville, Plan, 1993, Oil on Canvas, 9’ x 7.’ Private Collection
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2018).
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In the YBA III exhibition, Plan was the standout work.490 The painting, nearly completely
filled with a 45-degree view of an obese, nude white woman, serves as an excellent
example of the artist’s early use of the grotesque.
Plan is an enormous painting at nine by seven feet. The figure, seen from midthigh to a cropped tiled head (featuring Saville’s own face), towers over the viewer. As a
result, the eye travels up the form to encounter concentric circles, incised into the paint,
on her outer thighs and adjacent to the pubic triangle. From there, a curved incised line
crosses the pubic bone and concentric circles cover the stomach and below the breasts.
The latter circles are visible due to the figure’s lifting of her generous bosom by crossing
her right arm over her body and clutching the left shoulder with a powerful, claw-like
grip. Saville’s face looks down, the one represented eye staring at the viewer and the
mouth parted in a slight show of teeth.
While marked with lines used by plastic surgeons to indicate procedural
recommendations, the circles and lines also emphasize the figure’s authentic womanly
curves.491 The line representing the most invasive procedure is that just above the pubic
bone. It references a “tummy tuck,” a procedure that removes skin and fat to flatten and
reshape the torso. Its unique linear nature follows the angles of the crossed arm above to
combine the artificial with the organic. The circles on the thighs and torso are marks of
potential liposuction, a procedure involving the removal of fat to slim and reshape the
body. At the same time, the marks highlight the gentle curve of the thighs and contrast
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with the triangle of dark, au naturel pubic hair. Similarly, the circles on the torso
emphasize her hourglass shape and echo the convex and concave shape of the breasts.
The ultimate effect is that the lines of potential invasion into the body match the current
outward shape.
However, that natural, untouched body is one that “society generally deem[s]
unsightly,” making the concentric circles a literal target upon the commonplace female
form.492 Those embedded marks anticipate the transformation of the authentic feminine
body into the patriarchal ideal, placing the figure in what Saville describes as “a sort of
state of in-betweeness.”493 While this “potentiality” echoes Harpham’s theory of the
grotesque, Plan is more accurately an example of Russo’s feminist theory of the
grotesque.494
By expressing the illogical blend of a socially vulnerable figure confidently
displaying marks of “planned” physical trauma, Plan is a grotesque composed of both the
social fear/desire and subjugation/empowerment of fat women in the 1990s.495 The
painting also references issues of identity. Saville described similar works of large
women through her observations of plastic surgery patients with body dysmorphia who
believe that their truer selves lie underneath existing anatomy.496 The painting’s inclusion
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in the infamous 1997-2000 Sensation travelling exhibition may be due to the effect that
these discomforting dichotomies had on the viewer.497
Nearly ten years after Plan and three years after Sensation, Saville continued
invoking the grotesque in Migrants, albeit in its traumatic form. In the exhibition’s
catalogue essay, art historian Linda Nochlin states that Saville “indeed migrates, in the
most literal sense, to a more diverse imagery, that imagery of trauma and violence so
characteristic of the visual diet provided by our news media at present.”498 In his review
of the exhibition, art critic Ken Johnson intended to critique the works by calling them
“sensational hyperbole border[ing] on comedy.”499 The combination of both viewer
responses to Saville’s new violent imagery confirms the paintings as traumatic grotesques
that reference contemporary traumatic memories. For any British farmer given the chance
to see the show, the works would invoke memories of FMD.
I identify the six works included in Migrants as thematically paired grotesques.500
Combining Suspension and Reverse into a diptych is not outside of Saville’s oeuvre as
the artist has used the triptych and diptych format both before and since 2003.501 For
example, in her 2011 exhibition Continuum, Saville showed two diptychs that repeated
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the image of a youthful face marred by a port wine birthmark: Red Stare Head I and II
(both 2007-2011) and Red Stare Head IV and Red Stare Collage (2006-2011 and 20072009, respectively, Fig. 110).502

Figure 110

Jenny Saville, Installation View of Red Stare Head IV (left), 2006-2011,
Oil on Canvas, 99.25” x 73.8,” and Red Stare Collage, 2007-2009, Oil on
Paper on Plywood, 99.25” x 73.8.” Gagosian Gallery.

In Red Stare Head IV, the birthmark is a noticeable discoloration of the flesh that,
through the artist’s painterly treatment, recalls a healing sunburn. In the collage, however,
the port wine stain’s vibrant red outline transforms it into the raw edges of a gash,
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Saville sourced the image from a medical textbook that identified the mark as a port wine stain but did
not indicate the gender of the youth
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revealing the tender pink of the dermis underneath [Fig. 111]. As the red paint ventures
up to the nasal bone, its placement on the face resembles a broken nose [Fig. 112]. While
Saville describes the collaged work in terms of the gestural painting technique, the
grotesque battering of the face surely emerges from her familiarity with medical imagery.
The resulting diptych, then, serves as a record of violent action existing outside the
picture plane.

Figure 111.

Jenny Saville, Red Stare Collage, 2007-2009 and Broken Skin on MMA
Fighter Cub Swanson, bleacherreport.com, June 8, 2011,
https://bleacherreport.com/articles/727395.
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Figure 112.

Jenny Saville, Red Stare Collage, 2007-2009 and MMA Fighter Derek
Anderson’s Broken Nose, express. co.uk, May 9, 2021,
https://www.express.co.uk/ sport/ufc/1433621.

My pairing of Reverse and Suspension does not feature the direct before/after
imagery of Red Stare Head IV and Red Stare Collage. However, joining the bodiless
head in Reverse to the decapitated pig body in Suspension reveals encouraging
similarities. As a diptych, each painting’s horizontal surface and blood flow aligns [Figs.
113-114]. Additionally, the anatomy of the neck in Reverse nearly matches the
anatomical remnants of the decapitated pig. The literal connection of the human and
animal bodies in this diptych follows the artist’s comments on her 2004-2005 work Torso
II. Of that painting, depicting the strung-up carcass of a headless and hoofless bull,
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Figure 113.

The human-animal diptych in Migrants. Jenny Saville, Reverse and
Suspension (both 2002-2003).

Figure 114.

The horizontal alignment of the Reverse-Suspension diptych in Migrants.
Jenny Saville, Reverse and Suspension (both 2002-2003).
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Saville said “Because it’s not human, I felt I could channel feelings of being human into
the animal.”503 The infliction of violence on the Reverse-Suspension body, then, conflates
human and animal trauma in a single form that echoes the zombies in 28 Days Later.
Suspension revisits the subject of Saville’s earlier painting Host [2000, Fig. 115]. The
inspirational photograph for both paintings came from a visit to her brother’s pig farm in
Shropshire. It is a dead, bloated sow which the artist described as “like a Cronenberg
movie.”504 While the photograph predates FMD, Suspension was created after Shropshire
farms were affected by the FMD outbreak.505 Over the course of three months, eleven
farms in Geoff Saville’s county were culled of 5510 animals [see Fig. 93].506 As Jenny
Saville describes her use of color in Suspension as a “turning point” in her work,
comparing the two sow paintings reveals the work included in Migrants as one half of a
FMD traumatic grotesque.507
Suspension and Host are nearly duplicative in their imagery of a bloated pig
carcass splayed on its right side across the 9.6’ x 15’ canvases. Displaying the sow from
neck to shin with teats fully visible, the artist does not include the head or rear hooves. In
Host, the lack of complete anatomy follows Saville’s use of the pig as a “‘[landscape] of
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Figure 115.

Jenny Saville, Suspension (2002-2003) and Host, 2000, Oil on Canvas,
115” x 178.” Saachi Gallery.
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the body’ – a different kind of realism, not human yet horribly reminiscent of the human
form.”508 Indeed, Host’s pink, grey and tan palette, and its specified female gender,
follows along with Saville’s corpulent nude oeuvre. Draped across a white platform, one
hoof tucked to her side and the other overhanging the edge, Host takes on the languid
exhibitionism of a classic odalisque. Suspension, though, is an entirely different animal
(pun intended).
Suspension’s coloring is markedly different than Host’s palette. Blues, purples
and greys move to the bright reds that Saville will go on to use in Red Stare Collage. In
Suspension, the colors become “[s]lashing, smearing, staining and drizzling [that]
conjures a desperate mood; it's as though the paintings were made from the artist's own
bodily fluids.”509 Within these bloody reds and stained pinks, Suspension’s languidly
draped hoof now appears dipped in blood. The body and teats are brushed with a similar
color, with the exception of creamy highlights at the sow’s center. Those highlights,
though, draw attention to the defiled platform. While slightly stained below the pig’s rear
legs, the blood pours and pools underneath the overhanging front hoof.
The grotesque dichotomy of presence and absence in Suspension would, for a
FMD audience, immediately recall diseased animal carcasses. The sow’s absent head and
rear hoofs eliminate the anatomical locations for blistering and bloody saliva present in a
FMD pig. The bloody pool near the missing head and the presence of blood along the
stomach also mark the sow as culled rather than slaughtered. Typical slaughter inverts the
animal so that the resulting carcass would more resemble Host’s exsanguinated
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coloring.510 The blood-soaked body in the (notably-titled) Suspension would, for the
farming viewer, be a familiar traumatic image of FMD.
Saville compensates for the lack of a head in Suspension in Reverse (2002-2003)
[see Fig. 88]. The painting depicts the figure’s head as it lies on the right side. She rests
upon a mirror, which reflects the right side of her face up to the majority of her eye. With
her head resting upon the flat surface, the evident neck strain is exaggerated by her chin’s
placement just above the bit of left shoulder present in the picture plane. The painful
positioning, according to Saville, emphasizes the vulnerability of discomfort.511 Unlike
the brave vulnerability of anticipated trauma as seen in Plan, the figure in Reverse is a
victim of obvious signs of violence.
Like Suspension, the blood in Reverse follows gravity’s pull, making the right
side of her face more ghoulish that the upward-facing left. Yet, the flesh tones permit the
viewer’s eye to trace around the figure’s face. Her dark blonde hair, pulled away from her
face, and her half-opened blue eyes lead directly to the brutal treatment of her lower face.
The bottom lip exhibits some edema, or swelling, from her unknown ordeal. The bloody
lacerations and severe swelling of the upper lip, however, mark the more severe damage.
The blood from the lacerations covers her face from chin to above the mouth and nose to
her eyelids. When combined with Suspension, the smeared blood originating from the
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woman’s broken mouth becomes the broken blisters and bloody saliva of an FMD
animal.
The diptych of the battered and bloodied human-animal invokes the zombie
traumatic-grotesque by raising viewer questions of identity, fear of change and desire for
community within the post-FMD farming lifescape, or the social, cultural and economic
interactions shared across the landscape.512 Animals are a core component of farming
identity, as much a part of their existence as Saville’s combined human-animal. British
urbanites, used to buying meat in plastic packages, did not comprehend the difference
between the culling and slaughter. For farmers, livestock is not a product to shuttle about
but a living creature to care for and keep healthy “in order to kill and eat it – at the right
time and in the right place.”513 Saville describes the natural cycle of life and death of the
farming lifescape on her brother’s farm:
When you're down on this farm you see life and death amplified. It's
incredible. You see piglets being born and then some bore [sic] that's not
serving its sow properly is just shot because he can't come up with the
goods. It's like human life but altogether. You see it, the cycle of it…Pigs
are born and that's wonderful, then the next day there's been rain during
the night and five out of eight of them have drowned.514
The farmer’s enforced change of identity from caretaker to killer annihilated that
natural cycle. When forced to cull every animal on infected and adjoining farms, the
farmers lost years of protecting their livelihoods and a major part of their individual and
community identity. One farmer, working as a slaughterman, noted:
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I mean, in between all this [culling of cattle] I was keeping an eye on the
sheep [scheduled for culling] and I was lambing some of the sheep! I
know it sounds completely silly, but I just couldn’t walk past and, and
leave them.515
“Barbara,” a farmer in Cumbria, recalled:
[T]he night before [the cull], we were feeding them [the lambs] …and
here’s my little girl, in the pen, pushing underneath, you know, and I says,
Kate what are you doing [EMPHASIS] there, come on out, and she says,
oh I’m just getting it a good belly full of milk mum so that it’s strong in
the wagon tomorrow [VERY UPSET HERE].516
Farms are never completely emptied of livestock and, in restocking their fields,
farmers experienced more hardship. The new animals, without the “guiding” help of
older livestock, were unused to the rituals of farm life. They also lacked immunity to
local health issues or brought disease in with them, notably bovine tuberculosis.517 The
broken cycle of farming life, like the wounds in Reverse, would leave physical scars in
community life. Six months after FMD, a community nurse noted: “Things still don’t
look or feel ‘normal.’ There’s too many unpleasant associations in the fields and pyre
sites; it still seems too recent.” A year later, community life continued to be affected:
The sheep, cattle and ponies are no longer grazing the fell, so no longer
meander into the village in the colder weather. We always knew when a
cold snap was due because the fell ponies came down to the village. I
guess that I miss that aspect of life. The unexpectedness of it…the
traditions broken…I guess the feelings that I have are about being witness
to an ongoing heritage of rural life, and one of the side-effects of FMD is
that it is now destroyed. We hoped everything would get back to normal
after FMD was over – but much of it has changed to a different ‘normal’, a
less inclusive one.518
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In Suspension and Reverse, the combined broken bodies of the animal and human
stand in for the broken spirit of Britain’s rural people. Forced to change and eliminate
their connection to their lifescape, only to continue suffering the effects of community
change, farmers would have had a visceral reaction to Saville’s referential zombie. In his
essay comparing Saville’s Migrants exhibition to work by Francis Bacon, John Gray
states, “there is no humanist nostalgia for meaning here. Saville has made her home
territory the region of experience in which meaning is absent…the human bodies that are
shown are not meant as illustrations of suffering. They point to areas of sensation that
ordinary experience struggles to close off, but which can never be wholly banished.”
I agree that, in Suspension and Reverse, farmers would see traumatic imagery that
they would rather forget. Traditional catharsis, especially with the lack of proper mental
healthcare, no doubt moved farmers to repress the trauma of FMD. However, Saville’s
diptych could also provide some psychological comfort. Following her feminist
influence, Saville shows that the sow is, indeed, dead but the woman is alive. Though
battered, bloodied, and knocked to the floor like a victimized animal, she will rise, heal
and resume her life. As the artist says, “When you’re confronted with an image like
that…where the flesh on a face is broken, your eye tries to piece together the
wholeness…there’s an attempt by the eye to repair.”519
The choice between repair and repress, of course, are speculative; it stands
unlikely that an FMD farmer would have experienced Saville’s traumatic grotesques in
person. However, the works also reverberated with her traumatized post 9/11 New York
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audience, as indicated by Nochlin’s previous comments and her perception of martyrdom
in Suspension:
9/11 made an impact on Saville’s visual imagination: even more than in
her previous work, her new paintings are replete with evidence of death,
trauma, disease, deformity and bodily horror. [Saville] turns to the animal
world for an instance of death and martyrdom as poignant and punchy as
that of any saint in a Baroque altarpiece: porcine but human, all too
human…a potent image of hopeless victimization.520
Occurring on the heels of FMD, the 9/11 terror attacks become the next cultural crisis to
inspire American artists and filmmakers to craft their own zombie traumatic grotesques.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
SEEING THE UNSEEN: 9/11 AND THE TRAUMATIC GROTESQUE

28 Days Later became a sleeper hit upon its U.S. release in 2003, grossing $45
million in a limited release.521 But the success of the zombie-grotesque after the terrorist
attacks on the World Trade Center, Pentagon and Flight 93 is no surprise. September 11,
2001, was the day “we all saw the same shipwreck.” 522 In a roughly 2-hour timespan, as
nearly 3000 people died and 6000 were injured [Figs. 116-117]. The event’s traumatic
narrative, as crafted by the media and government carrier groups, cast 9/11 as an enemy’s
evil act of war upon American strength and moral goodness.523 To further manage the
narrative, the media and government censored images of bodies from the WTC and
subsequent War on Terror.524 The suppression of traumatic images of broken American
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Figure 116.

Sean Adair, “United Airlines Flight 175 flies low toward the South
Tower of the World Trade Center, shortly before slamming into
the structure,” Photograph, September 11, 2001, Reuters,
http://blogs.reuters.com/photo/files/2011/09/bbbbb600.jpg.

Figure 117.

Suzanne Plackett, “People Running from the Collapse of the South
Tower,” Photograph, September 11, 2001, AP Images.
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bodies continues to limit cultural trauma’s first step: imaginative identification. As a
result, the post-9/11 zombie traumatic-grotesque aided American emotional catharsis
through its monstrously metaphorical appearance.
Between 2003 and 2005, American painter Dana Schutz and Canadian-American
filmmaker George A. Romero independently invoked the zombie traumatic-grotesque to
address issues of independence, personal change and desires for community. Through the
monster’s humor/horror and destruction/procreation dichotomies, both visual artists align
the zombie’s cannibalism with the broken social body’s reinvention. Schutz’s “Self
Eaters” series of 2003-2005 depicts figures devouring themselves and reconstructing their
bodies, creating a narrative of both individual and communal social rebuilding.
Romero’s 2005 film Land of the Dead builds upon zombie sentience to create a
positive outgroup, or those outside mainstream American society’s community to oppose
the thinly-veiled representation of the contemporary administration. Each work’s
promotion of progressive viewer catharsis aligns with some contemporary viewers’
paradoxical horror/joy at “increased prosocial behavior, religiousness, or political
engagement” following 9/11.525 Despite the monster’s optimistic psychology, the mid00s traumatic grotesque ultimately could not prolong 9/11’s social benefits against the
traumatic narrative’s overwhelming sense of distrust. The controlled traumatic narrative’s
success produced a rise in righteous anger and nationalism over prosocial effects and
national policy criticism.526
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Never Forget: Remembering 9/11

98% of Americans tuned into at least an hour of 9/11’s immediate media
coverage.527 A historic trauma overwhelmingly defined by images, 9/11 and its
immediate shock activated traumatic memory’s “missing of the experience.” For
example, three minutes into BBC coverage of Flight 11’s crash into the WTC’s North
Tower, the camera shows Flight 175 hitting the South Tower. Yet, the two commentators
do not see the additional plane; still debating the cause of the first crash, they speculate
on reports of a second crash before realizing that they watched it live.528 As a result, this
“missed trauma” engages traumatic repetition. The media’s replay and repeat of video
sequences of the towers in flames and collapsing ingrained the trauma of architectural
destruction into the American psyche.529
Other images, however, were never repeated. David Foster Wallace recalled:
Everybody was staring transfixed at one of the very few pieces of video
CBS never reran, which was a distant wide-angle shot of the North Tower
and its top floors’ exposed steel lattice in flames, and of dots detaching
from the building and moving through smoke down the screen, which then
a sudden jerky tightening of the shot revealed to be actual people in coats
and ties and skirts with their shoes falling off as they fell, some hanging
onto ledges or girders and then letting go, upside-down or wriggling as
they fell and one couple almost seeming (unverifiable) to be hugging each
other as they fell those several stories and shrank back to dots as the
camera then all of a sudden pulled back to the long view -- I have no idea
how long the clip took[…] and everyone in the room sat back and looked
at each other with expressions that seemed somehow both childlike and
Mortality Salience and Reminders of 9/11 on Support for President George W. Bush,” Personality and
Social Psychology Bulletin 30, 9 (September 2004): 1136-1150; Ai et. al.
527
David Foster Wallace, as quoted in Mauro Carbone, “Falling Man: The Time of Trauma, the Time of
(Certain) Images,” Research in Phenomenology 47 (2017): 191-192 and Ahern et al., 110.
528
Allen Feldman, “Ground Zero Point One: On The Cinematics of History,” The International Journal of
Anthropology 46,1 (Spring 2002): 111-112.
529
Ibid.
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old. I think one or two people made some sort of sound. I’m not sure what
else to say. It seems grotesque to talk about being traumatized by a piece
of video when the people in the video were dying.530
A Redditor recalls viewing a similar broadcast while in a school classroom:
I saw the live feed of the second plane as well; the moment we all realized
that the first hit wasn't an accident. By the time people started jumping,
my whole class was watching and I'll never forget a classmate named
Ashley crying "Oh my God, those are people!" It had just looked like
falling debris at first, until the camera zoomed in closer. We watched 3 or
4 people jump before the camera quickly zoomed back out. Never saw any
of that footage replayed on tv again, but it will never leave my mind.531
A single image came to represent those fallen Americans. On September 12,
2001, The New York Times and various other newspapers published a photograph by
Richard Drew that would eventually be titled Falling Man [Fig. 118]. Immediately, the
photograph’s publication was “judged as a disgraceful journalistic abuse”532 by other
media outlets. The argument against reproducing the image – and other like it - was that
exploitation, spectacle and voyeurism stripped the victim of dignity and privacy.533 The
taboo against 9/11 images of human catastrophe also promoted a “speculation on
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As quoted in Carbone, 192-193.
Mypoorliver, “I saw the live feed,” Reddit, 2020,
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Figure 118.

Richard Drew, Falling Man, 2001, Photograph, Associated Press.

grief.”534 That is, the media implied that the unspeakable nature of others’ grief, “as if
the event was not a public tragedy,” was and could not be shared across the country.
Beyond photojournalism, the media repressed any reference to those who fell
from the Twin Towers, or “jumpers.”535 Quashed stories include eyewitness statements,
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Carbone, 196.
“Jumpers” is an arguable term for those who fell to their deaths on 9/11. The New York City medical
examiner’s office does not classify these individuals using that term, as it indicates intentional suicide.
Rather, the official stand is that people were forced out by the smoke or flames or blown out. As of this
535
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the double tragedy of a firefighter’s death from a falling American, the number of
individual “jumpers” - estimated at around 200, or 7% of 9/11’s total loss of life - and
even curatorial decisions. 536 At separate art exhibitions marking 9/11’s first anniversary,
two works were removed from public view after popular outcry: Eric Fischl’s Tumbling
Woman (2002), depicting a “jumper” in mid-fall, and Sharon Paz’s Falling (2002),
depicting multiple WTC “jumpers’ [Figs. 119-121].537 Yet, that public outcry originated

Figure 119.

Eric Fischl, Tumbling Woman, 2002, Bronze, 37” x 74” x 50.” The artist.

writing, authentic images of “jumpers” in the air available online are predominantly those of Falling Man,
Impending Death, images of victims that family members believe are loved ones and photographs included
in an alcove of the 9/11 Memorial and Museum. Other photographs depict victims leaning out of broken
windows. My search included only one image from a reputable source showing a body on the ground. See
Michael Collett and Matt Liddy, “9/11 Eyewitness Shares Never-Seen-Before Photos,” September 8, 2011,
ABC News Australia. Notably, that image and others only emerged after the 10-year anniversary of the
terror attacks. Jaclyn Kerouac-Fram, “The Most Disturbing Aspects: Apprehending Public Reaction to
Photographs of the 9/11 Jumpers,” Radical History Review 111 (Fall 2011): 134.
536
Eugene V. Torisky Jr., “Minimally Intentional Suicide and The Falling Man,” The Journal of Value
Inquiry 49, 1 (2015): 70 and Dennis Cauchon and Martha Moore, “Desperation Forced a Horrific
Decision,” USA Today (Mclean, VA), September 2, 2002.
537
The Rockefeller Center first used a cloth to cover Fischl’s work, then screen it off from public view
before removing it a week later The Jamaica Center for the Arts removed Paz’s work two weeks early.
John N. Duvall and Robert P. Marzec, “Narrating 9/11,” MFS Modern Fiction Studies 57, 3 (Fall 2011):
382.
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Figure 120.

Sharon Paz, Falling, 2002, cutout installation. The artist.
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Figure 121.

Sharon Paz, Falling, 2002, Detail.

from the media itself: a New York Post columnist led the criticism of Fischl’s work, and
Paz’s work was negatively featured on many news broadcasts. Today, those artworks
remain out of public purview. The Whitney Museum of American Art holds Tumbling
Woman in the permanent collection but does not include a photograph of the work on
their website.538 At the time of this writing, Paz’s response to the media criticism is to not
display Falling on her website or in her online portfolio.539
The media’s immediate censorship of visualized trauma to the American body
marks the initial crafting of 9/11’s national traumatic narrative. By restricting images of
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“Eric Fischl, Tumbling Woman, 2002” (Whitney Museum of American Art, New York City, NY, 2021),
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the “jumpers,” the media forbid any emotional imaginative identification they would
evoke within the American populace.540 While I do not deny each individual victim their
own identity, the Twin Tower “jumpers” possess anonymity through the blurring effect
of motion and distance.541 Wider viewership of the traumatic images could have
prompted Americans to see their suffering fellows as “the viewers themselves or their
loved ones, producing an appalling moment of self-identification.”542
Within imaginative identification with individual death, the viewer stands
between powerless victimhood and the social taboo of suicide, resulting in the gutwrenching question: “What if this was me?” As Journalism scholar Susie Linfield states:
The jumper photographs make clear to us the utter vulnerability of the
victims; they present us with terrorism as a human experience, not just a
political crime. Those trapped in the Towers had only two choices – to
jump to their deaths or to be incinerated – which is to say they had no
choice at all…What the 9/11 victims faced was the absence of options.543
By connecting the unavoidable deaths of fellow Americans to their own indeterminate
mortality, viewers could experience a unifying cathartic grief. That particular emotional
response to 9/11 was precisely the effect that the media sought to control. By refusing to
present photographs other than those of heroic imagery [Fig. 122], the media repressed a
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My argument for the psychological function of these images only relates to trauma therapy
methodology. Like Foster Wallace, I cannot call these images “grotesques.” While photojournalism does
permit artistic license in the representation of a moment, the creative aspect of a grotesque cannot be truly
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Figure 122.

Thomas E. Franklin, “Firefighters raise a flag at the World Trade Center in
New York City,” Photograph, September 11, 2001, Associated Press.

compassionate national response to 9/11. Instead, their choices favored the socially
disruptive identity crisis created by the crafted traumatic narrative.
That crafted narrative emphasized nationalism, patriotism and moral outrage. On
the morning of 9/12, the same day as Falling Man’s publication, President George W.
Bush’s speech set the terrorist attacks within combative language:
The deliberate and deadly attacks which were carried out yesterday against
our country were more than acts of terror, they were acts of war…This
will require our country to unite in steadfast determination and
resolve…This will be a monumental struggle of good versus evil, but good
will prevail.544
544

As quoted in Entman, 415.
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During the resultant War on Terror, censorship of body trauma continued. The
administration renewed the 1991 ban on media images of the flag-draped coffins of
America’s returning war dead.545 That ban opposed the wishes of “some of the
families…[who] said it sanitized the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan and was intended to
control public anger over the conflicts.”546 Notably, the anger referenced by the Gold Star
families was that directed towards the American government rather than at the
opposition.547
The American military also censored war photojournalism. Journalists were
required to “embed” with specific military groups, journalists and follow associated
military regulations. Forbidden to publish images of identified dead soldiers before
family notification, journalists reported embed removal as military retribution following
the rare cases of actual publication.548 In 2004, the military removed Stefan Zaklin from
his embed after the European publication of his photo of an Army captain killed in
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Falluja [Fig. 123]. The New York Times, in 2008, tallied that four out of five journalists
received similar treatment after publishing violent images of American bodies.549

Figure 123.

Stefan Zaklin, “A U.S. soldier lies dead on the kitchen floor of a house
used as a base by insurgent fighters in Fallujah,” Photograph, November
13, 2004, European Press Photo Agency.

Army photographer Ben Brody documented the war in Iraq from 2002-2005.
Recalling his mission’s directive as “to photograph the war in a way that justified its
existence and exaggerated its accomplishments,” Brody’s images were also censored to
conform to the national traumatic narrative.550
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“You learned what pictures the Public Affairs Officer would release and
what he wouldn’t,” Brody explains. “Soldiers looking calm or stoic. Yes.
Soldiers looking angry or frightened or exhausted or confused or lost with
eyes like the bottom of the ocean. No.” After Brody photographed one
especially protracted and bloody engagement with a unit from the 101st
Airborne Division, he claimed that a division chief of staff prevented the
pictures from being published… “He said it was ‘too negative,’” Brody
writes, “meaning that my account didn’t conform to his tightly scripted
vision of what victory was supposed to look like.”551
The censoring of American war imagery ensured that the crafted traumatic narrative of
the 9/11 tragedy followed the administration’s reiteration of the moralistic “evil” and
violent “war” that the attack embodied, furthering an “us-versus-them” nationalist
mentality.

America’s Psychological Response to 9/11’s Traumatic Narrative

This chapter’s concentration on the dearth of published images of the victims of
9/11 and the War on Terror is not meant to minimize any individual’s tragic loss of life or
the grief of families, first responders or military units. The innumerable tears shed on
9/11, at the 9/11 Memorial & Museum and during the 2007 and 2014 veteran care
scandals include my own. Rather, I mean to critique how their absence controlled the
processing of American trauma.
Unlike the eight-month timeline of the 2001 FMD epidemic, the South Tower
collapsed in less than an hour and the North Tower, though struck first, fell in roughly an

https://www.newyorker.com/culture/photo-booth/relentless-absurdity-an-army-photographers-censoredimages.
551
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hour and a half. As a result, the live news coverage that briefly showed “jumpers” lasted
102 minutes.552 Falling Man was published once, Sharon Paz’s Falling was displayed for
two weeks and Fischl’s Tumbling Woman for one week. That erasure of images lasted
until the September 2003 edition of Esquire Magazine, when Falling Man reappeared
along a subtitle that began with: “Do you remember this photograph?”553
The immediate censorship of 9/11’s most tragic images became an enforced
“missed experience” of 9/11’s traumatic moment by social meaning makers. As a result,
Americans experienced a traumatic memory gap that could only be filled by other images
and experiences referencing the nation’s tragic deaths.554 Americans seeking progressive
or traditional catharsis did so within the traumatic narrative’s atmosphere of aggression
over sympathy. This writing follows some of the innumerable social and psychological
studies that document the effect of the 9/11 national traumatic narrative on American
identity.
To begin, I outline the social solidarity timeline that follows terrorist attacks to
highlight the highest and lowest moments of national emotional response. Within that
timeline, I define and examine how American emotional responses to the traumatic
narrative affected social action between 9/11 and 2005. Finally, I determine how personal
identification with 9/11 victims resulted in altruism and could have inspired collective
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social action. Ultimately, the repressed images of 9/11’s broken bodies created an uphill
battle for the zombie traumatic-grotesque’s promotion of catharsis for the American
viewer.
Sociologist Randall Collins began developing his theory of “social solidarity after
a terrorist attack” in the weeks and months following 9/11.555 Collins quantifies social
solidarity as the addition of 25-30% of typically apolitical citizens to the baseline 50-60%
of consciously political Americans.556 Lasting a scant six months, the solidarity timeline
breaks down into four phases: Quiet, Build-Up, Plateau, and Decline.557 The first phase,
Quiet, is the first two days following an attack. The trauma’s emotional shock subdues
the populace, who quietly exchange information and focus their attention on the event.
Build-Up, the second phase, is the following 3-7 days during which appropriate
displays of solidarity achieve national consensus. For 9/11, the period consisted of
patriotic displays of flags and ceremonial assemblies ranging from candlelight vigils and
prayer services to “concerts and sports events converted to national rituals.”558 Build-Up
is the time when emotions run at their highest. At assemblies, the crowd’s mutual focus
on the attack magnifies the participants’ grief; repeated attendance to these events during
Build-Up does not lessen the emotional outpouring.559 At the same time, emotions like
social shaming emerge, particularly directed at those who do not display the accepted
amount of national symbols (though “superpatriots” are generally ignored).560 That
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emotional vulnerability attracts what Collins refers to as “hysteria exploiters,” or those
who want to evoke similar emotional response through acts of violence, false alarms or
outright hoaxes.561
It was during 9/11’s Build-Up phase that Linda J. Sitka et al. began the first half
of a psychological study on individual emotional response and its effect on political
tolerance (a low-high measure of support for broad civil liberties). A national study
group, responding solely to questions on their emotional response to 9/11, revealed two
primary reactions: anger and fear, with the former holding a slight statistical
advantage.562 These emotional terms may seem simplistic, but they conform to
sociological emotional theories expressing power and status.563
According to those theories, unequal distributions of power and prestige create
“expectations and beliefs about the competence and ability of those at different ranks”
that become social norms.564 When society is disrupted, as in the case of 9/11, the
redistribution of power/prestige invokes emotional response. If the perception is that
another group bears the responsibility for an individual’s lost power, anger emerges. Fear
emerges if individuals feel that another group is more powerful than themselves.
Considering that the period saw Congressional authorization for military force and
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President Bush’s resulting address that outlined the plan for war, the national traumatic
narrative supported the notion of America’s lessened prestige and planned use of
power.565
During the two-three months of the Plateau phase, national symbols and leaders
attain their greatest popularity and expectations of social unity are high, though
assemblies decline.566 While Bush maintained an 85-90% approval rate throughout this
phase, performances of solidarity crossed into pretended behavior. Examples during 9/11
include fraudulent declarations of giving blood and temporarily increased church
attendance.567 The Plateau is also the “hysteria zone.” For some citizens, heightened
emotion transforms into control tactics aimed at those who had eased out of the
immediate emergency mindset. Examples include challenges to increased airport security
procedures and more extreme examples of hysteria exploitation that result in hysterical
reactions.568 Hysteria also affected the traumatic narrative as the Plateau marks the
resumption of partisan politics and the passage of the Patriot Act.569
The Plateau phase ended in mid-November, leading to the Decline of social
solidarity. In this final phase, society returns to its pre-attack norms over a period of six
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to eight months (roughly mid-May 2002). A month into the Decline, the psychological
study followed up with their participants to determine any emotional changes and to
further distinguish the anger and fear groups through their differing cultural responses.570
Respective to the broad sociological categorizations, I rephrase the “angry” American
response as an assertive expression of emotion and the “fear” response as aversion.
Those Americans who assertively responded to 9/11 in the Build-Up period now
expressed higher levels of feeling personally threatened and morally outraged. As a
result, 38% of assertive respondents supported the war. Nearly half (40%) of the assertive
group reported an increase in performing of “acts affirming cultural values” (“American
values”). Those values ranged from increased generosity or being a better person to
increased church attendance. The group also reported more negative response to minority
groups. Overall, assertiveness lowered political tolerance and heightened defensiveness,
while those not enacting American values saw lower levels of processed trauma.571 As a
result, assertive Americans could identify with the zombie traumatic-grotesque through a
shared forced identity change but not as new community. They followed a traditional
cathartic path, if they followed one at all.
Aversive Americans, on the other hand, reported cultural responses that could
result in progressive catharsis. While also exhibiting a high perception of threat, their
sense of aversion bolstered increased ingroup response and “higher levels of valueaffirming thoughts, feelings, and behaviors…[that] increased, rather than decreased,
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political tolerance.” 572 Further studies conducted between 2003-2005 confirm that
increased acts of American values led to contemporary political criticism.573
It would seem, then, that this aversive group would be more willing to identify
with the zombie traumatic-grotesque’s question of identity, forced personal change, and
desire for (re)newed community. However, during the Decline, acts of American values
diminished. While the return to pre-attack norms accounts for this decrease, the
disappearance of positive social actions created its own psychological stress. This
unexpected effect may be attributable to those who “pretended” solidarity in the Plateau
phase or those who were more appreciative of the moment of social unity.574
That appreciation of unity is suspiciously similar to the unifying catharsis that
media censorship attempted to squelch. Looking to sociological studies on 9/11 volunteer
work, a single characteristic propelled altruistic American values through June 2002:
identification with 9/11 victims.575 Inspired by the highly emotional experience of BuildUp assemblies, volunteers saw:
the collective…as the object of the attacks and…uniting with others
[interpreted] the tragedy in a way that…[galvanized] support for making –
and obligations to make – another’s suffering one’s own.”576
Empathetic imaginative identification with the 9/11 victims and fellow Americans
produced a different emotional response in volunteers: sorrow, or the experience of a
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great loss of power for which they are responsible.577 Here, “responsible” is not meant as
culpability but as conscientious action. Though denied a visual connection with the
fallen, volunteers assumed their mantle to rebuild and provide relief to their society.578
Volunteers are the ideal audience for the 9/11 zombie traumatic-grotesque.
However, they account for only 10% of Americans.579 The other 90% of other Americans
could not achieve this identifying, altruistic response due to the media’s censoring of
images of 9/11 victims. As Susan Sontag argues: “the only people with the right to look
at images of suffering…are those who could do something to alleviate it…or those who
could learn from it.”580 Race and Cultural Studies scholar Sarah Ahmed further states that
“emotions do things, and they align individual with communities – or bodily space with
social space – through the very intensity of their attachments.”581 Images of trauma that
go unseen obscure the possibility of strengthened communities, socio-political
enlightenment and positive or preventative action. As a result, zombies faced a steep
uphill climb to impart catharsis to a post-9/11 America.
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This is My Body: Dana Schutz’s “Self-Eaters”

Within this moment of social trauma, painter Dana Schutz began her rise in the
New York art world. Born in Livonia, Michigan in 1976, Schutz received her BFA from
the Cleveland Institute of Art and her MFA at Columbia University. Her expressionistic
style of painting, bold figures and colorful palette create scenes that illogically combine
the normal and the unreal. Through occasional nods to art history and a frequent
cheekiness, her works violently fight the barriers of the picture frame and question spatial
parameters. Upon graduation, she immediately received critical acclaim that marked her
not only as one of the most prominent painters of her generation, but also as a 2000s
speculative art market success. Her first series, “Last Man on Earth” (2002),
coincidentally shares a title with the 1963 zombie film. Starring the hippie-ish Frank as
an apocalyptic sole-survivor lounging about in a tropical paradise, the “Last Man on
Earth” paintings are often interpreted as Schutz’s self-conversation on painting.
More recently, her fame turned into notoriety. During the 2017 Whitney Biennial,
her abstract painting of Emmett Till, titled Open Casket (2016, Fig. 124), created a storm
of controversy. Schutz claimed inspiration from Ben Shahn’s The Passion of Sacco and
Vanzetti (1931-1932) and her own recent motherhood and feelings of empathetic grief for
Till-Bradley. However, she encountered criticism over appropriated imagery, the cultural
placement of Black anguish and white guilt, and the painting’s place in the oeuvre of a
financially successful white artist, among many other issues.
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Figure 124.

Dana Schutz, Open Casket, 2016, Oil on Canvas, 39” x 53.” The artist.

One aspect of the controversy relates to the censored 9/11 “jumpers.” Mamie TillBradley famously insisted that she “wanted the world to see what they did to my
baby.”582 The Black American press ensured that a generation of Black Americans saw
and remembered as, sixteen days after Emmett Till’s murder, his ravaged face appeared
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As horrific as the images are, they could have been far worse. Till’s physical appearance was quietly
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resting there. It was huge…From the chin, I moved up to his right cheek. There was an eyeball hanging
down, resting on that cheek. It looked like it was still attached by the optic nerve…right away, I looked to
the other eye. But it wasn’t there. It seemed like someone had taken a nut picker and plucked that one
out…I looked at the bridge of his nose…it had been chopped, maybe with a meat cleaver. It looked like
someone had tenderized his nose.” As quoted in Pool, 430-431.
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in the September 15th edition of Jet Magazine [Fig. 125]. Art historian Dora Apel
discusses the importance of the immediate release and spread of the tragic images:

Figure 125.

David Jackson, Funeral images of Emmett Till’s corpse, September 15,
1955, Jet Magazine.

It was crucial that [Till’s] body was…turned into a public occasion of
mass mourning that was widely publicized, and that the circulation of the
image of his mutilated body took place not among the white supremacists
of the South but in the arena of the national black press and on television.
Whereas such images formerly served to unite the white community
across class lines, they now united the black national public with the left
and liberal white public. ‘‘Grief was collective,’’ remarked black writer
John Edgar Wideman, who noted that ‘‘the stolen face of Emmett Till’’
began to haunt the nation.583
Within three months of Till’s murder, during the solidarity Plateau phase, the
Montgomery Bus Boycott began. Roughly ten years later, a national survey of Black
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As quoted in Ibid., 438.
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Americans determined that “Till’s death was more motivational to political activism than
knowledge of Brown v. Board or of the Montgomery Bus Boycott.”584 Yet, contemporary
white media coverage of Till consisted of a single photograph: Life’s September 12th
image of Till-Bradley receiving her son’s coffin by the Chicago railway [Fig. 126].585
The photograph is a harrowing expression of inconsolable grief, empathetic to all viewers
in a manner similar to the emotional images of first responders on 9/11. Yet, it was not

Figure 126.

John Bryson or John Sadovy, Homecoming of a Lynch Victim (Mamie TillBradley Receiving Emmett Till’s Coffin), Photograph, September 12, 1955,
Life.
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until the airing of the documentary series Eyes on the Prize (1987) that white America
first witnessed Till’s beaten and battered corpse.586
Within the context of this writing on viewer response to trauma through art, the
controversy over Open Casket represents decades of ongoing Black trauma in America.
Till’s photograph, held in Black traumatic memory and culture since 1955, drove the
Civil Rights Movement while simultaneously invoking every lynched family member and
fellow. The image’s invisibility to white America may have originated as segregated
press but, due to the passage of time, Till’s traumatic face could not invoke the
identifying, altruistic action needed in 1955. There are, of course, many deeper layers to
this interpretation but they lie outside this writing.
With that acknowledgement, my analysis of the Self-Eaters series will
demonstrate that Schutz’s work has consistently invoked violence, the macabre and taboo
and/or political subject matter with an intended cathartic motive. Additionally, the artist’s
statement of intended motherly sympathy conforms with previous addressment of
humanity’s mutually shared bodily functions and the dichotomy of individualism and
community. This is not to say that Open Casket is a grotesque, much less a traumaticgrotesque. Grotesques requires creativity in their inception – abstraction is not enough,
nor is sourcing an image from a historic atrocity. However, my opinion that no malicious
or capitalizing intent went into the work’s creation contrasts with my stronger belief that
it is audience reception, not artistic intent, that establishes a painting’s meaning.
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Years before the controversy, Schutz finished the “Last Man on Earth” series and
began work on the twenty paintings that make up 2003-2005’s “Self Eaters and the
People who Love Them.” Like the “Last Man” paintings, the “Self Eaters” allude to the
artmaking process, with bodies building their own necessary prosthetics, selfcannibalizing, and communally crafting a body. The playful palette of bright - bordering
on gaudy - colors puts the humor in the horrific actions. Yet, the figures are intentionally
more ominous than “Last Man,” as the artist said that she had “been making things a bit
darker lately” during the course of the series.587 Though Schutz insists that her figures are
not zombies, they fulfill each zombie characteristic.588 The figures address: life/death and
race/gender paradoxes; independent thought and rebellion; the unheimlich; the question
of identity and post humanist identity; and, in their appearance during a New York art
boom, commodification. But in their function as post-9/11 zombie traumatic grotesques,
the “Self Eaters” provide productive viewer catharsis through their
deconstructive/constructive cycle.
New Legs (2003) is the first of the series [Fig. 127]. Set along a beach landscape
reminiscent of the “Last Man on Earth” series, the foreground is dominated by a pink
figure seated at left upon a bluish cairn. Like the majority of the figures that make up the
series, there are no obvious signs of gender or race to dictate a self/Other dichotomy. As a
result, I will be referring to the ungendered figures within the paintings with the pronoun
“they,” but their true identification occurs through action.589 The person in New Legs
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Figure 127.

Dana Schutz, New Legs, 2003, Oil on Canvas, 60” x 66.” Private
Collection.
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manipulates clay-like material set on the wood table to the right. Following the pillarshaped sculptures down to the table ledge, the viewer observes oversized toes on the left
foot. The painting’s title becomes clear as the viewer places the molded legs in
conjunction with the large red circles at the person’s lap; New Legs depicts self-made
prosthetics.
The intense concentration in the figure’s face as they craft toes for the remaining
leg belies the prosthetics’ awkward shaping. Narrow in the thigh, oversized in the calf,
with disproportional toe to foot size, the image invokes Falling Man’s emotional mashup
of suffering-weakness. The figure’s drive to overcome disability cannot give them artistic
talent, and the attempt only wastes labor by creating dysfunctional legs. The question
becomes: what will the viewer’s reaction be? The choices are as clear-cut as American
emotional reactions. Given the opportunity, the viewer could do a good deed and help the
person create structurally stable limbs. Or, instead, the audience could rail at the injustice
of it all, but then prejudiciously exclude the Other in New Legs due to their disability.590
Self Eater 2 (2003) [Fig. 128] is more easily classifiable as a zombie-grotesque in
its auto-cannibalism. While the background is no uncharted tropical paradise, the yellow
circles gracefully backlight the purplish-blue figure in the foreground. The aesthetic color
contrast further emphasizes the body’s impossible positioning. While referring to the
rectangular shape of the painting, the figure’s anatomy is off. Via the broken right wrist
and missing right shin, the viewer’s eye is drawn to the left shin as it bends to the figure’s
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New Legs dates before the 2007 scandal that brought public attention to the neglect of disabled war
veterans at Walter Reed Medical Center. Considering the nature of war, though, the connection between
wounded veterans and New Legs is not so much prescient as it is inevitable.
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Figure 128.

Schutz, Self Eater 2, 2003, Oil on Canvas, 29” x 43.” Private Collection.

foot to its mouth. Engaging social fear/desire through the taboo of cannibalism, the figure
addresses issues of life, death and sacrifice. With no readable expression on their face,
Self Eater 2 simply accepts their changed, if discomforting, personal circumstances,
referencing 9/11’s transformation of first responders into heroic, selfless actors. For
assertive Americans, the heroic metaphor correlates with the traumatic narrative while
also addressing the physical sacrifices of the tragedy. For those Americans inspired to
“give their right arm” to help family or do well by their neighbors, the painting also aids
in reinforcing prosocial changes.
Face-Eater (2004) may be the most violently grotesque of the series [see Fig. 15].
In this work, the zombie has succumbed completely to his feeding desire; forced personal
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change is not only accepted but fulfilled to its fullest degree. Presented as a bust-length
portrait and wearing a gender-neutral green polo shirt, the head consists of a Caucasian
oval topped with shoulder length brown hair. On one side of the face, a pierced red circle
marks the site of a former ear; on the other, an oversized toothed mouth gapes. Within the
mouth, green eyes hover in slightly altered positions from their expected anatomical
placement within the face. A phallic tongue protrudes, claiming attention from the other
unidentifiable debris. Bloody marks appear across the face, with specks seemingly flung
from the mouth. Yet, upon closer inspection, the violence could be much worse. By
incorporating the Bakhtinian grotesque’s bodily inversion of outside-inside, the facial
features are simply relocated rather than bloodily ripped and removed from their location.
Like the carefully chosen images of 9/11 victims, Face-Eater is a “clean” image of
destruction.
Schutz, much like Picasso, has composed a new idea of what a “face” is: merely
the outward accoutrements of a rounded, bare head. While the individual in Face-Eater is
more identifiably white than other “Self Eaters,” it functions as an endless questionable
identity. Like the blurred “jumpers,” Face-Eater could be anyone – a member of the
viewer’s family, ingroup, or designated outgroups. The choice of who this figure is, then,
relies upon the viewer’s response to it: aversion and sadness could lead to sympathy and
kindness, or assertive defensiveness could manifest as disgusted rejection.
Similar viewer reactions could also apply to Happy (2004, Fig. 129). A somewhat
squat, racially and sexually ambiguous figure, Happy stands before and smiles at the
viewer, with fingers waving in various directions like a nervous child. They are once
again back in the idyllic paradise. Large green tropical leaves and fiery reds and
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Figure 129.

Schutz, Happy, 2004, Oil on Canvas, 43” x 29.” Collection of Alice
Kosmin, New York.
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mauve-ish pinks of the sunrise serve to accent the figure’s multiplicity in skin tones.
Infinitely relatable to any viewer, the various shades of browns, greens, and purples that
make up Happy’s skin leads to stronger tones that define their red nipples, lips, and
cheeks, blue eyes and golden hair. Yet, a closer look at the body indicates that it is
incomplete. There are holes running through the torso, revealing the landscape behind.
An oval of orange and green on the upper right chest shows the sunset and greenery. A
square-ish yellow/green/orange section below and a round orange/brown/black circle
under the left nipple do the same. Happy is a work in progress, a creation of their own
making. Materials are limited, because Happy is self-constructed out of their own shit.591
As previously discussed, zombies utilize Mikhail Bakhtin’s inversion of the body.
His grotesque body focuses on orifices and the acts between body and world, so that
sneezing, eating or defecating mark the interchange from old to new and the beginning
and end of life.592 Happy’s use of defecated material to recreate herself marks the
grotesque allusion to the viewer’s feelings of isolation and forced personal changes
following 9/11.593 Showing the viewer how “feeling like shit” can be a good thing, Happy
demonstrates how those emotions can be used to reconstruct a new personal narrative.
Schutz describes the process in her own words:
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They eat themselves and rebuild themselves from their own digested
material. These figures are free to reconfigure themselves constantly to
whatever they wish. With them, making is a necessity…they also mirror
the creative act of construction and transformation and, to a certain extent,
collaboration.594
A monumental example of post-9/11 collaboration is her 2005 work Presentation
[Fig. 130], which comes at the end of the “Self Eaters” series. The artist repeatedly

Figure 130.

594

Schutz, Presentation, 2005, Oil on Canvas, 10’ x 14.’ Museum of Modern
Art.

Platow, 87.
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amends the origin story of this particular work but, in a 2019 lecture, she linked her
previous statements into a clearer narrative.595 Medieval paintings and the 2003 New
York anti-war protests inspired the crowded background figures. Also taking inspiration
from the photography ban of the war dead, Schutz asks: “what if [the people in the
crowd] were just all there to witness this giant body that was almost too big for them?”596
The latter statement references the vast difference in scale between the onlookers
and the prone bodies. The faces in the crowd feature Schutz’s bright color palette and the
expressions range from sadness to startled, revulsion to distracted, as some viewers
actively look away from the prone bodies before them. Laid out upon a sheet of plywood,
the body closest to the onlookers, equal to their stature, appears dead; primarily depicted
in gangrenous greens and tans, the figure lies facedown with only the hollow of one eye
suggesting any identifying features. The other, closer to the viewer, is humongous.
Emphasis on its exaggerated size can be found in its winched-up hand, showing the
nearly 7:1 ratio in scale to the crowd. Yet, with glints of whites in his eyes, a misshapen
nose and a grimacing mouth, the grotesque appears alive.
That sentience is all the more disturbing as his torso is cut open, the flayed skin
resting over the rib cage to reveal a mass of unidentifiable organs. Moving further down
the body, the left hand also appears flayed and a crowd member pokes at the loose skin
with a stick. The left leg is separated at the knee, with no interior visible anatomy, and the
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right thigh is marked with candy colored bruising. Between his legs is an enormous dark
pink phallus, making this creature uniquely gendered among the “Self Eaters.”
On the painting’s upper right, Schutz herself slices into the top of the monster’s right
hand. The action alludes to the creative action of an artist, yet also mimics Dr. Gross’s
scalpel in Thomas Eakins’ The Gross Clinic (1875, Fig. 131). Schutz cites The Gross
Clinic as inspiration for Presentation. However, she erroneously dates the Eakins
painting to the Civil War and discusses its exhibition in the 1876 Centennial’s Medical
Museum in terms of war-induced “fear of surgeons.” However, she accurately describes

Figure 131.

Thomas Eakins, The Gross Clinic, 1875, Oil on Canvas, 8’ x 6.5.’
Philadelphia Museum of Art.
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the work’s post-Civil War correlation “between the body and the country and the
fractured body and the fractured country.”597
As discussed by art historian Jessica Cooley, the Civil War saw America’s
development of modern medical practices through “new empirical strategies [resulting
from] the collection and dissection of amputated limbs from battlefields.”598 As medical
knowledge developed from the study of bodies broken and dismembered by the war,
surgeons could more quickly return the injured to the front lines to ensure victory.599 As a
result, a cultural narrative took form, equating physical wholeness with victory and unity.
Broken bodies, treated by “sawbones,” became symbolic of the divided nation. Schutz’s
reference to the post-Civil War body-nation connection makes Presentation’s overlarge,
broken grotesque body into the embodiment of military casualties in a now-unpopular
war.
By 2004, the overwhelming support for the administration and war effort was
collapsing. As casualty reports continued making news after President Bush’s notorious
“Mission Accomplished” speech in May of 2003, approval ratings for both the President
and the war dropped from 58% in July 2003 to 48% in March 2004.600 On Memorial Day
of that year, defense reporter Sydney J. Freedberg, Jr. profiled those who made up the
923 war casualties. Lacking images of the coffins, he wrote a visual description:
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In the scale of history, a thousand bodies are almost too light to
measure...But on a human scale, a thousand dead are almost beyond
imagining. It is as if every male student (plus two dozen women) at some
smallish liberal arts college had been wiped out. If the dead from this war
could somehow return, if they were guests at the next State of the Union
address, every senator and representative in Congress would have to yield
his or her seat on the floor of the House chamber to an Army soldier killed
in the Middle East. Soldiers slain elsewhere, plus all the Marines, airmen,
and sailors, would overflow onto the balcony. If the dead could attend a
White House reception, if they passed through the receiving line at a brisk
clip of about three seconds per person -- handshake; hello; thank you;
next, please -- the president would be shaking their hands for roughly 45
minutes, nonstop.601
The “Presentation” of the giant, grotesque representation of 1000 broken bodies
to the viewer indicates that it is not beyond hope of healing. If it were, the body would be
hidden like those of the contemporary war dead. To make the body whole again requires
unified action, yet the crowd does not move. Their response is no longer the grieving
solidarity of the immediate post-9/11 moment. Nor is it the assertive defense of the body
politic or an altruistic offer of aid. They merely look on. The grotesque, however, looks
out at the viewer, who must quickly decide how to respond. Should action be taken to
help heal the communal American body or bury it in the grave below and thus remove
any visual evidence of its existence?
The grave, of course, has already been dug. Lying beneath the platform, it allows
easy erasure of this unpleasant example of mortality. Surrounding the earthen hollow,
moving from left to right, are violets, the rear of an animal carcass, varieties of hyacinths,
a dismembered hand, small red roses, blue and yellow ranunculus, and, on the opposite
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side of the grave, purple irises. The springtime flowers, along with the body’s tilted
perspective towards the viewer and the grave below, reference medieval German
Entombment statuary [Fig. 132].

Figure 132.

The Entombment of Christ with the Virgin Mary, Saint John, Nicodemus,
and Joseph of Arimathea, 1500-1510, Wood, Polychrome and Guilding,
19” x 15” x 4.” Metropolitan Museum of Art.

While every zombie walk worth its brains has someone dressed as Christ [Fig.
133], Presentation’s body is not a being awaiting resurrection. Instead, the zombie awaits
viewer identification. The enforced, broken changes to his body could recall the missed
traumatic memories of the powerless “jumpers” and the dutiful military service members.
Should the viewer be moved from merely gazing at him into positive action, perhaps a
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Figure 133.

Zombie costume at the 2009 Richmond, Virginia Zombie Walk (meme),
90gag.com, 2019, https://9gag.com/gag/ aB0m9b2.

renewed communal effort at rebuilding can begin. It is springtime, after all, and there is
hope but there is a nine out of ten chance that the viewer will simply look, then pass on
by.

These are Our Bodies: George A. Romero’s Land of the Dead

With Land of the Dead (2005), George A. Romero returned to the cinematic
zombie after a 20-year absence. The zombie Godfather stayed busy during that time,
collaborating with other giants in the horror industry to bring horror to a new generation.
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Stating that he did not “wanna make another film with zombies in it,” the director spent
his time outside of Day of the Dead concentrated on his horror anthology series, Tales
From the Darkside (1983-1988).602 Inspired by Creepshow (1982), a successful
anthology film Romero made in collaboration with Stephen King, the television show
lasted four seasons. The two masters of horror would team up again with The Dark Half
(1993). Romero would work again with Dario Argento, who co-produced Dawn of the
Dead, in Two Evil Eyes (Due Occhi Diabolici,1990).603
After directing a commercial for Capcom’s Resident Evil 2 in 1998, Romero was
initially offered the director’s chair for the first film based on the gaming franchise, but
he declined. While working on a comic book extension of his Dead universe - DC’s Toe
Tag: The Death of Death (2004) - the zombie Renaissance ramped up with a remake of
his Dawn of the Dead. While uninvolved in that film, Romero returned once again to the
genre, incorporating ideas from The Death of Death into a new script: Land of the
Dead.604
The film finds Romero still exploring human moral failings and the monster’s
sentience. He begins with immediate references to the War on Terror, creating distinct
lines between the ingroup (humans) and outgroup (zombies). While the ingroup humans
attempt to maintain pre-apocalyptic identities, the zombies emerge as a new community
that embraces their changed personal status. As post 9/11 zombie traumatic-grotesques,
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Big Daddy and his cohorts help each other survive and actively organize against the
surviving humans. While channeling the assertive American mindset, these zombies
exemplify the social benefits within positive catharsis.
Land of the Dead picks up after Dawn of the Dead (and perhaps Day of the Dead)
within a dystopic post-zombie world. In Uniontown, zombies passively go about their
remembered “lives”: a park band plays tuneless music and Big Daddy (Eugene Clark), a
gas station mechanic, responds to the station’s car signal bell. Meanwhile, the remnants
of humanity live in Fiddlers Green, a militarized city-state headed by Kaufmann (Dennis
Hopper). The elite reside in exclusive high-rise luxury accommodations, while the
working-class scrabble in an outdoor slum. Cholo (John Leguizamo) and Riley (Simon
Baker) work for Kaufmann as procurers, obtaining essential food and medical supplies
from neighboring towns.
Both characters lead a raiding party into Uniontown, where Cholo breaks off to
get luxury goods for Kaufmann. His actions result in a new kid’s death and, throughout
the raid, countless zombies are killed, to the distress of Big Daddy. He rallies the
zombies, and they follow the raiding party to Fiddlers Green. His leadership awakens
sentience in two other zombies: Number 9, identified by her softball uniform, and the
Butcher, who still carries his cleaver [Fig. 134].
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Figure 134.

Big Daddy (center), Number 9 (right), and Butcher (left) in Land of the
Dead, directed by George Romero, (2005, Los Angeles, CA: Universal
Pictures), film.

The human narrative devolves into class rebellion. Working class Cholo, denied
access to the elite high-rise, steals a large, armored vehicle, Dead Reckoning, and
threatens to launch missiles into the city.605 Kaufmann hires everyman Riley to return the
vehicle, with or without Cholo, and simultaneously plans his escape from the city. Riley
seizes Dead Reckoning for himself, leaving Cholo behind. Choosing to go his own way,
Cholo is subsequently bitten and turns into a zombie. Both return to Fiddlers Green as the
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“Dead Reckoning” is a navigational term that uses position, speed and course heading to determine
direction. Dead reckoning opposes navigating by landmarks. During the War on Terror, Army recruits were
required to master dead reckoning skills before deployment. Today’s aircraft, warships and armored
vehicles contain computers that automatically calculate dead recogning. “Map Reading and Land
Navigation” (Department of the Army, Fort Benning, GA, January 2005), 1-1, 11-14 - 11-16.
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zombies attack. Big Daddy demonstrates leadership, ingenuity, and righteous anger
during the invasion. Along the way, he encounters Kaufmann and both he and zombieCholo exact fiery revenge. In the end, the lower classes are left to rebuild Fiddler’s Green
and Riley leaves with a small band for Canada. Big Daddy departs with his cohorts.
Riley, chiding his fellows who want to attack them, allows the zombies to leave
unmolested.
The “separate but equal” leanings of the final line do not seem so socially
positive, but the zombie traumatic-grotesques are still flesh-eating zombies. Riley’s smart
thinking and good intentions in watching the group walk away contrast with the film’s
opening, which connects the human raiding party to contemporary military operations.
Heavily armed and armored, the humans invade Uniontown at night because shooting
fireworks successfully distract zombies. As the zombies look up, the humans move more
easily among them. While not exactly an aerial strike, the combination of air and ground
maneuvers is comparable to military “Shock and Awe” tactics.
Described as “an attack so massive and sudden that the enemy would be stunned,
confused, overwhelmed, and paralyzed,” Shock and Awe emerged as a military strategy
in 1996.606 Believed to reduce both the timeline and troop count of future wars, Shock
and Awe gained the early support of former and, in the W. Bush administration, current
Secretary of Defense, Donald Rumsfeld.607 In that capacity, he initialized Shock and
Awe’s aerial bombardment of Baghdad on March 21, 2003.608 The failure of the
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However, popular awareness of the term came through Gulf War news coverage.
John T. Correll, “What Happened to Shock and Awe?,” Air Force Magazine (Arlington, VA),
November 1, 2003, https://www.airforcemag.com/article/1103shock/.
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“Shock and Awe campaign underway in Iraq,” CNN, March 22, 2003,
https://edition.cnn.com/2003/fyi/news/03/22/iraq.war/.
607
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campaign’s intent to reduce the war’s length and troop numbers is obvious in hindsight.
As of this writing, the war is closing in on its twentieth year and 5000 troops still occupy
Iraq and Afghanistan.609
While the 2005 American public may not connect the fireworks to military
tactics, the death of Cholo’s young companion in the raid would induce traumatic
memories for military service members and their families. Bitten by a zombie, the youth
refuses Riley’s help and shoots himself in the head. While Romero previously used
suicide for the deaths of lesser characters after zombie bites, this death on a military-style
raid accentuates the significance of the human city’s name: “Fiddlers Green.” Fiddlers
Green is a 1923 poem first published in the U.S. Army’s Calvary Journal. While
associated with the 1st Calvary Division, the poem and its message of a utopian paradise
for fallen soldiers spread across military branches. It is continually cited today at
memorials:
Halfway down the trail to Hell,
In a shady meadow green
Are the Souls of all dead Troopers camped,
Near a good old-time canteen.
And this eternal resting place
Is known as Fiddlers’ Green.
Marching past, straight through to Hell
The Infantry are seen.
Accompanied by the Engineers,
Artillery and Marines,
For none but the shades of Cavalrymen
Dismount at Fiddlers’ Green.
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Jim Garamond, “U.S. Completes Troop-Level Drawdown in Afghanistan, Iraq” (U.S. Department of
Defense, Washington, DC, January 15, 2021),
https://www.defense.gov/Explore/News/Article/Article/2473884/us-completes-troop-level-drawdown-inafghanistan-iraq/.
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Though some go curving down the trail
To seek a warmer scene.
No Trooper ever gets to Hell
Ere he’s emptied his canteen.
And so rides back to drink again
With friends at Fiddlers’ Green.
And so when man and horse go down
Beneath a saber keen,
Or in a roaring charge of fierce melee
You stop a bullet clean,
And the hostiles come to get your scalp,
Just empty your canteen,
And put your pistol to your head
And go to Fiddlers’ Green.610
Additionally, the youth’s choice of suicide correlates with the contemporary
uptick of suicides in Army soldiers deployed to Iraq. Rising from 9.6/100,000 in 2004 to
12.5/100,000 in 2005, the Army at first dismissed the increase as lacking full data. As
such, their suicide prevention efforts did not change, even as the elevated suicide rate
followed the rise of soldier hospitalizations for depression and PTSD.611 Like the ban on
images of war casualties, the national media rarely mentioned military suicide. Insurgent
suicide bombings, however, were frequently covered but with sanitized, bloodless images
of the aftermath.612
The 9/11 traumatic narrative emphasis on the violent Other’s attack on American
identity becomes natural fodder for the emphasis on human moral failings within the
zombie narrative. Kaufmann himself is an obvious stand-in for President George W.
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Italics mine. As cited in “We Remember” (National Veterans Art Museum, Chicago, IL, 2020),
https://www.nvam.org/weremember.html.
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Carl Andrew Castro and Sara Kintzle, “Suicides in the Military: The Post-Modern Combat Veteran and
the Hemingway Effect,” Current Psychiatry Report 16 (2014): 461.
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The handful of references I found published between 2003-2005 were foreign publications, and one sole
mention in The Washington Post. Of course, with the dramatic rise in military suicides over the past two
decades since 9/11, innumerable publication and studies are available.
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Bush, complete with red tie and moral outrage at terroristic threats [Figs. 135-136]. The
character’s statement, “We don’t negotiate with terrorists,” quotes Margaret Thatcher, but

Figure 135.

Kaufman (Dennis Hopper), in Land of the Dead, directed by George
Romero, (2005, Los Angeles, CA: Universal Pictures), film.

Figure 136.

Roger L. Wollenberg-Pool. “U.S. President George W. Bush sits at his
desk in the Oval Office of the White House after addressing the nation on
the anniversary of the 2001 terrorist attacks September 11, 2006, in
Washington, DC.,” September 11, 2006, Getty Images.
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is close to Bush’s 2003 statement, “You’ve got to be strong, not weak. The only way to
deal with these people is to bring them to justice. You can’t talk to them. You can’t
negotiate with them.”613 Additionally, Kaufmann addresses the zombie threat, and
eventually Big Daddy himself, by repeating the phrase “you have no right.” According to
theologian Gary Dorrien, that particular phrase traces to early twentieth century religious
arguments for America’s democratic imperialism. While perhaps not said directly by
Bush or anyone in his administration, the words of Protestant leader Lyman Abbott fit the
traumatic narrative’s moral outrage at the terror attacks:
I deny the right of a barbaric people to retain possession of any quarter of
the globe. Barbarism has no rights which civilization is bound to respect.
Barbarians have rights which civilized people are bound to respect, but
they have no right to their barbarism.614
Yet, just like in Day of the Dead, Land’s humans are more barbaric than the
zombies. While the elite of Fiddlers Green barely interact with the monsters, Kaufmann
encourages the working classes to use them for violent entertainment. Within a seedy
sporting atmosphere, people can pelt zombies with paintballs, bet on zombie cage
matches as they fight over animals (or the occasional human), and use them as photo ops.
Within the humor of the latter option, though, lies the horror of traumatic memory
repetition, connecting the chained zombies to the moral horror of the Abu Ghraib pictures
[Fig. 137-138].615 Adding another war reference is Big Daddy’s later discovery of living
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As quoted in Harmonie Toros, “We Don’t Negotiate With Terrorists!: Legitimacy and Complexity in
Terrorist Conflicts,” Security Dialogue 39, 4 (2008): 407.
614
Gary Dorrien, “Imperial Designs: Theological Ethics and the Ideologies of International Politics,” Cross
Currents 54, 2 (Summer 2004), 108.
615
The photo op is also a zombie fan Easter egg – the zombies are Simon Pegg and Edgar Wright, the
actor/director/writing team behind 2004’s zombie spoof Shaun of the Dead.
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Figure 137.

Zombie photo op (Simon Pegg, left; Edgar Wright, right) in the Fiddlers
Green slum, in Land of the Dead, directed by George Romero, (2005, Los
Angeles, CA: Universal Pictures), film.

Figure 138.

“Cpl. Graner is depicted next to a detainee who has his arms secured in
front of him with a sandbag and a chain.,” Photograph, circa November
2003, Getty Images.
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undead hung up for target practice, an image eerily similar to the 2004 murder of four
American contractors in Fallujah, Iraq [Figs. 139-140].

Figure 139.

Zombie shooting range, in in Land of the Dead, directed by George
Romero, (2005, Los Angeles, CA: Universal Pictures), film.

Figure 140.

Khalid Mohammad, “A crowd gathers as charred bodies hang from a
bridge over the Euphrates River in Fallujah, west of Baghdad,”
Photograph, 2004, AP Images.
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Faced with morally-justified violence, Big Daddy’s righteous anger begins after
the raid of Uniontown. As the human raiding party shoots its way down Main Street, the
large African American zombie heroically pushes other zombies down, saving them from
head shots. His compassion for his fellow beings emerges as he faces the broken body of
another zombie. Shot across the neck and decapitated, the zombie’s head is still
“conscious” without his body. Mercifully, Big Daddy smashes the head and yells in
angered anguish. For assertive American viewers, Big Daddy’s moral outrage over the
physical threat to his community would be eerily familiar, evoking their own emotional
response to 9/11. But, for catharsis to emerge, imaginative identification with a member
of two outgroups must occur.
First, the viewer must identify with a zombie. Romero encourages identification
with Big Daddy through Riley’s character. At the film’s start, he and another procurer
spy on Uniontown and Big Daddy. While the youngster complains that the zombies are
just “pretending to be alive,” Riley gives him the hard facts of posttraumatic life: “Isn’t
that what we’re doing – pretending to be alive?”616 Emerging as the honorable heroic
character in the film, Riley accepts zombies and provides the possibility of viewer
identification. Whether they can accept identification with Big Daddy, specifically, is a
different story.
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Land of the Dead, written by George Romero, (2005; Los Angeles, CA: Universal Pictures, 2006),
DVD.
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Statistically, the most assertive Americans after 9/11 were older white men with
lower education levels.617 A 2004 survey on white American attitudes to outgroups
compared the perceptions of threat from Muslims and Muslim-Americans to that of
African Americans. While African-Americans proved to be more popularly accepted as a
minority group in the survey, they were viewed as far more threatening.618 Big Daddy,
then, is at a similar crossroad as Schutz’s New Legs: viewers may have sympathy for the
character, but rejection as well.
Yet, just like the “Self Eaters,” Big Daddy uses action to demonstrate positive
social affect. In the march to Fiddlers Green, the zombie fearlessly leads his “people” in
swarming and knocking down the first checkpoint’s fence. Chaos erupts as soldiers fight
back, but the zombies triumph and celebrate with a Bakhtinian feast. Big Daddy, as the
heroic figure, eschews feeding – he is not seen eating any body parts throughout the
entire film. For the others, the zombie bite intertwines the inner and outer body to create
new identity. Unlike Happy, who constructs a second body out of excretions, Number 9’s
bitten cheek leaves an interior view of her mouth. The intersection between her whole
and broken body becomes an exploration of self/Other identity as she reveals an anatomy
that all peoples share [Fig. 141].
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Sitka et al., 750.
Jeremías Olán Kalyan et al., “Band of Others? Attitudes onwards Muslims in Contemporary American
Society,” The Journal of Politics 71, 3 (July 2009): 857-860.
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Figure 141.

Number 9 (Jennifer Baxter) and her bitten cheek, in Land of the Dead,
directed by George Romero, (2005, Los Angeles, CA: Universal Pictures),
film.

For aversive and sorrowful American viewers promoting social change through
good deeds, the messy attack and transformation of zombie-soldiers may not seem
cathartic. However, Cholo’s reaction to being bitten reveals the acceptance of change and
new community existence: “Nothing works out the way you want it to. Something comes
around the corner and gets you, [Asked if he wants to be shot] You know, I always
wanted to see how the other half lives.” Comparing the zombie traumatic-grotesque’s
transformation to the response of a 9/11 study participant, empathy for previously
rejected (or ignored) Other promotes trauma processing:
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I feel more grateful for our country and thankful for the people who have
died so that I can have so many comforts in my life. I also feel sad for
other people around the world, who live in terror everyday. I think about
them a lot. I also have made a stronger effort to be more aware of the
minority experience and of my own racist thoughts.619
Big Daddy channels the transformative power of the zombie bite fully into
community formation and improvement. At a plywood blockage, he grunts at Butcher,
slaps his hand against the wall, and steps back. Recognition comes into Butcher’ face and
he uses his cleaver to break down the wall. During another battle with humans, Big
Daddy approaches Number 9 and replaces her bat with an automatic rifle. Humor and
horror cross again as Number 9 begins shooting uncontrollably, but Big Daddy grabs her
arm to steady her shots. More zombies follow his lead, picking up weapons before finally
breaking into the Fiddlers Green high rise.
Leaving his cohorts to exact their own revenge, Big Daddy spots Kaufmann
attempting escape. What follows is simple revenge: Big Daddy breaks Kaufman’s
windshield and begins to pump gas into the car. He walks off, but zombie-Cholo appears.
Kaufmann uses an ethnic slur against him, further emphasizing the racist and class-based
prejudices in place at Fiddlers Green. The two wrestle on the car hood and Big Daddy
returns with a fiery propane tank. Rolled to the gasoline-soaked car, both Kaufmann and
Cholo blow up. In the aftermath, Riley and his team see Big Daddy leading the zombies
out of Fiddlers Green. Stopping one from firing a rocket at them, Riley cements the
acceptance of zombie community by saying: “They’re just lookin’ for a place to go.
Same as us.” That zombies are now a new society, deserving mutual respect, is unique to
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Ai et al., 538.
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Land of the Dead – it is not returned to in Romero’s 2008 follow-up Diary of the Dead
nor in the limited release Survival of the Dead of 2009. As such, it is the Romero zombiegrotesque’s attempt to provide cathartic relief to the 2005 American consciousness.

Bodies in the Voting Booths

“Dude…We’re Zombies, We Don’t Stick Together… um, I Guess in Land of the Dead
They Started to Use Some Teamwork, but That Movie Kind of Blew, so…”
-

Dialogue in Aaah! Zombies!!, Directed by
Matthew Kohnen and Sean Kohnen, 2007

While offering the zombie traumatic-grotesque as a remedy for 9/11 trauma, both
“Self-Eaters” and Land of the Dead directly address the source of the national traumatic
narrative. Land of the Dead is a thinly veiled poke at the Bush administration. None of
Fiddlers Green’s elites survive the zombie attack and Kaufmann, in burning to death, is
not allowed to turn zombie. Schutz, for her part, created Party (2004, Fig. 142) at the end
of the “Self Eaters” series and shortly before the elections that year. On a beach under the
full heat of the sun, abstracted depictions of (from left to right) Dick Cheney, Colin
Powell, Condoleezza Rice, John Ashcroft, and Donald Rumsfeld carry an incapacitated
George W. Bush.
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Figure 142.

Schutz, Party, 2004, Oil on Canvas, 72” x 90.” Museum of Contemporary
Art, Los Angeles.
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Rather than the typical “Self Eaters” attempt to convey positive grotesque change,
Party’s figures mash themselves together in the rough shape of an elephant, strung
through with microphone cords. Despite the tangle of cords and chaotic clumping of
figures, the group determinedly progresses forward. Representing the hopelessness that
the dissenting public had for a change in administrations, Party offers none of the
cathartic message of its fellows.
Schutz repeats the allusionary political imagery in her latest political work, Trump
Descending an Escalator (2017, Fig. 143). Here, Schutz conflates Duchamp’s Nude

Figure 143.

Schutz, Trump Descending an Escalator, 2017, Oil on Canvas, 88” x 75.”
Private Collection.
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Descending a Staircase (1912) with the former President’s famous Trump Tower
escalator descent after announcing his presidential candidacy. Also determinedly moving
forward, Trump’s pompadour-ish hair is missing from the picture plane and his face is
pumpkin orange, highlighted with greens and pinks. About his visage, Schutz said:
In real life, he looks so dumpy, like a refrigerator. I’m happy with how the
face turned out, kind of like a mask, with something guarded but
threatening about it. He’s coming down, taking us to lower levels of
everything…I wanted to get that moment of suspense, when you know
something is going to happen and there’s nothing you can do to stop it.620
In the zombie traumatic-grotesque worlds of both Schutz and Romero, there is no
possibility of government policy change.
As the 2004 election proved, their artistic vision was right. The national traumatic
narrative prevailed, and George W. Bush served a second term. Since that time, Schutz
has moved away from her auto-cannibals and, while still painting, is experimenting with
sculpture. Sadly, Romero passed away in 2017, but the War on Terror continues on as of
this writing. For retired Army photographer Ben Brody, describing the death of a
comrade in arms and “the murderous heat and arbitrary death and relentless absurdity” at
a Rotarian luncheon did not stop people from continuing to eat. The zombie traumaticgrotesque may have failed this time, but there is always another social catastrophe
waiting around the corner.
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Valentina Di Liscia, “A Dana Schutz Portrait of Trump Just Sold for More than $711,000,” last
modified October 20, 2020, https://hyperallergic.com/595937/a-dana-schutz-portrait-of-trump-just-soldfor-more-than-711000/.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
THE WALKING D(R)EAD AT HOME:
THE GREAT RECESSION AND THE TRAUMATIC GROTESQUE

Outside of Schutz’s “Self Eaters,” the zombie-grotesque appeared in other
artworks in the mid-2000s. Jillian McDonald, a Canadian multimedia artist currently
residing in New York City, performed Horror Make-Up (July 15, 2006) on an L train
from Manhattan to Brooklyn [see Fig. 1]. Seated in a subway car with other commuters,
she steadily began to do her face. First came the white base, then dark circles under her
eyes and definition of the hollows of her face. “Only when she slipped in a pair of green
teeth and began daubing her face with fake blood did people start to stare, exchange
meaningful glances and roll their eyes.”621
Within Horror Make-Up, the zombie officially crosses back over into visual art.
In 2011, McDonald released two video artworks: Field of the Dead and Undead and A
Prairie Horror [Figs. 144-145]. In the former, zombies move about in the landscape,
wandering around as ghostly figures with no destination or goal. The latter follows a
classic narrative of zombies attacking residents of isolated farmhouses. Before the
exhibition of McDonald’s works, the zombie-grotesque already had its own television
show. On October 31, 2010, the pilot episode of AMC’s The Walking Dead, based on the
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Carol Kino, “Jillian McDonald, Performance Artist, Forsakes Billy Bob Thornton for Zombies,” New
York Times (New York City, NY), July 30, 2006.
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Figure 144.

Jillian McDonald, Field of the Dead and Undead, Still, 2011, HighDefinition Video, 18:30 minutes, the artist.

Figure 145.

McDonald, A Prairie Horror, Production Still, 2011, High-Definition
Video, 13:28 minutes, the artist.
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eponymous Image Comics publication (2003-2019), received 5.35 million viewers.622 A
character-driven drama set after the zombie apocalypse, the show focuses on the lives
(and deaths) of a band of survivors. During Season Four, on which I will focus in this
chapter [Fig. 146], one of the adults reacts to how a young girl interacts with the zombies.

Figure 146.

AMC’s The Walking Dead Season Four, featuring (from left to right) Mika,
Lizzie, Carol, Tyreese, Poster, 2013, Commissioned by AMC.

622

The show’s popularity immediately spawned imitations not only in the United States but in Europe as
well. These include France’s Les Revenants (2012-2015) – remade as The Returned (2015), BBC’s In the
Flesh (2013-2014), SyFy’s Z Nation (2014-2018), the CW’s iZombie (2015-2019), Starz’s Ash vs Evil
Dead (2015-2018), and the show’s own spinoffs, AMC’s Fear the Walking Dead (2015-time of writing),
The Walking Dead: World Beyond (2020-time of writing), and an upcoming, untitled spinoff featuring
characters Darryl and Carol (2023).
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Between these two zombie crossovers came a worldwide crisis of America’s own
making: the 2007-2010 Great Recession. A housing economic bubble, created by a
combination of risky investment practices, mortgage defaults, and rising unemployment,
burst. Average Americans, whether trying to save their home or struggling with finances,
suffered through a second trauma-induced crisis of identity in the aughts.623 Mental
health declined across individual and community lines. Within the American family,
stress passed from parents to children, sometimes with devastating results. Both
McDonald’s 2011 video works and AMC’s The Walking Dead’s Season Four use the
zombie traumatic-grotesque to channel America’s psychological response to the financial
crisis. By incorporating child characters in the narratives, both McDonald and the AMC
series also prompt parental introspection on how their mental health affects children’s
wellbeing. Through McDonald’s unnamed boy and AMC’s The Walking Dead’s Lizzie,
American parents witness how their cathartic response to the destruction of the American
Dream reverberates in their children.

The Great Recession in the United States:

Through high profit financial risks, American mortgage lenders and investment
banks generated the circumstances for the Great Recession (2008-2010). Its origins lie in
the U.S. Federal Reserve’s sharp cut to interest rates in the late 1990s, which affected the
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This is not to diminish the worldwide effects of the Financial Crisis. Due to the America-centric focus of
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American housing market.624 As home prices rose, a combination of banking
deregulation and predatory lending led to an increase in subprime mortgages. These
mortgages reduced home down payments and overlooked the borrower’s income
documentation. Additionally, the mortgages featured adjustable interest rates, a process
termed “mortgage reset.”625 Once the Federal Reserve raised interest rates and subprime
mortgages reset to higher interest rates, the rate of defaults started to rise, resulting in
2008’s widespread investment bank failure.626
The collapse of financial institutions drove the stock market down, affecting
business credit and liquidity. Layoffs began: by December 2012, an estimated 12 million
Americans out of work.627 Those unemployment figures increased the number of
foreclosures, reaching crisis levels in 2009. Dubbed “Foreclosure-gate,” 1 in 45
households received a foreclosure notice and 2.9 million homes, or 1 out of every 133
houses, underwent foreclosure.628 The estimated loss in American household wealth due
to the Great Recession is $19.2 trillion.629
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To ease the crisis, the U.S. Congress passed the $700 billion Emergency
Economic Stabilization Act (commonly termed the bank bailout) in October 2008, under
President George W. Bush. In January 2009, President Barack Obama approved the
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (the Recovery Act), which added between
$787-$831 billion to the economic recovery.630 Additionally, the Federal Reserve
augmented economic recovery through “emergency action.” In 2011, Congress forced the
Reserve to release its financial infusion data, revealing the government’s total bailout to
be between $7.7 and $29 trillion.631
While over 100 major financial institutions benefitted from the 2008 bailout,
bankers claimed no responsibility for the crisis.632 Despite that collective shrug, a 2010
poll showed that 58% of the American public blamed financial institutions for the crisis,
with corporations blamed at 51%, the government at 41% and consumers at 24%.633 The
blame assigned to the institutional carrier groups not only meant that the groups could not
collectively control the national traumatic narrative, but also indicates that Americans
perceived the threat to their identity as coming from those institutions.634 As a result,
American support for the government dropped, but it did so along political party lines.
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The Obama administration also passed the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare) in 2009, in part die to the
increased number of unemployed – and now uninsured – Americans.
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Partisan division within the public’s approach to policy began in 2006 and “by
2010 partisan differences…reached an all-time high.”635 Americans “who more strongly
identified with the Republican Party moved away from government faster than
Democratic Party identifiers moved toward the government.”636 As a result, political
party outlooks affected the cultural traumatic narrative of the Great Recession: either
Republican claims of dysfunctional governance and a need for leadership or Democratic
assurances of eventual adjustment and hope.637 Of course, as a grotesque, the zombie
offers catharsis for both views.

The Zombie Traumatic-Grotesque and Reframing Personal Narratives

Jillian McDonald’s artistic oeuvre prominently features subjects from popular
culture. Before the zombie made its undead appearance, movie stars and vampires
appeared in her video works. Regarding the undead, McDonald says: “I am not a fan.
They affected and terrified me… [but] they are what we will become. It’s inescapable,
like being scared of dying or getting older... [It’s] transformation.”638 In recognizing the
zombie-grotesque’s posthuman inevitability and transmutability, McDonald’s approach
to the monster encourages audience identification.
635
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McDonald’s viewer becomes the zombie-grotesque Other within a new community of
Othered viewers. Her 2007 interactive work Zombie Portraits offers the viewer a chance
to see their own zombified visage.639 The artist uses lenticular images to illusory effect,
morphing the audience into their monstrous form [Fig. 147]. Immediate identification
occurs as viewers witnesses their selves and other gallery-goers transition into the Other.
Another McDonald work addressing changed viewer identity is the performance work
Zombies in Condoland (2008, Fig. 148).

Figure 147.

McDonald, Zombie Portraits, 2007, Lenticular Animation Photographs,
the artist.

639

The following discussion does not include all of the artist’s zombie-focused artworks. Between 2006
and 2011, she produced eight video artworks, three performance works and a series of drawings featuring
the monster.
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Figure 148.

McDonald, Zombies in Condoland, 2008, Performance, the artist.

In an open invitation to residents of Toronto, McDonald invited participants to a
12-hour re-enactment of classic zombie scenes. Though encouraged to arrive in their own
zombie gear, the artist had costuming, makeup and even zombie acting classes ready for
hundreds of eager would-be zombie performers.640 McDonald informed all participants
that the filming of Zombies in Condoland served purely as documentation and would not
be an actual film. As a result, the work permitted a “loss of self-consciousness through
the costuming of the actor. Their character came from their wounds.”641 The participants’
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Toronto hosts one of the oldest and largest zombie walks. Consisting of costumed participants, the walks
serve as parades to celebrate the monster. The Toronto Zombie Walk was an annual event, lasting from
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easily discarded self-identity during Zombies in Condoland led McDonald to specifically
use non-actors in future works. She also offered no direction on how to “be a zombie,”
sacrificing artistic control for reliably honest psychological changes to an individual’s
identity.
As a result, the performers in Field of the Dead and Undead and A Prairie Horror
present raw, unprepared zombie without the refined gloss of Hollywood hero
zombies. Through their “dime a dozen, dispensable and gross” every-person quality,
McDonald’s monsters recast the isolating, individual trauma of the Great Recession as a
shared psychological blow.642 By re-presenting the Recession’s mental health effects
through zombie traumatic-grotesques, Field of the Dead and Undead addresses the
affected viewer’s troubled psyche by changing an individual experience into a communal
story of trauma. Catharsis, ultimately, emerges as the viewer transforms blame into hope
or maintains the affective individual trauma.
Though released in 2011, filming for Field of the Dead and Undead took place in
2008. McDonald’s self-taught rotoscoping of the film accounts for the three-year time
lapse, during which she composited separate videos of individual or paired zombies over
a background video. The result is an 18:30 minute film featuring shadowy, translucent
zombified figures moving through an open field [Figs. 144, 149]. Framed by two tree
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Ibid.
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Figure 149.

McDonald, Field of the Dead and Undead, Still, 2011, HighDefinition Video, 18:30 minutes, the artist.

trunks, with a hill and more trees in the background, the figures enter the scene at various
depths of frame. Some are still human, but slowly lay down to die and rise again as the
undead. Due to the rotoscoping, the actors occasionally overlap one another. However,
unless they entered the frame as a pair, the figures do not interact with each other.
Combined with a soundtrack reminiscent of the echoing sounds of rusted machinery, the
figures impart a feeling of distressing loneliness. They roam about the landscape with no
evident goal or direction. Combined with their faded appearance, the zombies seem lost
and forever moving around in a state of being that has no end.
That aimless, isolated melancholia correlates with studies on how home
foreclosures affect mental health. The primary emotions reported by former homeowners
are a sense of personal failure, shame, loss, and regret, leading to a rise in overall stress
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and depression.643 As a result, anxiety disorders, substance abuse, and suicides increased
in the United States between 2004 and 2014.644 For a viewer experiencing foreclosure,
the wandering, directionless figures in Field of the Dead and Undead offer imaginative
identification through a shared sense of loss and wandering uncertainty. For other
viewers suffering through family alcohol/drug abuse or suicide, the staggering of some
zombies and the deaths and reanimation of other characters could trigger traumatic
memories.
Recognizing that “Other” people share their pain and loneliness, the viewer can
transform his personal narrative of trauma that is occurring because of him to a trauma
that happened to him and others. In other words, rather than blaming themselves for an
impossible subprime mortgage increase and home foreclosure, the audience would
recognize their experience within a national crisis. This new narrative inspires a renewed
sense of community and social support which, in turn, creates a progressive cathartic
response of endurance. At the same time, conservative catharsis may come through
identification with the human characters’ enforced change into monsters, reaffirming the
viewer’s individual pain and the subjective nature of the Recession.
Field of the Dead and Undead not only offers catharsis to those experiencing
foreclosure, but also to those neighbors left behind. In a 2006-2011 study of counties
across the United States, sociologist Jason N. Houle found that increased foreclosure
rates led to increased county-wide reports of mentally unhealthy days.645 For
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disadvantaged communities, defined by Houle as those of low socioeconomic status or
minority communities, the social effects of foreclosures compounded the downturn in
mental health. High foreclosure rates in those communities saw a greater likelihood of
foreclosed homes undergoing neglect or abandonment. That dereliction of Real EstateOwned (or lender foreclosed) homes resulted in a rise in crime rate and a greater sense of
loss within the community.646
Field of the Dead and Undead could produce conservative catharsis in
disadvantaged homeowners through traumatic memory’s association of the translucent
zombies with disappearing neighbors and lost community ties. Progressive catharsis
could also translate the ghostly creatures into reminders of spirituality. In a 2013-2014
study of older African Americans who experienced job loss during the Great Recession,
71% turned to religion as a way in which to process the trauma. The community aspect of
faith was the most popularly cited positive effect, with one respondent recalling: “I
sometimes wish I had belonged to a church because I see the churches…pulling together
to help their people…[P]eople…who have faith, I think, get through the unemployment
easier.”647
Within the height of the Great Recession’s economic meltdown, McDonald began
filming her second zombie video work, A Prairie Horror. The artist acknowledges that
the social crisis influenced her 13:28 minute “moving painting.”648 A Prairie Horror’s
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narrative spotlights family trauma during the Recession by including a couple and, in a
first for the artist, parents and a child. 649 While aligning the zombie apocalypse with
conflicting social expectations and marital hardships during the Recession, the work also
highlights how parents relate to their children during stressful times.650 In this particular
work, the late appearance of the child character interrupts viewer-zombie identification.
Catharsis, then, comes through how the audience responds to that initial identification as
flesh-hungry monsters once their sympathy transfers identification to the child.
Ultimately, viewers experience either an awakened realization of familial hope beyond
hardship or resignation at the inevitable.
A Prairie Horror opens with an open field with tree lines to the right and left of
the screen. The white title card and credits serve a visual link to the white farmhouse
peeking out from the trees at mid-screen upper right. The narrative contains no dialogue,
relying upon environmental sounds and the hum of a lullaby. Further connecting ideas of
family with the work, McDonald hums the song she sang (and sings) to her daughter.651
As the gentle melody draws the viewers in, they see a succession of sepia-toned shots: a
luscious, cloud-filled sky, fields of hay rolls and wheat stalks, and a lakefront. Additional
shots of three separate abandoned and collapsed wooden homes [Fig. 150] further

pushed both jobs and incomes up. McDonald; “Despite Relatively Robust Economy, Manitoba in Deficit
Since 2009,” The Fraser Institute Blog, April 22, 2016, https://www.fraserinstitute.org/blogs/despiterelatively-robust-economy-manitoba-in-deficit-since-2009,; and Aaron Elstein, “Great Recession 10 Years
Later by the Numbers,” last modified June 3, 2019, https://www.crainsnewyork.com/great-recession-10years-later/great-recession-10-years-later-numbers.
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Following A Prairie Horror, the young actor (Kieran Koshelanyk) would go on to portray a zombie in
McDonald’s 2013 work Into the Flesh. McDonald.
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While I refer to A Prairie Horror as a narrative, Donald claims the work is more of a moving painting.
Ibid.
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McDonald was pregnant with during filming and her daughter was born during the editing process. Ibid.
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Figure 150.

Abandoned Wooden House, Still from Jillian McDonald, A Prairie
Horror, 2011, High-Definition Video, 13:28 minutes, the artist.

identify the rural setting, but also serve as a reminder of abandoned or neglected
foreclosed homes nationwide.652
At the lake, seven figures lurch from the water [Fig. 151]. Singled out of the
group is a woman, her brown hair matching the unnatural dark tones of her skin and her
pink organza dress standing apart from the fall colors around her [Fig. 152]. Further
establishing shots of the woods take the viewer back to the waterfront where the zombies
crawl up the bank onto dry land. They begin walking through the woods individually,
allowing the viewer to see that one zombie is a bride, complete with floor-length veil [see
Fig. 145]. The costuming of the other zombies is that of a wedding party. The zombiemen wear button-down or ruffled tuxedo shirts, the pink organza gowns identify the three
zombie-bridesmaids, and other zombie-women are clad in pastel dresses. Making their
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Ibid.
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Figure 151.

Zombies Emerge, Production Still from Jillian McDonald, A Prairie
Horror, 2011, High-Definition Video, 13:28 minutes, the artist.

Figure 152.

Zombie-Bridesmaid, Still from Jillian McDonald, A Prairie Horror, 2011,
High-Definition Video, 13:28 minutes, the artist.
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way out of the woods, the zombies cross open fields dotted by farm equipment. One
zombie-woman, dressed in a peach chiffon gown, rises from a hay roll to expose another
figure collapsed beneath her. As the zombie moves away, the figure begins to shake into
reanimation. The violence has begun.
More signs of civilization appear: a barn and barb wire split pole fence lead to a
young farmer atop a rusty tractor. She is set upon by two zombies, her screams melding
with the lullaby as the zombies begin feasting. Subsequent cuts to other walking zombies
show their quickening movement towards a two-story farmhouse, its white paint peeling
off the wood siding. Inside are the artist, dressed in light yellow prairie-style dress, and a
man clad in overalls and a checked shirt. They peer out of windows [Fig. 153], more
curious than alarmed, and go outside. The husband exits through the home’s main
entrance and his wife moves through the second doorway on the right. She retreats inside
as the husband begins to walk the house’s perimeter.

Figure 153.

Wife (Jillian McDonald) Looking Out Farmhouse Window, Still from
Jillian McDonald, A Prairie Horror, 2011, High-Definition Video, 13:28
minutes, the artist.
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Wind chimes begin sounding frantically as the husband rounds a corner, behind
which awaits a zombie-man clad in a ruffled tuxedo shirt [Fig. 154]. Other zombies
surround him, the man succumbs to their attack and, shirt torn, back bloodied, reanimates
and stumbles after them. A quick cut reveals that another adult man falls prey to the
zombies in a chicken coop. Meanwhile, having escaped the house, the wife/artist runs
screaming through the woods. Four female zombie-women and a zombie-man jog after
her, moving much faster than previously shown. Amid more shots of idyllic countryside
views, a new farmhouse appears.

Figure 154.

Husband Circling House, with Zombie Around the Corner, Still from
Jillian McDonald, A Prairie Horror, 2011, High-Definition Video, 13:28
minutes, the artist.
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Inside, a young couple awaken in their bedroom of peeling plaster walls and a few
pieces of decrepit furniture. As the husband enter the kitchen to make coffee, he casually
opens the window and door, then stumbles back to bed with his wife. Outside, the
imperiled neighboring wife runs up to the home, followed by a half dozen zombies [Fig.
155]. Overlaid with the sound of wind chimes, her screams and knocks on the door
receive no response and she runs off. The zombies follow her lead to the farmhouse door,
where they crowd the doors and windows in classic Night of the Living Dead farmhouse
attack style [Fig. 156]. Both husband and wife begin screaming and, as the husband
moves into the kitchen, a zombie-bridesmaid breaches the kitchen door. The zombies set
upon him, with the newly zombified husband in the rear. Others move to devour the
screaming wife, who stands in the doorway of another room but is dragged back to the

Figure 155.

Wife Running to Neighboring House, Chased by Zombie, Still from Jillian
McDonald, A Prairie Horror, 2011, High-Definition Video, 13:28 minutes,
the artist.
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bedroom. As the feast ends and the zombies stumble outside, the young couples’ bodies
reanimate and follow the hoard [Fig. 157].

Figure 156.

Farmhouse Under Attack (Night of the Living Dead Homage), Still from
Jillian McDonald, A Prairie Horror, 2011, High-Definition Video, 13:28
minutes, the artist.

Figure 157.

Re-Animating Neighbor, Still from Jillian McDonald, A Prairie Horror,
2011, High-Definition Video, 13:28 minutes, the artist.
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Outside, the wife/artist has succumbed to the zombies. A sudden closeup shows
her eyes opening wide, recalling the early focus on eyes within voodoo zombies [Fig.
158, see Figs. 41-42]. Wind chimes persist as the camera returns to the second
farmhouse, where the viewer sees a young child slowly exiting, running around the
corner of the house, and off screen [Fig. 159]. The gentle humming background lullaby
continues over more peaceful shots of open fields. The zombie wedding party returns to
the water’s edge and, as the credits roll, move further into the watery depths as the screen
fades to black.

Figure 158.

Wide Open Eyes (Voodoo Zombie Reference), Still from Jillian
McDonald, A Prairie Horror, 2011, High-Definition Video, 13:28 minutes,
the artist.
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Figure 159.

Child Escaping, Still from Jillian McDonald, A Prairie Horror, 2011,
High-Definition Video, 13:28 minutes, the artist.

Immediately, the audience recognizes these zombies as Others, not merely in their
aquatic home or violent appetites but in their dated outfits. The wedding attire, from the
men’s ruffled tuxedo shirts to the frothy bridesmaid dresses, dates from the late 1950s to
the early 1970s. McDonald admits that the farmhouses, which were built in the
1950s-1960s, inspired the zombies’ retro clothing. “The candy colors feel hopeful,
springlike,” says the artist. “They were progressive [in fashion] at the time.”653 While the
colors do stand out in the video’s overall neutral palette, Recession viewers would
experience mixed feelings as they identify with the newlywed monsters.
For viewing couples unaffected by the Great Recession, the zombies’ attire could
spark a nostalgia that would register with their own marital values. In a 2010 national
survey of 1200 married couples, 600 reported that they experienced no financial stressors
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McDonald.
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from the catastrophe.654 Of those, 52% stated that the Recession increased their
commitment to their marriage, resulting in a likely divorce rate of between 5-7%. For
these reaffirmed spouses, the zombie couple’s representation of “old school” love and
duty coincides with their own commitment, creating imaginative identification. Spouses
surviving the crisis, and stronger for it, identify with these hopeful traumatic-grotesques.
On the other hand, strong couples could outright reject zombie identification and regard
the monsters as violent Others.
Spouses suffering financial effects from the Great Recession could also
experience zombie identification. In the other half of the 2010 marriage study, six
hundred of the couples did experience financial stressors, ranging from concerns about
paying bills to foreclosure to unemployment or reduced work hours. Again, roughly half
of those couples (300) reported that the stress affect their marriage and had lessened their
commitment to their marriage. As a result, between 16% - 24% of the total couples stood
a higher risk of divorce.655
Two psychological outcomes that Recession couples could expect from financial
distress are depression and domination. In a study on the rate of depression during the
Recession - one that primarily favored 45-year-old white, married men with higher
incomes - researchers found that the newly unemployed registered two points higher on
the study’s depression scale. As debts grew over assets, the average increase was 1.5, and
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income reduction registered a 1.1 increase.656 As depression rates rise, one spouse’s
mental health affects the other. A 2016 study indicates that depression’s negative
influence on marriages occurs primarily through the wife’s response. When reacting to
depressed husbands, wives lessen their connection to the relationship, weakening the
couple’s overall attachment to each other.657
On the other hand, wives experiencing depression dominate their husbands, who
become more submissive in return.658 That dynamic is unstable, as sociologists have long
recognized that “a loss of control of one’s domain (the economy) leads men to assert
greater control in another domain (their intimate relationships).659 As a result, economic
hardship directly links to intimate partner controlling behavior and violence. A 2016
national study of mothers saw a 73% increase in partner controlling behavior for
financially-stressed mothers versus those moms not under hardship. The increased violent
victimization for struggling mothers, over those who were not, was 190%.660 Rapid
increases in unemployment also lead to increased controlling behavior. If the
unemployment rate increases by 50% over a year, controlling behavior increases 18%. If
the rate doubles in a year’s time, there is a 33.3% increase.661
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For these couples struggling both financially, psychologically and – in some cases
– physically, the zombie wedding party would activate the traumatic memory of their
own decayed or destructive relationships, thus leading to identification. But, as the
narrative of A Prairie Horror plays out, identification with the zombies switches to the
only human left with whom to identify. The young boy’s appearance activates the Great
Recession viewer’s fear of isolation and forced personal change at the hands of the
outsider. With his parents both physically and emotionally gone and the house newly
abandoned, the boy becomes the identifying locus for the audience. Hopeful or resigned
catharsis then emerges, depending on how the viewers relates their traumatized
psychological state to the social norms and expectations of child rearing.
For the financially unaffected viewer, hope for the boy emerges from a traditional
moral affirmation of society; the child will probably find other survivors who will care
for him and society will renew itself. For couples in dying or controlling relationships,
hope for the child comes through a reckoning with their own psychological trauma. Their
initial identification with the zombies made them the “monsters” who now threaten the
child. When a parent experiences job loss, researchers find that children are five times
more likely to experience psychological maltreatment. Additionally, parents undergoing
job loss depression or who were previously physically abusive also show increased
instances of child physical abuse.662
Viewers who acknowledge that they are “the bad guys” can undergo positive
reframing, or “a cognitive emotion-focused coping strategy where individuals emphasize
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their strengths and reappraise and redefine the implications of stressors as being less
critical than initially conceptualized.”663 By actively confronting their own psychological
reactions to the monstrous marital stressors, Recession viewers can follow a progressive
cathartic path to trauma processing, benefitting the family unit.664
For those who cannot reframe their traumatic narrative, or refuse identification
with the zombie entirely, conservative catharsis follows the logic of social norms within a
dysfunctional society. For these viewers, the is no hope for the child in A Prairie Horror.
Apocalyptic norms dictate that the zombies will catch him, and, like his parents, he will
be attacked, eaten, die, zombify and follow the other zombies on their trail of violence.
This cathartic response impedes trauma processing as it merely repeats the traumatic
memory of the viewer’s own Recession-induced victimhood. For financially-affected
couples, inaction in the face of relationship stress allows it to build as a behavioral pattern
that can last for months or years.665
Whether viewing Field of the Dead and Undead or A Prairie Horror,
McDonald’s audience can achieve catharsis in one of two general manners: recognize the
strength and support of healthy group dynamics and share the traumatic psychological
burden or maintain a staunch, painful independency that isolates individual trauma. These
responses echo the mental health service statistics following the Great Recession. In
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2016, 11.8 million Americans considered themselves in need of mental health treatment.
Of those, 6.3 million received professional help, with 38% of the unaided 5.5 million
stating they could not afford services and 28% believing that they could control the
problem themselves.666 I explore how this adult response of “controlling” psychological
trauma affected American children by examining online viewer response to Lizzie, a
young character in AMC’s The Walking Dead, Season Four. Through social media posts
and memes, viewers of the television show’s storyline express far more familiarity with
dismissing a child’s mental health as her own problem rather than exploring productive
psychological resolutions.

“Look at the Flowers, Lizzie.”

Set in the aftermath of the zombie apocalypse, AMC’s The Walking Dead
(AMCTWD) follows a group of survivors led by former Sheriff’s Deputy Rick Grimes
(Andrew Lincoln).667 Zombies, or Walkers as they are referred to in the show, are mostly
anonymous characters rather than hero zombies like Land of the Dead’s Big Daddy. As a
result, viewers identify with the human characters. Bracing for the inevitable conflict that
Rick and the gang must withstand, the audience follows an extended narrative that bases
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its dramatic emotion on the mental health issues of the Great Recession.668 Identifying
with this familiar, yet fictionalized, psychological trauma, viewer online reaction clearly
reveals how Recession-affected American adult psychologies responded to those of
troubled children. Conservative catharsis recognized the narrative as life’s trials within a
dysfunctional society, sometimes to callous levels. Progressive catharsis reframed the
narrative to see what went wrong. Ultimately, online evidence overwhelmingly
demonstrated America’s refusal to recognize social trauma’s effect on children, to the
disconcertion of child psychologists.
An early example of audience emotion response to the show’s characters, as seen
through online response, is the “Where’s Carl?” meme. This chapter’s use of memes and
social media posts to interpret viewer response emerges from their status as “mediated
cultural participations.”669 Memes, in particular, are the ultimate outcome of Benjamin’s
lost auratic art. According to artist Gregory Sholette:
Everything is now out there in plain sight, right alongside the profusion of
every other cultural output…Art has lost its centuries-old ideological
privilege, and yet has gained in this process a front-row seat in a
contentious struggle to rethink the way expressive, imaginative, and
artistic value is generated, for whom, why and to what ends…It is not the
exceptional position of high culture within society that has made this
proliferation possible, but instead art’s earthbound plummet into the
everyday.670
For Ryan N. Milner, professor of Communications Studies at the University of
Charleston, memes are “amateur media artifacts, extensively remixed and recirculated by
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different participants on social media networks.”671 While Sholette links the participatory
nature of memes to activist art, Milner declares that they challenge societal norms by
serving as a new, alternative tool for a more participatory democracy.672 In other words,
memes function as an individual’s expression of cultural identity.673
Yet, as an expression of identity, a particular meme or social media post is only as
socially expressive as it is commented on/shared/reappropriated by other users. In a
combined sociological-communications study on the rating of Reddit posts, researchers
found that uprated posts result in positive comments. Reddit’s algorithm decreases the
visibility of downvoted posts, as they draw negative comments, but they also create
higher levels of engagement (or replies). Despite the algorithm, then, Redditors who
actively dissent with posts exert more effort in seeking them out.674 The rating system
“give[s] users a degree of curatorial control over their own communities…[and]
highlights the power of dissent as a community practice.”675 As a result, online media
posts can express cultural identity whether they are popularly agreed with or not.
The popular remixing and posting of the “Where’s Carl?” meme was rampant in
2012 [Figs. 160-162]. In Season Two, 10 year old Carl frequently wanders off, despite
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Figure 160.

Peter Chiykowski webcomic, Rock Paper Cynic, n.d., https://rock
papercynic.com/.
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Figure 161.

u/WheresCarl, “Where’s Carl?,” Reddit, 2012, https://www.reddit.com/
r/thewalkingdead/comments/rpwpb/wheres_carl/.
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Figure 162.

“Stay in the House, Carl!,” geek.cheezburger.com, n.d., https://geek.
cheezburger.com/walkingdead/tag.

his parents’ instructions to stay in the house. As a result, his father (Rick) and mother
(Lori) frequently utter the line “Where’s Carl?” A missing Carl became popular fodder
for memes, and Lori’s consistency in losing track of her son turned viewers against her.
Memes about her parenting skills show her status as one of the most disliked characters
on the show [Fig. 163].
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Figure 163.

Renee, “Problematic Motherhood on The Walking Dead,”
fangsforthefantasy.com. February 15, 2013,
http://www.fangsforthefantasy.com/2013/02/
problematic-motherhood-on-walking-dead.html.

However, the clearest example of viewer identification with, and reaction to,
character psychological struggles is the 2013-2014 Season Four storyline between adult
Carol (Melissa McBride) and preteen Lizzie (Brighton Sharbino). The clash between
Carol’s controlling expectations of normal childhood development and Lizzie’s traumaaffected identity formation is controversial among viewers even to the time of this
writing, as the storyline now generates Covid-19 memes [Fig. 164].
Spoiler alert – Carol kills Lizzie [Fig. 165]. By Season Four, though, the death of
a child in AMCTWD was not the show’s first instance of a dead little girl. In the
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Figure 164.

OurLadyOfThe18Wheels, “Just Look at the Flowers,” Reddit, July 2020,
https://www.reddit.com/r/GenX/comments/fp20od/just
_look_at_the_flowers/.
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Figure 165.

“Look at the flowers, Lizzie,” Stills, AMC’s The Walking Dead. Episode
49, “The Grove,” Written by Scott M. Gimple, aired March 16, 2014,
AMC.
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pilot show’s opening segment, Rick shoots a zombified girl [Fig. 166]. Robert Kirkman,
author of the comic The Walking Dead, addressed the show’s brutal introductory
sequence. His comments, notably, emphasize the nonchalance of the short storyline’s
inclusion:
You know it was just something Frank [Darabont, the show’s developer,
executive producer and author of the first episode] put into the script. At
no pointed did AMC say, “Yeah, maybe we shouldn’t be doing this.” So I
guess because it was treated like it wasn’t a big deal, it didn’t really occur
to me how bold it was until I was on set…Well, Frank is very
demented.676

Figure 166.

Scott Garfield, “Rick Grimes shoots Teddy Bear Zombie,” AMC’s The
Walking Dead, Episode One, “Days Gone Bye,” Production Still, 2010,
Commissioned by The Walking Dead Productions LLC.

676

Clark Collis, “The Walking Dead: Comic Book Series Trader Robert Kirkman Answers our Questions
about Last Night’s Shocking Pilot,” last modified November 1, 2010,
http://ew.com/article/2010/11/01/walking-dead-amc-pilot-kirkman/.
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That demented choice to open the series with a zombie-child having her brains blown out
resulted in excellent ratings.677 However, it also set the scene for the translation of
Recession-era parent/child dynamics within the show.678
Struggling Great Recession parents identified with characters in AMCTWD
through the similarity of their personal traumas and mental health effects. To begin,
housing is a problem for Rick’s group.679 The constant search for neighborly locales goes
along with their attempt to enforce pre-apocalyptic social norms, morals and expectations
amongst themselves. The attempt at normalcy, however, cannot stop the characters from
exhibiting psychiatric problems, including: isolation, instability, feelings of loss,
depression and traumatic memory, among others.680
However, children’s psychology responds negatively to family stress, parental
psychological control, and their own chronic stress.681 A 2016 survey of unemployed
parents linked children’s mental health to poor family stress management. As one parent

677

Season One’s premier garnered 5.3 million viewers, with an average 5.24 million per episode. The finale
had 6 million viewers making it the most watched cable series. Three million viewers consisted of the
highly desirable 18-49 age demographic. Bill Gorman, “The Walking Dead Finale Draws Series High 6
Million Viewers, 3.0 Adults 18-49 Rating,” last modified December 6, 2010,
http://tvbythenumbers.zap2it.com/2010/12/06/walking-dead-finale-draws-6-million-viewers-3-0-adults-1849-rating/74468/.
678
Yet, during the shooting of the scene, it was decided that it would be too dangerous for the young actor
to have a squib (a special effects explosive device mimicking an exiting gunshot) on the back of her head.
The blood seen in that section of the pilot was rendered in CGI. Charlie Leech, conversation with the
author, June 2015.
679
Over the course of six seasons, the characters create a secure, homey location, only to be forced out by
either Walkers or other humans.
680
Rick, particularly, experiences recurring memories of the death of his former partner, Shane. Janina
Scarlet, “The Walking Traumatized,” in The Walking Dead Psychology, ed. Travis Langley (New York:
Sterling, 2015), 183-185.
681
Keon Luyckx et al., “Parental Psychological Control and Dimensions of Identity Formation in Emerging
Adulthood,” Journal of Family Psychology 21, 3 (2007): 546-547 and see Rachael Tolbert Kimbro and
Diana Frasquilho et al., “Unemployment, Parental Distress and Youth Emotional Well-Being: The
Moderation Roles of Parent-Youth Relationship and Financial Depravation,” Child Psychiatry and Human
Development 47 (2016): 757.
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put it: “I am constantly striving and sometimes I transfer him (son) my anxiety and bad
temper. I have no doubt that being unemployed took my quality of life. I have no doubt
about it.”682 Additionally, taking control is the primary parental response to a child’s
internalized mental illness, i.e., depression, anxiety, and social withdrawal.683 If they
search out treatment, control-oriented parents only accept those options that directly
involve the parent as well as the child.684
Parenting a troubled child without professional support, like the show characters
and the Recession’s unemployed/uninsured, makes the time spent, disruptions caused by,
and dealing with the child more of a burden.685 Additionally, the more severe the child’s
illness, the more a parent experience stress. This response, of course, cycles back to the
child and results in worsening psychiatric symptoms. For the fictional characters and
Recession parents alike, family stress and control combine to further “pressure children
to comply with the parents’ own personal standards and needs, irrespective of the
children’s needs and values.”686
Carol goes through this cycle of psychological stress first with her daughter,
Sophia, and then again with Lizzie. In Season One, the audience quickly learns that
Carol’s husband, Ed, physically abuses both his wife and child. After a Walker gets him,
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Quote from the mother of a 10 year old boy. Diana Frasquilho et al., “Unemployment as a Source of
Mental Distress to Individuals and their Family: Unemployed Parents’ Perceptions during the Economic
Recession,” International Journal of Social Psychiatry 65, 2 (2016): 483-484.
683
Internalized behavior are more psychological and include anxiety and depression, while externalized
behavior involves physical actions like aggressiveness and stealing.
684
Dianne C. Shanley and Graham J. Reid, “The Impact of Parents’ Illness Representations on Treatment
Acceptability for Child Mental Health Problems,” Journal of Emotional and Behavioral Disorders, 23, 2
(2014): 123.
685
Elena Shpigner, Chaya Possick, and Eli Buchbinder, “Parents’ Experience of their Child’s First
Psychiatric Breakdown: Welcome to Hell,” Social Work in Health Care 52, 6 (2013): 540.
686
Luyckx et al., 546.
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Carol teaches her daughter how to escape the zombies: the run-and-hide strategy, or
avoidance. Avoidance is a prevalent maladaptive coping mechanism used by abused
people.687 The individual “distance[s] him- or herself from the stressor [here, the abuser]
as a way to reduce negative outcomes.”688 Avoidance also predisposes a person to
depression, which strikes Carol once Sophia disappears in Season Two, Episode One.689
Rick’s group searches for the girl until the mid-season finale, when Sophia reappears as a
zombie [Fig. 167]. Once again, Rick shoots the zombie-child, only now with the grieving
mother looking on.
The 2011 American audience’s (un)identification with and cathartic reaction to
Sophia’s story reveals a mixed reception of childhood peril. The show is, in part, to
blame. By only showing Sophia’s final fate, rather than her tortuous transformation,
AMCTWD avoided any audience identification with a scared and physically injured
young girl. Yet, her narrative would have promoted awareness of the Recession’s rising
instances of child abuse.690 With only a 1% rise in unemployment, some states saw an

687

This is not to imply that Carol, because she is a battered woman, is a poor parent. Abused mothers are
proven to be just as capable of providing uncompromised positive interactions and behavior management in
their children as mothers not experiencing violence. See Christina A. Ateah et al., “Mothering, Guiding,
and Responding to Children: A Comparison of Women Abused and Not Abused by Intimate Partners,”
Journal of Interpersonal Violence 34, 15 (2019): 3107-3126.
688
Angela E. Waldron and Patricia A. Resick, “Coping Among Adult Female Victims of Domestic
Violence,” Journal of Family Violence 19, 5 (2004): 292.
689
Ibid., 299 and AMC’s The Walking Dead, season 2, episode 7, “What Lies Ahead,” directed by Ernest
Dickerson and Gwyneth Horder-Payton, written by Ardeth Bey and Robert Kirkman, featuring Melissa
McBride and Madison Lintz, aired October 16, 2011, in broadcast syndication,
https://www.netflix.com/watch/70248461?trackId=13752289&tctx=0%2C0%2C0e86911f626eabf99779d8
020b6cfaea6b9898d2%3Ae280d958fb114f3fc6ec14c18d959f3b608735ce%2C0e86911f626eabf99779d802
0b6cfaea6b9898d2%3Ae280d958fb114f3fc6ec14c18d959f3b608735ce%2Cunknown%2C
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Terrie Waddell and Timothy W. Jones, “The Spoken and Unspoken Nature of Child Abuse in the
Miniseries Devil’s Playground: The Royal Commission into Institutional Responses to Child Sexual
Abuse, the Catholic Church and Television Drama in Australia,” Media International Australia 159, 159
(2016): 83.
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Figure 167.

Zombie-Sophia (Madison Lintz), Still, AMC’s The Walking Dead.
Episode, 13, “Pretty Much Dead Already,” Written by Scott M. Gimple,
aired November 27, 2011, AMC.

increase of 16.6% in child physical abuse cases and a 24.4% increase in neglect.691 News
reports of the rising numbers, of course, did not detail any individual child’s experience.
For AMCTWD viewers, Sophia’s lack of a storyline transferred their identification to the
adult characters and, in turn, to their own stress and frustrations.

691

This comprehensive study compared job loss and recorded child abuse cases during the Great Recession.
It defined states by income inequality, noting those with small differences in average household incomes
(low-income inequality) and those with large disparities between incomes (high income inequality).
Examples of low-income inequality states include: Kansas, New Hampshire, Hawaii, Maryland, and South
Dakota. High income inequality states include: New York, New Jersey, Mississippi, Louisiana, and
Georgia. In both cases, statewide job loss did not immediately link to increased reports of child abuse.
However, at 3-4 months following a 1% rise in population unemployment for a state with high income
inequality, the rate of child abuse reports increased 2.4% and prosecutable cases of physical abuse rose 3%.
Conversely, the same 1% unemployment rise in low-income equality states created a 20.6% rise in reports
and a 16.6% increase in physical child abuse cases after only 1–3 months. Additionally, low-income
inequality states had a 24.6% increase in child neglect in the 1-3 month period, followed by a 23% rise after
4-6 months. High income inequality states showed no changes in neglect at all. Anika Schenck-Fontaine
and Anna Gassman-Pines, “Income Inequality and Child Maltreatment Risk during Economic Recession,”
Child and Youth Services Review 112 (May 2020): https://www.journals.elsevier.com/children-and-youthservices-review.
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Traditional catharsis, expressed in relation to a dysfunctional worldview, resulted
in complete dismissal of the child’s traumatic experience in favor of the expected
consequences. For example, Entertainment Weekly called the Sophia storyline “a gonowhere search for an angelically boring little girl…[that] ended with Rick Grimes
cathartically putting a big old bullet in Sophia’s pretty little head.”692 Meredith Borders,
Managing Editor of Fangoria, called it “the search for Stupid Sophia.”693 Memes
mocking the girl also appeared [Fig. 168].

Figure 168.

Mocking Zombie-Sophia Meme, in Matt Stopera and Dave Stopera, “49
Things You’ll Only Find Funny if You Watch The Walking Dead,”
BuzzFeed, April 1, 2013, https://www.buzzfeed.com/mjs538/things-youllonly-find-funny-if-you-watch-the-walking-dead?s=mobile.

Despite those reactions, other viewers found progressive catharsis in Sophia’s
traumatic yet abbreviated story. One Redditor expressed their positive reframing of the
narrative from the adults’ point of view:
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Darren Franich, “The Walking Dead Recap: Sophia’s Dead. What Now?,” last modified February 27,
2015, https://ew.com/recap/walking-dead-recap-nebraska/.
693
Meredith Borders, “The Search for Stupid Sophia in Two Minutes,” last modified November 29, 2011,
https://birthmoviesdeath.com/2011/11/29/the-search-for-stupid-sophia-in-two-minutes.
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The characters' search for Sophia was a driving point for half the
season. Just because it wasn't successful does not make it pointless.
These characters fought on the pretext of hope of finding and saving
Sophia. A recurring theme for this show will be that hope will keep
you alive, but that hope will not save you or save anyone you love…694
Like traditional catharsis, positive catharsis comes through identifying with the adult
characters. This early lack of a child narrative results in the Season Four audience more
readily identifying with Carol’s, rather than Lizzie’s, psychology.
Sophia’s demise affects Carol’s mental state.695 In Season Three, she toughens up
physically and mentally to protect herself and her group. Carol learns how to use
weapons and, when another survivor remarks upon her transformation from “a scared
little mouse afraid of her own shadow,” she states that she no longer is afraid of
anything.696 However, that statement is not quite true. Her psychology merely switched
from avoidance coping to adaptive coping behavior.697 Carol’s protection of her
community from zombies supplants her need to protect her daughter’s sense of security.
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Emphasis mine. A_MagicBullet, “The Search for Sophia,” Reddit, 2013, https://www.reddit.com/r/
thewalkingdead/comments/t2z93/explain_the_hate_for_the_first_half_of_season_2/.
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Part of an abused mother’s parenting strategy is to manage a distinction between “the children’s world”
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Inbal Barak Gil, “The Mothering Perceptions of Women Abused by their Partner,” Violence Against
Women 17, 4 (2011): 457.
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AMC’s The Walking Dead, season 3, episode 34, “This Sorrowful Life,” directed by Greg Nicotero,
written by Scott M. Gimple, featuring Michael Rooker, aired March 24, 2013, in broadcast syndication,
https://www.netflix.com/watch/70260061?trackId=13752289&tctx=0%2C0%2C0e86911f626eabf99779d8
020b6cfaea6b9898d2%3Ae280d958fb114f3fc6ec14c18d959f3b608735ce%2C0e86911f626eabf99779d802
0b6cfaea6b9898d2%3Ae280d958fb114f3fc6ec14c18d959f3b608735ce%2Cunknown%2C.;
and Ibid., season 4, episode 36, “30 Days Without an Accident,” directed by Greg Nicotero, written by
Scott M. Gimple, featuring Brighton Sharbiro and Melissa McBride. Aired October 13, 2013, in broadcast
syndication, https://www.netflix.com/watch/70297524?trackId=13752289&tctx=0%2C0%2C0e8691
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2C.
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For example, early in Season Four Carol secretly kills and burns the bodies of two members of the
group. However, they were suspected of spreading a lethal flu virus amongst the group. Done as a
preemptive strike, her willingness to use violence to protect the group is well established by the time of her
murder of Lizzie.
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Like Recession-affected neighborhoods experiencing mental health issues with the loss of
neighbors, Carol turns her own issues of loss into positive contributions to the
community.
In Season Four, she begins hosting “storytime” with the children.698 That is, Carol
reads a storybook to the kids but, once any lingering adult departs, she trains them in
various weapons.699 In doing so, she seemingly breaks the group’s social code of
protecting the children from the violent outside world. Yet, Carol follows her own
traumatized psychology, equating the children’s defensive capabilities with community
safety.700 Lizzie and her sister Mika would be included amongst Carol’s students, but the
audience first meets Lizzie as she and other children make up names for the zombies.
Standing by the fence of their new home - a prison - Lizzie spots a name tag on
one Walker and calls him by name: “Hi, Nick!” Meanwhile, Rick’s son Carl approaches,
where his exchange with Lizzie reveals a hint of her troubled psychology:
Carl: They had names when they were alive. They’re dead now.
Lizzie: No they’re not. They’re just different.
Carl: They don’t talk. They don’t think. They eat people. They kill people.
Lizzie: People kill people. They still have names.701
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AMC’s The Walking Dead, season 4, episode 37, “Infected,” directed by Guy Ferland, written by Angela
Kang, featuring Brighton Sharbiro and Melissa McBride, aired October 20, 2013, in broadcast syndication,
https://www.netflix.com/watch/70297525?trackId=13752289&tctx=0%2C0%2C0e86911f626eabf99779d8
020b6cfaea6b9898d2%3Ae280d958fb114f3fc6ec14c18d959f3b608735ce%2C0e86911f626eabf99779d802
0b6cfaea6b9898d2%3Ae280d958fb114f3fc6ec14c18d959f3b608735ce%2C%2C.
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Carol’s action also fits within a battered woman’s violent response when “the fewest other options for
addressing the violence against them” are available. Leigh Goodmark, “When is a Battered Woman not a
Battered Woman? When She Fights Back,” Yale Journal of Law and Feminism 20, 75 (2008): 77.
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This action also follows the exceptional rearing of Carl, Rick’s son. Following his killing of a zombified
group member in Season Two, Carl rapidly matures in Season Three, taking actions to protect the group by
killing a spy and delivering the final death to his mother who died in childbirth. Carl catches Carol during
storytime’s training but does not tell on her, indicating his agreement with her precautionary action.
701
AMC’s The Walking Dead, “30 Days without an Accident.”
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Despite Lizzie’s indication of the zombie-grotesque’s paralleled existence to humans, she
breaks down once her father dies from a zombie bite. As Carol delivers his “final” death
blow, Lizzie becomes hysterical.702 Mika then turns her older sister around to face a
flower bouquet, saying: “Look at the flowers, Lizzie” [Fig. 169].703 Carol and Mika
repeat that line, infamous to fans of the show, on a regular basis. It provokes three
psychological actions: avoidance, control and identity exploration.

Figure 169.

Mika (Kyla Kennedy, right) tells Lizzie (Brighton Shapiro, left) to look at
the flowers, Still, AMC’s The Walking Dead. Episode 49, “Infected,”
Written by Angela Kang, aired October 13, 2013, AMC.

In directing Lizzie’s attention away from incidents of death and loss (and zombies), Carol
uses her pre-apocalyptic parental norm of avoidance coping. By calling Lizzie “weak”
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She also becomes hysterical later on seeing the final dead body of zombie-Nick, indicating Lizzie’s
psychological transference of grief from father to zombie.
703
AMC’s The Walking Dead, “Infected.”
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and “confused,” she reinforces the child’s need to “run and hide” rather than face her
emotions. Some progressive viewers recognized Carol’s parenting as traumatic repetition,
as Lizzie learns the same skill set that failed Sophia [Fig. 170-171]. Traditional viewers
applauded Carol’s “bully” strategy as a response to prevent Lizzie from duplicating
Sophia’s relative weakness in the broken world.704 However, avoidance is a core response
exhibited by children facing chronic trauma and was on the rise during the Recession.705
Denying Lizzie any instruction on her own positive adaptive coping skills, Carol falls
into the cyclical psychological pattern of child/parent stress mismanagement.

Figure 170.

MinionZombie, “Sophia 2.0,” Homepage of the Dead Forum, 2013,
https://forum.homepageofthedead.com/showthread.php?t=
20029&page=10.
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Susie Graham, “The Walking Dead: Top 5 Mika Samuels Moments,” last modified 2017,
https://undeadwalking.com/2016/07/16/the-walking-dead-top-5-mika-samuels-moments/3/.
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Doyanns Darnell, “Adolescent Clinical Populations and Associations between Trauma and Behavioral
and Emotional Problems,” Psychological Trauma: Theory, Research, Practice and Policy 11, 3 (2019): 271
and Lindsey Jeanne Leininger and Ariel Khalil, “Economic Strain and Children’s Behavior in the
Aftermath of the Great Recession,” Journal of Marriage and Family 76, 5 (October 2014): 998-1010.
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Figure 171.

ME.ME, “WE SHOULD ALL BECOME WALKERS ITLL BE FUN,”
Me.Me.com, 2019, https://me.me/i/we-should-all-become-walkers-itll-befun-i-already-ffa4fc0f97ba4187 a6c46e14758f11b4.
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By enforcing avoidance, Carol controls the preteen’s inability to properly form a
complete identity in the violent world.706 Studies show that emerging adolescent identity,
when interrupted by avoidance coping and/or parental control, leads to an unhealthy
broadening exploration of identity. In other words, Lizzie investigates different identity
alternatives rather than deepening identity connections already in place.707 Having
already shown consideration to the Walkers, Lizzie now comes to see them not only as
different, but as a viable manner of existence.
Viewer identification with zombie traumatic-grotesques is at the core of this
writing. The response of AMCTWD viewers to Lizzie’s kinship with zombies, then,
equates whether they identify with a zombie-identifying character. The overwhelming
response was a resounding no, with viewers calling the girl “crazy” [Figs. 172-174]. Yet,
just as adult viewers identified with the show’s adult predicaments and emotions, Lizzie’s
problematic identity shares similar identity-affective traumas as Recession-era
adolescents. Both experienced parental economic strain, housing instability, chronic
stress and child maltreatment (defined as both control and physical abuse).708 Those
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While Lizzie may be a bit young for adolescent identity formation, Erik Erikson’s psychosocial theory
of development shows that children pressured by adults to develop will move quicker into adulthood.
Patrick O’Connor, “Carl Grimes and Neglected Youth,” in The Walking Dead Psychology, ed. Travis
Langley (New York: Sterling, 2015), 149-159.
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of the Great Recession,” Journal of Marriage and Family 76: 5 (October 2014): 998-1010; Ariel Kalil,
“Effects of the Great Recession on Child Development,” The Annals of the American Academy of Political
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Figure 172.

Anakin21, “My Thoughts Exactly During This Scene,” Reddit, 2015,
https://www.reddit.com/r/thewalkingdead/comments/20wlr9/spoilers_
my_thoughts_exactly_during_this_scene/.

Figure 173.

AaronAlley “What Judith Was Thinking,” Imgur.com, 2014,
https://imgur.com/91L9wEW.
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Figure 174.

Stuffandthangs2258, “Really Lizzie,” Wattpad.com, n/d,
https://www.wattpad.com/181193785-the-walking-dead-memes-kill-thewalker.
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stressors create a high likelihood of childhood depression. Adolescents, particularly of
puberty age, experienced increased depression-related mental health hospitalizations
shortly after the Great Recession.709 Like avoidance and parental control, depression is
yet another factor that inhibits full adolescent identity formation. Lizzie, and American
children in her age bracket, experienced all the wrong things at exactly the wrong time
for developing healthy identity.
Lizzie’s misplaced identity and Carol’s controlling norms collide in a single
episode: “The Grove.”710 Carol, Lizzie and Mika are one of the small bands of escaping
survivors from an attack on the prison. Accompanied by Judith, Rick’s infant daughter,
and Tyreese, a man whom the sisters once saved from attack, the group settles into an
empty house. Out of the confines of the prison, Lizzie now has the opportunity to interact
with zombies. At first, she tries to play a game of tag with a Walker [Fig. 175]. Carol
rushes out to kill it, resulting in the girl’s screamed repetition of “you don’t understand.”
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Sze Yan Liu and Sungwoo Lim, “Collective Trauma and Mental Health Hospitalization Rates among
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Figure 175.

Lizzie Playing Tag with a Walker, Still, AMC’s The Walking Dead.
Episode 49, “The Grove,” Written by Scott M. Gimple, aired March 16,
2014, AMC.

In that phrase, Lizzie accurately conveys the dilemma for Carol, and some
Recession parents. Carol does not understand Lizzie’s trauma because she did not need to
understand.711 Parents report that the realization, or rupture, of a child’s psychological
illness marks “a turning point from something in [the child that the parent] dismisses
lightly as ‘fake’ to a concrete event he sees as ‘real.’”712 By calling the girl “confused,”
Carol dismisses evidence of Lizzie’s troubled psychology until it becomes all too real.
That reality hits home as the adults approach the house after a hunting excursion. They
see that Lizzie, her hands covered in blood, has murdered Mika and is about to kill baby
Judith. She tries to reassure the adults’ horror: “Don’t worry – she’ll come back. I didn’t

711

Luyckx et al., “Parental Psychology Control and Dimensions of Identity Formation in Emerging
Adulthood,” 549.
712
Shpigner et. al., 545.
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hurt her brain” [Fig. 176].713 As Carol moves forward, Lizzie draws her gun and pleads
that they wait until Mika reanimates. She eventually agrees to keep baby Judith
safe and accompanies Tyreese into the house. After a short discussion with Tyreese,
Carol and Lizzie walk to a clearing in the surrounding woods. The girl begins
apologizing – for pointing her gun at Carol and making her mad. Carol replies, “I love
you, Lizzie and everything works out the way it’s supposed to. Just, just look at the
flowers, Lizzie.” Then, holding back tears, Carol shoots Lizzie in the head [see Fig. 165].

Figure 176.

713

Lizzie kills Mika, Still, AMC’s The Walking Dead. Episode 49, “The
Grove,” Written by Scott M. Gimple, aired March 16, 2014, AMC.

AMC’s The Walking Dead, “The Grove.”
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Viewer reaction to the death of a non-zombie child was intense and nationwide.
The Carol-Lizzie season ranked: fourth in average number of viewers for a regularly
scheduled prime time television program (at just under 20 million), first in time shifted
television programs (i.e., DVR recording), and first in audience response on Twitter. The
majority of tweeted responses stood in agreement with Carol´s action. For example,
comments responding to AMCTWD’s official R.I.P. tweet for the sisters on October 20,
2014, included:
MIKA AWE [sic] LIZZIE WAS AN IDIOT.
SHE WAS INSANE AND HAD PROBLEMS SHE WASNT AN IDIOT
They deserved to die
No screw Lizzie
No. No to Lizzie 😂
Fuck Lizzie. Crazy ass kid. RIP to the younger sister instead.
One was a psycho. The other was an innocent kid.
:((
Forever in our hearts 🙀🙀🙀
Heck no. Only RIP to Mika
Such awesome characters…So sad :(
#worstbabysitterever714
Concern over viewer response prompted Ali Mattu, a specialist in child
psychology and anxiety disorders, to write a post on the AMCTWD website. Titled
“Killing Someone Doesn’t Make You Crazy in The Walking Dead’s Zombie
Apocalypse,” Mattu explains the stigmatization and medical disuse of the term “crazy.”
To further argue against the character’s dismissal as a “psycho” [Figs. 177-179], Mattu
explains the concrete symptoms of psychopathy in children:
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In order: gavin (@imgavxn), t (@AQUARIANA), derrick (@hoodiederrick), Kristyn B (@_kmed17),
Monet (@mustbe_themonet), SuperHyphy (@Johnneezy), Chris aka Blackdog (@thebl4ckd0g), fra
(@bdebicho), ¡Bazinga! (@WalkersFreaks), kiss me im Irish kels (@KelseyPls), bald bitch
(@didi112233), Andrew Marriott (@marriotta), Twitter, October 20, 2014,
https://twitter.com/WalkingDead_AMC/status/524048269832634369.
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Figure 177.

Psycho Lizzie Meme, Deadshed, “We all do, Tyreese, we all do…”
Deadshed.blogspot. com, 2014, http://deadshed.blogspot.com/
2014/03/creepy-lizzie-edition-walking-dead-4x14.html.
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Figure 178.

Psycho Lizzie Meme, in Robin Edds, “31 Things Only The Walking Dead
Fans Will Understand,” BuzzFeed, February 24, 2015, https://www.
buzzfeed.com/robinedds/this-isnt-a-democracy-anymore.
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Figure 179.

DMyE2Za, “New to Reddit, but can I leave this here? [Psycho Lizzie],”
Imgur.com, 2014, https://i.imgur.com/DMyE2Za.jpg.
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Psychologists look for kids with callous-unemotional traits. Most kids are
quick to act and are easily upset when things don't go their way. Callousunemotional kids aren't impulsive — they act in very calculated ways to
get what they want. People who have psychopathy really are coldblooded
— they don't experience as much fear and stress as everyone else. When
most kids do break social rules, they feel bad about what they did.
Overtime, this leads to empathy and prevents violent behavior.
Psychopathic kids don't make these connections. The parts of the brain
that prevent violent and cruel behavior just don't develop for them.715
Mattu goes on to discuss Lizzie’s displays of emotion and empathy, even for the
Walkers, as not fitting this diagnosis. To further explore the child’s psychology, he looks
to Lizzie’s behavior and environment and notes that her view of death may be affected by
“chronic stress [which] is really bad for the developing brain.”716 He then explains
that stress reduction, emotional regulation skills and “a trusted adult could have helped
her to better understand the relationship between human death and walker death.”717
Viewers expressing progressive catharsis echoed Mattu’s recognition of untreated
mental health. While some made clever use of Lizzie’s zombie identification [Fig. 180],
others posted of belief and hope within understanding and compassion:
She was like 10 yrs old do you think she understood what she was doing?
It's scary how easy you guys talk about it being right to kill a child. Maybe
it was for the best, I don't know. But that does not make it right or ok. It's
never alright to kill a child.718
Viewers expressing progressive catharsis continually expressed their moral protest to
Lizzie’s execution:
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Ali Mattu, “Killing Someone Doesn’t Make You Crazy in The Walking Dead’s Zombie Apocalypse,”
last modified March 25, 2014, http://www.the walking dead.com/walking-dead-Lizzie-and-psychopathy/.
716
Emphasis Mattu. Ibid.
717
Ibid.
718
Sleepzou, “[SPOILERS] The quote that bothered me the most during the ‘look at the flowers’ scene,”
Reddit, Comment, 2014, https://www.reddit.com/r/thewalkingdead/comments/20rb92/spoilers_the
_quote_that_bothered_me_the_most/.
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Figure 180.

“Crazy Lizzie,” QuickMeme.com, n.d., http://www.quickmeme.
com/p/3vxsd8.

There are some situations in the Walking Dead universe where you have
to kill but there are some where you can just let it go. This was the
ultimate question in the case of what to do with Lizzie. Carol and Tyreese
had that super serious discussion in the house as to what to do with her;
was she one that they had to put down or was she one that they could just
forget about. Ultimately, they decided that she was one that had to
die…This was without a doubt one of the hardest episodes to watch
because killing a kid is horrible regardless of what that child has done…719

719

GlenBigBabyDavis, “[SPOILERS] The quote that bothered me the most during the ‘look at the flowers’
scene,” Reddit, Comment, 2014, https://www.reddit.com/r/thewalkingdead/comments/20rb92/spoilers_
the_quote_that_bothered_me_the_most/.
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Ultimately, one Redditor explained how the show directed viewers towards a
conservative catharsis:
…if they had not essentially told the audience over and over what they
needed to understand [about Lizzie’s misplaced identification with the
Walkers], almost to the point of spelling out what they should think. if the
main points weren't hammered to the point of "banality" many in the
audience would not have been able to accept Carol shooting Lizzie. As it
is there are still people rejecting it as an acceptable choice.720
Yet, viewers agreeing with Lizzie’s death continued to post on Facebook, in
YouTube comments, and through memes [Fig. 181-182]. Their easy use of profanity
against the child transforms Lizzie beyond a grotesque into a zombie-grotesque, despite
Carol’s headshot denying her the experience.721 As a result, those viewers violently
rejecting identification with “the monster” demonstrate a conservative cathartic reaction
to her doom. Following the logic of tough action in a dysfunctional world, conservative
viewers express agreement with Carol’s own assessment of Lizzie: “She can’t be around
other people.” One Redditor explained his agreement:
No, I don't think it was that hard of a decision to make to kill Lizzie. It's
not something like that she didn't see the danger, or she didn't like people,
or even she…wanted walkers hanging around live people. She wanted
walkers, she liked them and wanted to turn people into them. You can't
trust her to kill one, you can't trust her to not let them into the camp, she
isn't just "not helpful against walkers" she is helping walkers. It's like a
walker spy, you can't have a spy in your camp for the enemy, that shit
doesn't work out well.722
720

Charlimi, “[SPOILERS] Let's talk about the general narrative problems I've begun to notice in episodes
up to the most recently aired. Leave your pretext and fandom at the door. I want to talk about heavy-handed
moral/thematic and internal conflict narrative.,” Reddit, Comment, 2014,
https://www.reddit.com/r/thewalkingdead/comments/20o5jd/spoilers_lets_talk_about_
the_general_narrative/.
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Similar to the connections between profanity and the subaltern expressed in Adele Holoch, “Profanity
and the Grotesque in Indra Sinhalese Animal’s People,” Interventions 18, 1 (2016): 127-142.
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ACrusaderA, “[SPOILERS] The quote that bothered me the most during the ‘look at the flowers’
scene,” Reddit, Comment, 2014, https://www.reddit.com/r/thewalkingdead/comments/20rb92/spoilers_
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Figure 181.

Deadshed, “Creepy Lizzie Edition, That Stare…,” deadshed.
blogspot.com, 2014, http:/deadshed.blogspot.com/2014/ 03/creepy-lizzieedition-walking-dead-4x14.html?m=1.
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Figure 182.

IMAFIRINGMA101LAZAR, “Walking Dead Lizzie,” imgflip.com, 2016,
https://imgflip.com/i/19wyub.
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In comparing Lizzie to a spy, this viewer gives the child power over the adults.
That stance exposes the social mandate of parental control over a child’s mental health.
Carol’s final response to Lizzie’s troubled psychology made the child an issue to be dealt
with rather than someone to be helped through the changing world. To paraphrase
medical sociologist Bryan Turner: the imposed clinical gaze enabled parents to assume
considerable social power in defining reality and hence in defining deviance and social
disorder.723 Viewer agreement with Lizzie’s death sentence, at best, aligns with parents
imposing their reality onto a child’s mental health status. At worst, viewers give voice to
their poor management of family stress and coping during the Recession, including
possible child abuse.724
Perhaps the most disturbing visual images created within conservative catharsis
are those by professional photographer Alana Hubbard. Hubbard went viral on Facebook
for her photo shoot of a young cancer patient dressed as a princess. Then, she posted a
“Walking Dead” shoot with children, including her own two children. Hubbard used
costuming, toys and Photoshopped gore to recreate the show’s characters and iconic
moments [Figs. 183-184]. Facebook and her followers’ reactions were swift. Facebook
blocked Hubbard from the site for 72 hours before reopening her page.725 Followers
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“The clinical gaze enabled medical men to assume considerable social power in defining reality and
hence in defining deviance and social disorder.” As quoted in David Armstrong, “Foucault and the
Sociology of Health and Illness,” in Foucault, Health and Medicine, ed. Robin Bunton and Alan Petersen
(Milton Park: Routledge, 1997), 25.
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Luyckx et al., “Parental Psychology Control and Dimensions of Identity Formation in Emerging
Adulthood,” 549.
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Claire Gillespie, “Little Kids Did a Walking Dead photo shoot and It’s Everything You’d Hope It Would
Be,” last modified June 8, 2016, https://www.sheknows.com/parenting/slideshow/6567/kids-walking-deadphoto-shoot/.
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Figure 183.

Alana Hubbard, Walking Dead photograph (Negan Kills Glenn), in
Claire Gillespie, “Little Kids Did a Walking Dead Photo Shoot and It’s
Everything You’d Hope It Would Be,” sheknows.com, June 8, 2016.

Figure 184.

Alana Hubbard, Walking Dead photograph (Carol shoots Lizzie),
in Adam Shrier, “New Jersey photographer’s Walking Dead
child zombie photo shoot ignites Facebook uproar,” NYDailyNews.com,
June 7, 2016.
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overwhelming expressed outrage at the children’s exposure to an adult series and
recreating character death scenes, including Lizzie’s death, with children:
What you believe is art is nothing more than undermining everything a
TRUE parent needs to teach their child! Life is worth living! Showing a
child death before they even understand what life is, is horrific! Teach
them value so they understand the loss!726
Hubbard referred to the outraged responses as “the angry pitchfork moms” and “I don’t
remember people making outraged posts when Lizzie was shot on the show. I just recreated that scene with a photo, so I don’t see the difference.”727
The controversial photographs did have their supporters. One article featuring all
of the photographs gushed: “What a fabulous experience for the kids to be involved in.
It’s no more gruesome or violent than good old-fashioned cowboys and indians [sic] (but
with a zombie thrown in the mix).”728 Hubbard herself predicted that the photographs
would appear on The Walking Dead’s official website. It was actually the comic’s
website that posted the photographs (without the death scene recreations), under the title:
“These Walking Dead Kid Cosplayers are Everything.”729 Hubbard made clear her stage
mom aspirations: “I would take all the hate and the abuse and the pitchfork mob any day
(if I could) say that my children and their friends made it onto The Walking Dead
website.”730
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For an art historian, the controversial use of children in photography echoes that
of Sally Mann’s Immediate Family (1992). Mann’s art book depicting her three children
received criticism that, on some levels, connect to Hubbard’s images [Fig. 185]. For
example, Mann also faced rebuke for “un-motherliness,” with one reviewer succinctly
restating the same critique as Hubbard’s Facebook commentor: “Motherhood should not

Figure 185.

Sally Mann, Emmett’s Bloody Nose, 1985, Silver Gelatin Print,
19.6” x 23.6.” The artist.
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give licence to activities that are morally wrong.”731 Yet, both Mann and Hubbard raise
similar questions of identity, particularly how adults view children’s identities and how
children themselves express identity in art.
Art historian Michelle A. Foa uses Kaja Silverman’s psychoanalytic theory of
self-presentation as performative culture to interpret Mann’s photographs. She describes
work like Candy Cigarette (1989) as the subject’s adoption of “a culturally and
historically specific repertoire of ideal images through which we see ourselves, see
others, and are seen by others.”732 In the photograph, Mann’s daughter, Jessie, adopts the
culturally ideal pose of the bored yet beautifully glamorous blonde smoker [Figs. 186187]. Affected by a socially-nuanced Lacanian screen of narcissistic projection, the girl
presents the identity through which she sees herself and wants to be seen. Costuming, in
this case a candy cigarette, becomes part of that self-image “since it is ‘worn’ or
‘assumed’ by the body, which, in turn, transforms other worn or assumed things into
costumes.”733 Capturing this “pre-photographic representation” of her child as a womanly
girl, Mann presents proof of the lie of childhood innocence outside of adult “culturally
prescribed idealizations.”734 Critics accusing her of un-motherly behavior, then, stand in
denial of the true representation of childhood identity formation.
The limits of Mann’s influence on poses seen in Immediate Family or At Twelve:
Portraits of Young Women (1988) is unknown. Hubbard, however, acknowledges that
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Janet Malcolm, "The Family of Mann," The New York Review of Books, February 3, 1994,
https://www.nybooks.com/articles/1994/02/03/the-family-of-mann/.
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Michelle A. Foa, “Mediations in Sally Mann’s Immediate Family,” Princeton 13, 2 (2002): 50.
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Figure 186.

Sally Mann, Candy Cigarette, 1989, Gelatin Silver Print, 7.5” x 9.5.”
Museum of Contemporary Photography.

Figure 187.

Bob Carlos Clarke, Incendiary Blonde, 1985, 20” x 16.” The Estate of Bob
Carlos Clarke.
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none of the children in her photographs had seen AMCTWD: “It was more about dressing
up and having fun.”735 Therefore, neither the poses nor the costuming are attributable to
the children emulating cultural identities. Without knowing the specific cultural
references, the children could have enjoyed their zombie playtime. Those chosen to be
zombies likely enjoyed the paradox of the living dead by restraining their energy [Fig.
188]. Other recognizable archetypes, like the “bad guy” and the “sheriff,” could also
broaden identity. But one wonders if a three-year old aiming a toy gun at the back of a
kneeling playmate is more like the “cops and robbers” play that Hubbard and her
defenders cite or imposed adult choice over the children’s independence.
*****

Figure 188.

735

Alana Hubbard, Walking Dead photograph (Daryl Leading the Herd of
Zombies), in Claire Gillespie, “Little Kids Did a Walking Dead Photo
Shoot and It’s Everything You’d Hope It Would Be,” sheknows.com, June
8, 2016.

Stump.
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The early 2010s ended the average American’s faith in both government and
employers. The Great Recession’s combination of widespread foreclosures and
unemployment created a financial strain that most Americans had never experienced
before. Differing political identities affected individual coping mechanisms so that adult
opinions were partially dictated to them.
The zombie traumatic-grotesque, seen through a hopeful mindset, could be
helpful to those viewers in positively reframing their traumatic experience. Within Jillian
McDonald’s Field of the Dead and Undead and A Prairie Horror, the audience identifies
their personal Recession horrors with the monstrous zombie. In the former, that
identification spreads the trauma across social connections; the latter creates hope for
healing past the grotesque present. Rejection of the zombie traumatic-grotesque, like
those Americans believing they can control their mental health, obliterates any effect of
trauma processing. Instead, the viewer’s troubled psyche responds pragmatically to a bad
situation in a bad social era, to their detriment and, potentially, their children’s future
mental health.
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CONCLUSION
Zombie traumatic-grotesques went beyond video art and television shows during
the Great Recession. They also joined the Occupy Wall Street (OWS) movement in New
York City. On September 17, 2011, one thousand people gathered in Zuccotti Park to
protest Wall Street with an effective message: “we are the 99%”.736 As the Occupy
movement grew in size and spread across the country and the world, democratic
committees formed to organize different aspects of OWS.737 On October 3, the Arts and
Culture committee held a “corporate zombies” protest march.738
Timed to coincide with the financial district’s morning commute, the corporate
zombie march was a performance intended to “[show] us reflecting the metaphor of their
actions.”739 Hundreds of participants transformed into blanched creatures with bloodied
mouths stuffed with money [Fig. 189]. Zombie-protester Asa Lowe cited the bank bailout
as his inspiration to march: “We’re letting Wall Street know that the zombies are coming
and that we’re not gonna let them take our money and abuse it.”740 Around the same time,
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Figure 189.

John Minchillo, “Protesters from Occupy Wall Street march through New
York's financial district dressed as ‘corporate zombies’,” Photograph,
October 3, 2011, The Washington Post.

protest signs and stenciled graffiti began to feature a new phrase: “Eat the Rich” [Fig.
190].741 In illustrator Christy C. Road’s poster Eat the Rich (2011, Fig. 191), that phrase
combines with the zombie-grotesque. Casting the bankers as the monster, she amends the
protest phrase to “EAT THE RICH BEFORE THEY EAT YOU.”
In the poster, a cartoonish zombie stands in the immediate foreground. His green
rotted skin nearly matches the cash, unspecified in denomination, fanned out in front of
his chest. His bloodied and torn business suit, further referencing his corporate nature,
plays host to a couple of cutesy beetles on his shoulders and worms in his breast pockets.
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The phrase is the shortened version of the original phrase - “One Day, the Poor Will Have Nothing Left
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Figure 190.

Stephen O’Byrne, March to Police Plaza, September 30, 2011,
2011, Photograph, the artist.

Figure 191.

Christy Road, EAT THE RICH, 2011, Ink, Marker, Digital, 15”x 11.” The
artist.
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His pink eyes, popped out of their sockets yet still connected by optic nerves, humorously
rise up to his forehead and over his blue hair. The eyes look up, but they should look
behind him. Dramatically silhouetted against a camouflaged sky lurks an overwhelming
protest mob. Here, Road reverses the standard zombie narrative in that the (protesting)
human horde chases the zombie, rather than the other way around.
Within the poster, Road uses the zombie’s traumatic-grotesque function to depict
the Wall Street banker as a monstrous individual whose only concern is cash. There is no
group of zombies here to share the blame, but solely himself. Like in McDonald’s A
Prairie Horror, the progressive financier identifying with the zombie would wrestle with
his humanity, particularly prioritizing money over lives. For the conservative Baby
Boomer banker, there is a whiff of the midcentury zombie in the poster. Now, however,
the roles are reversed: the free-thinkers fearing for their lives are the humans, while the
banker recklessly launched the economic Bomb for a literal cash grab. As such, he must
address his own self-image as that of a monster.742
In order to impart these cathartic responses, the zombie traumatic-grotesque uses
the combined functions of its different parts. The zombie portion uses its grotesque
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dichotomies to tackle the viewer’s ideas of self/Other, subjugation/empowerment and
social fear/desire. For some audience members, that may be as far as the monster’s visual
signification goes. One only need to read art historian Kristen Hutchinson’s review of
Canadian artist Kim Dorland’s 2013 painting Zombies (The Parents) [Fig. 192] to see
proof of the monster’s effectiveness at provoking self-reflection:

Figure 192.

Kim Dorland, Zombies (The Parents), 2013, Oil on Canvas, 60”x 40.” The
artist.
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Rather than being shown as part of a larger horde, [the zombies] are
depicted as individuals — parents, no less. This casts them in a
sympathetic light; I immediately think about what their lives were like
before they were turned and ponder whether any of their humanity
remains intact. Am I being pursued by my own parents? Should I kill them
or let them be? Or perhaps these zombies are the first woman and man to
become infected by the virus, a kind of zombie Adam and Eve.743
As a traumatic-grotesque, however, the zombie brings all its dichotomies together
into a visual image that both threatens and critiques the viewer’s independence, forced
change of identity and ideas of community. Again, one can see comprehension of this
functionality within reviews, particularly Desson Thomson’s review of the 2004 zombiecomedy Shaun of the Dead:
Have you ever held a good willow cricket bat in your hand?... Okay, now
take that thought, wield that cricket bat in your hands. Ready? Pull back
your shoulders and take a mighty swing at the mushy head of a zombie…
[The film] starts with Shaun, always tired in the mornings, slumping onto
a London bus. Doesn't really pay attention to the weary souls around him.
Assumes they're as tired as he is. Doesn't take a good look and realize . . .
the city is crawling with flesh-eating zombies… When he does figure it
out, Shaun and his flatmate Ed (Nick Frost) assemble friends and family,
including Shaun's girlfriend, Liz (Kate Ashfield), and his mother, Barbara
(Penelope Wilton), and take immediate action…Metaphorically, Shaun
[was] already…a zombie. So is Ed, whose idea of happiness is slumping
in front of his video games. Now they're facing scarier versions of
themselves, a test to see how much they really deserve to live.744
The review references the challenge to and change of Shaun’s identity from a
mindless social zombie into a productive society member. The character’s reluctance to
change is caught in a now-classic scene where he and Ed fling records at invading
zombies, Shaun bickering all the time at which records are too valuable to destroy. At the
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film’s end, Shaun matures from his previous man-child existence into a mature
communal living situation with his girlfriend. To highlight this changed social identity,
Shaun occasionally jaunts out to the shed, home to the now-zombified Ed. Always
playing video games, Zombie-Ed is content with his former, but now clear, zombified
state [see Fig. 84]. Shaun’s visit, on the other hand, is temporary. The comedic aspects of
a film like Shaun of the Dead allow the audience to more easily identify with the
character’s psychological change at the end. Or, as critic Wesley Morris puts it: “as a
measure of Shaun's development as both a character and a citizen, you prefer him when
he's fighting for his life as opposed to wasting it.”745
For the artworks and films used as examples in this writing, the average viewer’s
leap to fully processing the zombie traumatic-grotesque is admittedly more challenging.
Like any kind of psychological treatment, contemplating traumatic issues and putting
those conclusions into action requires the viewer to want change. That desire to modify
personal identity is at its height during times of cultural trauma. As Alexander says:
Insofar as traumas are so experienced, and thus imagined and represented,
the collective identity will become significantly revised. This identity
revision means that there will be a searching re-remembering of the
collective past, for memory is not only social and fluid but deeply
connected to the contemporary sense of the self…Trauma will be
resolved, not only by setting things right in the world, but by setting things
right in the self.746
It is impossible to gauge the zombie traumatic-grotesque’s influence on viewer
psychologies through the social traumas of the 2000s. The information is either
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incomplete or simply not present. However, understanding a grotesque viewer’s potential
psychological process during times of trauma has wide historical applications. My close
examination of visual art’s proto- and fully-fledged zombies and the monster’s film
representations furthers art history, film studies and cultural studies. Identifying the
zombie as one of those grotesques that consistently resurrects during society’s
challenging moments brings a new analytical perspective to the creature and its
continuing appearances, which continue even to the time of this writing.
From December 2020 to March 2021, the COVID-19 pandemic death toll rose
from 1,761,429 to 2,722,098 worldwide.747 Already, the zombie rises again to come to
our collective and individual psychological aid. Charlie Adlard, primary illustrator of the
now-ended comic The Walking Dead, created three illustrations to serve as visual PSAs
on the virus in November 2020 [Figs. 193-194, 196]. Created in part to bring attention to
cultural businesses in Shropshire, England, the posters present the zombie as the virus
incarnate. In Keep Distance, a green zombie clad in blue jeans and a shirt that melds with
his skin chases a man whose brown jacket bears an overt similarity to the heroic character
Rick Grimes. The man’s knowing look to the viewer clearly identifies from what, not
who, he is keeping distant.
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Figure 193.

Charlie Adlard, Keep Distance, 2020, Illustration, unknown dimensions,
BBC News, https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-england-shropshire-55004128.

Wash Hands seems innocent enough until the viewer notices that the fingers on
the zombie’s right hand are dropping off into the sink. While surely meant in jest, the
image recalls those COVID-19 patients who suffered amputations from the virus [Fig.
195]. Get Tested best captures the monster’s humor/horror dichotomy as the zombie has
testing swabs up both nostrils, in both ears and stuck into a skin break near the lower left
lip. Yet, again, the image is problematic in terms of the prevalence of false negative
COVID tests, measured to be around 17% in a New York study.748 From my own
experience, the poster probably would have made me laugh as I got my first test, but not
when I had to return for a second test due to a false negative.
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Figure 194.

Charlie Adlard, Wash Hands, 2020, Illustration, unknown dimensions,
BBC News, https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-england-shropshire-55004128.

Figure 195.

“An 86 year old woman presented in April 2020 with black fingers," from
Giuseppe P. Martino and Giuseppina Bitti, “COVID Fingers: Another
Severe Vascular Manifestation,” European Journal of Vascular and
Endovascular Surgery 61, 1 (2021): 97.
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Figure 196.

Charlie Adlard, Get Tested, 2020, Illustration, unknown dimensions, BBC
News, https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-england-shropshire-55004128.

But, using the zombie or the zombie apocalypse as a metaphor for illness is not
contained solely to these PSAs. Since 2018, British performance artist Martin O’Brien
self-identifies his existence as “zombie time.” That identification emerges from his cystic
fibrosis (CF): a progressive genetic disease in which the body’s mucus thickens, leading
to persistent lung infections and inflammations, difficulty breathing and thick coughing,
and pancreatic dysfunction that results in malnutrition.749 Born with the disease,
O’Brien’s initial life expectancy was 3 years. Upon surpassing that age, doctors declared
he would not reach 30. On his 30th birthday, O’Brien performed the first part of Until the
Last Breath is Breathed (2018-2020). In an abandoned morgue, he performed 30 acts in
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“About Cystic Fibrosis,” (Cystic Fibrosis Foundation, Broomall, PA, accessed March 21, 2021),
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the 30 hours leading to his birthday [Fig. 197]. He has since turned the record of that
work into a performance lecture discussing zombie time:
I should be dead but I’m not. Now I’m existing in a different time. This is
zombie time. The time of the animated corpse. I am immortal. Death is
behind me instead of in front. Zombie time is a different relationship to
death and life…It’s a form of enduring life when death is no longer the
certainty it once was. It is no longer linear, it’s full of breaks and
ambushes. In zombie time, you keep moving but not towards anything,
just for the sake of moving. No goals, only desires. No plans, only
reactions. The only constant is the presence of death but not in the way it
once was, the zombie knows death and breaths in death. Death is in me
instead of somewhere else. Until the Last Breath is Breathed.750
While O’Brien embodied the zombie in three prior works - Taste of Flesh/Bite Me
I’m Yours (2015, Fig. 198), If It Were the Apocalypse I’d Eat You to Stay Alive (20152017) and The Unwell (2016, Fig. 199) – his 2020 work The Last Breath Society

Figure 197.

Martin O’Brien, Until the Last Breath Breathed, 2018-2020, Performance,
the artist.

750

Martin O’Brien, “Zombie Time,” last modified 2019, https://www.martinobrienart.com/zombietime.html.
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Figure 198.

Martin O’Brien, Taste of Flesh/Bite Me I’m Yours, 2015, Performance, the
artist.

Figure 199.

Martin O’Brien, The Unwell (Still), 2016, Video, the artist.
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was postponed due to the Covid pandemic. In the meanwhile, he wrote an article
comparing the experience of managing CF to the world’s new realization of mortality.751
Describing the use of CF’s thick cough in his work as a symbol of hope, O’Brien also
equates this noise of continuing life with isolation. CF patients, due to their compromised
lungs, must live with a continuous state of social distancing. Additionally, they cannot be
in the same room with another sufferer. “Your own death is potentially in the lungs of
another,” he writes. “The cougher holds your mortality in their chest, and you hold theirs
in yours.”752 O’Brien then recalls that previously his coughing fits created concern within
others but “never have I so keenly felt the disgust and fear towards me [during a
coughing fit] as during the beginnings of the spread of COVID-19 in London.”753
Now that Covid imposes these same concerns to healthy people, O’Brien suggests
the idea of zombie time as a framework for the psychological survival within their new
realization of mortality:
Like the Hollywood zombie which holds within it a paradox, in that it is
both dead and alive, those of us living in zombie time experience death as
embodied in life…We had come to terms with the fact that we are about to
die, and then we didn’t. This necessitates a fundamental change in how we
imagine death and our position in relation to it…zombie time offers us a
way of conceptulising [sic] sick life, not as an anticipation, but as already
a corpse, one with new life breathed into it. The end of life is now
ambiguous. Death is keenly felt as lived experience but not as something
in an imagined future, rather something we are constantly living through.
There is no grim reaper anymore; death is not external but exists within a
person, as the experience of living…754
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Martin O’Brien, “You are My Death: The Shattered Temporalities of Zombie Time,” Wellcome Open
Research 5, 135 (2020): https://wellcomeopenresearch.org/articles/5-135.
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Ibid., 5.
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Ibid., 4.
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Ibid., 3.
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In comparing O’Brien’s zombie time with the zombie-grotesque, the artist does
fulfill the zombie’s dichotomies. Self and Other are intertwined into one person as a
living corpse. Additionally, the experience of self/Other emerges as two people
consciously acknowledge the possibility of causing the other’s death. O’Brien’s
connection of his ongoing deadly disease with COVID-19 also allows the patient to
empower himself by subjugating his fear of potential mortality. In referencing coughing,
the artist conveys how the social fear of disease can, instead, be turned into a positive
affirmation. The cough becomes life noisily continuing on rather than being silenced in
death.
As a conceptualized traumatic-grotesque, zombie time obviously works for
O’Brien. He places the deadly nature of his disease into a changed identity through which
he exists independent of the threat to his existence. While forming community through
zombie time was the subject of his postponed performance, he offers membership in
zombie time’s new, progressive outlook to the reader.
There is a distinct possibility that some may take him up on the offer. A January
2021 study of horror fans, doomsday preppers, and “morbidly curious individuals”
determined that horror fans experienced the lowest psychological distress from the
pandemic.755 Describing the viewing of a horror narrative as a “simulation,” the
psychological study ascribed fans with regularly exercised emotion regulation strategies.
The ability to control emotional response could lead to improved emotional coping skills
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Coltan Scrivner et al., “Pandemic Practice: Horror Fans and Morbidly Curious Individuals are More
Psychologically Resilient during the COVID-19 Pandemic,” Personality and Individual Differences 168
(January 2021): 110397.
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and definitely connects to less avoidance coping. As a result, horror fans have higher
resilience during actual traumatic events. The study specifically references the helpful
nature of zombies, explaining:
Although zombies do not exist and thus represent no real threat to humans,
situations that occur in zombie movies may be analogous to situations that
would occur in real-world events. The widespread chaos that occurs in
zombie films is in many ways similar to the widespread chaos that can
occur during real-world disasters. Thus, the information we obtain
vicariously from an imagined zombie apocalypse may serve us in
analogous situations in the real world.756
It will not be long before the zombie traumatic-grotesque aids in Covid trauma
processing. O’Brien’s The Last Breath Society is now scheduled for a 2021 performance
at ICA (London). Additionally, in May 2021 Netflix will debut Army of the Dead, a film
combining a heist film plot with the zombie apocalypse [Fig. 200].757 Conceived and
directed by Zack Snyder, the director of the 2004 remake of Dawn of the Dead, the film
is eagerly anticipated by fans. The excitement is high enought that a related anime
television show is in planning stages and a prequel movie wrapped in December 2020.758
Netflix is also releasing Resident Evil: Infinite Darkness (2021), an animated show based
on the zombie shoot-em-up video games.759
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Figure 200.

Army of the Dead, Poster, 2021, Commissioned by Netflix.

Just as O’Brien will continue his artistic exploration of zombie time beyond 2021
(hopefully), so will new zombie movies emerge. Three other major release films are in
pre-production: Forest of Hands and Teeth is based on the New York Times bestseller of
the same name; Rise of the Living Dead is a project headed by Cameron Romero, son of
George A. Romero; and Road of the Dead follows Romero’s last co-written script and
will be a sequel to Chapter Six’s Land of the Dead.
Ultimately, the zombie traumatic-grotesque is not leaving the art world or pop
culture anytime soon. This is a good thing, considering the rise of mental health issues
due to the pandemic. In the early days of the outbreak, a Chinese study of healthcare
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workers and those on the front lines of the virus saw 70% of respondents in psychological
distress and 50% experiencing depression.760 A Pennsylvania frontline nurse told me of
being “so overloaded [with patients] that it’s beyond [un]safe.” 761 Her distress in trying
to provide basic care amplifies as the few nurse’s aids routinely receive calls to the
Emergency ward. Suicides, she says solemnly, consistently come through the doors. Yet,
the worst emotional stress comes through patient isolation. “Sometimes they have iPads
to connect to family,” she says. “But they are dying alone, with a nurse as the last one
with them before they pass. We contact family, but sometimes they’re late. They die
without loved ones.”762
In June 2020, the U.K. reported an 8.1% increase in mental health issues across
the population, a substantial increase.763 In December 2020, the U.S. Census Bureau
reported worse statistics, with 42% of surveyed Americans reporting depression
symptoms as compared to 11% the year before.764 The increase is tragic, but not
unexpected. Polls conducted in early 2021 show that between 1 in 3 or 1 in 5 Americans
know someone who succumbed to COVID-19.765 As Covid mental health studies are
ongoing, the ultimate psychological damage caused by the pandemic will reveal itself
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in time. To judge by the statistics on mental health access after the Great Recession, the
future seems bleak.
Yet, for every Night, there is a Dawn. The zombie traumatic-grotesque will be
here, adapting its appearance and narrative to fit the mental health concerns of a postCovid world [Fig. 201]. In doing so, the monster can offer comfort to both progressive
and conservative viewers open to its message of new community within a changed world.

Figure 201.

Jedibond, “Shaun of the Dead Corona Virus [sic],” Imgflip.com,
2020, https://imgflip.com/i/3ogh58.

4547-8d57-e619f65d47e2.html and “Nearly One-Fifth of Americans Know Someone Who Has Died of
COVID-19, Survey Says,” Uchicago News (Chicago, IL), March 11, 2021.
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